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Kurzzusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht Rückkontakt-Bottomsolarzellen mit passivierenden und
ladungsträger-selektiven POLO-Kontakten mit drei Anschlüssen (3T-POLO-IBC-Bottomzelle).
Sie bilden das Fundament monolithischer Tandemsolarzellen mit drei Anschlüssen. Diese
neuartigen Tandemsolarzelle erlaubt die Verwendung von Subzellen, dessen Fotoströme
fehlangepasst sind. Damit bietet diese Tandemsolarzellen-Technologie Flexibilität bei der
Materialauswahl der Subzellen, einfache Herstellbarkeit und Robustheit gegenüber spektraler
Änderung des einfallenden Lichts im Tages- und Jahresverlauf. Es werden drei aufeinan-
der aufbauende Bausteine der 3T-POLO-IBC-Bottomsolarzelle untersucht: Erstens, der
passivierende und ladungsträger-selektive POLO-Kontakt. Zweitens, die Integration von
POLO-Kontakten auf der Rückseite der Solarzelle. Drittens, die Funktionsweise einer Bot-
tomzelle mit drei Anschlüssen.
Im ersten Teil wird der Prozess der Ladungsträgerextraktion an selektiven Kontakten zum
Fotoabsorber theoretisch ergründet. Die Selektivität eines Kontaktes wird auf der Grundlage
von (reaktions-) kinetischen Betrachtungen am Kontakt als das Ratenverhältnis gewollter
Prozesse zu ungewollten Prozessen definiert. Die Extraktionseffizienz von Ladungsträgern am
Kontakt wird als das Verhältnis der externen Spannung gegenüber der internen Spannung aus
thermodynamischen Gesichtspunkten abgeleitet. Um den vereinheitlichender Charakter der
Definitionen in dieser Arbeit hervorzuheben, werden die bestehenden Literatur-Definitionen
aus den Definitionen in dieser Arbeit berechnet. Die Selektivität und Extraktionseffizienz
werden miteinander korreliert und daraus der Wirkungsgrad einer Solarzelle mit vorgegebener
Kontaktselektivität errechnet. Nach der detaillierten theoretischen Untersuchung der Selek-
tivität werden die Eigenschaften von n+ und p+ POLO-Kontakten untersucht. Es werden
niedrige Sättigungsstromdichten zwischen 2 fA/cm2 und 18 fA/cm2 und gleichzeitig Kontak-
twiderstände zwischen 0,4 mΩcm2 und 10 mΩcm2 ermittelt. Es wird gezeigt, dass der effiziente
Ladungsträgertransport der Majoritäten durch Pinholes im Grenzflächenoxid sichergestellt
wird. Der resultierende logarithmische Selektivitäts-Koeffizient von POLO-Kontakten wird
auf über 15 bestimmt. Damit gehören POLO-Kontakte zu den Kontakten mit der höchsten
Selektivität und sind für Solarzellen mit höchsten Effizienzen prädestiniert.
Die POLO-Kontakte werden auf der Rückseite einer Rückkontaktzelle mit POLO-Kontakten
für beide Polaritäten integriert. Dabei formt das p+ und n+ dotierte Poly-Si auf der Rückseite
der Solarzelle einen parasitären, gradierten p+n+-Übergang im defektreichen Poly-Si mit
einer Ladungsträgerlebensdauer von wenigen Pikosekunden. Die resultierende Rekombination
limitiert die erreichbare Effizienz der POLO-IBC-Zelle auf etwa 18%. Aus diesem Grund
wird der parasitäre Übergang während des Zellherstellungsprozesses entfernt, indem ein
Graben zwischen die n+- und p+-dotierten Poly-Si-Regionen nasschemisch eingebracht wird.
Die POLO-IBC-Zelle mit isolierten n+- und p+ Poly-Si-Gebieten erzielt einen zertifizierten
Wirkungsgrad von 24,25%.
Für den letzten Baustein wird die POLO-IBC-Zelle um einen dritten POLO-Kontakt ergänzt
und die 3T-IBC-Bottomzelle mittels Strom-Spannungsmessungen im Detail untersucht. Zuerst
werden die unterschiedlichen Realisierungsmöglichkeiten für eine 3T-Tandemsolar einsortiert



und die dazugehörige Nomenklatur vorgestellt. Dabei werden zwei verschiedene 3T-IBC-
Bottomzellen-Architekturen unterschieden. Eine Unijunction-Bottomsolarzelle enthält einen
einzigen Minoritätsladungsträgerkontakt und zwei Majoritätsträgerkontakte. Eine Bipolar-
Junction-Bottomsolarzelle hingegen hat zwei Minoritätsladungsträgerkontakte und einen
einzigen Majoritätsladungsträgerkontakt.
Beide 3T-Bottomzell-Architekturen werden auf Basis eines modifizierten Herstellungsprozesses
für POLO-IBC-Solarzellen realisiert. Das Funktionsprinzip und die Verlustmechanismen
werden mit Hilfe von J-V -Messungen an beleuchteten Bauelementen und mit Hilfe ana-
lytischer Modellierung untersucht. Die Experimente zeigen, dass der dritte Kontakt einer
3T-Unijunction- und Bipolar-Junction-Bottomzelle das Sammeln oder Injizieren von zusät-
zlichen Minoritäts- oder Majoritätsladungsträgern aus der oder in die Bottomzelle ermöglicht.
Im Idealfall ist die Leistungsabgabe einer solchen 3T-Bottomzelle nahezu unabhängig von
der Stromdichte, die von der Topzelle angelegt wird. Daher ist keine Stromanpassung beider
Subzellen erforderlich. Allerdings verursacht der Transport von Majoritätsladungsträgern
bzw. Minoritätsladungsträgern durch die Unijunction- bzw. Bipolar-Junction-Bottomzelle
hindurch einen Verlust, welcher jedoch durch eine gezielte Auslegung der Bottomzelle ver-
nachlässigbar klein ausfallen kann. Die Auslegung wird im Detail erläutert. Schließlich wird
eine 3T-Unijunction-Bottomzelle mit einem texturierten n+-POLO-Frontkontakt mit einem
Wirkungsgrad von 20,3% und eine vereinfachte siebgedruckte PERC-ähnliche 3T-Bipolar-
Junction-Bottomzelle mit 14,4% entwickelt. Letztere ist ein attraktiver Ansatz, um die
dominierende PERC-Technologie in einer kostengünstigen Tandemsolarzelle mit maximaler
Energieausbeute zu nutzen.
Abschließend wird der erste 3T-GaInP//POLO-IBC-Tandemzellen-Demonstrator mit einem
Wirkungsgrad von 27,3% hergestellt und ein Netto-Wirkungsgradgewinn von 0,9% im Vergle-
ich zum 2T-Betrieb der 3T-Tandemzelle demonstriert.

Abstract

This thesis investigates back-contacted (IBC) bottom solar cells with passivating and carrier-
selective POLO contacts with three terminals (3T-POLO-IBC cell). Such cells form the
foundation of monolithic three-terminal tandem solar cells. This novel tandem solar cell
enables the use of sub-cells with mismatched photocurrents. Thus, this tandem solar cell
technology platform offers the flexibility with respect to subcell material selection, the ease
of fabrication, and a robustness to spectral variations of incident light over the course of
the day and year. Three building blocks of the 3T POLO IBC bottom solar cell, which are
based on each other, are examined: First, the passivating and carrier-selective POLO contact.
Second, the integration of POLO contacts on the rear side of a solar cell. Third, the principle
of operation of a bottom cell with three terminals.
In the first part, the process of charge carrier extraction at selective contacts to the pho-
toabsorber is theoretically explored. The selectivity of a contact is defined on the basis of



(reaction) kinetic considerations at the contact in terms of the rate ratio of desired processes
to undesired processes. The extraction efficiency of charge carriers at the contact is derived
as the ratio of the external voltage versus the internal voltage from a thermodynamic point of
view. To emphasize the unifying nature of the definitions in this thesis, the existing literature
definitions are calculated from the definitions in this thesis. The extraction efficiency is
related to the selectivity coefficient of the contact and the limiting efficiency of a silicon solar
cell with given contact selectivity is calculated accordingly. After the detailed theoretical
investigation on selectivity, the properties of n+ and p+ POLO contacts are examined. Low
saturation current densities between 2 fAcm2 and 18 fAcm2 and contact resistivities between
0.4 mΩcm2 and 10 mΩcm2 are found at the same time. It is shown that the efficient carrier
transport of majority carriers is ensured by pinholes in the interfacial oxide. The resulting
logarithmic selectivity coefficient of POLO contacts is determined to be above 15, which is
one of the highest values measured. This makes POLO contacts predestined for solar cells
with the highest efficiencies.
POLO contacts are integrated on the rear side of a back-contact cell with POLO contacts for
both polarities. Thereby, the p+ and n+ doped poly-Si on the backside of the solar cell form
a parasitic graded p+n+ junction within the defect-rich poly-Si with a carrier lifetime of a few
picoseconds. The arising recombination limits the achievable efficiency of the POLO-IBC cell
to about 18%. For this reason, the parasitic junction is removed during the cell fabrication
process by wet-chemically introducing a trench between the n+- and p+-doped poly-Si regions.
The POLO-IBC cell with isolated n+- and p+ poly-Si regions achieves a certified efficiency of
24.25%.
For the last part, a third POLO contact is added to the POLO-IBC cell and the 3T-IBC
bottom cell is studied in detail using current-voltage measurements. First, the different
realization options for a 3T tandem solar are sorted and the corresponding nomenclature is
presented. Two different 3T IBC bottom cell architectures are identified. The first one – the
unijunction bottom solar cell – contains a single minority carrier contact and two majority
carrier contacts. The second one – the bipolar junction bottom solar cell – on the other hand,
has two minority carrier contacts and a single majority carrier contact.
Both 3T bottom cell architectures are fabricated based on a modified POLO-IBC fabrication
process. The principles of operation and loss mechanisms are elucidated using J-V mea-
surements on illuminated devices and by means of analytical modeling. The experiments
show that the third contact of a 3T unijunction and bipolar junction bottom cell allows the
collection or injection of additional minority or majority carriers from or into the bottom
cell. Ideally, the power output of such a 3T bottom cell is nearly independent of the current
density applied by the top cell. Therefore, no current matching of both subcells is required.
However, the transport of majority carriers or minority carriers through the unijunction
or bipolar junction bottom cell causes a loss, which, however, can be made negligible by a
specific design of the bottom cell. The design rules are explained in detail. After the detailed
investigations, a 3T unijunction bottom cell with a textured n+-POLO front contact with an
efficiency of 20.3% and a simplified screen-printed PERC-like 3T bipolar junction bottom
cell with 14.4% are developed. The latter is an attractive approach to utilize the dominant
PERC technology in a low-cost tandem solar cell with maximum energy yield.



Finally, the first 3T GaInP//POLO-IBC tandem cell demonstrator is fabricated with an
efficiency of 27.3% and a net efficiency gain of 0.9% is demonstrated compared to the 2T
operation of the 3T tandem cell.
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1. Introduction

Climate change is seriously threatening the livelihood of humanity and represents the greatest
challenge for the twenty-first century. The world is on a path towards a global temperature
increase of well above 2 ◦C with the consequence of an irreversible climate change that will
make large parts of the world uninhabitable and leave a conflict-ridden world of starvation,
chronic fresh water shortages and refugee movement [1–5]. To mitigate climate change and
its consequences, the world has to take action and decarbonize its economies. Especially,
burning of fossil fuels for electricity generation has to be phased out completely and replaced
with renewable energy resources by 2050 [3, 6]. Moreover, the energy demand of the end-user
sector (transportation, builds and industry) has to be covered by low-carbon sources and
electrification in the future [7–11]. The generation of electricity from solar energy – photo-
voltaic (PV) energy conversion – plays a decisive role in avoiding green house gas emissions
and in mitigating global warming [12–17].
Since Chapin, Fuller and Pearson demonstrated the first practical silicon solar cell at Bell
Laboratories in 1954 [18], the silicon solar cell has become the dominant PV technology, while
taking about 60 years to achieve a cumulative installed PV power generation capacity of
more than 100 GW in 2013 [19]. Today, less than a decade later, the annually added capacity
exceeds 100 GW and yields a cumulative installed capacity of more than 600 GW, which
corresponds to about 3% of the global electricity generation [19, 20]. It is expected that PV
can cover 30% and 50% of the global electricity generation by 2035 and 2050, respectively
[14].
The incredible success of PV is based on the massive module prize reduction from about 70
$/Wpeak in 1978 to about 0.2 $/Wpeak in 2020 [21]. The prize reduction follows the learning
curve – also known as Swanson’s law – with a learning rate of approximately 20% [22], which
is partly a result of research efforts to increase the performance and lower the manufacturing
cost of solar cells [23–26]. An improvement in module performance can further reduce the
PV system costs [27]. But how far can efficiency be increased and what are possible levers
for improvement?
In principle, the efficiency of silicon solar cell can be improved until the calculated theoretical
maximum efficiency of 29.5% [28, 29] is reached. However, the average efficiency in mass
production of passivated emitter and rear cells (PERC) amounts to approximately 23% in
2020 [30]. A synergistic energy gain analysis (SEGA) [31] of a projected future PERC tech-
nology reveals that the largest efficiency gain can be achieve by improving the electron- and
hole-collecting contacts by implementing passivating and carrier-selective contact [32]. Among
others [33, 34], a polysilicon-based passivating and carrier-selective contact is a promising
approach to be implemented as evolutionary upgrade of the current PERC technology [32,
35, 36].
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In order to significantly increase the cell efficiency, even beyond the theoretical limit of 29.5%
for silicon single-junction solar cells [28, 29], inherent carrier thermalization loss has to be
addressed by splitting the spectrum through multiple junctions stacked optically in series
[37]. Applying this approach, monolithic and electrically series-connected multijunction solar
cell with efficiencies of up to 35.5% [38] for dual-junction, 37.9% [39] for triple-junction and
47.1% [40] for six-junction solar cells have been achieved under concentrated illumination.
Unfortunately, prohibitively expensive syntheses methods and materials were essential for
such highly efficient III-V compound semiconductor tandem solar cells in the past, which
restricted their usage to space applications and niche markets.
Recently increasing research interest is dedicated to potentially low cost, but highly efficient
tandem concepts based on Si wafer bottom cells for terrestrial, non-concentrated applications
[41, 42]. Bottom cells based on Si wafer technology are an excellent choice for dual-junction
solar cell applications thanks to an ideal bandgap of Si of 1.1eV, the abundancy and non-
toxicity, highly developed and cost-competitive manufacturing technology, high efficiency and
market-dominance. The perfect tandem partner with a wide band gap around 1.7 eV [43,
44] for a current-matched two-terminal tandem and nearly as good properties, as Si has for
bottom cells, is hard to find.
The current-matching constraint can be avoided by using a three-terminal tandem, which
provides a large flexibility regarding the usage of a broader range of band gaps for top and
bottom cell and a higher robustness against spectral variations. Both aspects allow to achieve
higher cell efficiency and energy yields. For practical solar cells, it is necessary to integrate
the third terminal at the rear side of the tandem cell by using industrial-type interdigitated
back contact (IBC) bottom cells.
In this thesis, the definition of selectivity as the central property of carrier-selective contacts
is discussed and the respective electrical properties of polysilicon-based junctions are inves-
tigated. Then, the polysilicon-base passivating contacts are integrated on the rear side of
an interdigitated back-contact solar cell with a certified efficiency of 24.25% to demonstrate
the high quality of the polysilicon passivating contacts on device level. Subsequently, the
interdigitated back-contact cell is modified such that a third polysilicon passivating contact
is integrated on the front side in order to study the physics of different three-terminal bottom
cell architectures for tandem application. Finally, the first three-terminal (3T) tandem solar
cell, which comprises a 3T IBC bottom cell with polysilicon-based junctions and a GaInP
top, with an efficiency of 27.3% is demonstrated.

Thesis structure

The presented thesis contains ten chapters, which are organized as follows.

Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the topic and provides the structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 summarizes the basic theoretical concepts – thermodynamics of energy conversion,
semiconductor theory and the basics of solar cells and transistors.
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Chapter 3 contains a brief description of the methods used.

Chapter 4 outlines the state of the field in the literature for the selectivity definition,
polysilicon-based passivating contacts and three-terminal tandem solar cells.

Chapter 5 discusses the process of charge carrier extraction at a selective contact and
defines the selectivity and carrier extraction efficiency. It compares the definitions made with
the literature and calculates the power conversion efficiency of a contact selectivity-limited
solar cells.

Chapter 6 presents the electrical properties – recombination and transport – of the used
polysilicon-based junctions and calculates the selectivity coefficient for the junctions. Fur-
thermore, it studies the correlation between pinhole density in the interfacial SiO2 and the
transport properties.

Chapter 7 covers the integration of the polysilicon-based junctions on the rear side of
interdigitated back-contact solar cells. The properties of the parasitic p+n+-junction forming
within the defective polysilicon layer at the rear side, its resulting detrimental effect on the
cell performance, and how the isolation of p+ and n+ doped polysilicon regions improves the
performance are presented.

Chapter 8 extends the interdigitated back-contact solar cells with a third polysilicon-based
contact to enable the investigation of three-terminal back-contacted bottom solar cells for
the application in three-terminal tandems. It presents the different possibilities to form a
three-terminal tandem solar cell and the corresponding nomenclature. For the bottom cell,
two different three-terminal bottom cell architectures – the unijunction and bipolar junction
bottom cell – are possible. Both cell types are experimentally investigated, equivalent circuit
models are developed and evaluated with the experimental data. Design rules for both
bottom cell types are provided. Finally, a high performance unijunction cell and a simplified
PERC-like bipolar junction cell are presented.

Chapter 9 demonstrates the first three-terminal tandem demonstrator comprising a back-
contacted bottom cell.

Chapter 10 resumes the thesis.
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2. Theory

2.1. Theory of energy conversion
The processes of energy conversion are omnipresent and essential for the modern society. The
theory of energy conversion – the thermodynamics – was born in the nineteenth century as a
consequence of the attempt to understand and to improve the invented steam engine [45]. At
first thermodynamics dealt with systems in thermodynamic equilibrium, but in the twentieth
century the theory was extended to described processes out of equilibrium. In the following,
both theories are briefly summarized as far as necessary in this thesis, especially in chapter
5. A complete presentation of the theory can be found in the textbook of Kondepudi and
Prigogine [45] or De Groot and Mazur [46] for example.
The conversion of energy in the following is outlined for heat engines as a natural example for
thermodynamics, but the presented concepts are generally valid for other types of conversion
processes – especially for the conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy as discussed
for solar cells in chapter 5.

2.1.1. Equilibrium thermodynamics: Carnot’s reversible heat engine
Equilibrium thermodynamics is the study of systems in equilibrium and the transition of
systems from one equilibrium state to another. In equilibrium, a system reaches the state
of maximum entropy and the entropy production rate vanishes. The vanishing entropy
production rate implies that all (thermodynamic) forces acting on the system and any net
energy or net particle fluxes vanish [45]. The system attains the state of minimum energy
and remains in this equilibrium state, such that any process of the system is required to be
reversible.
In order to describe the energy conversion from heat to work within this framework, Sadi
Carnot considered a reversible thermodynamic cycle – the Carnot cycle, which converts
heat energy into work [47]. Figure 2.1a shows the graphical representation of a Carnot
heat engine operating between a hot and cold heat reservoir with temperatures TH and TC,
respectively. In one cycle, an amount of heat QH = TH∆S is provided by the hot reservoir
to the engine and one part of the heat QC = TC∆S leaves the engine to be reabsorbed by
the cold reservoir. ∆S is the amount of entropy transferred between the reservoirs and the
engine due to the extracted and absorbed heat. Since the engine is assumed to be reversible,
entropy is conserved, such that incoming entropy equals the outgoing entropy. Furthermore,
the energy is conserved within the engine and the engine converts the remaining part of the
heat energy to work W = QH − QC = (TH − TC)∆S. The Carnot efficiency
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1.: Schematic representation of (a) the reversible Carnot heat engine and (b) the
irreversible Novikov engine. The irreversible interaction is indicated by the wavy
arrow and reversible interaction by the straight arrow. The Carnot cycle is
quasi-static and the Novikov cycle has a finite duration.

ηC = W
QH

= 1 − TC

TH
(2.1)

represents an upper limiting efficiency for all heat engines operating between two heat
reservoirs and solely depends on the temperature of the reservoirs. However, Carnot’s cycle
and heat engine rely on equilibrium thermodynamics and reversible processes, which require
the energy conversion process to occur infinitely slow to ensure that the rate of heat transfer
is almost zero [48, 49]. Therefore, a reversible engine takes an infinitely long time tC to
complete one Carnot cycle and the power output P = W

tC
of such a heat engine vanishes.

2.1.2. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics: Endo-reversible heat engine

Real energy converters exhibit finite rates for transfer processes and become irreversible.
A thermodynamic force F (e.g. temperature gradient) responsible for a flux density J
(e.g. heat flux density) drives the macroscopic system out of its equilibrium state and the
system has to be described by non-equilibrium thermodynamics [45]. Linear irreversible
thermodynamics provide a solid non-equilibrium theory to describe systems with irreversible
processes near their equilibrium state [45, 46, 50]. For this purpose, the system is divided in
smaller subsystems, which are assumed to be in a local equilibrium and the flux density J of
the irreversible transport between the subsystems is assumed to dependent linearly on the
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thermodynamic force1 F via the transport coefficient L [45, 46].

J = L · F (2.2)

The local thermodynamic equilibrium assumption allows to use a similar formalism as for the
description of a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. Any linear transport process results
in a finite entropy production rate ∂s

∂t

∂s

∂t
= J · F = J2

L
(2.3)

and dissipates a heat flux density ∂qirr
∂t

= T · ∂s
∂t

, which shows a quadratic dependence on the
flux density. A well-know example of the latter relationship is the Joule heating due to an
electric current flow through a conductor.
Based on the picture of linear irreversible thermodynamics, a class of irreversible engines
has been constructed [51–55] – the endoreversible2 engines. Figure 2.1b shows the schematic
diagram of an endoreversible heat engine3, which consists of a reversible engine supplemented
by a dissipative (irreversible) interaction with the hot reservoir. The calculation of the
power output P and the efficiency ηmpp at maximum power output is – aside from power
maximization – similar to the calculation for the Carnot engine from above and details can
be found elsewhere [53, 55]. The resulting power output with a linear transport law of heat
conduction ∂qH

∂t
= K · (TH − TiH) (Newton’s law) from the hot reservoir to the engine with

heat conductance K reads

P = K(TH − TiH) ·
(

1 − TC

TiH

)
. (2.4)

The Novikov heat engine generates maximum power if TiH =
√

THTC and the efficiency at
this point of operation is

ηmpp = 1 −
√

TC

TH
. (2.5)

This Novikov efficiency4 corresponds to the efficiency of a heat engine at maximum power
output and is considerably lower than the maximum possible efficiency of the engine. The
latter is achieved by operating the engine reversibly so that TiH = TH and P = 0. Then the
efficiency of the Novikov engine equals the Carnot efficiency ηC. By comparing the irreversible
and reversible engines, an interesting correlation between the efficiency at maximum power
output ηmpp and the efficiency without any fluxes5 with P = 0 is found. For an engine with
linear irreversible interactions with the reservoirs, the relation reads

ηmpp = 1 −
√

1 − ηC. (2.6)
1Note that the flux densities and forces are vectors and the the L is a transport matrix, in general. Herein,

scalar quantities are assumed for simplicity, which reflects single dimensional transport.
2Endoreversible means reversible inside.
3This engine is referred to as Novikov engine [53], but also Chambadal engine [56] or Curzon-Ahlborn

engine [54] were discussed.
4More often referred to as Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency.
5In the language of an electrical engineer, this point of operation corresponds to open-circuit conditions.
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This relationship was found to be universal for symmetrically dissipating engines in the
low-dissipation limit, where the transport from the “hot” reservoir is of the same order as
the transport to the “cold” reservoir [57]. However, for highly asymmetric transport – as it is
present at carrier-selective contacts in solar cells – the following upper bound was found.

ηmpp = ηC

2 − ηC
(2.7)

2.2. Fundamental semiconductor theory
The central property of a semiconductor material – the electrical conductivity – motivated
Alessandro Volta and later Michael Faraday to name this class of materials “semiconductor”
[58]. In a semiconductor, “free” electron and hole charge carriers with an elementary charge
±q provide an electron conductivity σn and hole conductivity σp to the total conductivity σ.

σ = σn + σp = q(µnn + µpp) (2.8)

The electron (hole) conductivity is determined by the electron (hole) mobility µn (µp) and the
electron (hole) concentration n (p). The calculation of the latter is a fundamental exercise
in semiconductor theory and occupies many textbooks on semiconductor device physics
[59–66]. In the following, the main concepts are briefly summarized for semiconductors in
thermodynamic equilibrium and non-equilibrium.

2.2.1. Semiconductor in thermodynamic equilibrium
The general definition of thermodynamic equilibrium in section 2.1 has several specific
implications in semiconductor theory and is implicitly or explicitly used to derive equilibrium
electron and hole carrier concentrations [59–66].
Figure 2.2a depicts the band diagram representation – electron energy versus position – of
the junction between a p-type and n-type semiconductor. The grey regions of the band
diagram represent the neutral p-type and n-type semiconductor regions, where the space
charge ρ(x) (purple solid line) vanishes. The conduction band edge EC and valence band edge
EV mark the lowest state for electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band,
respectively. For a three-dimensional semiconductor, the density of states for electrons in the
conduction band and for holes in the valence band increases like

√
E − EC and

√
EV − E,

respectively. In the “forbidden” gap EG = EC − EV, also band gap, between EC and EV,
energy states do not exist in a perfect crystal.
In order to obtain the equilibrium carrier concentration of electrons and holes, it is necessary
to know how many of the available states are occupied. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function

f(E) = 1
exp

(
E−EF
kBT

)
+ 1

(2.9)

provides the probability of occupancy for electrons and holes in equilibrium, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and EF is the Fermi-level. At a temperature of
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2.2. FUNDAMENTAL SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY

0 K, the distribution function is a step function, where the Fermi-level EF labels the highest
and lowest occupied energy level for electrons and holes, respectively. At higher temperatures,
the step function is smeared, such that also electron states slightly above the Fermi level and
hole states below the Fermi level are occupied. For non-degenerated semiconductors, the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function often approximates the Fermi-Dirac function.
In summary, the equilibrium carrier concentration is controlled by the position of the Fermi
level with respect to EC and EV. The equilibrium carrier concentration for electrons n0 and
holes p0 within the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation calculates as follows.

n0 = NC exp
(

EF − EC

kBT

)
(2.10)

p0 = NV exp
(

EV − EF

kBT

)
(2.11)

NC and NV are the effective density of states of the conduction and valence band, respectively.
In the context of equation 2.11, it becomes obvious that the semiconductor on the left hand
side in Figure 2.2a has a large equilibrium hole concentration, because the Fermi level is close
to EV, and it is refered to as p-type semiconductor. Analogous considerations for the right
hand side in figure 2.2a reveal a n-type semiconductor.
According to the law of mass action (equation 2.12), the product of the equilibrium carrier
concentrations n0 and p0 has to be constant and equal to the intrinsic carrier concentration
ni of approximately 1010 cm-3 for silicon at room temperature [67, 68].

n0p0 = NCNV exp
(

− EG

kBT

)
= n2

i (2.12)

If the initially separated p-type and n-type semiconductors are brought in contact, holes from
the hole-rich p-type region diffuse into the electron-rich n-type region and vice versa and
recombine. The transition region between neutral p-type and n-type regions is depleted and
negative and positive space charges (purple curve in figure 2.2a) remain on the p-type and
n-type side of the transition region, respectively, due to the uncompensated charges of the
immobile dopant ions. The light yellow part in figure 2.2a highlights this transition region
– the space charge region or depletion region – between n-type and p-type doped regions.
The space charges induce an electric field E(x), which results in a drift current of charge
carriers opposing the diffusion of charge carrier due to the gradient of the chemical potential.
A balance is established between the two driving forces, so that the thermodynamic driving
force – the gradient of the electrochemical potential i.e. the Fermi level EF – and the carrier
flux vanishes. It follows that, in equilibrium, a single Fermi level exists, which is constant
with position.
The equilibrium electron charge carrier density on the n-type side of the depletion region
nn0 can be related with the electron charge carrier density on the p-type side np0 by using
equation 2.10 and the work functions qΦn and qΦp of the n-type and p-type semiconductor.

nn0 = np0 exp
(

q(Φn − Φp)
kBT

)
= np0 exp

(
qΦBi

kBT

)
(2.13)
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Figure 2.2.: Band diagram of a pn junction (a) in equilibrium and (b) with forward-bias
voltage. In figure 2.2a, grey and light yellow regions correspond to the quasi-
neutral and space charge regions, respectively. Evac is the vacuum level and all
other quantities are define in the text.

The work function difference, which is the driving force6 for the diffusive exchange of charge
carriers in the depletion region, is balanced by the built-in potential ΦBi. Note that equation
2.13 with the law of mass action in equation 2.12 allows to calculate the built-in voltage as a
function of the majority carrier concentrations nn0 and pp0 on either side of the pn junction.
The bending of the bands in the depletion region follows the electrostatic potential energy
−qφ(x). Poisson’s equation 2.14 describes the electrostatics and relates the charge distribution
ρ(x) in the semiconductor with a permittivity ε to the resulting electrical field E(x) and the
electrostatic potential φ(x).

−dE(x)
dx

= d2φ(x)
dx2 = −ρ(x)

ε
(2.14)

2.2.2. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics of semiconductor devices
In order to perform any action in a semiconductor, an external force (e.g. an electric field due
to a voltage bias) has to be applied to the semiconductor in equilibrium and the equilibrium
is disturbed. In such a non-equilibrium situation, linear irreversible thermodynamics [69–71]
describe the semiconductor near its equilibrium state by using linear flux-force transport
relationships and quasi-Fermi-Dirac distribution functions.
Figure 2.2b depicts the band diagram of the pn junction from figure 2.2a in forward bias. An
electrostatic potential difference V = 1

q
(EA

FM − EB
FM) is applied between the electron-selective

6In fact, the work function difference represent the chemical potential difference between the n-type and
p-type semiconductor regions, which is the true driving force.
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contact A with the Fermi level EA
FM ≈ EFn and hole-selective contact7 B with EB

FM ≈ EFp.
The equilibrium Fermi level EF splits due to the distortion from equilibrium into two quasi-
equilibrium Fermi levels – a hole quasi-Fermi level EFp and an electron quasi-Fermi level EFn
– and the occupation of states is described by quasi Fermi-Dirac or quasi Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution functions. The charge carrier concentration from the equilibrium equations 2.10
and 2.11 are replaced in quasi-equilibrium by the following expression.

n = n0 + ∆n = NC exp
(

EFn − EC

kBT

)
(2.15)

p = p0 + ∆p = NV exp
(

EV − EFp

kBT

)
(2.16)

The excess electron carrier concentration ∆n equals the excess hole carrier concentration ∆p
due to carrier conservation. The pn product reads

np = (n0 + ∆n)(p0 + ∆p) = n2
i exp

(
EFn − EFp

kBT

)
(2.17)

Since EFn and −EFp are the electrochemical potentials of electrons and holes, the quasi-Fermi
level splitting ∆µ = EFn − EFp in the pn product represents the electrochemical affinity of
the generation-recombination processes [45, 70] of the system, which is a measure of how far
from equilibrium the system is operating.
The applied bias voltage V reduces the band bending of the pn junction, which leads to an
increase of minority charge carriers at the edges −xp and xn of the depletion region. This
yields the important law of the junction similar to equation 2.13 in equilibrium.

nn(xn) = np(−xp) exp
(

q(ΦBi − V )
kBT

)
(2.18)

The desired action for a forward biased pn junction is the onset of a current flow upon forward
biasing, which is described by a linear correlation between the thermodynamic force and the
charge carrier flux. In a semiconductor, the gradient of the quasi-Fermi level drives a charge
carrier flow, which is often subdivided in a drift current density due to a gradient of the
electrostatic potential (electric field E) and a diffusion current density driven by a gradient
in carrier concentration.

Jn = µnn
dEFn

dx
= qµnnE + qDn

dn

dx
(2.19)

Jp = µpp
dEFp

dx
= qµppE − qDp

dp

dx
(2.20)

7In the case of a pn junction, the highly doped n-type region and highly doped p-type region ensure
that the recombination kinetics of “any” contact with a symmetric and high recombination rate are majority
carrier selective and the contact’s Fermi level is pinned to the majority carrier (quasi) Fermi levels of the
semiconductor.
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Dn and Dp are the diffusion coefficients and Jn and Jp are the current densities for electrons
and holes, respectively.
To completely model a semiconductor device like a solar cells or a bipolar junction transistors,
the transport laws, the Poisson equation and the following continuity equations for electrons
and holes form a set of fundamental semiconductor device equations.

∂n

∂t
= 1

q

∂Jn

∂x
− (R − G) (2.21)

∂p

∂t
= −1

q

∂Jp

∂x
− (R − G) (2.22)

The continuity equation reflects the particle conservation, where the particle density can
only change in time at a particular position, if particles either flow to another position or
if they are generated with a generation rate G or annihilated with a recombination rate R.
The generation and recombination in solar cells occurs mainly through the Auger process,
radiative band-to-band and non-radiative, traps-assisted Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) processes
in the volume or at the surface of a semiconductor.

2.3. Solar cell
For decades, Shockleys understanding on the physics of electrons and holes in semiconductors
[72] and the operation of pn-junctions [60] shaped the language of solid-state solar cells and
Shockley’s diode theory still successfully describes most classical solar cells. However, a solar
cell is an energy converter in first place and therefore several authors made the attempt to
provide a picture of solar cells in the language of energy converters, namely thermodynamics
[64, 73–80]. In the following, the thermodynamic picture is used to qualitatively present
the working principle of a solar cell and Shockley’s diode theory is used to motivate the
current-voltage characteristic and the double-diode equivalent circuit model of a solar cell.

2.3.1. Working principle of solar cells
The energy conversion of incident heat radiation from the sun into electricity in a photovoltaic
energy converter proceeds in two steps [64]: first the heat radiation is converted into chemical
energy and, in a second step, the chemical energy converts into electrical energy. For each of
the conversion processes, the solar cell requires an appropriate conversion apparatus. Figure
2.3 shows a schematic representation of a solar cell.
If light from the sun is absorbed by the photo-absorber of the solar cell, each photon generates
an excited electron-hole pair (exciton), which dissociates in free electrons and holes. The
absorber can be thought of as a balloon [81] containing an excited electron-hole gas with a
chemical energy8, i.e. the quasi-Fermi level splitting. Figuratively speaking, the chemical
energy of the gas represents the pressure in the “absorber balloon”. A protective skin

8The absorber is assumed to be a quasi-neutral region, which is field free.
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of a solar cell inspired by Cuevas et al. [81]. The sliced
sphere consists of an absorber (yellow) with a surface-passivating skin (blue) and
an electron-selective (red) and hole-selective membrane (green).

envelopes the absorber balloon to prevent a leak of the gas – recombination of electrons and
holes – at the surface and thus the skin maintains the pressure inside the balloon. In order
to convert the chemical energy of the electron-hole gas within the balloon into electrical
energy, the positive and negative charge carriers – electrons and holes – have to be separated
by collection of each charge carrier at a charge carrier-selective membrane. The perfect
electron-selective membrane is completely transparent for electrons, such that electrons can
cross the membrane without dissipating energy. However, holes can not permeate through the
perfect electron-selective membrane and have to be collected at the hole-selective membrane.
The separated electrons and holes can now flow in an external circuit and perform work.
Since one part of the present thesis investigates the properties of polysilicon-based passivating
and carrier-selective contacts9, chapter 5 is dedicated to describe a carrier-selective contact
in detail and to define a “selectivity” metric for carrier-selective contacts.

2.3.2. Current-voltage characteristic of a solar cell

The current-voltage (J-V ) characteristic of a solar cell is often derived from Shockley’s diode
theory [60] of a pn junction as shown in figure 2.2b and discussed in section 2.210.
However, the J-V characteristic can also be obtained within a single-dimensional “ballon
representation” of the solar cell from integrating the continuity equation 2.21 for electrons
between the electron-selective contact at position x = 0 and the hole-selective contact at

9Carrier-selective contact is used as a synonym for carrier-selective membrane.
10A detailed Shockley-type derivation of the J-V characteristic can be found in the appendix A.5.1, where

the characteristic of a bipolar junction transistor is derived, by assuming that one of the two pn junctions is
shorted and recombination takes place in the base region.
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x = WB to obtain the following balance equation:

J = Jn(0)+Jp(0) = q
∫ WB

0
G(x)dx−q

∫ WB

0
R(x)dx+Jp(0) + Jn(WB) ≈ JPh −qWBR (2.23)

The total current density J = Jn(0)+Jp(0) leaving a solar cell at the electron-selective contact
is the difference between the generated (blue term) and recombined (red and orange terms)
current density. The generated current density is almost exclusively due to photo-generation
and blue term defines the photo-generation current density JPh. The electrons (holes) collected
by the hole-selective (electron-selective) contact cause the orange part of the recombination
current density, but can be neglected for perfectly selective and passivating contacts. If
the surface-passivating skin perfectly passivates the surface, the remaining recombination
current density (red term) reflects the recombination in the absorber. For homogeneous
recombination in the absorber, the red term in equation 2.23 simplifies to qWBR. The total
rate of recombination R has different contributions due to different recombination mechanisms
within the absorber and depends on the quasi-Fermi level splitting ∆µ, which is controlled by
the external voltage V = ∆µ

q
between the perfect electron-selective and hole-selective contacts

for a given photo-generation.
At low-level injection (LLI) condition – where ∆n << n0 or ∆p << p0 – the rate of
recombination for radiative, Auger and SRH recombination is proportional to the pn product,
such that recombination rate11 Ri,LLI of each recombination process i reads [82]

Ri,LLI = Ri,LLI,0 ·
(

pn

n2
i

− 1
)

= Ri,LLI,0 ·
(

exp
(

qV

kBT

)
− 1

)
, (2.24)

where Ri,LLI,0 is a constant prefactor.
Using equation 2.23 with Ri,LLI yields the simplest version of the J-V characteristic of a solar
cell – the single-diode model:

J(V ) = JPh − J01

[
exp

(
qV

m1kBT

)
− 1

]
(2.25)

J01 = qWB · ∑
i Ri,LLI,0 denotes the reverse saturation current density or recombination

prefactor [82] of a diode with an ideality factor m1 = 1 and quantifies the recombination in a
solar cell.
The simplified assumption made for the derivation of the single-diode model restricts the
model to ideal solar cells at low-level injection. One particular deviation of practical solar
cell’s J-V characteristics from the single-diode model can result from the fact that SRH
generation and recombination within the depletion region or high level injection effects can
not be neglected. At high-level injection (HLI) conditions – ∆p >> p0 or ∆n >> n0 – the
recombination rate can often be describes by [82]

Ri,HLI = Ri,HLI,0 ·
(

pn

n2
i

)1/m

= Ri,HLI,0 · exp
(

qV

mkBT

)
, (2.26)

11This relation is due to the fact that each of the processes can be described as first-order recombination
reactions similar to the electron transfer reaction detailed in the appendix A.3.1.
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where Ri,HLI,0 is a constant prefactor and m is the ideality factor. For Auger recombination
at HLI the ideality factor m = 2

3 and for SRH recombination at HLI m = 2. For depletion
region recombination, an ideality factor of m = 2 is typically assumed in textbooks [61, 83,
84]. However, it was pointed out by several authors that a voltage-independent ideality factor
of two is not accurate for the case of generation and recombination in the depletion region
[85–90].
To account for the different recombination mechanisms in the J-V curve, at least one
additional recombination current density with an ideality m2 and a recombination prefactor
J02 are superposed to the single-diode model to yield a double-diode model. Another deviation
from the single-diode model arises from the fact that the series resistance RS is non-zero and
the shunt resistance RSH is finite. The J-V characteristic of the double-diode model with
series and shunt resistance is calculated as follows.

J(V ) = JPh −J01

[
exp

(
q(V + JRS

m1kBT

)
− 1

]
−J02

[
exp

(
q(V + JRS)

m2kBT

)
− 1

]
− V + JRS

RSH
(2.27)

Figure 2.4a shows the shifted current-voltage characteristic [JPh − J(V )] for a solar cell
with Lambertian light trapping, which is limited by intrinsic recombination – radiative
and Auger recombination – of a n-type silicon absorber with a thickness of 110 µm and
a resistivity of 2 Ωcm. In the framework of the equivalent circuit model in equation 2.27,
the two parallel diodes with an ideality factor of unity for the radiative recombination and
Auger recombination at low-level injection conditions and an ideality factor of 2/3 for Auger-
recombination at high-level injection represent the intrinsic recombination within the bulk.
The recombination prefactors (saturation current densities) of the diodes are determined
to 1.33 · 10−15 A/cm2 for the diode with m = 1 and 3.27 · 10−21 A/cm2 for the diode with
m = 2/3. RS = 0 and RSH = ∞ of the solar cell, because such effects are excluded in this
model calculation [28]. The double-diode model with the chosen parameters gives a good
agreement with the J-V characteristic of the detailed balance calculation.
The fact that even the J-V characteristic of a “perfect” solar cell requires two diodes,
underlines the usefulness of the double-diode model. Practical solar cell usually require an
even more complex equivalent circuit model to achieve good agreement with the measured
J-V characteristic.

2.3.3. Performance parameter of a solar cell
The purpose of a photovoltaic power converter is the conversion of the incident power density
Pin of the heat radiation into the electrical power density P . Figure 2.4b shows the light
J-V and the corresponding P -V characteristic of the Auger-limited solar cell from figure
2.4a. The power density P has a maximum value at the maximum power point (mpp) with
a maximum power point voltage Vmpp and a maximum power point current density Jmpp.
The efficiency η is defined at this maximum power point as the ratio between the maximum
output power density Pmpp = JmppVmpp and the incident power density Pin.

η = Pmpp

Pin
= JmppVmpp

Pin
(2.28)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4.: (a) Shifted light J-V characteristic in a semi-logarithmic representation of the
Auger-limited solar cell on a 2 Ωcm n-type doped 110 µm-thick wafer with Lam-
bertian light trapping according to the detailed balance calculation of reference
[28]. (b) Light J-V (red solid line) and P -V (blue solid line) characteristic of
the Auger-limited cell in (a). The data was kindly provided by S. Schäfer.

The efficiency of the Auger-limited solar cell in figure 2.4a amounts to a value of 29.2%12.
Although the efficiency of a solar cell is the most important performance parameter, it is
useful to consider three additional parameters for a proper interpretation of the solar cell’s
performance.
The first parameter, the short-circuit current density JSC approximately equals the photo-
generated current density, which reflects the incident spectrum, the optical properties of the
solar cell and the collection probability for photo-generated carriers in the solar cell. Typical
values for the JSC of a silicon solar cell under AM1.5G illumination spectrum are in the order
of 40 mA/cm2. The JSC of the Auger-limited solar cell in figure 2.4b exhibits 43.47 mA/cm2.
The second parameter, the open-circuit (OC) voltage of the solar cell can be directly derived
from the single-diode model with J(V ) = 0 and depends on the recombination prefactor J0m,
the ideality factor mOC of the cell at OC and the photo-generated current density JPh.

VOC = mOCkBT

q
ln
(

JPh

J0m
+ 1

)
(2.29)

Therefore, VOC reflects the recombination behavior of the solar cell. The Auger-limited solar
cell shows an ideality factor of 2/3 and a J0m of 3.27 · 10−21 A/cm2 around OC and exhibits
a VOC of 755 mV. The third parameter, the fill factor FF describes the “squareness” of the

12Note that the maximum efficiency for Si solar cells amounts to 29.5% [28, 29] and the lower value of
29.2% corresponds to a Si solar cell with a 110 µm-thick n-type wafer with a resistivity of 2 Ωcm.
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light J-V characteristic. The fill factor is called the fill factor because it indicates how much
area the light gray rectangle (Jmpp · Vmpp) fills in the dark gray rectangle (JSC · VOC).

FF = JmppVmpp

JSCVOC
(2.30)

For the Auger-limited cell a FF of 89% is obtained. The maximum FF of a solar cell depends
on its VOC and can be calculated analytically13 according to Green [91]. The actual FF can
be lower due to several effect like series and shunt resistance.
Finally, the efficiency is calculated as the product of JSC, VOC and the FF normalized by the
incident power density.

η = JSCVOCFF
Pin

(2.31)

A view point on the efficiency beyond the J-V characteristic and its calculation is provided
by P. Würfel [64]. The process of converting the incident heat radiation from the sun
(photons) into maximum electrical power output is subdivided in single conversion process
steps with their own conversion efficiencies. The efficiency of the final process is obtained by
multiplication of the efficiencies of all sub-processes.

η = ηabs · ηthermalization · ηthermodynamic · ηextract,OC · FF (2.32)

The incoming light is absorbed with an absorption efficiency ηabs. The absorbed photons
generated electron-hole pairs with an energy larger than the band gap of the absorber and
thermalize into the band edges. The thermalization process has an efficiency ηthermalization.
The efficiency ηthermodynamic reveals how much energy of the thermalized electron-hole pairs
is converted into chemical energy. Now the absorber contains electron-hole pairs with a
chemical energy, which has to be converted in electrical energy with a conversion efficiency
ηextract,OC. This efficiency is added here, but P. Würfel assumes this process to occur loss-free
[64]. Since the efficiency ηextract,OC is unity for a loss-free conversion, Würfel does not list
it in his process sequence. However, this conversion process and efficiency is related to the
contact’s ability to extract charge carrier and will be discussed in chapter 5 in detail. The
last factor is the already known fill factor FF.
The efficiency according to P. Würfel are controlled by the four conversion efficiencies.
The absorption efficiency ηabs and thermaliaztion efficiency ηthermalization can be optimized
simultaneously by providing only photons with an energy slightly above the band gap of the
absorber. A practical realization of the latter is a multi-junction or tandem solar cell.

2.4. Tandem solar cell
A multi-junction or tandem solar cell consists of at least two sub-cells comprising absorbers
with a wide band gap and a narrow band gap. The wide-band gap top cell absorbs the

13Green’s approximation takes into account that the ideality factor of the solar cell is not necessarily unity
in the framework of a single-diode model. This implies that the ideality factor around OC and mpp should
be equal in order that Green’s approximation yields accurate values for the FF.
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incident high energy photons above the band gap and transmits the photons with an energy
below the band gap to the bottom cell with a narrower band gap. The bottom cell absorbs all
transmitted photons with an energy above its band gap. The tandem architecture minimizes
the losses due to incomplete absorption and thermalization.
The practical realization of a tandem solar cell requires semiconductor materials with a
suitable band gap and electronic quality. Probably the most sophisticated solar cell ever
built is a six-junction III-V solar cell with an efficiency of 47.1% [40]. However, reducing
the enormous manufacturing cost of such III-V multi-junction cells, while maintaining cell
performance, is the main issue and an ongoing task [92].
Besides the question of the choice for top and bottom cells materials, the internal intercon-
nection of tandem solar cells, the associated number of terminals and the corresponding cell
architecture; the module and system integration scheme is of great importance, especially
for terrestrial photovoltaics systems [93–95]. For dual-junction solar cell, top and bottom
cells are commonly either interconnected in series or not interconnected at all. The latter
interconnection scheme requires that each sub-cell has its own independent sub-circuit working
at its own maximum power point and therefore needs four terminals (4T) for a mechanically
stacked dual-junction solar cell. Since top and bottom cell operate electrically independent
from each other, the top and bottom cell polarity can be of arbitrary type. Moreover the
large flexibility of 4T tandems compared to series-connected two-terminal (2T) tandems
enables the usage of a broader range of band gaps for top and bottom cell as well as a higher
robustness against spectral variations, which leads usually to higher cell efficiency and energy
yields. However, the fabrication of additional transparent conductive layers, metal grids
and insulating layers in-between top and bottom cell and the integration of 4T tandems in
cost-effective modules and systems is challenging [96].
In a two-terminal tandem solar cell, the top cell and bottom cell diodes are directly joining
to form a series-connected tandem cell and both cell diodes need to be short-circuited via a
coupling layer (tunneling or recombination junction). Since series-connected cells have to
share the same current, the sub-cells in this type of architecture have to be current-matched,
which implies a more stringent band gap selection and a higher sensitivity to changes of the
illumination spectrum. Nevertheless, the fabrication of cells is simplified and state-of-the-art
single-junction module and system integration can be applied.
A less familiar internal interconnection scheme yielding a tandem solar cell with three ter-
minals is discussed in chapters 4 and 8 in detail. The bipolar junction bottom cell as one
possibility for the bottom cell of such a tandem solar cell exhibits a similar architecture as
a bipolar junction transistor. Therefore, bipolar junction bottom cells will be described by
adapting established models from the transistor theory later in this thesis. Transistors and
their theory are summarized in the following.

2.5. Transistor
In 1947/1948, Bardeen and Brattain [97, 98] discovered the transistor amplification effect and
Shockley developed the theory of pn junctions and invented the bipolar junction transistor
[60] at Bell Labs. The invention of this solid-state switch triggered the era of microelectronics.
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic layer structure of a bipolar junction transistor in common-emitter
configuration. The voltage sources and the carrier flows indicate the situation
for a bipolar junction transistor in forward-active mode.

Figure 2.5 shows the layer structure of a npn bipolar junction transistor. Each of the n-type
layers – the emitter and the collector – form a pn junction with the p-type base. Thus, a
transistor is a three-terminal device with an emitter, a base and a collector terminal. The
corresponding band diagram of the bipolar junction transistor in equilibrium resembles that
of two pn junction diodes with built-in voltages ΦBi,EB and ΦBi,BC, which are connected
back-to-back via the p-type base (figure 2.6a).
The main task of a transistor is to control the resistance for the current transfer from the
emitter contact to the collector contact through the base by means of the base contact. In
order to drive a current flow from the emitter towards the collector, a voltage VEC has to
be applied between the emitter and collector contact. However, the “resistance” for the
current transfer between emitter and collector contacts is controlled by the emitter-base
junction14. If the emitter-base junction is forward biased, then electrons are injected (or
emitted) from the emitter into the base region and the electron carrier concentration in the
base increases. The equilibrium Fermi-level from figure 2.6a splits in two separate quasi
Fermi-levels in figure 2.6b. If the collector-base junction is shorted or reverse-biased, the
electron concentration at this junction is depleted. The concentration gradient in the nearly
field-free base region, i.e. the gradient of the electron quasi Fermi level, drives a diffusive
electron current from the emitter to the collector contact. The bipolar junction transistor
operates in forward-active mode, where a small control current of holes injected at the base
contact – the base current – amplifies a large current from the emitter to the collector contact.
The amplification factor or common-emitter current gain βF for the forward-active mode is
the ratio of the collector current density JC versus base current JB and has a value of more
than 50 for typical bipolar junction transistors. The common-emitter current gain quantifies
the performance of a bipolar junction transistor and can be re-expressed by the common-base

14The emitter-base junction is relevant for the forward active mode, since the collector-base junction is
typically shorted or even reverse-biased.
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Figure 2.6.: Band diagram of a bipolar junction transistor in (a) equilibrium and in (b)
forward-active mode. The red and green regions indicate the n-type and p-type
quasi-neutral regions and the light yellow region is the space-charge region.

current gain or transport factor αF, which is the ratio of the collected current at the collector
contact JC versus the injected current at the emitter contact JE.

αF = βF

βF + 1 = αTγE (2.33)

Thus, the performance of a bipolar junction transistor depends on the product of the base
transport factor αT and the emitter injection efficiency γE. The base transport factor reflects
the minority carrier transport through the base and the emitter injection efficiency describes
the quality of the emitter contact.
The bipolar junction transistor can also operate in reverse-active mode, when the emitter-base
junction is shorted or reverse-biased and the collector-base junction is forward-biased. In this
case, the collector injects electrons into the base, which flow towards the emitter and are
collected at the reverse-biased emitter-base junction. The performance parameters βR and αR
for the reverse-active mode operation are defined similar to those of the forward-active mode,
but the emitter and collector current density are interchanged. Since the forward-active
mode is the typical operation mode of a bipolar junction transistor, the transistor is designed
such that the forward current gain is maximized. Typically, βF >> βR, because the emitter
injection efficiency γE is made higher than the collector injection efficiency γC due to the fact
that the emitter is much heavier doped than the collector.
For the use in electrical circuit models, Ebers and Moll developed an equivalent circuit model
for the large signal behavior of bipolar junction transistors [99]. The Ebers-Moll injection
model15 as shown in figure 2.7 can be interpreted qualitatively as a superposition of the
forward-active and reverse-active mode operations. In forward-active mode, the collector-base
diode is reverse-biased and the reverse current density JR = 0, while the emitter-base junction

15A derivation of the Ebers-Moll model from drift-diffusion model can be found in the appendix A.5.1.
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Figure 2.7.: Ebers-Moll equivalent circuit of the injection model of a bipolar junction transis-
tor.

is forward-biased and the forward current density JF > 0. The current-controlled current
source with the current density αFJF represents the current density transferred through the
base. In reverse-active mode, JF = 0 and JR > 0, such that the current-controlled current
source with the current density αRJR again represents the current density transferred through
the base. The superposition of both operation mode justifies the equivalent circuit model in
figure 2.7.
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3. Characterization methods

3.1. Photo-conductance decay method
In a semiconductor device like a solar cell, the generation and recombination processes of
minority charge carriers play a decisive role. The conductivity of the semiconductor depends
on the charge carrier density (equation 2.8) and the charge carrier density increases upon
illuminating the semiconductor due to photo-generation of an excess carrier density ∆n. The
excess carrier density ∆n can be determined from the excess conductance W · ∆σ with the
sample thickness W and excess conductivity ∆σ by

W · ∆σ = qW (µn + µp)∆n (3.1)

The photo-conductance decay measurements in this thesis are performed with the WCT-120
lifetime tester from Sinton Instruments, which measures the conductivity of the sample
inductively via a coil. The experimental setup is illustrated schematically in figure 3.1. The
illumination is applied by a simple flash lamp and the illumination intensity is calibrated via
a reference solar cell.
After applying the short flash illumination to generate an initial excess carrier density ∆n0
in the test wafer, the excess carrier density ∆n along with the excess photo-conductivity
∆σ decays due to the recombination of excess minority charge carriers. The rate of change
∂∆n

∂t
of ∆n with time is describe by the continuity equation 2.21. Under the assumption of a

spatially homogeneous carrier distribution (∂Jn
∂x

= 0) the continuity equation reads

∂∆n

∂t
= G − Reff = G − ∆n

τeff
(3.2)

The ∆n-dependent effective recombination lifetime τeff(∆n) describes the rate of recombination
R and provides a directed measure to study recombination processes in semiconductor
materials [100–102]. For high lifetimes, which are typically required for high performance
solar cells, the lifetime can be determined from the transient decay of ∆n after the illumination
is turned off, such that G = 0 in equation 3.2.
The obtained τeff represents an effective lifetime of the sample, which is a consequence of
the total recombination rate Reff. The total recombination rate is the sum of the Auger and
radiative recombination, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination in the bulk and at the
surface. Therefore, the effective lifetime calculates as

1
τeff

= 1
τAuger+rad

+ 1
τbulk

+ 1
τsurf

(3.3)
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Figure 3.1.: Setup of the Sinton lifetime tester [103]

with the lifetime τAuger+rad due to Auger and radiative recombination, the lifetime τbulk due
to SRH recombination in the bulk and the lifetime τsurf due to surface recombination.
From the point of view of solar cell development, it is often useful to compare the implied J-V
parameters of solar cell precursors. For that purpose, the lifetime τeff(∆n) is often translated
into an implied J-V characteristic by using the fact that the recombination rate R is directly
proportional to a recombination current density Jrec.

Jrec = qWR = qW
∆n

τeff
(3.4)

The implied open-circuit voltage iVOC = EFn−EFp
q

is calculated from the pn product in equation
2.17. Of course, the conversion of τeff(∆n) into the implied J-V characteristic can also be used
under certain conditions1 to convert the JSC-VOC characteristic into a lifetime characteristic
as performed in chapter 7.
Furthermore, the surface recombination rate in equation 3.3 is often quantified by a surface
saturation current density J0s according to the following definition [101, 104–107].

Jrec,surf = J0s

(
nsps

n2
i,s

− 1
)

= qW
∆n

τsurf
(3.5)

ns and ps are charge carrier densities for electrons and holes, respectively and ni,s is the
intrinsic carrier density at the surface of the semiconductor. Using equation 3.5 in equation
3.3 and assuming high level injection conditions (nsps ≈ ∆n2), the surface saturation current
density can be determined from the following equation, if the slope of the ∆n-dependent
inverse of the Auger-corrected lifetime 1

τeff
− 1

τAuger+rad
is evaluated.

1
τeff

− 1
τAuger+rad

= 1
τbulk

+ 2J0s

qWn2
i,s

∆n (3.6)

For a symmetric lifetime sample with two equivalent surfaces, each surface contributes a
recombination current density to the total recombination, which is taken into account with the

1The JSC should reflect the photo-generation current density and the VOC ≈ iVOC. The former is valid if
the series resistance is not too large and the latter is true for highly carrier-selective contacts.
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factor 2 in front of the J0s term in equation 3.6. The described method for the determination
of J0s was first reported by Kane and Swanson [101] and is denoted as the slope method
according to Kane and Swanson.

3.2. Contact resistivity measurement
The contact is an essential component of a solar cell, as it is the contact that enables the
extraction of charge carriers from the absorber. Since this thesis partly deals with the
properties of contacts, in particular with the properties of passivating and carrier-selective
POLO contacts, an essential property - the contact resistivity - is introduced below and
the transfer length method (TLM) for the determination of the contact resistivity is briefly
summarized.

3.2.1. Contact resistivity
A contact between the semiconductor and the metal can be implemented in many different
ways. For example, direct metal-semiconductor (M-S) contacts [108], conductor-insulator-
semiconductor (C-I-S) contacts [109] and many other types of contacts have been studied in
the literature [110]. The carrier transport from the semiconducting absorber into the metal
depends on the specific physics of the contact, but for many contacts the current-voltage
characteristic for the partial carrier transport – electron or holes – can be approximated by a
rectifying behavior similar to Schottky’s M-S contact [109, 111].

J = J0

[
exp

(
qV

mkBT

)
− 1

]
(3.7)

The diode prefactor J0 and the ideality factor m depend on the physics of the contact.
The desired electron-selective and hole-selective contact to a solar cell is required to efficiently
transport electrons and holes from the absorber to the metal contact, respectively, and the
voltage drop due to transport of the desired species should be as low a possible. According
to Fonash [112, p. 123] and Fahrenbruch and Bube [113, p. 187], such contacts are denoted
as ohmic or quasi-Ohmic selective contacts and the transport properties can be quantified
by a specific contact resistance ρc. The term ohmic implies that the J-V characteristic of
the contact is linear, the constant resistance is small and no photovoltaic effect occurs at an
ohmic contact. The specific contact resistance – also contact resistivity – ρc is then simply
the inverse of the slope of the J-V characteristic at V = 0.

ρc =
(

dJ

dV

∣∣∣∣
V =0

)−1
(3.8)

In practice, however, perfectly ohmic contacts are rarely achieved, because the J-V character-
istic follows equation 3.7 rather than being linear. As long as the exponent qV

mkBT
in equation

3.7 is close to zero for the desired current density, equation 3.7 can be made linear by means
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2.: (a) Schematic cross-section of a transfer length test structure. (b) Example of
the measured data for the TLM samples from chapter 6.3.

of a first-order Taylor approximation and the contact resistivity according to equation 3.8
reads

ρc = mkBT

qJ0
(3.9)

This type of contact is denoted as quasi-ohmic contact.

3.2.2. Transfer length method
For ohmic and quasi-ohmic contacts, the transfer length method (TLM) can be used to
determine the value of the contact resistivity [111]. Figure 3.2a shows the schematic cross-
section of a TLM test sample comprising a thin semiconductor sheet, which is contacted
by metal pads with a distance d = d1, d2,... apart from each other. The current-voltage
I-V characteristic is measured between adjacent metal pads and the total resistance RT,
which is the sum of twice the contact resistance Rc and the lateral bulk transport resistance
Rbulk through the sheet, is calculated. RT is evaluated for several distances d and RT as a
function of the distance d is obtained as shown in figure 3.2b. For the simplest case, RT is
a linear function of d, since Rbulk increases linearly with distance and 2Rc stays constant.
Therefore, the slope of the obtained linear fit to the data corresponds to the sheet resistance
RSheet of the semiconductor sheet and the intercept with the RT-axis yields twice the contact
resistance Rc. In figure 3.2b, the sample from the red data set has a higher sheet resistance
than the sample from the blue data and therefore the slope of the red data is steeper than
for the blue data.
To extract the contact resistivity ρc from the contact resistance Rc, the correct area through
which the current flows must be determined. Since the sheet resistance of the semiconductor
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sheet is finite, the charge carriers underneath a metal pad experience a resistance, while flowing
through the semiconductor sheet. In order to minimize the lateral resistance contribution of
current flowing beneath the contact, the current would try to enter or leave the metal pad as
close to the edge of the metal pad as possible. On the other hand, the contact resistivity of
the metal-semiconductor contact is finite too and the current would like to occupy as much
of the contact’s area as possible to minimize the contribution from the contact resistance.
However, the latter implies that the current flows a long distance through the semiconductor
sheet and causes a large lateral resistance contribution. Finally, the current flows along the
path of least resistance and most of the current has entered or left the metal pad at a distance
LT =

√
ρc

RSheet
away from the contact’s edge, which is called the transfer length. The contact

resistivity can be calculated from

ρc = Rc · Z · LT

coth
(

L
LT

) , (3.10)

where Z is the contact’s length perpendicular to direction of the current flow and L is the
contact’s width in direction of the current flow.
The model for equation 3.10 is only accurate for one-dimensional current flow within the
semiconducting sheet and restricts equation 3.10 to thin and conductive sheets. For the
case, where two-dimensional current flow is important, Eidelloth and Brendel have reported
an advanced analysis method [114], where equation 3.10 is replaced by a more complex
expression.

3.3. Current-voltage characterisation of solar cells
For the development of solar cells, the characterization of the finished solar cell using current-
voltage characteristics is an essential method. Three common types of current-voltage J-V
characteristics exist: the illuminated J-V , the dark J-V and the JSC-VOC characteristic.

3.3.1. Illuminated J-V characteristic
As discussed in section 2.3, the illuminated J-V (also light J-V ) characteristic is the most
important characteristic of a solar cell and contains information on the performance parameters
of the solar cell under investigation. In order to obtain an accurate light J-V characteristic,
which allows to compare devices independent of the measurement setup, the solar cell has
to be measured under standard test conditions (STC). A measurement under STC implies
that the solar cell’s temperature is held at 25 ◦C, while illuminated with a AM1.5G spectrum
with an intensity of 100 mW/cm2 during the J-V measurement. Since it is demanding to
generate such a spectrum with high accuracy in the lab, accurate measurements are usually
performed by an accredited certification lab and the measured result are denoted as certified
measurement. Unfortunately, a certified measurement is time consuming and costly, and is
only performed for carefully selected solar cells.
For all the other solar cells with two terminals in this thesis, the light J-V is determined at a
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cell’s temperature of approximately 25 ◦C in a LOANA solar cell characterization system from
pv tools. The illumination is applied by a narrow-band infrared LED illumination source,
whose intensity is adjusted such that the current density of a reference cell corresponds
to a calibrated solar cell under STC illumination. This procedure is only accurate if the
calibrated cell is almost identical to the probed cell. The measurement procedure and setup
for three-terminal solar cells is outline in chapter 8.

3.3.2. Dark J-V characteristic
In addition to the light J-V , the dark J-V and the JSC-VOC characteristics and the comparison
of the different characteristics provides important information on the physical properties
of the solar cell. The dark J-V characteristic is described similar as in equation 2.27, but
JPh = 0 and J becomes negative.

J(V ) = J01

[
exp

(
q(V − JRS

m1kBT

)
− 1

]
+ J02

[
exp

(
q(V − JRS)

m2kBT

)
− 1

]
− V − JRS

RSH
(3.11)

If the dark characteristic curve is plotted semi-logarithmically, the recombination parameters
J01, J02, m1 and m2 can be theoretically determined from it. From this analysis, the
dominant recombination paths in a solar cell at dark conditions can be identified. At low
and high voltages, the shunt and series resistance can be derived, respectively. Since the
recombination behavior and the resistance parameters of the solar cell often change upon
applying illumination, the solar cell parameters should rather be extracted close to the
operation conditions, i.e. under illumination. Therefore, the analysis from above is usually
applied to the JSC-VOC characteristic.

3.3.3. JSC-VOC characteristic
For the JSC-VOC characteristic, the short-circuit current density and open-circuit voltage are
measured for different illumination intensities. The obtained characteristic is theoretically
almost the same as for a series resistance-free dark J-V characteristic.

JSC = J01

[
exp

(
qVOC

m1kBT

)
− 1

]
+ J02

[
exp

(
qVOC

m2kBT

)
− 1

]
− VOC

RSH
(3.12)

The comparison of the JSC-VOC with the dark J-V characteristic can be used to determine
the series resistance.
Moreover, the recombination parameter for the solar cell under illumination can be extracted
from the JSC-VOC characteristic. Measuring the JSC-VOC characteristic is very similar to the
Suns-VOC method and can be translated into a lifetime curve τeff(∆n) to study the different
recombination paths of the solar cell.

3.3.4. Local ideality factor
From the three different J-V characteristics, a lot of information about a solar cell can be
gained, especially if the local ideality factor of the three different characteristics is taken into
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account. The local diode ideality factor m of the shifted light J-V , dark J-V and JSC-VOC
corresponds to the inverse slope of the respective ln(J)-V characteristic and calculates as
follows:

m(V ) = q

kBT
·
[
d ln(J)

dV

]−1
(3.13)

The m-V characteristic contains bumps, humps and lumps, which can be ascribed to different
effect in a solar cell and to gain an understanding on the physical mechanisms affecting the
solar cell’s performance [115].
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4. State-of-the-art

4.1. Selectivity of passivating contacts

4.1.1. Quantitative definition of selectivity
In recent years, several authors defined metrics for the selectivity of contacts to solar cells
quantitatively [116–124]. The different approaches are not identical in terms of defining the
region of the contact, which provides selectivity, nor with regard to the assumed processes
involved in the carrier extraction at the contact. The definitions can be classified in two
categories: the first category of definitions compares the transport coefficients for electron
and hole transport through the contact [118–120, 123] and the second one compares the
internal versus external voltage [117, 121, 122, 124] of the solar cell. The different definition
are briefly listed here. A detailed discussion is found in chapter 5.

Pysch et al., Bivour et al. and Glunz et al. [121, 122, 125, 126] quantify the selectivity
by comparing the implied open-circuit voltage iVOC with the external open-circuit voltage
VOC . They propose to either use the difference [121, 122] or the ratio [122, 125, 126] of VOC

and iVOC as a figure of merit of selectivity.

Brendel and Peibst [120, 127] calculate the resistances from the inverse slopes of the
current-voltage characteristics at a voltage across the contact of V = 0. They assume
a diode-like minority carrier recombination current density Jm = Jc · [exp( V

VT
) − 1] with

recombination parameter Jc and thermal voltage VT , and a linear majority carrier current
density-voltage characteristic JM = V

ρc
with a contact resistivity ρc. In this case, the selectivity

is determined from Jc and ρc as

SBrendel = ρm

ρM

=

(
dJm

dV

∣∣∣∣
V =0

)−1

(
dJM

dV

∣∣∣∣
V =0

)−1 = Vth

Jc · ρc

(4.1)

Smit [118] provides a detailed discussion on the selectivity of contacts. He provide two
different possibilities. The first compares the resistivities of minority and majority carrier
transport within the selective contact and result in a similar formula as that of Brendel and
Peibst. Second, Smit defines another possibility for a selectivity metric as VOC/∆VOC
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Koswatta and Onno et al. define1 their partial specific contact resistances ρn and ρp at
open circuit conditions as the potential drop EF M − EF n and EF M − EF p across the contact
due to the quasi-Fermi level gradient ∇EF n and ∇EF p divided by the corresponding partial
current density jn and jp

2:

ρn = 1
q

· EF n − EF M

jn

(4.2a)

ρp = 1
q

· EF M − EF p

jp

(4.2b)

Onno et al. define the selectivity metric ηASU
3,4 as follows

ηASU = ρm

ρM + ρm

= EF n − EF M

EF n − EF p

= VOC

iVOC

(4.3)

and found that under open-circuit conditions (jtotal = jp − jn = 0) their definition of the
selectivity corresponds to the ratio of the external voltage VOC to the implied voltage iVOC .
According to the equivalent circuit model proposed by Onno et al. [124], Onno et al. conclude
that the resistors act as a voltage divider between the implied and external voltage.

Tan et al., Weber et al. and Roe et al. [119, 123, 128, 129] choose a picture of the contact
commonly used in photo-electrochemistry, which is often applied to molecular, organic or
dye-sensitized solar cells [62, 130–132]. In this framework, electrons and holes from the
conduction and valence band states are transferred to electrons and holes within the „contact
region“ and vice verse via an electron-transfer reaction. The transfer reaction can be described
as a chemical reaction according to Gurney-Gerischer-Marcus (GGM) rate theory [133–138]
with the corresponding rate constant kC and kV for the conduction and valence band reaction,
respectively. The net exchange current density for electrons between the conduction band
and the contact reads5

jn = j0n ·
(

nS

nS0
− 1

)
(4.4)

and the exchange current density for holes between valence band and contact is

jp = j0p ·
(

pS

pS0
− 1

)
(4.5)

1This definition is similar to the physical interpretation of recombination processes with recombination
resistances [72]. Shockley and Read define this resistances as Rn = EF n−EF t

Ucn
= q2ρn and Rn = EF t−EF p

Ucp
=

q2ρp, where EF t is the energy level of the trap and Ucn = − jn

q and Ucp = jp

q are the recombination rates.
2Note that, in accordance to Onno et al., the current densities are defined such that electron (hole)

current points from the contact (absorber) towards the absorber (contact). This implies that the electron
current density is positive, if electrons flow into the contact.

3In contrast to Onno et al., the chosen symbol for „selectivity“ indicates that the definition of Onno et al.
is an efficiency rather than a selectivity. This fact will be discussed in chapter 5.

4Electrons are assumed as minority charge carriers.
5A derivation of the exchange current densities is found in A.3.1.
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Where j0n (j0p) are the equilibrium exchange current densities, nS (pS) the carrier concentra-
tion and nS0 (pS0) the equilibrium carrier concentrations of electrons (holes) at the surface.
Weber et al. and Roe et al. define (electron) selectivity as the ratio of equilibrium exchange
current densities j0n and j0p for the charge transfer reactions at the contact.

Sn,W eber = j0n

j0p

(4.6)

Shockley et al. and Kroemer faced a similar challenge to quantify the performance of
emitter junctions in bipolar junction transistors. Shockley came up with the emitter injection
efficiency γ as „the fraction of emitter current carried by holes“ for a pnp transistor [139].
In this case, the hole and electron current density are the majority and minority carrier
current density jM and jm in the p-type emitter contact, respectively and the emitter injection
efficiency is

γ = jM

jM + jm

(4.7)

The emitter injection efficiency for typical transistors has to be a number close to 1 (0.98-1)
and already a tiny difference in γ has a large impact on the performance of a bipolar junction
transistor. If base recombination is neglected, the common-emitter current gain β, which is
the measure for the performance of a transistor, is directly proportional to the inverse of the
„emitter deficit“. Therefore, Kroemer pointed out that the „emitter deficit“ (1 − γ) is a more
appropriate figure of merit for the performance [140] and that the emitter deficit for typical
transistors with γ close to one is approximately the ratio of the minority and majority carrier
current density.

1 − γ ≈ 1 − γ

γ
= jm

jM

= 1
β

(4.8)

Emitter injection efficiency is frequently used to characterize bipolar junction transistor
devices with homo-junctions [141] and hetero-junctions [142], but the emitter deficit was also
used to study metal-semiconductor [143] and metal-insulator-semiconductor [144] junctions.
Note that Kroemer’s definition is not equivalent, but somewhat similar to that of Weber et
al..
In contrast to the selectivity figure for solar cells, the emitter injection efficiency is an
established figure for bipolar junction transistors and a large data base and models for
different emitter contacts exist.

4.1.2. Quantification of selectivity
1. Pysch et al. [125, 126] introduce a method, which allows to measure the internal and

the external voltage of an asymmetric silicon wafer sample with either an electron or
a hole selective contact and a thin transparent conducting oxide (TCO) contact on
each side of the wafer6. A photo-conductance decay and a Suns-VOC measurement

6This sample architecture restricts the method to a special sort of contacts and excluded important
examples based on metal-insulator-semiconductor systems.
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reveal the iVOC and VOC value, respectively. Using the ratio of the two values the
selectivity metric ηASU can be calculated. The accuracy of this simple method strongly
depends on how accurate iVOC and VOC can be determined and on the calibration of
both measurement techniques to each other. Feldmann reported a measurement error
of iVOC − VOC in the range of 5 mV for solar cell test samples with an iVOC of about
700 mV. This translates to an accuracy of better than 1% [145, p. 123]. Stolterfoht et
al. [146] replaced the photo-conductance decay and Suns − VOC method by absolute
photo-luminescence technique and current-voltage measurements of full devices for
the iVOC and VOC determination, respectively and studied carrier-selective contacts
to organic-inorganic metal halide perovskite absorbers. However, the measurement
uncertainty in this study is probably even higher than 1% and the discussion is of
qualitative nature.

2. The value of the selectivity figure according to Brendel and Peibst can be found by
measuring the recombination prefactor Jc of a symmetric silicon wafer sample following
the method of Kane and Swanson [101] and the contact resistivity ρc by using transfer
length method [111, 147–149] or a method proposed by Cox and Strack [150].

3. Tan et al. [128] used an interdigitated back-contact solar cell with a third semiconduc-
tor/electrolyte contact to probe the ratio of equilibrium exchange current densities at
the front contact. At open-circuit conditions, the sum of electron and hole exchange
current density has to vanish and the ratio of equilibrium exchange current densities is
obtained as follows.

Sn,W eber = j0n

j0p

=
(1 − pS

pS0
)

(1 − nS

nS0
) =

exp( qVp+,OC

kT
) − 1

exp(− qVn+,OC

kT
) − 1

(4.9)

Vp+,OC is the open-cicuit voltages between the electrolyte front contact and the rear p+

contact and Vp+,OC the open-circuit voltage between the electrolyte front contact and the
rear n+ contact. If perfectly selective n+ and p+ rear contacts and constant quasi-Fermi
levels in the quasi-neutral wafer region are assumed, then q · Vp+,OC = EF M − EF p

and q · Vn+,OC = EF M − EF n indicate the position of the Fermi level EF M within the
contact with respect to the quasi-Fermi level of holes EF p and electrons EF n. The
selectivity metric according to Weber et al. can then be quantified by measuring Vp+,OC

and Vn+,OC .

4.1.3. Impact of selectivity on the efficiency of solar cells
Young et al. [151] and Bullock et al. [152] calculated the maximum achievable efficiency
for a silicon solar cell, when the area fraction of a contact with a particular recombination
prefactor Jc and contact resistivity ρc is optimized. They found that, for an optimized area
fraction, the efficiency is approximately only dependent on the product of Jc and ρc. Since
the selectivity metric according to Brendel and Peibst [120] is proportional to the inverse
of this product, Brendel et al. [120, 127] pointed out that the ultimate efficiency limit of a
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contact-limited silicon solar cell with optimum contact area fraction is only a function of
their selectivity metric. Therefore, the higher the selectivity of a selective contact (partially
covering the surface area) is, the higher is the achievable ultimate efficiency limit. Rau and
Kirchartz [153] demonstrated that this correlation between ultimate efficiency limit and
selectivity also holds for the selectivity definition of Weber et al. and Roe et al..
However, Glunz et al. [122] argue that, in order to achieve high efficiency, it is not sufficient
for a contact to have a high selectivity7, but furthermore needs interfacial passivation between
the contact and the absorber and a reasonable contact resistivity. Glunz’s statement is also
supported by Onno et al. [124] and Weber et al. [119]. Weber et al. pointed out that an
interfacial layer, which reduces the transfer of electrons and holes from the absorber into the
metal electrode equally, does not affect the asymmetry of the carrier transport, but improves
the passivation of the contact. For a fixed selectivity value, the contact can have different
abilities to passivate and to conduct.
However, instead of inserting an interfacial layer, one can also adjust the contact area
fraction and leave the non-contacted region perfectly passivated. The global passivation and
conduction properties of the solar cell can be scaled by the area fraction, such that, for each
selectivity value, one single optimum between passivation and conduction properties is found.
A prominent example is the partial aluminium back-suface field contact and the selective
emitter of a PERC cell or point contacts of a point contact IBC cells. The mesoporous TiO2
electron contact to organic-inorganic metal halide perovskite absorbers with a large area
fraction is another prominent example.

4.2. Passivating poly-Si-on-Oxide (POLO) carrier-selective
junction

Classification of the author’s contribution to the field
The author had his first contact with the topic of POLO junctions during his internship
at ISFH in 2013/2014, where he worked directly with U. Römer and R. Peibst on the first
implementation steps of POLO-IBC cells with point contacts and their interconnection by
laser welding [154]. However, only in 2015, the author started his PhD studies at ISFH
and in 2016 he was one of the first to demonstrate an interdigitated back-contact cell
with POLO junctions for both polarities with an efficiency close to 24% [155], which was
the early precursor for the p-type POLO-IBC record cell with 26.1% [156]. Furthermore,
the author determined the selectivity of the POLO junctions [157] and contributed to the
clarification of the transport mechanisms in POLO junctions [158, 159].

4.2.1. Historical evolution
In the early 1970s Takagi et al. discovered a greatly enhanced performance of bipolar junction
transistors [160], when in-situ doped poly-crystalline silicon layers were used as an alternative

7Note that selectivity for Glunz et al. means something different compared to Brendel and Peibst.
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diffusion source for the emitter formation of BJTs. Thereafter, several authors [141, 142,
161–171] studied poly-silicon emitter contacts and SIPOS (semi-insulating poly-crystalline
silicon) contacts for BJTs. A thin interfacial silicon oxide - intentionally or unintentionally
grown - was identified between the poly-silicon layer and mono-crystalline silicon surface. This
semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor (SIS) emitter junction caused the strong improvement
of emitter injection efficiency compared to conventional metal-semiconductor junctions [141,
142, 167–172] and the polysilicon emitter technology is now state-of-the-art technology for
bipolar junction transistors for decades [173].
For a solar cell, an improved emitter injection efficiency is equivalent to a higher carrier
selectivity of the (emitter) junction8 and directly has an impact on conversion efficiency [120,
127]. Based on a similar interpretation9 in 1980, Fossum and Shibib proposed to replace
metal-semiconductor junctions of a solar cell by a polysilicon emitter [174], whereupon the
polysilicon- or SIPOS-contact solar cell was subject to a small number of papers between
1980 and 2000 [175–186]. Impressively high open circuit voltages of 720 mV [177, 179] and
promising combinations of saturation current densities and contact resistivity [181] have been
achieved, but cell efficiencies were limited to 15.3% [184]10.
Only in 2010, SunPower Corp. presented a large area interdigitated back-contact solar cell
with „passivated contacts“ and a champion efficiency of 24.2% [188], which was further
increased to 25.2% [189] in 2016. Even if SunPower did not disclose the contact scheme
of their „passivated contacts“ at that time, their publication and patent activity suggested
polysilicon-based contacts [190–199].
Frank Feldmann et al. [200–202] from Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (Fh-ISE)
and Udo Römer et al. [154, 203–205] from Institute for Solar Energy Research Hamelin (ISFH)
pioneered the rediscovery of polysilicon based passivating and carrier-selective contacts for
silicon solar cells in 2013 and by now many research groups followed:

• National Renewable Laboratory (NREL) and Silevo Inc. in 2014 [206, 207]

• Georgia Institute of Technology, Australian National University and ECN [208–210] in
2015

• Delft University of Technology and Ecole polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
[211–213] in 2016

• Korean University, LG and the Chinese Academy of Science [214–216] in 2017

• the French National Institute for Solar Energy (INES), Trina Solar Energy Co., Mit-
subishi Electric Corporation, Nagoya University, Solar Energy Research Institute of
Singapore (SERIS) and ISC Konstanz [217–223] in 2018.

8This equivalence will be discussed in 6.5
9In fact, the authors presented a detailed minority-carrier transport model for a polysilicon contact in

terms of an effective surface recombination velocity at the polysilicon emitter contact and concluded that the
reduced surface recombination velocity of a polysilicon emitter compared to metal-semiconductor contacts, is
beneficial for solar cells and could strongly improve the conversion efficiency.

10Note that the record efficiency of silicon solar cells evolved from below 20% to 25% in the same period
using diffused metal-semiconductor junctions [187], which made other junction concepts less attractive.
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The ever-increasing interest in recent years and the rapid progress in the field promote
polysilicon based junctions as a promising candidate for future industrial solar cells. Indeed,
polysilicon based junctions are considered to be the next evolutionary step of industrial solar
cells [224]. For example, Trina Solar and Jinko Solar evaluate such cell concepts on industrial
large area solar cells and have both reported cell efficiencies close to 25% [225, 226].
In the following, the fabrication, the properties and physics of such junctions are recapitulated
by means of representative result from the literature.

4.2.2. Notation
Throughout the years, such poly-silicon-based contact schemes received various notations.
While poly-Si emitter and SIPOS contact were common in the early days, Feldmann et al.
popularized the term Tunnel Oxide Passivated Contact (TOPCon) [201], which suggests that
homogeneous carrier tunneling is the dominating carrier transport mechanism through the
junction. But theoretical [205, 227] and experimental [158, 159, 228, 229] studies indicate
that homogeneous tunneling is not always dominating. Thus, POLy-Si-on-Oxide (POLO)
was proposed as a more general notation for carrier selective junctions to crystalline silicon,
which are based on poly-crystalline silicon-rich layers deposited on a passivating interfacial
silicon oxide [227]. This thesis follows this general notation and all carrier selective junctions
comprising a (partially) poly-crystalline silicon-rich layer deposited on a silicon oxide are
condensed in the term POLO junction.

4.2.3. Fabrication
In order to form a POLO junction to a c-Si wafer, the wafer surface is oxidized and a
silicon-rich layer is deposited on top of the interfacial silicon oxide. The silicon-rich layer is
doped by a p-type or n-type dopant and a junction formation annealing is performed. Finally,
the POLO junction can be hydrogenated to passivate the remaining defects at the interface
between silicon oxide and c-Si wafer surface.

Interfacial oxide growth

The interfacial oxide can either be grown at low temperatures by using wet chemistry, UV-
induced photo-oxidation [230], field-induced anodization [231] and plasma-enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (PECVD) [232–234], or at elevated temperature during a thermal oxidation.
For POLO junctions, acidic solutions provide a low-cost wet-chemical oxidation approach by
means of aqueous solutions with hydrochloric acid (HCl) [204], caro’s acid (H2SO5) [206],
nitric acid (HNO3) [200, 204, 208, 209, 211, 213, 214, 223, 235], concentrated nitric acid
(HNO3 with H2SO4) [236], hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [215] or ozone-containing de-ionized
water [217, 219, 220, 230, 237]). All these wet-chemical oxidations, the UV-induced oxidation
and the field-induced anodization usually yield a 1 nm – 2 nm thin silicon oxide with a large
portion of substochiometric silicon oxide species (Si2O, SiO) near the silicon surface [238,
239]. The substochiometric species cause a high defect density Dit between 5 · 1011 and
1 · 1013 cm−2eV−1 at the as-grown Si/SiOx and a poor passivation quality [239]. A detailed
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overview is found in reference [239]. The nitric acid oxidation of Si (NAOS) [235] and the
oxidation in ozone-containing water [230] are the most popular low-temperature methods for
POLO junctions.
Thermally grown oxides for POLO junctions are formed in a tube furnace between 600–800 ◦C
with a dry O2 flow and usually yield 1 nm – 3.6 nm [204, 207, 212, 221, 240, 241] thick oxides
with a lower portion of substochiometric SiOx compared to low-temperature SiOx and with a
less defective Si/SiOx interface11.
For industrialization purposes, it would be beneficial to perform the thermal oxidation
step in-situ, thus during the silicon deposition process, and in-situ low-pressure oxidation
[218, 222, 243] and plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) [232–234] are
promising approaches in this direction. Alternatively, the wet-chemical oxidation, which can
be integrated in the cleaning procedure, is a candidate for industrial implementation.

Silicon deposition

The silicon-rich layer is deposited either by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) using low-
pressure (LPCVD) [36, 204, 211, 212, 218, 222, 243], atmospheric-pressure (APCVD) [244]
and plasma-enhanced (PECVD) [36, 206, 208, 209, 213–215, 217, 219, 221, 245, 246] chemical
vapour deposition, or by physical vapour deposition (PVD) using electron beam evaporation
(EBE) [223] and sputtering techniques [247]. Furthermore, inkjet printing of a liquid silicon-
precursor was reported [248]. All deposition techniques have their specific advantages. For
example, LPCVD produces high quality hydrogen-free amorphous or polycrystalline films
in a high-throughput quartz furnace at elevated temperatures. PECVD amorphous films
deposited at lower temperatures are of poorer quality and contain a large fraction of hydrogen,
which provokes blistering phenomena during high temperature annealing [249]. Nonetheless,
high-throughput inline PECVD processes for high quality POLO contacts were demonstrated
recently [221, 250]. APCVD represents a deposition method at atmospheric pressures and
avoids complex plasma generation modules [244].
A drawback of all mentioned CVD methods is the need for hazardous precursor gases (e.g.
silan, diboran, phosphine). This disadvantage is removed by using non-toxic target materials
in PVD systems. Furthermore, for PVD, PECVD and APCVD, the deposition occurs on one
side of the wafer only, which simplifies solar cell fabrication.
Aside from the deposition method, the composition of the silicon-rich layer affects the
properties of the POLO junction: Many groups use pure silicon, while others add carbon
[145, 251], oxygen [177, 213, 245] or nitrogen [252, 253]. Silicon-rich silicon carbide12 layers
are exclusively deposited by PECVD and contain carbon of only a few percent in order to
reduce blistering of the hydrogen-rich PECVD layer. Moreover, carbon hinders the complete
crystallization of the layer upon annealing at high temperatures, thus the layers stay mostly
amorphous and show increased parasitic absorption for short wavelengths similar to a-Si [254,

11For an approximatly 50 nm thick Alnealed SiOx grown at 1000 ◦C, a defect density as low as
1 · 109 cm−2eV−1 and among the best passivation for a silicon surface was demonstrated [242]

12The notation silicon carbide is misleading, since the layer contain a very small amount of carbon and a
better notation would be carbon-containing silicon layer. However, the original notation from the literature
is used here.
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255], which causes a twice as high parasitic loss as for poly-Si layers under AM1.5G spectrum
[256, 257]. Oxygen is added to increase the transparency of the POLO contact, especially
in the infrared [179, 213, 245, 258], and nitrogen-containing silicon was studied for boron
diffusion barriers, in order to improve the passivation of the interfacial oxide [252, 253].

Doping

The silicon-rich layer can either be undoped, p-type doped with group III elements (boron,
aluminium, gallium, indium) or n-type doped with group V elements (phosphorous, arsenic,
antimony). The dopant-containing species (e.g. diboran or phoshine) are supplied in-situ
during silicon deposition [36, 200, 206, 208, 213, 221, 259] or ex-situ by using a boron- or
phosphorus-containing glass [204, 209, 212, 222, 260], ion implantation [211, 261–264], spin-on
dopant [265] etc. as the dopant source. Ex-situ doping requires post-deposition diffusion and
activation in a high-temperature furnace anneal.

Junction formation annealing

The silicon-rich layer on the interfacial silicon oxide forms the POLO junction upon annealing
between 750 ◦C and 1050 ◦C. The silicon layer crystallizes partially or completely13, dopant
atoms diffuse into the silicon layer and pass over into an electrically active state. Dopant
atoms diffuse through the interfacial silicon oxide layer into the wafer and form a shallow
buried junction in the wafer [209, 262, 264, 266, 267].
Above about 750 ◦C, silicon oxide and silicon react, produce mobile species, the silicon/silicon
oxide interface rearranges and reduces the interface defect density [169, 181, 229, 268–271]. On
the other hand, the same decomposition reaction and rearrangement creates local disruptions
in the silicon oxide layer and induces a degradation of the surface passivation [169, 229]. The
thermal budget necessary to degrade the interfacial oxide depends on the stoichiometry and
thickness of the oxide [239, 269, 272]. As a general rule it was found, that the thermal stability
of the oxide layer increases with increasing thickness of the layer and the less substoichiometric
oxide species it contains [204, 239, 240, 269, 272].
Junction formation is traditionally performed in a tube furnace for several minutes. Another
approach, a fast firing process, which potentially can be integrated with the co-firing of
screen-printed contacts, was recently demonstrated to yield POLO junctions with reasonable
properties14 [244, 273]. Since the junction formation process of the latter is fast (<10 s at
>750 ◦C), practically no indiffusion and probably no rearrangement of the silicon oxide occurs.
The induced junction formed at the wafer interface is sensitive to interface defects and a
subsequent passivation via hydrogenation is vital [273].
It is well-known (e.g. from metal-oxide-semiconductor transistor technology) that hydrogen
improves the passivation quality of a Si-SiOx interface by saturating dangling bonds and
defects [274]. This hydrogenation approach is applied to POLO junctions by annealing them
either in a molecular hydrogen containing forming gas [36, 209, 213], with a deposited solid

13Carbon containing layers usually stay amorphous.
14A J 0 of 11 fA/cm2 and ρc of 73 mΩcm for an n-type contact [273]
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source of atomic hydrogen-rich Al2O3 [212, 275–277] or SiNx layers [36, 212, 275, 277] or in a
hydrogen plasma [278]. During the annealing, hydrogen diffuses from the source through the
intrinsic or doped poly-Si layer towards the Si-SiOx interface and passivates defects within the
poly-Si and the Si-SiOx interface [218, 279, 280]. Stodolny et al. found that a combination of
Al2O3 and SiNx layers in combination with fast firing yields the largest improvements [277].

4.2.4. Junction properties
The application of carrier selective POLO junctions to solar cells requires a high selectivity
of the POLO junctions, thus a combination of low saturation current density J0 with low
contact resistivity ρc [120, 127].
Except p-type POLO junctions on textured silicon surfaces, excellent passivations in terms of
J0 . 30 fA/cm2 after a forming gas anneal (FGA)15 and J0 .10 fA/cm2 after hydrogenation16

were demonstrated for various oxide growth, silicon deposition or doping techniques [36, 223,
244, 247, 281]. Prior to hydrogenation, POLO junctions with thicker and more stoichiometric,
thus thermally more stable, oxides exhibit lower J0 values due to a higher allowable thermal
budget during the formation annealing and the related enhanced reconstruction at the SiOx/Si
interface and the reduction of the defect density. Boron doped POLO junctions, especially
with thin oxides, usually perform slightly poorer than phosphorous doped junctions, which
is attributed to several effects, such as boron enhanced silicon oxide breakup and defects
related to the boron pileup at the SiOx/Si interface [206, 265]. To avoid the latter, boron can
be replaced by gallium, which improved the passivation quality of p-type POLO junctions
for planar silicon (100) surfaces [265]. For p-type POLO junctions on textured Si, the
SiOx/Si(111) interface is well known to have a higher defect density compared to SiOx/Si(100)
interface and therefore features a higher surface recombination velocity and J0 values higher
by approximately an order of magnitude [237, 282]. However, recent optimization of the
hydrogenation treatment led to excellent J0 values of down to 8 fA/cm2 for boron doped
p-type POLO junctions on textured Si and closed the gap to POLO junctions on planar Si
and n-type POLO junctions on textured Si [277].
Beside the excellent passivation with J0<10 fA/cm2, p-type and n-type POLO junctions
simultaneously provide an excellent electrical contact resistance ρc <10 mΩcm2 to the c-Si
wafer [157, 240, 243, 252, 283]. Such POLO junctions with the corresponding carrier selectivity
values S10 above 15–16 are electrically „invisible“ to the solar cell and the conversion efficiency
is not limited by contacts anymore.

4.2.5. Transport mechanism
The carrier transport across the POLO junction, which determines contact resistivity, depends
on the interplay of the stoichiometry and thickness of the oxide and the thermal budget of
the junction formation annealing. While for oxides much thinner than 2 nm, carriers tunnel

15This is about the same state as directly after junction formation anneal, since FGA was shown to be a
less effective method compared to hydrogen plasma treatment or annealing with hydrogen donating layers.

16This means in the following hydrogen plasma treatment or annealing with hydrogen donating layers.
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efficiently through the interfacial oxide [284–286], it is hard to explain the observed low
resistivities for thicker oxides [157, 240] with tunneling alone. Peibst et al. presented an
alternative transport model based on current flow through pinholes [205], which form during
junction formation, and confirmed pinhole transport to be dominant for thick oxides [158,
159]. Recently, Forchert et al. presented a detailed model, which is capable to calculate
recombination and transport properties of POLO junctions [287].

4.3. Three-terminal tandem cell

Classification of the author’s contribution to the field
In the year 2015, the team at NREL initiated a fruitful and still ongoing collaboration with
the author of this thesis on the topic of 3T tandem solar cells. The 3T IBC bottom cell for
tandem applications was by that time unexplored in the literature (except for Nagashima’s
work). Through the pioneering contributions of the NREL team in collaboration with
the author of this thesis in the last few years, the 3T tandem solar cell has nowadays
become popular and is currently studied by many research groups.
In detail, the author fabricated 3T-IBC unijunction bottom cell and investigated the
modes of operation of such bottom cells. He was among the first presenting the results as
an opening plenary talk at 33rd EUPVSEC in 2017 [288, 289]. He also investigated the
working principles of bipolar junction bottom cells and presented the results along with
the first PERC-like 3T bottom cell at the IEEE PVSC 2019 [290, 291]. In collaboration
with M. Schnabel et al. [292, 293], the first working 3T tandem solar cell comprising
an IBC cell was demonstrated. In collaboration with E. L. Warren, a taxonomy and
nomenclature for 3T tandems was proposed [294].

In addition to the 2T and 4T tandem cell architectures as introduced in chapter 2, a third
architecture – the three-terminal (3T) tandem – exists. If a third contact is added to a
series-connected 2T cell between the sub-cells, an extra current can be collected in such
a mid-contacted three-terminal (3T) tandem cell. The mid-contacted 3T tandem cell has
been proposed in the past [295–310] almost exclusively for III-V materials. While several
publications utilizes the three-terminal device to probe and current-match 2T tandems,
almost all of them recognized that adding a third mid-contact to a 2T tandem omits the
need for current-matching and enables a monolithic tandem solar cell, which combines the
monolithic design of 2T tandems and the flexibility of 4T tandems cell. More recently, Marti
et al. proposed and demonstrated a three-terminal heterojunction bipolar transistor solar cell
[311–315].
Beside the advantages of the third terminal, the interdigitated grid on the front side, which
is needed for the third terminal, implies an active cell area loss of the top cell, doubles the
shadowing losses and complicates the fabrication process [297].
For this reason, it is beneficial to move the third terminal from the front side to the rear
side of the tandem cell by using industrial-type interdigitated back contact (IBC) bottom
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cells. Around the millennium, Nagashima et al. [316] proposed this approach for the reverse-
connected tandem cell with a bottom cell comprising two majority carrier contacts. But
only in 2017, Nagashima’s work was rediscovered by several authors. Warren et al. [317,
318], Schnabel et al. [319] and Rienäcker et al. [288, 289] promoted to use this concept
for current-mismatched tandem cells. Adhyaksa et al. [320] proposed to use Nagashima’s
architecture for a perovskite/silicon tandem cell comprising a bottom cell with two minority
carrier contacts. Nagashima et al. and Warren et al. elaborated the device physics by
using sophisticated semiconductor device simulators and demonstrate that both concepts
might work. However, a complete and comprehensive picture of 3T-IBC bottom cells, an
experimental verification of the simulations in reference [316, 321] and [318] and an equivalent
circuit model as use in reference [93–95] for mid-contacted 3T tandem cells was first provided
by the author of this thesis [288–291]. Djebbour et al. performed a detailed simulation study
of 3T III-V/Si tandem cells [322] and Sandbergen et al. [323] performed optical simulations
for 3T perovskite/Si tandem solar cells. Warren et al. provided a taxonomy and nomenclature
for 3T tandem cells [294].
To demonstrate the proposed 3T concept, Schnabel et al. was able to fabricate the first
series-connected 3T GaInP//Si tandem solar cell with an efficiency of 27.3% [292, 293]
and VanSant et al. a series-connected 3T GaAs//Si tandem cell with 21.3% [324, 325].
Furthermore, Tayagaki et al. demonstrated a similar 3T GaAs//Si tandem cell [326, 327].
Tockhorn et al. [328] and Wagner et al. [329, 330] presented the first perovskite/Si tandem
cell with an efficiency of 17.1%.
Module integration of 3T tandem solar cells is challenging and several author studied different
aspect [93–95, 331–334] of stringing 3T tandem cells and energy yield calculation were
performed [95, 335]. Finally, measurement procedures for 3T tandem cell have been reported
[293, 327, 328, 336].
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5. Selectivity and carrier extraction
efficiency of contacts

Background to the origins of the following chapter and why it was written
Shortly before starting my PhD studies in 2015 on the topic around charge carrier-selective
POLO contacts, U. Würfel, A. Cuevas and P. Würfel published their popular paper on
“Charge carrier separation in solar cells” [116] and pointed out that selective membranes
with asymmetric conductivity for holes and electrons are necessary for charge separation.
While the author of this thesis noticed the paper, he didn’t pay much attention to it at
that time. Only through the work of Rolf Brendel on the topic of selectivity in 2015/2016
and through the encouragement of Robby Peibst to work on this subject, the author
started following the literature of “selectivity definition”. For the author it was clear at
that time that the definition according to Brendel and Peibst [127] should be applied
to quantify the carrier-selectivity of contacts [155]. The author was the more surprised
about the hint of M. Bivour [121] at the EUPVSEC in 2017 and S. Glunz [122] that the
definition of Brendel and Peibst is not compatible with a typical phenomenon observed
for non-traditional selective contacts that the VOC deviates from iVOC.
Selectivity was still not in the author’s focus in 2018, because he was busy with his
investigations on three-terminal bottom and tandem cells. However, the inspiration to
work on selectivity came threefold in 2018. First, the author found Weber’s 3T device
during his literature research, which was used to study the selectivity of organic contacts
to silicon solar cells [119]. Second, during the work on bipolar junction bottom cells from
chapter 8, the author learnt that “emitter injection efficiency” is used to measure the
quality of transistor contacts1. The third source of inspiration was the talk “A Novel
Calix[4]arene-based MOF for highly selective NO2 Detection ” from Marcel Schulze at the
NanoDay 2018 of the Laboratory of Nano and Quantum Engineering in Hanover. The
talk had little to do with the work of the author on solar cells, but it pointed him to
the generality of the selectivity concept and by this later also to the definition in the
field of reaction chemistry. While the idea of the selectivity definition as found below was
born and written down in 2019, it took the author much effort to get all the ideas and
definitions sorted and written down clearly – at least for the author. The definition of the
extraction efficiency on the other hand was born during the sorting and was inspired by
the work of Koswatta [117] and Onno et al. [124] on their selectivity metric, by the picture
of conversion processes and their efficiencies provided by P. Würfel [64] and the early
work of De Vos on endoreversible engines [337]. M. Mancini from Technische Universität
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Clausthal, Germany, helped sorting the ideas with thermodynamics.
A. Onno provided guidance in understanding his definition and was always open to
discussion and questions on the selectivity topic. His comments on the content of the
chapter in its earlier form in 2020 and the critical questions and discussions of R. Brendel
helped to shape the content around the precise spatial definition of the contact. In
particular, the definition of the selective electrode was the result of R. Brendel’s persistent
and constructive discussion around the spatial boundary of the contact at the electrode.
However, the motivation to work on the selectivity definition was driven not only by
inspiration, but also by the confusion that several different definitions exist. It was not
clear to the author from the current literature how the definitions were related and why
so many definitions were necessary. Therefore, in the following chapter, the author makes
an attempt to provide guidance to some extent and to present a unified version of a
definition.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, the role and functions of the components of a
solar cell are outlined and the spatial and process-wise definition of a carrier-selective contact
and carrier-selective electrode is provided. Then the selectivity and extraction efficiency are
defined and discussed in detail before deriving the specific selectivity definitions found in the
literature from the definition in this thesis. In the second part of this chapter, the correlation
between the selectivity and extraction efficiency is provided, which is the basis to calculate
the performance of a contact selectivity-limited solar cell.

5.1. The role and definition of contacts and the absorber of
a solar cell

The energy conversion of incident heat radiation from the sun into electricity proceeds in two
steps: first the heat radiation is converted into chemical energy and, in a second step, the
chemical energy converts into electrical energy [64]. For each of the conversion processes, the
solar cell requires an appropriate conversion apparatus: the photo-absorber for the conversion
of heat radiation into chemical energy and the contacts for the conversion of chemical energy
into electrical energy. Figure 5.1a shows the band diagram representation of a solar cell, which
consists of an absorber layer, an electron-selective contact A and a hole-selective contact B.

5.1.1. Photo-absorber
In a quasi-neutral photo-absorber, absorbed photons generate an excited electron-hole gas
with a chemical potential equal to the splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels ∆µ = EF n − EF p for
electrons EF n and holes EF p [76, 338]. At open-circuit voltage conditions, the quasi-Fermi

1Robby Peibst encouraged the author to use the 3T device to measure contacts selectivity and pointed
out to the author that he had used the ratio of minority and majority carrier current densities as a measure
of the contacts quality in reference [205].
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Band diagram of an illuminated and open-circuited solar cell consisting
of an absorber layer (light orange), a highly doped electron-selective contact
(homojunction, grey region A) and a mobility junction for the hole-selective
contact (grey region B). (b) Magnification of the hole-selective contact B of Fig.
5.1a supplemented with possible carrier transfer processes (indicated by arrows).

level splitting is given by the internal voltage iVOC , thus ∆µ = q · iVOC . The region with
almost constant quasi-Fermi level splitting represented by an internal voltage iVOC defines
the absorber. In the ideal case of negligible transport losses (infinite mobilities for electrons
and holes) in the absorber, the quasi-Fermi levels are spatially constant, as shown in Figure
5.1a.

5.1.2. Contacts

To convert the chemical energy of the excited electron-hole gas into electrical energy, electrons
and holes have to be extracted separately by applying electron- and hole-selective contacts
between the absorber and the electrode with a Fermi-level EF M . The electrode represents a
highly recombination active site, not necessarily a metal electrode, where the two separated
quasi-Fermi levels EF n and EF p of the absorber have collapsed into a single Fermi-level EF M

2.
According to references [117, 124, 189], the transition region between the absorber with nearly
constant quasi-Fermi level splitting and the electrode defines the carrier-selective membrane,
which is responsible for the asymmetry of the transport of electrons and holes [116]. The

2Note that the spatial position, where the quasi-Fermi level collapse into a single Fermi level, is not
sharply defined and may depend on the point of operation, if this position does not correspond to the
semiconductor/metal interface.
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“bulk electrode region” (blueish part in Fig. 5.1a)3 is explicitly excluded in this definition
of the carrier-selective contact because selectivity requires at least two competing processes
in order to select one process over the other. However, within the bulk electrode solely one
transport process is found. Nevertheless, the bulk electrode is an essential part of the contact
of a solar cell, which may induce additional (Ohmic) transport losses. A carrier-selective
contact, which includes the bulk region of the electrode, is denoted as the carrier-selective
contact plus electrode or in brief the “carrier-selective electrode”.
The ability of the carrier-selective contact to extract the desired sort of carriers into the
electrode, while blocking the other ones namely the carrier-selectivity determines the position
of EF M with respect to EF n and EF p. Figure 5.1a shows a highly-doped and highly selective
electron-selective contact on the left hand side and an undoped mobility junction for the
moderately hole-selective contact on the right hand side. The difference of the Fermi levels
EA

F M and EB
F M of the two electrodes A and B is the external voltage of the solar cell i.e. the

open-circuit voltage VOC at open-circuit conditions, thus q · VOC = EA
F M − EB

F M . Note that
the spatial definition of selective contacts applies to homogeneous and heterogeneous selective
membrane regions, so it may contain several different material or heterointerfaces.
Beside the spatial definition of a carrier-selective contact, it is important to take into
consideration the carrier transfer processes within the selective contact and at its boundaries.
Figure 5.1b depicts such potentially occurring carrier transfer processes (reaction) of the
carrier selective contact B. The electrons and holes in Fig. 5.1b are solely describe by the
energy value E and the position x. If for simplicity only one of the properties – E or x –
can change during a transfer process, it becomes clear that two kinds of processes can be
distinguished: vertical recombination-generation processes along the energy coordinate E
and horizontal transport processes4 along the position coordinate x.
At a fixed position, an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band can
recombine or can be generated e.g. via a trap state (dotted black, purple and blue lines in Fig.
5.1b). The recombination-generation processes can take place at the boundaries/interfaces of
the contact (black arrows in Fig. 5.1b) or within the selective contact (purple arrow in Fig.
5.1b).
For a horizontal process along the x coordinate, transport of electrons and holes from
the absorber through the selective contact into the electrode and vice versa takes place
(blue arrows in Fig. 5.1b). Since the recombination-generation and transport processes are
interdependent, they form a complex network of processes, which can be treated by a coupled
system of differential equations.
In the end, it is debatable, which process should be considered to describe the properties of a
selective contact and this will be discussed in section 5.2.1. However, at least three processes
are essential: the recombination at the interface to the electrode and the transport processes
of electrons and holes through the membrane. The electrons and holes at the electrode

3The electrode region also includes any majority carrier transport region at the membrane-electrode
interface e.g. metal-semiconductor interface.

4Strictly speaking, spacial transport is an irreversible process and implies dissipation of free energy.
Thus, transport is not strictly along the x coordinate, but always results in a gradient of the corresponding
quasi-Fermi level. In contrast, the recombination-generation process can be restricted to a single position in
space and can take place along the E coordinate.
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interface recombine approximately instantaneously, which ensures that the quasi-Fermi levels
of electrons and holes collapse into a single Fermi level. Since the single Fermi level is an
intrinsic property of the electrode, any contact to the electrode requires the recombination
process at the electrode and justifies the term “contact” of a selective contact. The competing
electron and hole transport processes across the membrane must be strongly asymmetric to
provide charge carrier separation [116]. The asymmetry corresponds to the carrier selectivity
of such a contact.
In addition to the three fundamental processes, any recombination process within the
membrane and at the boundaries leads to a reduction of the quasi-Fermi level splitting in the
absorber and corresponds to the passivation properties of a carrier selective contact [122]. If
these recombination channels are minimized, then the absorber is well passivated and the
contact is called a passivating, carrier selective contact.

5.2. Definition of selectivity and extraction efficiency
The two properties defined below – the selectivity and extraction efficiency – both describe
the properties of contacts to extract desired carrier vs. undesired carriers. The difference of
both quantities is that the selectivity is a kinetic property and the extraction efficiency is a
thermodynamic one. In order to achieve a certain extraction efficiency, the selectivity has to
reach a certain value for a given internal voltage.

5.2.1. Selectivity
The definition of the selectivity in this thesis is inspired by the fact that the electron and
hole transfer processes from the absorber into the electrode and vice versa can be understood
and described in terms of competing “chemical” reactions5.
In analogy to the (rate) selectivity definition of competing chemical reactions [339] in the
field of reaction kinetics, selectivity S of a selective contact/electrode in this thesis is defined
as the ratio of the net transfer rate rD of the desired process versus the effective net transfer
rate rU of all undesired processes.

Skin = rD

rU

= q × rD

q × rU

= JM(wM)
Jm(x) (5.1)

If the transfer rates rD and rU are multiplied by the elementary charge q, the rates can be
translated into current densities. The selectivity is then defined by the ratio of the desired
current density JM(wM) of majority charge carriers and the undesired current density Jm(x)
of minority charge carriers6. The majority carrier leave the contact at x = wM towards
the electrode. The minority charge carriers either leave the absorber at x = 0 towards
the contact or they leave the contact at x = wM towards the electrode, which results in

5For a detailed discussion of the contact from a chemists point of view, see appendix A.3.1.
6Note that the terms majority and minority carrier refer to the desired and undesired carrier, which

differs from the usually used definition of this terms for the absorber region.
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two different versions of selectivity. Both undesired current densities – Jm(x = 0) and
Jm(x = wM) – differ by a generation-recombination current density Jrg within the selective
membrane. Consequently, the selectivity definition with Jm(x = wM) excludes the generation-
recombination current density Jrg, but the selectivity with Jm(x = 0) takes Jrg into account.
To better distinguish between the two possibilities, the former is denoted by S and the latter
by S*.
The inverse of the defined ratio of current densities in equation 5.1 corresponds to Kroemers
definition of injection deficit [140] and underlines the usefulness of the definition. Kroemer
proposed the injection deficit as a figure of merit for contacts in bipolar junction transistors
[140] and the injection deficit was quantified theoretically and experimentally for metal-
semiconductor and metal-insulator-semiconductor contacts [143, 144].
At this point, it should be emphasized that Weber et al. [119] and Roe et al. [123] have
defined their selectivity metric based on a similar idea of charge transfer reactions, which was
first worked out for a semiconductor-electrolyte contact by Tan et al. [128]. However, their
definition is considerably different to that in this thesis. First, the selective contact in their
definition is restricted to an interface and thus it has no spacial extent. Second, Weber et al.
and Roe et al. define their selectivity metric by the ratio of constant equilibrium exchange
current densities or “diode prefactors” rather than current densities, which are dependant on
the point of operation of the solar cell. As will become evident in section 5.3, the definition
of Weber et al. and Roe et al. corresponds to the selectivity coefficient S0 for the special
case of transport via thermionic emission at the contact.
For the general – but non-specific – definition of selectivity in equation 5.1, one has to specify
the rates of the processes or the respective current densities from appropriate models of
the contact region. This exercises will be performed in section 5.3 for specific examples to
reproduce the specific definitions from the literature.

5.2.2. Extraction efficiency
Since Chapin, Fuller and Pearson created the first practical silicon solar cell at Bell Labs [18],
several author have made attempts to find a thermodynamic model to take account for the
fact that a solar cell is an energy converter [64, 73–80]. The energy conversion of radiation
into electricity in a solar cell takes place in two conversion steps: First the heat radiation is
converted into chemical energy in the form of an excited electron-hole gas and second the
chemical energy of the electron-hole gas converts to electrical energy at the contact. Almost
all thermodynamic approaches [64, 73–80] assume implicitly or explicitly that the conversion
of chemical into electrical energy is loss-free. That is why they focus on the conversion of
heat radiation to chemical energy and model the thermodynamics of a solar cell similar to
a heat engine and find that the voltage efficiency7 ( qVOC

EG
) is equal to the Carnot efficiency

at open-circuit conditions [64, 74, 78]. In that reports, the open-circuit voltage in fact
corresponds to the quasi-Fermi level splitting (q · iVOC) and is only equal to the (external)

7This term is frequently found in the papers of Baruch et al. [78, 340] and refers to the thermodynamic
efficiency of the conversion of incident radiation with semiconductor with a band gap EG into an (internal)
open-circuit voltage.
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Figure 5.2.: Thermodynamic representation of the conversion process of chemical energy to
electrical energy. An isothermal, endo-reversible (electro-)chemical engine for
hole (electron) extraction between the two particle reservoirs models the hole
(electron) selective contact.

open-circuit voltage VOC , if perfect conversion of chemical to electrical energy is assumed. In
the following, the conversion process of chemical into electrical energy is discussed in terms
of thermodynamics.
The thermodynamic model of this process is based on endoreversible chemical engines [337,
341–345] and is depicted in Fig. 5.2. In order to simplify the discussion, the detailed
description of the conversion process of heat radiation into chemical energy is excluded
and represented it by its end-product, namely by a quasi-constant8 particle reservoirs for
thermalized conduction band electrons (red box in Fig. 5.2) and for valence band holes (green
box in Fig. 5.2) with their respective electrochemical potentials EF,n and −EF,p. The sum of
electrochemical potentials for both reservoirs corresponds to the quasi Fermi level splitting
∆µ = EF,n − EF,p in the absorber. Both reservoirs interact via irreversible transport with a
reversible chemical engine (black circle in Fig. 5.2) for hole extraction and with another for
electron extraction (red and green arrows in Fig. 5.2), which mediates the endoreversible
conversion of chemical into electrical energy. At the chemical engine of the electron contact,
electrons with a chemical potential EF,n flow irreversibly from the electron reservoir into the
engine and – due to the transport resistance9 – dissipate a part of the initial chemical energy
into heat, such that the electrons in the engine have a chemical potential EF E,n. One part
of the electron flux leaves the engine towards the hole reservoir and dissipates its chemical
energy into heat, which is equivalent to holes irreversibly flowing from the hole reservoir with

8The quasi-constant reservoir is justified by assuming steady-state conditions. When a particle is removed
from the reservoir, it is instantaneously replaced from the conversion process of heat radiation to chemical
energy.

9Transport resistance does not necessarily mean electrical resistance, but something, which induces
friction such that entropy is produced proportional to the flux density. Of course, the flux of electrons through
a conductor is one particular example.
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a chemical potential −EF,p into the engine and resulting in a chemical potential −EF E,p in
the engine. Another part of the electrons converts its chemical energy into electrical energy
and leaves the engine. For this conversion, the electrons and holes, which flow into the engine,
use their chemical potential to enable the separation of the electrons from holes. Since the
engine is reversible, particles, energy and entropy are conserved in the engine. The balance
equation for the particle flux, represented by an electrical current density, reads as:

Jtot,E = JE,n + JE,p (5.2)
Jtot,E is the total electrical current density and JE,n and JE,p are the partial electron and
hole current density at the electron contact.
The energy flux balance equation reads as:

PE = 1
q

(JE,n · EF E,n − JE,p · EF E,p) (5.3)

PE is the electrical energy flux of electrons flowing out of the engine and EF E,n and −EF E,p

are the electron and hole electrochemical potentials of in-flowing electron and hole currents
densities. At the electrode, it can be assumed that the electrochemical potential of electrons
and holes EF E,n = −EF E,p = EF E, such that the quasi Fermi level splitting in the electrode
vanishes.
Similar considerations for the hole contact lead to the following particle balance equation.

Jtot,H = JH,p + JH,n (5.4)

Jtot,H is the total electrical current density and JH,n and JH,p are the partial electron and
hole current density at the hole contact.
The energy flux balance for the hole contact is as follows.

PH = 1
q

(JH,p · EF H,p − JH,n · EF H,n) (5.5)

PH is the electrical energy flux of holes flowing out of the engine and EF H,n and −EF H,p are the
electron and hole electrochemical potentials of in-flowing electron and hole currents densities.
As for the electron contact, the electrochemical potential EF H,n = −EF H,p = −EF H .
In order to obtain the total energy flux, which can be used to perform work in the external
circuit (total power output), one has to balance the particle and energy flux in the external
circuit10, where the total current density of holes and electrons compensate Jtot,H = Jtot,E = J
and the total power output Pout is simply the current density J flowing through the external
circuit multiplied by the potential difference between the electrodes.

Pout = PE + PH = J

q
(EF E − EF H) (5.6)

The total chemical energy influx, which is consumed in the conversion process of chemical
into electrical energy, is defined as the sum of the chemical potentials of both reservoirs

10This would correspond to another electrical engine, which converts electrical energy into useful work.
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∆µ = EF,n − EF,p multiplied by the total particle flux density 1
q
J flowing between both

reservoirs. The efficiency of the conversion process, namely the carrier extraction efficiency,
is the ratio of the total electrical power output Pout versus total chemical energy influx Pin.

ηextract = Pout

Pin

= J · (EF E − EF H)
J · (EF,n − EF,p) = qVext

∆µ
(5.7)

The carrier extraction efficiency turns out to be the ratio of the external electrical potential
qVext versus the internal chemical potential ∆µ of a solar cell, which is indeed the efficiency
of the conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy.
The extraction efficiency for a single contact can be found, if one assumes the other contact
to be perfectly reversible, which implies for a hole contact for example that EF H = EF,p. In
the case, when both contacts are perfectly reversible, the extraction efficiency is unity, such
that the inner chemical potential is converted loss-free into external electrical work. The
overall carrier extraction process in this case is denoted to be reversible.
Under open-circuit conditions, the efficiency is as follows.

ηextract,OC = VOC

iVOC

(5.8)

The derivation of the extraction efficiency at OC in equation 5.8 reveals that the ratio of
internal versus external voltages at OC is indeed a measure of the contact’s ability to extract
charge carriers selectively and was frequently used as a measure of contact’s selectivity by
several authors [121, 122, 124, 125, 146] in the past. This is also consistent with the finding
of Koswatta [117] and Onno et al. [124], who observed that the ratio of voltages correlates
with the partial resistances of the selective contact in their drift-diffusion simulations. Later,
Onno et al. explained the correlation by using an analytic derivation from drift-diffusion
model based on pseudo-linear transport laws for electrons and holes. Smit [118] on the other
hand proposed the inverse of the ratio in equation 5.8. Both, Onno et al. and Smit denoted
the ratio to the “selectivity metric”, but the author of this thesis suggests to use extraction
efficiency instead.
For the reader, it may sound strange to define and accept an extraction efficiency at open-
circuit condition, since neither charge carriers nor power are extracted at this operating
condition. The extraction efficiency at open-circuit conditions can be interpreted as a Carnot-
like efficiency, where also neither a (heat) flux is present nor power is extracted (see section
2.1). To the author’s best knowledge, this is the first time that equation 5.7 and 5.8 were
derived from endoreversible thermodynamics and the latter was interpreted as a Carnot-like
efficiency to convert the chemical energy of photogenerated carriers in the absorber into
electrical energy at a carrier-selective contact.
Even if it is tough to accept ηextract,OC at first, ηextract,OC and especially its analogy to the
Carnot efficiency are a powerful observation, which allows to correlate the measurable voltages
under open-circuit conditions with the extraction efficiency at maximum power output and
to calculate the maximum achievable solar cell efficiency of a contact selectivity-limited solar
cell on the basis of thermodynamic principles (see section 5.5).
One possibility to determine the extraction efficiency ηextract,mpp at maximum power output
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is to calculate the point of maximum power output from equations 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6. It would
require to specify the transport laws for each of the irreversible interactions and to solve the
algebra. An alternative approach11 with less effort is to use the universal relationship [57]
between the Carnot efficiency and the respective efficiency at maximum power output from
equation 2.7, which yields

ηextract,mpp = ηextract,OC

2 − ηextract,OC
(5.9)

This simple equation will be used in section 5.5 to calculate the power conversion efficiency
of a contact selectivity-limited solar cell.

5.3. Derivation and classification of the specific definitions
in the literature

The selectivity as defined in equation 5.1 and the extraction efficiency as defined in equation
5.7 require additional specific information to be correlated with “measurable” properties of
the contact:

1. One has to decide, whether the electrode bulk region should be include for the selectivity
considerations or not.

2. The carrier transfer processes of the desired and undesired charge carriers have to be
selected – probably even for multiple regions in the case of non-homogeneous selective
membranes.

3. The functional relationships between the process rates/current densities for the desired
and undesired processes have to be described based on the properties of the contact
and as a function of the internal and external voltage.

5.3.1. Selectivity of carrier-selective contacts
Weber et al., Roe et al., Koswatta, Smit and Onno et al. chose the simplest possible model
system of a carrier-selective contact without electrode bulk region. They included the instant
recombination at the electrode interface and the transport of electrons and holes from
the absorber through the membrane into the electrode12. For the latter process with the
species i=n,p, linear irreversible transport (LIT) theory13 [69] provides a linear relationship
Ji = Li · Fi between the current density Ji, the transport coefficient Li of the membrane and

11In fact, Esposito et al. [57] do calculate the maximum power point and assume generalized transport
“laws” to obtain a general relationship for asymmetric transport properties.

12Moreover, Smit [118] discussed how generation and recombination processes within the membrane can
be included.

13Linear irreversible transport theory is used here for two reasons: 1. LIT is a general description of
transport, which is also used in thermodynamics as pointed out in section 2.1. 2. In contrast to the
drift-diffusion model, which is a local theory, LIT requires that the transport coefficient is constant and
independent of position. Thus, the use of LIT can be interpreted here as an empiric and “global” approach.
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the thermodynamic driving force Fi, which depends on the internal and external voltages. In
terms of semiconductor physics, the transport laws in equation 2.19 and 2.20 locally represent
such linear laws, where the driving force is given by the gradient of the quasi-Fermi level
potential 1

q
dEFi
dx

and the transport coefficient is the conductivity σi(x) of the membrane. This
local transport law can be used to find the selectivity, since the current densities are constant
in the membrane due to the lack of recombination or generation, but the local quantities are
hard to access. For this reason, the local laws from drift-diffusion model are reformulated by
Onno et al. [124]. Furthermore, the generalized charge control model, which is based on the
drift-diffusion model, is used to find the ratio of the current densities at the boundaries of
the selective membrane in the upcoming discussion.
Assuming that both transport processes can be described by the linear relationships with
constant transport coefficients14 as required by LIT, then the selectivity from equation 5.1
is calculated as the product of a constant selectivity coefficient S0 = LM

Lm
with the transport

coefficients LM and Lm for the desired and undesired process, respectively, and the function
Σ(FM, Fm), which depends on the driving forces FM for the desired process and Fm for the
undesired process.

S = JM

Jm
= S0 · Σ(FM, Fm) (5.10)

The selectivity coefficient S0 is in agreement with the discussion of Würfel et al. [116], who
proposed that the partial carrier conductivities at a contact have to be asymmetric. The value
of the function Σ(FM, Fm) depends on the state of operation of the solar cell and its importance
shouldn’t be underestimated. Schmidt, Peibst and Brendel [281] for example introduce such
a voltage-dependent factor in an “updated” version of their selectivity definition compared to
their prior definition [120] only to remove the voltage-dependence in their definition of the
selectivity metric, but they don’t pay attention to the voltage-dependent factor. Anyhow,
their definition differs from the definition in this thesis and the voltage-dependent function
in equation 5.10 is worth discussing.
At open circuit condition (OC), the desired process is in a detailed balance equilibrium with
the undesired process, such that JM equals Jm. The contact is equally selective for both types
of carriers and the selectivity is unity. The driving forces FM,OC and Fm,OC at OC adjust
themselves in such a way as to permit a detailed balance equilibrium between the desired
and undesired process and the value of the function Σ(FM,OC, Fm,OC) takes the value of 1

S0
.

Conclusively, if the driving forces at OC and the functional relationship Σ are known, the
selectivity coefficient of the carrier-selective contact can be determined as follows.

S0 = 1
Σ(FM,OC, Fm,OC) (5.11)

As will be discussed in subsection 5.4, equation 5.11 relates the extraction efficiency ηOC at
OC as defined in equation 5.8 to the selectivity coefficient S0, since the driving forces are
related to the internal and external voltages.
In order to be a unifying definition, the general definition of selectivity and extraction

14The validity of the assumption of constant transport coefficients resulting in a constant selectivity
coefficient will be discussed below.
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efficiency in this thesis should be specifiable to recover the specific definitions of the references
[117, 119, 123, 124]. To derive the definitions from the literature, assumptions about the
current densities JM and Jm from the literature will be used at open-circuit conditions.

Exponential carrier transport laws

Weber et al. and Roe et al. assume that the selective contact is define by an interface
between x = 0 and x = w with w → 0, where charge transfer takes place between the
absorber at x = 0 and the electrode at x = w by thermionic emission. The current density
under such assumptions is driven by a carrier concentration difference at the interface. The
electron (hole) carrier concentration at the boundary of the membrane with the absorber
n(0) (p(0)) are denoted as the surface electron (hole) concentration nS (pS). The electron
(hole) carrier concentration at the boundary of the membrane with the electrode n(w) (p(w))
correspond to the equilibrium concentrations n(w) = nS0 and p(w) = pS0 due to the infinitely
fast equilibration at this interface15. The transport law reads [119, 123] for electrons

Jn = J0n ·
∣∣∣∣ nS

nS0
− 1

∣∣∣∣ (5.12)

and for holes
Jp = J0p ·

∣∣∣∣∣ pS

pS0
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.13)

The equilibrium exchange current densities J0n for electrons and J0p for holes are identified
as the “transport coefficients” Li and the functions | nS

nS0
− 1| and | pS

pS0
− 1| correspond to the

“driving forces”16 Fi. Inserting the exponential law17 into the selectivity definition (equation
5.1) at OC (S = 1) yields

Sp,OC = 1 = J0p

J0n
·

|pS,OC
pS0

− 1|
|nS,OC

nS0
− 1|

(5.14)

The orange part represents the selectivity coefficient S0p as defined by Weber et al. and Roe
et al.. The blue part is the driving force containing function Σ. Solving the equation for S0p
gives

S0p = J0p

J0n
=

|nS,OC
nS0

− 1|
|pS,OC

pS0
− 1|

(5.15)

The left hand side (black/orange part) equals the definition of Weber et al. and Roe et al.,
while the blue part correspond to equation 5.11. Tan et al. [128] derived the relationship

15Details are found in the appendix A.3.1.
16Note that the transport coefficients and driving forces are chosen such that all constant factors are

absorbed in the transport coefficient and the operation point dependent quantities represent a normalized
driving forces. However, the units of transport coefficients and driving forces do not correspond to usual
units.

17Exponential refers here to the exponential dependence of the concentrations with the internal and
external voltages.
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between the carrier concentrations and the quasi-Fermi levels for a semiconductor-electrolyte
contact and found the following relationship.

S0p =
|nS,OC

nS0
− 1|

|pS,OC
pS0

− 1|
=

exp
(

EFn,OC(0)−EB
FM,OC

kBT

)
− 1

exp
(

EB
FM,OC−EFp,OC(0)

kBT

)
− 1

=
exp

(
qVOC
kBT

)
− 1

exp
(

q(iVOC−VOC)
kBT

)
− 1

(5.16)

The semiconductor is assumed to be in high level injection to ensure flat quasi-Fermi levels
in the absorber and flat conduction and valence bands. Substituting the quasi-Fermi level
differences by the measurable voltages yields an interesting and useful relationship, which
relates the selectivity coefficient S0 with the internal and external voltage of the device at
OC and therefore with the extraction efficiency ηextract,OC at OC.
The reader may wonder how the description of Tan et al., Weber et al., and Roe et al. applies
to the selective membrane with finite width w in Figure 5.1a and 5.1b, and whether the
relationships from equations 5.12, 5.13 and 5.15 also apply to it. This question is briefly
addressed under simplified assumptions for a solar cell operating at open-circuit conditions
in the following.
If one assumes that in the membrane region of the hole-selective contact in figure 5.1a neither
recombination nor generation of free carriers takes place and the membrane is nearly field-free,
then the electron and hole transport can be considered independent from each other. The
latter assumption is strictly only fulfilled for a nearly flat electrostatic potential within the
membrane i.e. flat conduction and valence bands.
The absorber is illuminated and excess charge carriers are generated in the absorber. The
electron and hole carrier concentration n(w) and p(w) at the electrode is lower18 than n(0) and
p(0) at the absorber/membrane interface and a concentration gradient across the membrane
region drives a current density Jn and Jp of the electron and hole charge carriers through the
selective membrane towards the electrode, respectively. Electrons and holes recombine at the
electrode and maintain their lower concentrations n(w) and p(w). The independent diffusive
transport of electrons and holes through the membrane justifies the use of equations 5.12
and 5.13. Using equation 2.15 and 2.15 to evaluate the carrier concentrations yields19 for
electrons

Jn = J0n ·
∣∣∣∣∣ n(0)
n(w) − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = J0n ·
[
exp

(
EFn − EB

FM
kBT

)
− 1

]
(5.17)

and for holes

Jp = J0p ·
∣∣∣∣∣ p(0)
p(w) − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = J0p ·
[
exp

(
EB

FM − EFp

kBT

)
− 1

]
(5.18)

Assuming a solar cell at OC with a perfectly electron-selective contact (EA
FM = EFn) as in

figure 5.1a, then EFn −EB
FM = q · VOC and EB

FM −EFp = q · (iVOC −VOC) and the relationship
of Tan et al. from equation 5.15 is obtained by inserting the “forces” into equation 5.11.

18This obviously applies only to lowly doped contacts.
19To obtain both equations, one has to assume |EC(0)−EC(W )| << EFn −EB

FM and |EV(0)−EV(W )| <<
EB

FM − EFp, thus almost flat conduction and valence bands throughout the contact. This assumption only
holds for special cases. Thus, the validity is limited.
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One special case, which fulfills the requirement, that most of the membrane is field-free, is
a doped contact with a high hole selectivity. The hole quasi-Fermi level of such a contact
is almost flat and implies that (iVOC − VOC) << kBT

q
. The transport law in equation 5.18

approximates to a linear transport law by a 1st order Tailor expansion. The transport of
holes in this case is not necessarily due to diffusion only, but for such a flat quasi-Fermi level
the diffusive law and drift law are almost indistinguishable. At the end it is a transport
governed by the drop of electrochemical potential. The selectivity coefficient with the linear
approximation reads

S0p = kBT

qρ0pJ0n

=
exp

(
qVOC
kBT

)
− 1

q(iVOC−VOC)
kBT

(5.19)

where ρ0p = kBT
qJ0p

represents a constant resistivity for hole (majority) carriers through the
membrane. The formula on the left-hand side of equation 5.19 has the same form as proposed
by Brendel and Peibst [120] and by Smit [118]. Brendel and Peibst define the selectivity
coefficient S0 as the ratio between the resistivities for majority and minority carrier transport
motivated by the picture of U. Würfel, A. Cuevas and P. Würfel [116]. They postulate that
the majority carrier resistance corresponds to the contact resistance and the the minority
carrier transport resistance is governed by recombination at the contact [120, 281]. However,
their definition lacks to define the selective contact spatially in detail. Therefore, it was not
clear from the definition – at least for the author of this thesis – what the resistances for
minority and majority carriers imply exactly20. Rau and Kirchartz [153] recently compared
the definition of Roe et al. [123] and Brendel and Peibst [120] and have made a clear
distinction between both of them. The former was denoted as the selectivity definition with
“kinetic character” and the latter was interpreted as the resistive definition. As we will see
below, the latter definition corresponds to an electrode selectivity, whereas the former contact
selectivity coefficient S0 is approximately infinitely high due to efficient majority carrier
transport through the membrane. This ensures that VOC ≈ iVOC and the extraction efficiency
at OC approaches unity.
In summary, the assumption of independent exponential laws, as used by Weber et al. and
Roe et al., describes selective contacts with a finite membrane width if quasi-neutrality within
the membrane is ensured e.g. for highly selective contacts. The transport law for the majority
carriers simplifies to a linear one for an almost flat majority carrier quasi-Fermi level. The
condition for the latter ((iVOC − VOC) << kBT

q
) implies that the extraction efficiency is better

than 0.96 for silicon solar cells with an iVOC between 600 mV and 750 mV.
Lastly, it should be emphasized that the independent treatment of minority and majority
carrier transport is a simplification and its validity is restricted to special cases. Therefore,
the definition of Weber et al. and Roe et al. is a special case, which however covers many
practical contacts. Anyhow, the definition in this thesis is more general than that and also
allows to describe a more general case, where the membrane is not necessarily field-free and
generation or recombination is allowed. One example of such a treatment is found in the
appendix A.3.2, where a generalized charge control model is used to describe the transport

20A private communication with R. Brendel revealed that the spatial definition of the selective contact he
had in mind does at least include the electrode.
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through the membrane and to find the ratio of the desired and undesired current densities.
The selectivity coefficient S0 becomes dependent on the point of operation, but it is still
described by the average conductivities for majority and minority carriers at a particular
point of operation.

Pseudo-linear carrier transport laws

Another approach to describe the transport within the selective membrane was proposed
by Onno et al. [124], who derive a pseudo-linear transport law for electrons and holes from
drift-diffusion equations. A partial resistance for electrons and holes is defined, which itself
depends on the position of the quasi-Fermi levels EFn and EFp for electrons and holes at the
absorber/membrane boundary, respectively, and the electrode/membrane boundary EFM. It
reads for electrons

Jn = 1
ρ̄n

· |EF n − EB
F M |

q
(5.20)

and for holes
Jp = 1

ρ̄p
· |EF p − EB

F M |
q

(5.21)

Assuming a perfectly electron-selective contact (EA
FM = EFn) and open-circuit conditions,

then EFn − EB
FM = q · VOC and EB

FM − EFp = q · (iVOC − VOC). The pseudo-linear laws
inserted into the selectivity definition 5.1 for the hole selectivity at open-circuit conditions
(Sp,OC = 1) yields

Sp,OC = ρ̄n

ρ̄p
· iVOC − VOC

VOC
= ρ̄n

ρ̄p
·
( iVOC

VOC
− 1

)
= 1 (5.22)

The ratio of average carrier resistances is identified as one version of a selectivity coefficient,
which is not the same as that of Weber et al. and Roe et al.. In particular, it is voltage-
dependent and somehow similar to the ratio of average conductivities as derived from the
charge control model in appendix A.3.2, but is not necessary the same value due to a different
averaging method21 used by Onno et al. and in appendix A.3.2. By putting the resistance
values on one side of the equation and the voltages on the other side and rearranging equation
5.22, Koswatta’s and Onno’s relationship between the partial resistances ρ̄n and ρ̄p for
electrons and holes, respectively, and the ratio of the internal and external voltage is found
as follows.

ηextr,OC = VOC

iVOC
= ρ̄n

ρ̄n + ρ̄p
(5.23)

This quantity was referred to as the selectivity metric by Koswatta [117] and Onno et al.
[124]. As derived in section 5.2.2, the ratio of external versus internal voltage at OC can
be identified to be an efficiency of the contact to convert chemical energy of electrons and

21Onno et al. use an integral over the energy coordinate and the charge control model uses an integral
over the space coordinate.
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holes in the absorber into electrical energy provided to the external circuit22. For this reason,
the author of this thesis advocates calling the quantity extraction efficiency rather than
selectivity. Anyhow, this quantity measures the ability of the contact to extract the desired
over the undesired carriers and was derived from the selectivity definition in this thesis, which
underlines the unifying character of the definition.

5.3.2. Electrode selectivity
As a final example, the definition of electrode selectivity is derived. This is particularly
relevant to recover the definition of Brendel and Peibst. The electrode selectivity includes
the electrode region in addition to the carrier-selective contact. This electrode region is not
necessarily the bulk of the metal wire, but reflects any additional external23 resistance, which
is assigned to the contact. The transport of carriers through the electrode region causes an
additional Ohmic voltage drop ∆Velectrode = ρelectrode · Jtotal due to a current density Jtotal
flowing through the electrode region with a resistivity ρelectrode. The resistivity contains
the contact resistivity ρC, but can also contain other contributions as needed. The voltage
drop ∆Velectrode reduces the terminal voltage Vterm compared to the voltage V as measured
between the membrane/electrode interface of the hole-selective contact and the perfectly
electron-selective contact without bulk electrode resistance. If one uses the “exponential
transport law” from equation 5.18 representing the hole transport within the membrane and
includes an additional external Ohmic voltage drop ∆Velectrode, the transport law for the
majority carriers (holes) reads

Jp = J0p

(
exp q(iV − Vterm − ∆Velectrode)

kBT
− 1

)
, (5.24)

where iV corresponds to the internal voltage in the absorber. For the minority carrier
(electron) current density from equation 5.17, the transport law reads

Jn = J0n

(
exp q(Vterm + ∆Velectrode)

kBT
− 1

)
. (5.25)

Assuming a highly selective hole electrode – resulting q(iV − Vterm − ∆Velectrode) << kBT
– and a point of operation far away from open-circuit or short-circuit conditions (VOC >>
Vterm >> ∆Velectrode), then the total current density is dominated by the hole current density
Jtotal ≈ Jp. The 1st order Taylor approximation of the hole transport law Jp yields a transport
law for the majority carrier as follows.

Jp = 1
kBT
qJ0p

+ ρelectrode
· (iV − Vterm) (5.26)

22Remember that at OC the extraction efficiency corresponds to a Carnot-like quantity, where no power is
provide.

23External means that the resistance is outside of the selective membrane, where quasi-Fermi level splitting
is present.
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The electrode selectivity Ŝp of a hole-selective contact calculates to

Ŝp =
kBT

q

(ρ0p + ρelectrode) · J0n

· iV − Vterm
kBT

q
·
(
exp qVterm

kBT
− 1

) , (5.27)

where ρ0p = kBT
qJ0p

is the resistance for hole transport through the membrane.
The blue part of equation 5.27 corresponds to the electrode selectivity coefficient, which is
similar to the selectivity coefficient of a highly selective contact in equation 5.19, but contains
the additional electrode resistance. If ρelectrode = 0, then the electrode selectivity coefficient
equals that in equation 5.19 exactly. If on the other hand, the sum of both resistances
is interpreted as the contact resistance ρC = ρ0p + ρelectrode, then the electrode selectivity
becomes

Ŝp =
kBT

q

ρC · J0n

· iV − Vterm
kBT

q
·
(
exp qVterm

kBT
− 1

) . (5.28)

The blue quantity in equation 5.28 corresponds to the (electrode) selectivity coefficient as
defined by Brendel and Peibst [120] and the black factor is similar to the voltage factor in the
updated version of the definition of Schmidt, Peibst and Brendel [281] but not exactly the
same. The difference in the voltage factor is obviously due to the definition of the selectivity
by using resistances [281] compared to current densities in this thesis. Schmidt, Brendel and
Peibst define the minority carrier resistance ρm = Jm

iV
and if the majority carrier resistance

ρM = ρC = JM
iV −Vterm

, then the derived electrode selectivity has to be multiplied by iV
iV −Vterm

to
exactly24 recover the definition of Schmidt, Brendel and Peibst [281]. The conversion factor
between both definitions is typically a large number, such that both quantities do not exhibit
the same order of magnitude.
From the point of view of selecting the undesired processes, J0n as defined by Brendel and
Peibst contains all recombination processes of the selective contact [120] rather than only the
minority carrier transport through the membrane.
If the definition in this thesis is similar to Brendel’s definition, the reader may wonder what
is the added value of the definition in this thesis. At this point, it should be emphasized
again that Brendel’s definition is as special case of the definition in this thesis, which is
only valid for contacts, where the external voltage equals the internal voltage at open-circuit
conditions (VOC ≈ iVOC). The latter is almost always fulfilled for “traditional” contacts in Si
solar cells, but is often violated for “non-traditional” contacts. Consequently, the definition
of Brendel and Peibst cannot be applied to such contacts. On the other hand, one may argue
that the condition VOC ≈ iVOC should always be ensured for high efficiency solar cells, but
for the same reason also ∆Velectrode should vanish. Both conditions are on an equal footing
and a more general requirement – which is obvious and trivial – is that the terminal voltage
Vterm should be as close to the internal voltage iV as possible. In the sense of low-dissipative
selective electrodes, equation 5.27 has been derived from the more general definition in this

24Note that Vterm in the exponential function in the denominator is in fact V = Vterm + ∆V and was
approximated for simplicity. Furthermore, if the majority carrier transport through the membrane is efficient,
then V = iV as in the definition in reference [281].
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thesis and is valid for all contacts, which obey the condition that Vterm ≈ iV and imply a low
loss due to carrier extraction – independently where the dissipation happens.

5.4. Relationship of selectivity and carrier extraction
efficiency

In the previous sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.3, the ability of a contact to selectively extract the
desired carriers over the undesired carriers was discussed. The framework of carrier kinetics
defined the (rate) selectivity of the contact/electrode and the framework of endoreversible
thermodynamics defined the extraction efficiency of the contact. Both figures, the selectivity
S and the extraction efficiency ηextract have one thing in common - they relate the internal
chemical potential ∆µ = q · iV and external electrical potential qVext in equation 5.10 and
5.7. For any given internal potential, the extraction efficiency can be calculated from the
selectivity ratio S

S0
, if the functional relationship of internal and external voltage in Σ(FM, Fm)

is known. This relationship at open-circuit condition was derived in 5.15, where SOC = 1, and
leads to the following correlation25 between the selectivity coefficient S0 and the extraction
efficiency ηextract,OC for a given internal voltage iVOC.

S0 =
exp

(
qiVOC
kBT

· ηextract,OC
)

− 1
exp

(
qiVOC
kBT

· (1 − ηextract,OC)
)

− 1
(5.29)

Figure 5.3a shows the correlation between the extraction efficiency and the selectivity
coefficient at open-circuit conditions for different internal voltages iVOC. It is evident that
the higher the internal voltage is, the higher the selectivity coefficient has to be in order to
achieve an extraction efficiency close to unity. This is not surprising, because the equilibrium
exchange current density J0m for the minority carriers has to decrease to allow an increase
of the internal voltage at a give illumination, but the equilibrium exchange current density
J0M for majority carriers has to stay the same to support the extraction of photo-generated
carriers. Moreover, if S0 is constant, as assumed in equation 5.29, it is expected that the
extraction efficiency will be close to unity for low iVOC values due to low illumination intensity
and decrease at high iVOC. Indeed, a deviation of Suns-iVOC and Suns-VOC characteristics is
frequently observed for high iVOC values at high illumination levels [121, 125, 126, 346–348].
At very high illumination levels, the VOC of the Suns-VOC characteristic was frequently
observed to even drop with increasing illumination level [125, 126, 346, 347] and it can be
speculated that, at such illumination levels, S0 decreases with increasing illumination level
and the extraction efficiency reduces stronger than predicted for a constant selectivity.
In the following, approximations for two limiting cases - low and high extraction efficiency
with high iVOC - provide simple explicit relations between extraction efficiency and selectivity.

25The following discussion does solely applies to contact selectivity because at OC not external current
flows and the electrode selectivity is the same as the contact selectivity. However, the same discussion for
electrode selectivity and extraction efficiency can be conducted at a different point of operation e.g. maximum
power point.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3.: (a) Exact calculation of the relationship between carrier extraction efficiency
and selectivity coefficient at open-circuit conditions for different internal voltages
iVOC and (b) approximations of the relationship for low and high extraction
efficiency for an internal voltage of 750 mV.
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1. If the extraction efficiency is close to unity, thus q(iVOC − VOC) is small compared to
kBT , and qiVOC is large compared to kBT , then equation 5.29 simplifies to

S0 = ηextract,OC

1 − ηextract,OC
·

exp qVOC
kBT

qVOC/kBT
(5.30)

In Figure 5.3b the approximation (blue solid line) and exact calculation (red circles)
coincide for high S0 values, but differ for S0 smaller than about 1013. The accuracy
for the predicted S0 of this approximation for an iVOC of 750 mV is better than 20%
for an extraction efficiency better than 0.99, which corresponds to log10(S0) ≈ 13. For
log10(S0) >> 13, the extraction efficiency is close to unity, and internal voltage and
external voltage are almost indistinguishable. The contact’s extraction efficiency does
not limit the solar cell efficiency, which is consistent with the low-injection regime
reported by Roe et al. [123]. Since the term low-injection regime has usually a different
meaning in semiconductor device physics, it is suggested to use internal voltage limited
regime instead, because the solar cell’s efficiency will be limited by the internal voltage
(e.g. surface or bulk recombination) rather than by the extraction efficiency of the
contact.

2. For a lower extraction efficiency, where q(iVOC − VOC) >> kBT and qiVOC >> kBT ,
equation 5.29 is approximately

ln S0 = 2ηextract,OC − 1
ηextract,OC

· qVOC

kBT
= (2ηextract,OC − 1) · q · iVOC

kBT
(5.31)

In Figure 5.3b, this approximation (green solid line) matches the exact calculation for
low S0 values, but deviates at higher S0 values. The accuracy for the predicted S0 of
this approximation for an iVOC of 750 mV is better than 20% for an extraction efficiency
below 0.94. Equation 5.31 refines the finding of Roe et al. [123] that VOC ≈ kBT

q
ln S0

in this selectivity-limiting regime.
Furthermore, equation 5.31 can be rewritten in terms of the open-circuit voltage loss
∆VOC = iVOC − VOC, which is frequently used by several authors as a selectivity metric
[121, 122, 146], to yield

∆VOC = 1
2iVOC − kBT

2q
ln S0 = ∆VOC,max − ln(10(kBT/2q)) · log10(S0) (5.32)

with ∆VOC,max as the maximum possible voltage loss of 1
2 iVOC at a single non-selective

contact, where electron and hole transfer processes are equally efficient, with S0 = 1.
Indeed, the open-circuit voltage loss is an indirect measure of the selectivity, but it is not
suitable for a quantitative comparison of selectivity between distinctly different samples
(e.g. different absorber), because it cannot be assumed in general that iVOC is constant
for different samples. For such cases, the selectivity coefficient S0 in equation 5.31 or
the extraction efficiency can serve as a figure of merit. However, ∆VOC represents a
relevant quantity from cell’s performance point of view.
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To summarize, carrier extraction efficiency and selectivity are closely related and explicit,
easy to apply formulas are derived above, which refine the findings from the literature.
From a practical point of view, it is interesting to calculate the maximum achievable power
conversion efficiency for a contact-limited solar cell with a given selectivity. Brendel et
al. [120, 127, 349] and Rau and Kirchartz [153] performed such calculations by using an
equivalent circuit model of the solar cell, where the contact area fraction was optimized.
They obtained a maximum power conversion efficiency as function of log10(S0) with a similar
shape as the carrier extraction efficiency in figure 5.3b, which raises two questions: Does
the calculated maximum power conversion efficiency reflects the carrier extraction efficiency?
Is it possible to directly calculate the maximum power conversion efficiency for a given
selectivity coefficient and internal voltage from the relationship between extraction efficiency
and selectivity?

5.5. Performance of contact selectivity-limited solar cells
In order to calculate the performance of a selectivity-limited solar cell, one can use an
appropriate equivalent circuit model and simply calculate the maximum power output26. In
the following, the “thermodynamic approach” based on the found correlation between the
extraction efficiency and selectivity from the previous sections is promoted.
First, let us consider a solar cell with perfectly selective contacts, which is limited by
intrinsic recombination and Lambertian light trapping only. The silicon solar cell on a
2 Ωcm n-type doped 110 µm-thick wafer with Lambertian light trapping [28] is similar to
that used by Brendel et al. [127]. In the case of perfect contacts, the J-V characteristic is
governed by radiative recombination and Auger-recombination within the wafer bulk. The
J-V characteristic of such a solar cell is determined following Schäfer and Brendel [28] and
was kindly provided by S. Schäfer. The J-V characteristics of the cell is depicted in figures
2.4b and 2.4a and was discussed in section 2.3. The efficiency iη = η(S0 → ∞) of the cell
calculates as

iη = iJMPP · iVMPP

Pin
(5.33)

with the incident power density Pin, the implied current density iJMPP = JMPP(S0 → ∞)
and the implied voltage iVMPP = VMPP(S0 → ∞) at maximum power point operation. The
considered solar cell exhibits an implied efficiency iη of 29.2% with an implied open-circuit
voltage iVOC of 755 mV.
Now, one of the two selective contacts to the solar cell is allowed to have a finite selectivity
coefficient, such that the extraction efficiency falls below unity. Furthermore, it is assumed
that attaching the contact to the solar cell does not alter the recombination behavior of
the solar cell27. The contact-limited solar cell exhibits the following efficiency η(S0) with a

26This is outlined in the appendix A.3.3 and A.3.4.
27This requirement is not obvious, but is implicitly assumed for the endoreversible chemical engine in

section 5.2.2. Another detailed explanation is found in the appendix A.3.4 using the passivation efficiency of
the contact. This assumption leads to the maximum possible efficiency for a give S0.
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current density JMPP(S0) and voltage VMPP(S0) at maximum power point operation.

η(S0) = JMPP(S0) · VMPP(S0)
Pin

(5.34)

If the implied efficiency and the contact-limited efficiency are compared by dividing one
with the other, then the efficiency ratio can be correlated with the extraction efficiency
ηextract,MPP(S0) = VMPP(S0)

iVMPP
at maximum power point operation.

η(S0)
iη = JMPP(S0)

iJMPP
· VMPP(S0)

iVMPP
≈ ηextract,MPP(S0) (5.35)

As discussed in the appendix A.3.4, the current density ratio JMPP(S0)
iJMPP

can be assumed to
remain approximately unity for log10(S0) values down to 4, where the concepts derived in
section 5.2.1 and 5.3 are anyhow questionable. For this reason, it can be safely concluded for
the range of interesting selectivity coefficients that the ratio of the contact-limited efficiency
versus implied efficiency is determined by the extraction efficiency ηextract,MPP(S0) at maximum
power point.
The challenge is now to correlate the extraction efficiency ηextract,MPP(S0) with the selectivity
coefficient S0. Fortunately, the relationship between the extraction efficiency ηextract,OC at OC
and the selectivity coefficient was derived in the previous sections and a correlation between
the Carnot efficiency and the efficiency at maximum power point from reference [57] was used
to relate the carrier extraction efficiency at OC and MPP. The latter relation adapted from
reference [57] (blue in equation 5.36) is approximately the same as the relation found from
the equivalent circuit calculations (red in equation 5.36) in the appendix A.3.4 and reads

ηextract,mpp = ηextract,OC

2 − ηextract,OC
≈ 2 · ηextract,OC − 1 (5.36)

The approximation is accurate for the “low dissipation” regime, which is consistent with the
regime, where the blue part of equation 5.36 is valid. For ηextract,OC > 0.73, the deviation
between the blue and red part of equation 5.36 is better than 20%rel.. Using the relationship
between ηextract,OC and S0 for the selectivity-limited regime in equation 5.31, one finds for
the extraction efficiency at MPP

ηextract,mpp = kBT

q · iVOC
· ln S0 = kBT

q · iVOC
· ln (10) · log10(S0) (5.37)

The power conversion efficiency of a contact selectivity limited solar cell with this relation
and equation 5.35 reads

η(S0) = iη
iVOC

· kBT

q
· ln (10) · log10(S0) (5.38)

The derived equation establishes a simple relationship between the power conversion efficiency
and the selectivity coefficient, which is solely based on thermodynamic considerations and
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the selectivity definition in this thesis. It uses three well known input parameters: 1. iη
and iVOC for the limitation by the absorber and 2. the selectivity coefficient S0 for the
limitation by the selective contact. The conversion efficiency η(S0) is linearly dependent on
the logarithmic selectivity coefficient log10(S0) in this selectivity-limited regimes, which is
only an approximation of equation 5.29 for extraction efficiencies at OC below about 0.94.
The slope of equation 5.38 is determined by the parameters of the absorber limited solar
cell and amounts to 2.29% for Auger-limited silicon solar cell from above. Brendel et al.
[127] also identified this linear regime and gave an equation based on a fit to the numerically
determined data in the linear regime, which is reproduced here for ease of comparison [127,
equation 16]:

ηfc,max=1

% = 2.452 · log10(S0) − 4.424 (5.39)

The straight line in reference [127] has a slope of 2.45%, which is consistent with the slope
calculated here. Unlike the equation 5.38, the equation 5.39 has its intercept with the ordinate
not at the origin, but at η(S0 = 1) = −4.424 and causes a shift of both lines. Several potential
reasons for the shift between both lines are discussed in appendix A.3.4. One reason could be
that equation 5.36 is not perfectly accurate. Another reason is the difference of “selectivity”
definitions as was also recently pointed out by Rau and Kirchartz [153]. While equation 5.38
was derived from the definition of contact selectivity, equation 5.39 corresponds to electrode
selectivity. For the latter, the optimization procedure yields an optimum between passivation
and resistance, such that passivation of the contact is reduced and results in a lower internal
voltage compare to the case, where contact selectivity is not limiting. In contrast to that,
the internal voltage iVOC in equation 5.38 is assumed to stay constant and limited by the
intrinsic recombination in the absorber28. Form this fact, it is expected that the PCE as
derived in this thesis should predict a higher efficiency compared to reference [127].
To calculate η(S0) for the full range of S0, equation 5.29 is used instead of the approximated
equation 5.31 and the calculated η(S0) is depicted in figure. The PCE for a contact-
selectivity limited solar cell as calculated by the analytic equations based on thermodynamic
considerations in this thesis exhibits a similar functional shape as that calculated by Brendel
et al. [127], but – as discussed – the linear part of the red line is shifted with respect to
the black line. In summary, the question29 raised in section 5.4 can be answered as follows:
The maximum achievable PCE of a contact selectivity-limited solar cells almost completely
reflects the extraction efficiency at maximum power point operation and can be directly
calculated from the selectivity coefficient by using a thermodynamic relationship between
extraction efficiency at maximum power and open-circuit operation conditions.

28For further discussion, the reader is referrer to the appendix A.3.4, where also the passivation of a
contact is taken into account.

29The questions were the following: Does the calculated maximum power conversion efficiency reflects the
carrier extraction efficiency? Is it possible to directly calculate the maximum power conversion efficiency for
a given selectivity coefficient and internal voltage from the relationship between extraction efficiency and
selectivity?
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Figure 5.4.: The maximum PCE of a contact-limited solar cell with a Si absorber. Comparison
of the maximum PCE of the analytical calculation from equations 5.35, 5.36
and 5.29 (red solid line) with the calculation of Brendel et al. [127, equation 16]
(black solid line)

5.6. Chapter summary
In this chapter, the process of carrier extraction at a contact to an absorber is discussed
from different point of views. The spatial and process-wise definition of a carrier-selective
contact is discussed in detail and the carrier-selective contact including and excluding the
electrode is distinguished, which leads to the definition of the carrier-selective electrode and
carrier-selective contact, respectively. A general definition of selectivity is provided base on a
definition borrowed from chemical reaction kinetics. The carrier extraction process can be
considered in the framework of partial electron and hole transfer reactions at the conduction
and valence bands, respectively, and the rate asymmetry of the partial reactions defines
the voltage-dependent (rate) selectivity S(V ) of a carrier-selective contact and electrode.
At open-circuit condition, the rate of electron and hole transfer reactions is required to
be equal by detailed-balance considerations and S(VOC) = 1. From this relationship, a
selectivity coefficient S0 is found, which corresponds to the ratio of the equilibrium exchange
current densities for the electron and hole transfer reactions. The selectivity coefficient S0 is
equivalent to the definition of Weber et al. [119] and Roe et al. [123].
Furthermore, the carrier extraction process is elucidated from thermodynamics point of view,
where an endo-reversible chemical engine represents the process of carrier extraction from an
absorber, where carriers have a chemical potential, into the metal contact, where carriers
have an electrical potential. Thus, the efficiency of the conversion process of chemical into
electrical power defines the extraction efficiency of a contact. At open-circuit condition, the
extraction efficiency ηextract,OC is defined by the ratio of the external open-circuit voltage VOC
and the internal open-circuit voltage iVOC, which is consistent with the definition of Onno et
al. [124] and Pysch et al. [125], Bivour et al. [121] and Glunz et al [122] as a measure of
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selectivity.
To be a unifying definition, the definition must recover each individual definition from the
literature for a specific set of assumptions. This exercise is performed by using the general
definition in this thesis and the specific assumptions from the literature. Indeed, the definition
in this thesis is able to reproduce the definitions from the literature and highlights the specific
boundaries of validity for each definition.
Even if the extraction efficiency and selectivity describe the same carrier extraction process,
it should be noted that both quantities represent different point of views and have distinctly
different orders of magnitude. Moreover, the detailed investigation on the selectivity definition
and the definition of the extraction efficiency provides an extremely important relationship
between the selectivity coefficient and the extraction efficiency at open-circuit operation
conditions, which forms the basis for the derivation of the power conversion efficiency for a
contact selectivity-limited solar cell based on thermodynamics considerations. An analytic
expression for the power conversion efficiency as a function of the selectivity coefficient is
derived, which matches that from numerical optimization of passivation and resistance as
calculated by Brendel et al. [127]. The derived correlation reveals that the PCE of a contact
selectivity-limited solar cells is determined by a thermodynamic quantity – the extraction
efficiency at maximum power point operation – and provides a thermodynamic picture of the
carrier extraction process in solar cells.
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6. Passivated carrier-selective POLO
junctions to mono-crystalline silicon

The following chapter is partly based on peer-review papers published in [157] and [158].
The properties of the POLO junctions were determined by M. Boßmeyer during his
Diploma thesis. The author supervised M. Boßmeyer.
D. Tetzlaff, T. Wietler and J. Krügener developed the TMAH etch process at Leibniz
Universität Hannover to determine the pinhole density and applied the process to the
TLM samples used in the Diploma thesis of M. Boßmeyer.

The following chapter studies the electrical properties of POLO junctions by means of photo-
conductance decay method and contact resistance measurements to determine the selectivity
coefficient.

6.1. Fabrication of POLO junction samples

Figure 6.1.: Schematic drawing of TLM test structures for the determination of the contact
resistivity between aluminum and n+ poly-Si (a1) and between aluminum and p+

poly-Si (a2), TLM test structures for the determination of the combined junction
resistivity of Al / n+ poly-Si / c-Si (b1) and Al / p+ poly-Si / c-Si junctions (b2)

For the following experiments n-type and p-type float zone (FZ) silicon wafers with a base
resistivity of 2.5 Ωcm and 1.5 Ωcm, respectively, and a thickness of 300 µm are used. A 2.1 nm
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thin thermal silicon dioxide layer grows on both sides of the substrate wafers in a tube furnace
oxidation at 700 ◦C. Then, 220 nm thick intrinsic, amorphous Si (a-Si) layer is deposited in a
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) furnace at 550 ◦C on top of the silicon oxide.
The i-a-Si is doped by ion implantation with 2×1015 boron ions/cm2 and an energy of 10 keV
resulting in p-a-Si. For the n-type doped a-Si, ion implantation is performed with 5 × 1015

phosphorus ions/cm2 and an energy of 20 keV. The sample denoted as n-type counterdoped
(cd) receive a boron implantation with a dose of 1.25 × 1015 boron ions/cm2 at an energy
of 10 keV and a phosphorus implantation with a dose of 5 × 1015 phosphorus ions/cm2 at
an energy of 20 keV. The phosphorus species overcompensates the boron doping and yields
effectively n-type doped a-Si. After doping, a silicon oxide grows at 900 ◦C in a pyrogenic
oxidation1 for 30 min and the POLO junction forms in a high temperature annealing step in
nitrogen atmosphere at 1050 ◦C in a tube furnace. The annealing duration of the junction
formation annealing is varied between 30 min and 80 min. Four kind of symmetric test
structures are obtained after junction formation:

• n+ POLO / p-type c-Si / n+ POLO (a1)

• p+ POLO / n-type c-Si / p+ POLO (a2)

• n+ POLO / n-type c-Si / n+ POLO (b1)

• p+ POLO / p-type c-Si / p+ POLO (b2)

The structures (a1) and (b1) are either solely phosphorus or counterdoped. The samples with
a high-low junction (b1, b2) at first serve as lifetime samples to extract the corresponding
recombination prefactor JC,poly from photoconductance decay measurements directly after
junction formation and forming gas anneal. After that, the same samples are used to
determine the combined contact resistance of the aluminum/polysilicon/c-Si contact.
For this purpose, the four symmetric test structures are processed further to transfer length
measurement (TLM) samples as follows. A single-sided HF etch and a subsequent KOH etch
remove the poly-Si layer on the front side to avoid parasitic current flow through the poly-Si
layer on the front side during TLM measurements. The thick thermal oxide on the rear side
is stripped and a thick silicon nitride layer is deposited on the front side as an electrical
isolation. A short HF dip prior to the thermal vacuum evaporation of aluminum on the rear
side in a high-throughput tool (ATON) dissolves the native silicon dioxide layer from poly-Si.
In order to ensure, that the POLO junction is intact after metallization and the majority
carrier transport occurs across the the aluminium/poly-Si and poly-Si/c-Si inteface, some
TLM samples of each set of test structures are inspected exemplary via scanning electron
microscopy after measurement and Al removal in phosphoric acid. It is confirmed that

1Accidentally, the p+ POLO samples (b2) were not oxidized. It was observed in subsequent experiments
that the oxidation dissolves boron dopants in the grown silicon dioxide and thus reduces the available
concentration of dopants in the poly-Si layer. Since the boron implantation dose is optimized for a junction
formation process with prior oxidation, the missing oxidation process leads to a larger boron concentration
within the poly-Si during the junction formation annealing. The resulting stronger in-diffusion of boron into
c-Si wafer leads to an enhanced recombination.
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aluminum does not spike through the poly-Si layer.
After metallization, photolithography and wet chemical etching pattern the Al layer and
yield a TLM pattern with pad lengths of 3 mm, a pad width of 100 µm and a spacing of a
multiple of d =100 µm. For the structures b1 and b2 (Fig. 6.1), where the poly-Si layer has
the same doping polarity as the wafer, reactive ion etching removes the poly-Si in between
the aluminum pads by using the Al pads as masks. Thus, the current has to flow from
the Al into the poly-Si and subsequently from the poly-Si into the c-Si and vice versa (see
equivalent circuits in Fig. 6.1 b1 and b2). The obtained contact resistivity represents a
combined resistivity for the contacts between Al and poly-Si and the poly-Si and c-Si. In
order to distinguish between both contributions, the contact resistivity between poly-Si and
Al is determined separately on test structures a1 and a2, which feature continuous poly-Si
layers between the metal fingers and a pn junction between the base and the poly-Si layer.
Thus, the current flows from one Al finger exclusively through the poly-Si layer into the next
Al finger (Fig. 6.1 a1 and a2).
Special care was taken to exclude measurement artifacts of the TLM method such as edge
currents. For this purpose, the samples were laser scribed and cleaved to fit the Al finger
width of 3 mm with a distance of about 50 µm between the cleaved edge and the metal finger
edge.
All presented contact and junction resistivity values are measured on samples without
post-metallization annealing.

6.2. Minority carrier transport
The recombination prefactor, also saturation current density, JC,poly summarizes the prop-
erties of the minority carrier transport from c-Si wafer towards the metal contact and the
recombination of minority carriers on their way to the metal contact. Photoconductance
decay measurements directly after junction formation annealing process of the TLM test
samples (b1,b2) and using the Auger recombination model from Richter et al. [350] for
p-type samples or from Veith-Wolf et al. [29] for n-type samples and the band gap narrowing
model from Schenk [351] reveals the corrected inverse lifetime 1/τcorr. Figure 6.2 illustrates the
injection-dependent, corrected inverse lifetime of one exemplary sample of each of the three
different POLO junctions investigated here. For the n+ POLO and the cd n+ POLO sample,
the method of Kane and Swanson [101] was applied at an injection level close to 10 · ND

to determine the saturation current density. Since the doping concentration of the wafer
for the p+ POLO samples amounts to about 1.1 × 1016 cm-3, high level injection conditions
for the wafer would already be close to the doping concentration within the doped junction
(2 − 3 × 1018 cm-3) and would by far exceed the data range obtained for the p+ POLO sample
in Figure 6.2. An upper bound for the saturation current density of this samples with a high
minority carrier lifetime material is obtained from a low injection level analysis according to
Reichel et al. [352] at an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm-3.
After the short high temperature annealing (30 min.), the POLO junctions exhibit saturation
current densities of 2 fA/cm2 for n+ POLO junctions and between 2 fA/cm2 and 3 fA/cm2

for n+ POLO junctions formed by counterdoping (cd). After the long high temperature
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Figure 6.2.: Injection-dependent, corrected inverse lifetime of the n+ (red), cd n+ (black) and
p+ (green) POLO junctions with the highest selectivity as summarized in table
6.1.

annealing (80 min.), the POLO junctions feature saturation current densities of 7 fA/cm2 for
n+ POLO junctions and between 4 fA/cm2 and 9 fA/cm2 for n+ POLO junctions formed by
counterdoping. For the high temperature annealing with a duration of 60 min, the p+ POLO
junctions achieve saturation current densities below 18 fA/cm2.
The JC,poly values for the n+ (cd) POLO junction are consistent with the reported record
values in the literature (see 4.2.4) and increase with increasing annealing duration. Römer et
al. speculated that this results from an increasing areal density of pinholes in the interfacial
silicon oxide [204]. This hypothesis was confirmed by Tetzlaff et al. [353] and by Wietler et
al. [158].
The value for the p+ POLO junction is slightly higher than the record values found in the
literature. This is probably due to the lack of the intended oxidation process prior to the
junction formation annealing process and the used low level injection analysis. However, a
similar process with prior oxidation for the p+ POLO junction applied to a lightly doped
n-type wafer as reported in chapter 7 yields JC,poly down to 4 fA/cm2.

6.3. Majority carrier transport
A POLO contact, which has the same polarity as the wafer base, is called (base-)majority
carrier contact and the majorities almost exclusively carry the current of the current-voltage
characteristic in the dark. The dark current-voltage measurement of the TLM test samples
provides direct access to the majority carrier transport.
For all test structures, an Ohmic behavior is verified when measuring the current-voltage
characteristic between two pads. The resistance R(d) is determined as a function of the
pad spacing d with four-point measurements, using a Karl Süss PA 200 probe station and a
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Keithley 4200 analyzer. The R(d) curves show linear behavior2 and the junction resistivity is
analyzed by using the model of Eidelloth and Brendel [114] in order to take into account the
2-dimensional current flow in the wafer. The sheet resistance values RSheet determined from
the slope of the R(d) curve are crosschecked with the RSheet values from four-point probe
(4PP) measurements. The sheet resistances are in excellent agreement.
An extensive uncertainty analysis of TLM measurements concerning the input parameter and
TLM analysis itself, e.g. geometry of TLM structures or finite lateral conductivity of metal
pads, was performed. For the evaluation of the uncertainty, the procedure recommended by
the GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurements) [354–356], namely the
propagation of distributions by Monte Carlo simulations, was used. With the determined sys-
tematic uncertainties and the resulting distributions of R and d of R(d) lines, the distributions
of the slope and the intercept of R(d) are extracted by using a least-square fitting procedure.
Then the implicit, non-linear equation derived by Eidelloth and Brendel [114] is solved for
the distributions of the slope and the intercept, as well as the metal pad width and length
and the wafer thickness as input parameter. This analysis yields an average value for the
contact resistivity and a standard uncertainty. Since this analysis is time consuming, it was
performed only for some particular samples, which represent the different orders of magnitude
of contact resistivities. A relative standard uncertainty of approximately 10% for contact
resistivities of 10 mΩcm2, 30% for 1 mΩcm2, 50% for 10−1 mΩcm2, 70% for 10−2 mΩcm2 and
100% for 10−3 mΩcm2 was evaluated, which is in good agreement with the errors extracted
by an error analysis for a simplified TLM evaluation equation [357].

6.3.1. Aluminum/polysilicon contact resistance

Figure 6.3a summarizes the Al / poly-Si contact resistivity values obtained on the TLM
samples (a1) and (a2) for two different POLO junction formation annealing durations. For
both annealing processes, the median of the contact resistivity between Al and n+ poly-Si is
below 0.1 mΩcm2. Since the n+ doped poly-Si exhibits surface doping concentrations above
1 × 1020 cm-3, low contact resistivities have been expected from the literature on Al / c-Si
and Al / poly-Si contacts [111, 358]. For p+ poly-Si, the surface doping concentration is
about 2 × 1019 cm-3. According to the literature [111, 358], low contact resistivity values in
the order of 10−3 mΩcm2 should be implied. The lowest contact resistivity for p+ poly-Si in
Figure 6.3a is consistent to the literature and amounts to 2 × 10−3 mΩcm2. However, the
median results are unexpectedly high and amount to 2 mΩcm2 for the 30 min anneal, and to
0.1 mΩcm2 for the 80 min anneal. For the 60 min. anneal the contact resistivity is measured
on a single sample to 0.9 mΩcm2 (not shown in Figure 6.3a). The reason for the observed
higher resistivities is unclear and could not be clarified, which implies that the contribution
of the Al / poly-Si contact cannot be distinguished from the poly-Si / c-Si junction of the
combined Al/ poly-Si / c-Si junction resistivities in the following. Nevertheless, the values
obtained are sufficiently low for solar cell applications.

2An example of the measured R(d) of the POLO samples is found in section 3.2 in figure 3.2b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3.: (a) Specific contact resistances between Al and n+ doped (p+ doped) poly-Si.
The contact resistances are extracted with 1-dimensional TLM analysis.
(b) Combined specific junction resistivity between Al and n+ doped (p+ doped)
poly-Si and between n+ doped (p+ doped) poly-Si and c-Si. The junction
resistivities are extracted with the method of Eidelloth and Brendel [114].

6.3.2. Combined aluminum/polysilicon/c-Si contact resistance
The combined Al / poly-Si / c-Si junction resistivities for two different annealing durations
are depicted in Figure 6.3b. For the Al / n+ poly-Si / n-type c-Si junction resistivities the
expected dependency on the POLO junction annealing process shows up. The higher the
thermal budget, the lower the junction resistivities. This finding is consistent with the picture
of a certain break-up of the interfacial oxide upon annealing [205, 227, 240]. In general, the
junction resistance values are very low, with median values below 10 mΩcm2. For the 80 min
anneal, they are even lower than 1 mΩcm2. It should be mentioned, that many data points of
Al / n+ poly-Si / n-type c-Si junction (and counterdoped structures) are not shown, because
the junction resistivity has such a small value (<<1 mΩcm2) that it is not possible to apply
the analysis of Eidelloth and Brendel [114]. Therefore, it can be assumed that the mean
resistivity value of n+ POLO junctions for the long anneal is lower than 1 mΩcm2, which is
in accordance with recently published results by Kokbudak et al. and Fong et al. [243, 283].
For the Al / p+ poly-Si / p-type c-Si junction resistivity on samples with a junction formation
annealing of 60 min, the median junction resistivity is 0.4 mΩcm2.
Since the Al / n+ poly-Si contact resistivity is about two orders of magnitude smaller than
the combined resistivity, the latter attributes to the the n+ poly-Si / c-Si junction. In case
of p+ POLO junctions, it cannot be distinguished between the Al / p+ poly-Si and the p+

poly-Si / c-Si junction because the Al / p+ poly-Si contact resistivity and the combined
resistivity are of the same order of magnitude. The upper limit for the p+ poly-Si / c-Si
junction resistivity is less than 1 mΩcm2.
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6.4. Transport mechanism

Figure 6.4.: Optical microscopy ((a)-(c)) and scanning electron microscopy ((d)-(f)) images of
POLO samples annealed at 1050 ◦C after etching TMAH. Sample N30, N80 and
P60 correspond to the cd n+, n+ and p+ POLO samples in table 6.1. Reproduced
from [158], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Pinhole-mediated carrier transport [205, 227] is the likeliest model for the carrier transport in
a POLO junction with an interfacial silicon oxide thicker than 2 nm. Proving the existence of
pinholes, the pinhole model predicts a pinhole density between about 105 cm-2 and 109 cm-2

for POLO junctions with good electrical properties [205, 227]. Finding pinholes with such a
density using transmission electron microscopy is a demanding task [229, 359]. For this reason,
Tetzlaff et al. developed a large area magnification method of nanometer-sized pinholes
by using highly etch rate selective tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) etching [353,
360]. On the account of a several orders of magnitude larger silicon etch rate over silicon
oxide of the TMAH solution, TMAH etches the poly-Si layer of a POLO junction and stops
at the interfacial silicon oxide. In the presence of a pinhole in the interfacial silicon oxide
layer, TMAH underetches the silicon oxide and leaves an etch pit in the silicon substrate
underneath the pinhole. The etch pit density (EPD) as determined by optical or scanning
electron microscopy provides a direct measure of the pinhole density in the interfacial silicon
oxide [353, 360].
In order to correlate the pinhole density and the electrical properties of a POLO junction
and to examine the validity of the pinhole-mediated transport model, the selective etching
method was applied to the TLM test samples from the previous sections3. Figure 6.4 depicts
the optical and scanning electron microscopy images of three different samples. Table 6.1
summarizes the resulting EPDs and the electrical properties of two n+ POLO samples with
annealing durations of 30 min and 80 min and a p+ POLO sample with an annealing duration

3A detailed discussion can be found in reference [158].
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Table 6.1.: Saturation current density, junction resistivity, etch pit density and selectivity of
POLO junctions formed at 1050 ◦C with a 2.1-nm thin interfacial oxide

Sample Anneal duration [min] JC,poly [fA/cm2] ρC,poly [mΩcm2] EPD [cm-2] S10
cd n+ 30 3 9.1 6.6 · 106 15

n+ 80 7 0.6 1.1 · 108 15.8
p+ 60 <18 0.4 1.6 · 108 >15.5

of 60 min. In general, all examined samples show a considerable density of pinholes, while the
sample with the lowest thermal budget exhibits the lowest density together with the lowest
JC,poly and highest ρC,poly. During a longer junction formation annealing of the n+ POLO
junction, the pinhole density increases and causes a decrease of ρC,poly. The higher JC,poly of
7 fA/cm2 for the n+ POLO sample with 80 min. annealing originates from a higher Auger
recombination4 of about 3.5 fA/cm2 of the stronger and deeper in-diffusion of phosphorous
underneath the interfacial oxide, which on the other hand stronger shields minority carriers
from recombining at the silicon oxide interface or within a pinhole and weakens the effect of
an enlarged pinhole density.
The found pinhole densities were used as input parameters in Wietler et al. [158] for the
pinhole model proposed by Peibst et al. [205, 363] to predict ρC,poly. The modeled and
measured ρC,poly are in excellent agreement [158] and corroborate the conclusion that the
major carrier transport mechanism in POLO junctions with a >2 nm thick interfacial silicon
oxide is indeed mediated by pinholes. Moreover, Folchert et al. studied the temperature
dependency of the junction resistivity for one of the cd n+ POLO sample with 30 min
annealing duration and found excellent agreement with pinhole-mediated carrier transport
[159].

6.5. Selectivity of POLO junctions
Lastly, the selectivity of the POLO junction should be discussed. As detailed in 4.1.1,
the selectivity has been defined in several fashions and implied different techniques for the
determination of selectivity.
The definition of selectivity proposed by Brendel and Peibst has the advantage that it uses the
established methods for the determination of Jc and ρc and thus allows an exact determination
of both parameters. Selectivity according to Brendel and Peibst [120] can be then calculated
from Jc and ρc as determined for POLO contacts in the previous sections. The highest
selectivity values S10 according to Brendel and Peibst for different samples are given in table
6.1. All POLO junctions achieve values beyond 15, which is sufficiently high for Si solar cells
to ensure that the carrier extraction efficiency is almost unity.

4The recombination is calculated by using the program EDNA 2 [361, 362] for measured ECV doping
profile. The Auger contribution for the cd n+ POLO sample with 30 min anneal in table 6.1 is about
0.5 fA/cm2
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6.6. Chapter summary
In this chapter, n+ and p+ POLO junction with an interfacial silicon oxide thickness larger
than 2 nm are prepared and their electrical properties are investigated. For n+ POLO
junction after a short (30 min) junction formation anneal, a saturation current density of
2 fA/cm2 and simultaneously a junction resistivity of below 10 mΩcm2 is determined. For n+

POLO junction with a long anneal (80 min), a saturation current densities of 7 fA/cm2 and
simultaneously a junction resistivity of 0.6 mΩcm2 is found. For the p+ POLO junction with
a 60 min-anneal, a saturation below 18 fA/cm2 and simultaneously a junction resistivity of
0.4 mΩcm2 is observed.
The excellent junction properties of POLO junctions were shown to result from a pinhole
density in the order of between 5 · 106cm-2 and 1 · 108cm-2 and the transport is mediated
by pinholes as predicted by Peibst et al. [205, 363]. The resulting logarithmic selectivity
according to Brendel and Peibst [120] of POLO junctions exhibits values larger than 15.
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7. Interdigitated back-contact cell with
POLO junctions

Parts of the following chapter are based on peer-reviewed papers in reference [155, 157].
The presented POLO-IBC cell builds on existing processes and ideas that have been
developed for years at ISFH for different technologies. In particular, A. Merkle has
contributed to these processes and cell development. The presented POLO-IBC cell has
been developed in the EU-project HERCULES, where A. Merkle, R. Peibst and the
author have been working together. U. Römer developed the POLO technology in his
PhD thesis at ISFH. The author has developed the inkjet process for the structuring
of the POLO-IBC cell and A. Merkle has developed or adapted all essential processes
for the fabrication of the POLO-IBC cell. The author established the cell process for
the POLO-IBC cell for the first time at ISFH and supervised the fabrication of the first
POLO-IBC cells in close collaboration with A. Merkle and R. Peibst. A. Merkle supervised
the fabrication of the 24.25% efficient cell and performed most of the measurements. The
author analyzed the cell and performed all simulations.
The samples with isolated poly-Si p+n+-junctions were designed, partially fabricated,
measured, simulated and analyzed by the author. The fabrication of the POLO-IBC cell
with parasitic poly-Si p+n+-junction was supervised and partly performed by the author.
The author measured the cells and performed the modelling.

In the following chapter, POLO junctions are integrated on the rear side of an interdigitated
back-contact cell. The formed parasitic poly-Si p+n+-junction on the rear side of the cell
and its influence on the cell performance is investigated in detail. The parasitic junction
is removed and a POLO-IBC cell with isolated p+ and n+ poly-Si regions is presented and
analysed.

7.1. Fabrication process for POLO-IBC cell
Small ion-implanted and inkjet-patterned interdigitated back contact solar cells with POLO
junctions for both polarities (POLO-IBC cells) with an active cell area of 20 mm×20 mm
are processed on saw-damage etched 156 mm×156 mm n-type Czochralski silicon wafers with
a base resistivity of 3.75 Ωcm and a thickness of 160 µm. In addition, full-area implanted
boron and counterdoped (boron overcompensated by phosphorus) POLO reference regions
are integrated on the wafer to facilitate process monitoring.
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Figure 7.1.: (a1) Cell precursor before and (b1) after texturization yielding a trench between
the p+ and n+ poly-Si regions. (a2) and (b2) show the corresponding top view
micrographs (field of view: 1200 µm×600 µm) of the rear side of the cell precursors
(a1, b1). (c) Schematic drawing of a final POLO-IBC cell with POLO junctions
for both polarities separated by a textured trench.

After growing a 2.1 nm thin thermal silicon dioxide layer on a RCA-cleaned wafer in a tube
furnace, undoped amorphous silicon (a-Si) is deposited on both sides by using LPCVD.
Hereafter, the front side of the wafer receives a full-area phosphorus implantation, followed by
masked phosphorus and and full-area boron implantations on the rear side. For the latter the
phosphorus locally overcompensates the boron and an interdigitated pattern with different
pitches between 603 µm and 1175 µm (Fig. 7.1(a1) and (a2)) is formed. For the masking of
the implantations, a sputtered dielectric layer (SiOx) is patterned by inkjet-printed hotmelt
wax (Pixdro LP50 from Meyer Burger) and a subsequent wet-chemical etching in hydrofluoric
acid (HF).
After the removal of the dielectric implant mask, a high temperature treatment at 1050 ◦C
with a duration of 60 min is performed, in order to form the POLO junctions. During this
step, a thick silicon dioxide layer grows on top of the poly-Si during a wet thermal oxidation.
The detailed fabrication parameters for the POLO junctions are the same as in subsection
6.1. Figure 7.1 (a1) shows a cross-section of the sample at this precursor stage. At this stage,
as presented in Figure 7.1 (a2), the p+ and n+ poly-Si at the rear side touch each other and
form a parasitic lateral pn junction within the poly-Si.
In the next process step, the thermally grown SiO2 layer is patterned via inkjet printing a
hotmelt wax mask on the rear side and subsequently etching in HF. At the same time, HF
removes the SiO2 from the front side of the wafer. The remaining SiO2 on the rear acts as
an etching barrier for a subsequent texturization process, which yields a textured front side
and a separation of n+ POLO BSF and p+ POLO emitter regions by a textured trench of a
width of 100 µm.
After removing the SiO2 mask, the cell precursors are passivated with a silicon nitride double
layer on the front side and an aluminum oxide/silicon nitride layer stack on the rear side.
Figures 7.1(b1) and (b2) depict the precursor stage of the cell, where the parasitic pn junction
within the poly-Si is removed and the cell is passivated.
In order to create contact openings, the rear side dielectric layers are locally ablated using a
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picosecond UV laser (SUPER-RAPID from Lumera). The circular local contact openings
with a diameter of 40 µm are arranged in two interrupted lines for the p+ poly-Si region and
a single interrupted line for the n+ poly-Si region. The obtained contact opening fraction
(area of contact openings referred to the respective areas of emitter and BSF) amounts to
2.5% for the emitter and 2% for the BSF region. The contact openings fraction with respect
to the total cell area is about 2.4%. After laser contact opening, an additional silicon dioxide
layer is sputtered on the front side passivation layer to improve the optics and the cell is
anneal at 360 ◦C on a hot plate to cure the sputter damage.
A 10 µm-thick layer of aluminium is vacuum evaporated on the rear side in an industrial
high-throughput tool from Applied Materials. The evaporated aluminium layer grows as
a compact and almost smooth layer on the planar regions (n+ POLO BSF and p+ POLO
emitter). In the textured trench region, the aluminium layer exhibits high roughness due to
self-shadowing effect of the oblique evaporation angle with respect to the pyramidal facets
[364, 365]. Then the aluminum layer is capped in the same tool with a sputtered 80 nm-thin
SiOx layer. The SiOx layer covers the smooth surfaces conformally, but cannot do the same
for the rough aluminium layer in the trench region. This fact is used in the subsequent etching
step in phosphoric acid to selectively remove the Al in the trench region, while preserving the
Al in the planar regions. The latter process is referred to as the self-aligned RISE contact
separation [366–368].

7.2. Parasitic recombination in lateral polysilicon
pn-junction

One key challenge for the integration of POLO junctions into IBC cells is the formation of
parasitic pn-junctions with poor recombination behavior within the highly defective poly-Si
[155, 193, 196, 240, 369, 370]. In the following, the current-voltage characteristic of isolated
lateral poly-Si pn-junctions and its influence on the recombination behavior of POLO-IBC
cells with and without parasitic poly-Si pn-junctions is studied.

7.2.1. Current-voltage characteristic of lateral poly-Si pn-junctions
Samples with isolated lateral poly-Si pn-junctions as shown in Figure 7.2a serve as test
structures for the four-point measurements of the current density-voltage (J-V ) characteristic,
using a Karl Süss PA 200 probe station and a Keithley 4200 analyzer.
The sample preparation is briefly as follows. Intrinsic a-Si is deposited on top of a 100 nm
thick silicon dioxide, which acts as dielectric isolation layer against the Si substrate. Full-area
boron (dose: 2 × 1015 cm-2) implantation and counterdoping with masked phosphorous (dose:
5 × 1015 cm-2) implantation, wet oxidation and junction formation at 1050 ◦C for 60 min is
performed. The thermally grown SiO2 is removed in HF. A full area deposited aluminum
layer forms the electrical contact with the poly-Si. It is patterned by means of inkjet printing
an etch barrier and wet chemically etching the aluminum.

1Details on the estimation of the diffusion profiles and the field strength are found in appendix A.1.1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2.: (a) Schematic cross-section of the sample to measure the J-V characteristic of
the isolated poly-Si pn-junctions. (b) Estimated lateral boron (green line) and
phosphorus (red line) dopant distribution at the poly-Si pn-junction and the
resulting electric field strength (black line) in equilibrium1.

In order to obtain the the current density from the measurement of the current-voltage
characteristic, it is essential to know the relevant area for the scaling. In the case of the
samples with the isolated pn-junctions, the cross-sectional area of the pn-junction is of interest.
In the following a pn-junction cross-section area of 8.7 · 10−6 cm2 is used as calculated from
the product of the length of the pn-junction of 5.8 mm and its height of approximately 150 nm.
The height corresponds to the p+ poly-Si thickness after oxidation. This makes sense because
the poly-Si thickness is determined by the oxidation prior to the high temperature annealing
at 1050 ◦C. At this stage, the thickness of the p+ and n+ poly-Si amounts to 150 nm and
110 nm, respectively. During the junction formation at 1050 ◦C, phosphorus diffuses several
micrometer from the n+ region into the boron-doped p+ region and forms an interdiffused
pn-junction within the 150 nm-thick poly-Si layer.
Figure 7.2b illustrates the estimated lateral diffusion profiles of phosphorus and boron at
the poly-Si pn-junction, which shape the properties of the junction. The center of the
depletion region at xj = 0 lies approximately 16 µm away from the n+ doped poly-Si region
with constant phosphorus concentration and supports the assumption that xj = 0 is within
the 150 nm-thick poly-Si layer. The net charge density close to xj = 0 in equilibrium can
be approximated by a linear relationship ρ(xj) = ND − NA = a · xj and the interdiffused
lateral pn-junction is denoted as a linearly graded junction with impurity gradient a. The
impurity gradient for the diffusion profile in figure 7.2b amounts to 3.1 · 1022 cm-4. When
analyzing the electrostatics of the linearly graded junction by solving Poisson’s equation
2.14 within the depletion approximation [61], one obtains the width of the depletion or
space-charge region (SCR) W0 of about 130 nm and the electric field strength distribution
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as shown in figure 7.2b. At this conditions, the maximum field strength in the depletion
region at zero-bias of about 0.1 MV/cm is rather small to enable field-enhanced tunneling,
but field-enhanced Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination is already significant [371, 372].
Thus, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination dominates the J-V characteristic of the lateral
pn-junction in this thesis and the J-V characteristic obeys equation 7.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3.: (a) Current-voltage characteristic and (b) diode ideality factor of the isolated
lateral poly-Si pn-junction test structure as shown in Figure 7.2a. A two-diode
model (blue solid line) with variable ideality factors and a series resistance fits the
experimental data (red circles). The diode characteristic without series resistance
(black dotted line) is derived from the diode model with series resistance by
setting it to zero.

Figure 7.3a illustrates the measured J-V characteristic of the lateral poly-Si pn-junction,
which exhibits an exponential voltage-dependency with a local ideality factor m close to 2
and saturates at high voltages due to series resistance. A high ideality factor is consistent
with defect-mediated space charge region recombination [85, 86, 88–90, 371–373], which in
its simplest form can be approximated at forward bias condition with V >> kBT

q
as follows2.

JSCR = qniW0

2τr
· exp

(
qV

2kBT

)
(7.1)

ni, W0 and τr are the intrinsic carrier concentration, the width of the SCR at V = 0 and the
charge carrier lifetime within the SCR. Equation 7.1 corresponds to a single diode model

2Note that this approximation is not accurate, because it assumes a voltage-independent SCR width,
which assures a constant pre-exponential factor and ideality factor. However, this model is frequently used in
textbooks due to its simple form.
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without series resistance, where the pre-exponential factor is the saturation current density.
The simple single diode model allows only a rough analysis of the experimental data in a
narrow range of moderate voltages. As shown in figure 7.3b, the reason for that is obviously
the ideality factor-voltage (m-V ) characteristic of the diode, which is injection-dependent
rather than constant and smaller than two. The ideality factor rises from m < 1 at low
voltages (V < kBT

q
) to a maximum of 1.93 at a voltage between 200 mVand 300 mV. Then

it decreases again until above 500 mV series resistance starts to play a significant role and
causes the ideality factors to rise steeply. The m-V characteristic is consistent with more
sophisticated models [86–89, 374] and numerical solution [85, 90].
For the sake of simplicity3, a single diode model following equation 7.1 is used to fit the
J-V data in Figure 7.3a in the voltage range between 200 mV and 500 mV and to roughly
estimate the order of magnitude of the charge carrier recombination lifetime τr within the
poly-Si pn-junction. The diode fit yields a pre-exponential factor of 2.56 × 10−4 A/cm2 and
predicts a charge carrier lifetime τr of about 40 ps for W0 =130 nm and ni = 1 · 1010 cm-3.
The lifetime is in good agreement with reported values by Dutoit and Sollberger [375], by
Peibst et al. [376] and by Hollemann et al. [377], and induces a strong recombination within
the parasitic lateral pn-junction.
To investigate the influence of the recombination within the parasitic poly-Si junction on
the overall performance of the POLO-IBC cell by means of equivalent circuit modelling
in the following subsection, a two-diode equivalent circuit model with an additional series
resistance (red part of the circuit in figure 7.4) is used to obtain an equivalent circuit
model representation of the parasitic junction. The diode model incorporates the correct
voltage-dependence of the ideality factor by using the series resistance RS,para, the individual
ideality factors mP,1 and mP,2 of the two diodes and the corresponding saturation current
densities JP,01 and JP,02 as free parameters to fit the J-V and m-V characteristics. The
blue solid lines in figure 7.3 depict the J-V and m-V characteristic of the two-diode model
calculation with JP,01=2 · 10−5 A/cm2, JP,02=2.23 · 10−4 A/cm2, mP,1=1.607, mP,2=2.089
and RS,para=1.42 · 10−4 Ωcm2. The modelled data in blue coincides with the experimental
data in red and the deviation of the current densities (ideality factors) at each voltage point
above 100 mV is below 1.5% (1%).
While the combination of the two diodes represent the recombination of the parasitic junction,
the series resistance originates most likely from lateral transport in the poly-Si layer between
the metal pad and the pn-junction4 and therefore is specific for the test structure rather than
the parasitic pn-junction. The resistance-corrected two-diode model is illustrated as black
dotted line in figure 7.3.

3In appendix A.1.2 a more sophisticated device simulator is used to confirm the simplified procedure.
4The absolute value of the series resistance of 1.42 · 10−4 Ωcm2 results from scaling the current to the

area of the pn-junction. Before scaling, the resistance amounts to 16 Ω, which is about the same as the
estimated resistance for the lateral transport.
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7.2.2. Recombination behavior of POLO-IBC cells with and without
parasitic poly-Si pn-junctions

In the following, the J-V and m-V characteristics of a POLO-IBC cell with a parasitic poly-Si
pn-junction (pn cell) is compared with a POLO-IBC cell, where p+ and n+ poly-Si regions
were separated by means of a wet-chemical removal of the parasitic pn-junction (trench cell).
Both cell fabrication processes follow subsection 7.1, but for the former the patterning of
the thermally grown SiO2 for the trench separation is omitted in order to keep the parasitic
junction. Furthermore, inkjet printing and wet-chemical etching is used for the contact
opening and the metal contact separation of the cell with parasitic junction instead of laser
contact opening and RISE contact separation as for the trench cell. Nevertheless, both cell
types are similar except for the parasitic junction and the appearing differences in J-V and
m-V characteristics mainly reflect the influence of the latter. The the JSC-VOC characteristic
and the J-V characteristic in dark conditions and under AM1.5G illumination are measured
with the solar cell analysis system LOANA from pv-tools GmbH.

Figure 7.4.: Equivalent circuit model of a solar cell with a parasitic junction. A two-diode
model with diodes D1 and D2, a series resistance RS, a shunt resistance RSH
and a photo-generating current source (JPh) represents the solar cell without
the parasitic junction (black circuit model). The isolated parasitic junction
consists of two parallel diodes P1 and P2 with a resistance RS,para in series (red
circuit). The model for a solar cell with parasitic junction is found by parallel
interconnection of the model without parasitic junction with the isolated parasitic
junction. This is indicated by red dotted lines between both sub-circuits.

Figure 7.4 shows an equivalent circuit model of such a solar cell with a parasitic poly-Si
pn-junction. The parasitic pn-junction, represented by a two-diode model with a series
resistance (red circuit in figure 7.4), adds to a two-diode model of the solar cell without
parasitic junction (black circuit in figure 7.4) in a parallel connection [240]. As evident from
the model, the parasitic junction increases the dark current of the solar cell, modifies the
ideality factor and diminishes the cell performance.
Figure 7.5 compares the dark J-V characteristic and the m-V characteristic of the JSC-VOC
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measurement5 of the cell with and without parasitic junction. As expected, the dark current
density of the cell with parasitic junction is by more than one order of magnitude higher than
for the trench cell. The local ideality factor of the cell with a parasitic junction at low voltages
is larger than 2 due to a rather low shunt resistance of 40 kΩcm2 and drops to about 1.75 at
450 mV, where it matches the local ideality factor of the trench cell. Above that voltage, the
ideality of the trench cell decreases steadily until it reaches 1 at 720 mV.The ideality of the
cell with parasitic junction remains around 1.7 and then increases again for voltages above
550 mV. This trend of the m-V characteristic of the cell with parasitic junction above 400 mV
resembles the m-V characteristic as already observed for the isolated parasitic junction with
a finite RS,para (Fig. 7.3b).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5.: (a) Dark current-voltage characteristic of the cell with and without parasitic
junction. (b) Local ideality factor of the cells in (a) calculated from the JSC-VOC
characteristic, which is free of series resistance effects in contrast to the dark
J-V in (a). A two-diode model (blue solid line) with variable ideality factors and
a series resistance fits the experimental data (red circles). The calculated m-V
characteristic of the cell with parasitic junction (solid lines in (b)) is derived
from the same diode model as in (a), but with RS = 0 and RS,para = 0 Ωcm2,
0.3 Ωcm2 and 2 Ωcm2.

Beside the qualitative discussion of the cell’s characteristic, the equivalent circuit model in
figure 7.4 is suited to predict the J-V and m-V characteristic of the cell with a parasitic
junction, when the characteristic of the trench cell and that of the isolated parasitic junction

5JSC-VOC characteristic blinds out the series resistance effects of the cell as compared to the dark J-V .
Therefore, m-V characteristic reflects the recombination behaviour of the cell – even at large voltages, where
otherwise the series resistance dominates.
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are known. The model parameters of the isolated parasitic junction were determined in the
previous subsection and the model parameter of the trench cell are calculated by fitting a
two-diode model to the dark J-V of the trench cell as shown in figure 7.5a. The the fit yields
the following model parameters: JD,01=28 fA/cm2 with mD1 = 1, JD,02=2.8 nA/cm2 with
mD2 = 2, RS=0.4 Ωcm2 and RSH=700 kΩcm2. As the series resistance and shunt resistance
differ for the trench cell and the cell with parasitic junction, the values as found for the
cell with parasitic junction of RS =0.6 Ωcm2 and RSH=40 kΩcm2 are used for the equivalent
circuit model calculation.
The contributions of the black and red sub-circuits to the superposed model in figure 7.4 is
obtained by weighting the parameters of each sub-circuit with their area fractions. The area
fraction of the trench cell remains 1, because it is assumed that both cells exhibit the same
characteristic if the parasitic junction is removed. The areal fraction ξPD of the parasitic
junction with respect to the cell area Acell is obtained as

ξPD = APD

Acell
= LPD · dPD

Acell
, (7.2)

where the area of the parasitic junction APD is deduced from the length LPD and the height
dPD of the junction. The pn meander length density LPD

Acell
of the parasitic pn-junction of the cell

from figure 7.5a is calculated to 20.4 cmpn/cm2
cell from the geometry of the applied mask for

ion implantation. As discussed above for the isolated pn-junction, the height of the junction
dPD corresponds to the thickness of the p+ poly-Si layer of 150 nm. Therefore, the areal fraction
for the parasitic junction amounts to 3.06 · 10−4 and the diode parameter for the parasitic
junction become ξPD · JP,01=6.12 nA/cm2 with mP,1 = 1.607 and ξPD · JP,02=68.3 nA/cm2

with mP,2 = 2.089. The series resistance RS,para is adjusted to the experimental data. The
calculated and experimental m-V characteristic in figure 7.5b gives only a good agreement,
if RS,para ≈0.2-0.3 Ωcm2 (blue solid line). For other values of RS,para (black and green solid
line), calculated and experimental m-V characteristic deviate significantly at high voltages.
A resistance value of about 0.2Ωcm2 coincides with a conservative estimate of the sum of
resistances for lateral electron and hole transport6 to the parasitic pn-junction of 0.089Ωcm2

and 0.095Ωcm2, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that RS,para originates from
lateral transport.
Finally, the dark J-V characteristic of a cell with parasitic junction is calculated by using
the equivalent circuit model with the given model parameter from above. Figure 7.5a reveals
a remarkably good agreement of the calculated J-V characteristic and the experimentally
determined dark J-V characteristic for a cell with a parasitic junction. The relative deviation
of the current densities at each voltage point is below 20%. The fact that the addition of a
parasitic junction to a trench cell replicates the cell with a parasitic junction, indicates that
any difference in performance between both cells originates from the parasitic junction. Table
7.1 summarizes the modeled and measured performance metrics for both cell types. The
modeled performance metrics for the trench cell only moderately reproduce the experimental
ones, which is associated with the moderately well fitted diode model due to a non-ideal
recombination behavior of the trench cell (see figure 7.5a). The source of this non-ideality

6The resistances were calculated according to Wyeth [378].
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is discussed in section 7.3. The model 2 for the cell with parasitic junction, on the other
hand, achieves a better agreement with the experimental data, especially with FF and pFF.
A less optimal anti-reflection coating of the cell with parasitic junction leads to a lower JSC
as compared with the trench cell.
A comparison of model 1 and model 3 with the same JSC indicates that adding a parasitic
junction with an area fraction of 3 · 10−4 cm2

pn/cm2
cell to a trench cell leads to a performance

loss of about 70 mV in VOC, 10%abs in FF and 5%abs in efficiency. However, the performance
improves significantly upon a reduction of the area fraction by a factor of ten in model 4 and
a cell with an efficiency of about 23% is predicted. Such a reduction of the area fraction can
either be implemented by reducing the poly-Si layer thickness or by using an interrupted
trench as has been patented by SunPower Corp. [192, 193]. If the area fraction of the
parasitic junction is optimized such that the parasitic effect of the junction on the forward
characteristic is minimized, then the implementation of the parasitic junction can even be
beneficial. The reverse breakdown characteristic of the junction equips the cell with an
integrated bypass diode [379]. The poly-Si pn-junction discussed in subsection 7.2.1 exhibits
a breakdown voltage of about 5.5 V (see appendix A.1.3).

Table 7.1.: Performance metrics of modeled and measured cells with and without parasitic
junction. Model 1 is the black two-diode model from figure 7.4. Model 2, 3 and
4 represent the superposed model (red and black circuit) from figure 7.4 with
different input parameters.

JSC [mA/cm2] VOC [mV] FF [%] pFF [%] η [%]

trench exper.a 41.57 ± 0.79 727.1 ± 2.5 80.23 ± 0.52 - 24.25 ± 0.49
model 1 41.57 718 82.9 84.3 24.5

parasitic
junction

exper.b 39.44 634 72.8 75.6 18.2
model 2c 39.44 648 72.0 75.1 18.4
model 3d 41.57 650 73.0 75.2 19.7
model 4e 41.57 706 78.6 80.1 23.1

a
Certified measurement at Fraunhofer ISE CalLab.

b In-house measurement with LOANA cell tester.
c JSC, RS and RSH of cell with parasitic junction assumed.
d JSC, RS and RSH of trench cell assumed.
e Parameters as for model 3, but with a ten times smaller area fraction ξPD = 3 · 10−5 of parasitic junction.

7.3. Performance of POLO-IBC cell
In order to access the full potential of a POLO-IBC cell, a complete removal of the parasitic
poly-Si pn-junction is performed. Figure 7.6 shows the certified current (power) density-voltage
characteristic J-V (P -V ), the quantum efficiency and reflectance data of an ion-implanted,
photolithography-free POLO-IBC cell with trench separation7. For the AM 1.5G reference
spectrum, the POLO-IBC cell generates a maximum power density of 24.25 mW/cm2 with a

7Cell results for this cell architecture were for the first time presented at the 6th International Conference
on Silicon Photovoltaics, Chambery, France in 2016 [155].
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short-circuit current density JSC of 41.57 mA/cm2, an open-circuit voltage VOC of 727.1 mV
and a fill factor FF of 80.23%.
In the following, the optical and recombination properties of the POLO-IBC cell are discussed
and input parameters for a device simulation are determined. The device simulation of the
cell forms the basis to examine the influence of recombination and junction resistance of the
POLO junction on the cell performance.

7.3.1. Optics
The measured JSC is consistent with the predicted photo-generated current density of
41.57 mA/cm2 from an area-weighted average of the Sunrays simulation for the boron-doped,
phosphorus-doped and trench cell regions. Figure 7.6a depicts the averaged reflectance from
the simulation, which provides a good framework to discuss optical losses. The deviation
between simulation and experiment at short and long wavelengths arises most likely from the
uncertainty in the input parameters for the used materials.
The double layer anti-reflection coating on the front side of the cell provides a low reflectance
of the cell between 300 nm and 1000 nm (figure 7.6a) and the current loss due to front side
reflection amounts to 0.42 mA/cm2 from the simulation. In addition to that, the 12 nm-thick
SiNy passivation layer absorbs 0.24 mA/cm2 of the incoming light. At wavelengths above
1000 nm, the properties of the optics of the rear side of the cell show up. Parasitic absorption
within the poly-Si and aluminum cause a loss of about 0.96 mA/cm2 and 0.43 mA/cm2,
respectively. The loss due to transmission in the trench region amounts to 0.63 mA/cm2.
The largest loss of 2.06 mA/cm2 originates from the escape reflectance due to a finite ab-
sorption path length of a non-perfect light trapping scheme. A comparison of a raytracing
simulations of the cell with a perfect planar versus textured rear side – as the reference for
an improved trapping scheme – reveals that about 0.8 mA/cm2 are lost due to the planer
rear side of the cell.
It can be speculated that the optical properties of the POLO-IBC cell from figure 7.6a
are similar to the 25% efficient cell of SunPower Corp. with a thickness of 145 µm [380],
which exhibits a JSC of 41.53 mA/cm2. In contrast to that, Kaneka Corp. has reported a
short-circuit current density of 42.3 mA/cm2 for a 165 µm-thick cell with an efficiency of
26.3%. The JSC of the latter is the same as for the simulated POLO-IBC cell with a perfect
planar rear side (table A.2) and it can be speculated that Kaneka’s cell implements a textured
rear side to enhance the absorption path length. Thus, enhancing the absorption path length
with a textured rear side for the POLO-IBC cell, halving the thickness of the poly-Si layers
and of the passivating front SiNy layer, and optimizing the dielectric layer thickness on the
rear side would boost the JSC by more than 1 mA/cm2. Alternatively, a thicker c-Si wafer
can be used, which allows approximately the same JSC improvement [156, 381].
After correcting the external quantum efficiency with the measured reflectance and the
simulated parasitic absorption in the anti-reflection coating [382], the internal quantum
efficiency reflects the carrier collection efficiency of the cell. The POLO-IBC cell collects the
photo-generated carriers with a collection efficiency of almost unity over the entire wavelength

8Details can be found in appendix A.2.1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.6.: (a) Reflectance R, external quantum efficiency EQE and internal quantum
efficiency IQE and (b) certified current-voltage and power-voltage measurements
of a 24.25% efficient POLO-IBC cell. The internal quantum efficiency is obtained
by dividing the EQE by 1−R−Apara,sim, where Apara,sim is the parasitic absorption
in the anti-reflection coating8.

range and highlights the high quality of the cell.

7.3.2. Recombination
A low recombination rate in the bulk and at the surfaces of the cell provides the high VOC
of the POLO-IBC cell. On symmetric reference samples with a resistivity of 3.75 Ωcm, a
saturation current density J0,n+ of 3 fA/cm2 and J0,p+ of 4 fA/cm2 for the n+ and p+ POLO
contacts, J0,front of 15 fA/cm2 for the front side passivation and J0,rear of 6 fA/cm2 for the
trench passivation on the rear side is found. The SRH bulk lifetime9 of the boron-doped p+

(counterdoped n+) POLO reference sample amounts to 2 ms (10 ms) and of the phosphorous-
doped n+ POLO sample to more than 100 ms. This strong improvement of the SRH bulk
lifetime for samples with phosphorous-containing POLO junctions is consistent with an
impurity gettering effect during the junction formation annealing as reported by Krügener et
al. [266]. Since the precursor of the cell contains each of the differently doped poly-Si layers
during the gettering process, it is impossible to predict the correct SRH bulk lifetime from
the reference samples for the final cell.
At cell level, the JSC-VOC characteristic of the cell contains information about the recombina-
tion behavior of the cell and can be used to calculate the effective minority carrier lifetime

9The intrinsic lifetime, which takes only radiative and Auger-recombination into account, amounts to
120 ms.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.7.: (a) Measured and modeled effective minority carrier lifetime and (b) corrected
inverse lifetime calculated from JSC-VOC characteristic of a 24.25% efficient
POLO-IBC cell.

vs. excess carrier density curve [102, 383] under the assumption of homogeneous carrier
distribution and steady-state conditions [384, eq. 7 and 9 under steady-state conditions].
The JSC-VOC characteristic was measured using the solar cell analysis tool LOANA from
pvtools with an infrared light emitting diode (LED) array with an emission wavelength of
850 nm. The expected photogeneration is as homogeneous as for a photo-conductace decay
measurement with an infrared filter (cutoff at 750 nm).
Figure 7.7a (blue circles) shows the effective minority carrier lifetime of the POLO-IBC
cell, which first increases with decreasing excess carrier density and then decreases again.
By fitting a modeled effective lifetime curve (red solid line) to the experimental data, the
effective lifetime can be decomposed in Auger- and radiative recombination (black dashed
line), surface recombination (blue dashed line) and constant SRH bulk recombination (grey
dashed line). The SRH bulk lifetime τbulk and the total surface saturation current density
J0S,total are then obtained from the model. It is evident from figure 7.7a, that the model can
only match the experimental lifetime curve if a parallel non-ideal diode recombination path
with ideality larger than unity is added (green dashed line). Thus, the model for the effective
carrier lifetime contains four free parameters: the SRH bulk lifetime τbulk, the total surface
recombination current density J0S,total and the ideality factor mrec and saturation current
density J0,rec of the non-ideal diode recombination.
In order to minimize the number of adjustable parameters for the modeled effective lifetime,
the total surface recombination current density J0S,total is determined to 9 fA/cm2 in figure
7.7b according to Kane and Swanson [101] from the experimental lifetime data in figure 7.7a,
which is obtained from JSC-VOC measurements. However, the total area-weighted surface
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recombination current density calculated from the PCD measurement of the reference samples
amounts to 19 fA/cm2. This difference is most likely due to the fact that the front surface
reference with 15 fA/cm2 does not reflect the situation in the final cell. If the total surface
recombination current density of 9 fA/cm2 as determined from figure 7.7b is correct and
the area-weighted saturation current densities from the reference samples of the rear side
of the cell are subtracted from the former, then it can be speculated that the front surface
recombination current density J0,front is restricted to values below 5 fA/cm2, which is a typical
value for SiNy double layer passivations measured on similar wafer material in other batches.
If the model parameters of the lifetime model are adjusted to τbulk=10 ms, J0S,total=9 fA/cm2,
mrec=1.7 and J0,rec=0.4 nA/cm2, the modeled effective lifetime in figure 7.7b matches the
experimental lifetime within ±5% at each data point. At an implied maximum power
point voltage of 636 mV, which corresponds to an excess carrier density of about 1.5 × 1015

cm-3, the recombination consists of 7% Auger and radiative recombination, 20% SRH bulk
recombination, 27% surface recombination and 46% non-ideal diode recombination.
The strong non-ideal recombination along with the series resistance limit the fill factor to
80.23% for the POLO-IBC cell.

7.4. Device simulation of a POLO-IBC cell
In order to break down the loss channels of the POLO-IBC cell and to use an appropriate base-
line device model for the subsequent series resistance analysis, the Quokka2-implementation
[385, 386] of the Conductive Boundary model [387] and the following input parameters
from the previous subsection or reference samples are used: J0,p+=4 fA/cm2, J0,n+=3 fA/cm2,
J0,front=5 fA/cm2, J0,trench=6 fA/cm2, τbulk=10 ms, specific wafer resistance ρbulk=3.75 Ωcm,
sheet resistance Rsheet,n+=118 Ω/� and Rsheet,p+=239 Ω/� of the 188 µm-wide n+ and 552 µm-
wide p+ poly-Si layer, a unit cell width (pitch) of 952 µm perpendicular to the finger and a
trench width of 106 µm. The geometry of the respective contact openings was described in
subsection 6.1. The non-contacted and contacted poly-Si regions exhibit the same passivation
properties. The generation profile is derived from an analytic model [388] fitted to the
measured reflection in figure 7.6a. Since the parasitic absorption at the front side of the
cell is neglected during the fitting procedure, it is expected that the photogeneration is
slightly overestimated. The external circuit of the simulation adds a shunt resistance RSH
of 10 MΩcm2 and an external recombination diode with an ideality factor mrec of 1.7 and a
saturation current density J0,rec=0.4 nA/cm2.

7.4.1. Recombination behavior
Figure 7.8a depicts the measured JSC-VOC characteristics and the characteristic of the simu-
lated cell with (red solid line) and without (green solid line) the external recombination diode.
The simulated cell with external diode matches the measured characteristic within a maximum
deviation of 12% at each data point and underlines the necessity of the recombination path
with higher ideality to fit the measurement.
Since the LOANA system measures the JSC with a flash lamp rather under a AM1.5G
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.8.: (a) Current-voltage characteristic and (b) local ideality factor of a Quokka
simulated cell with (red solid line) and without an external diode (green solid
line) and of the analysed 24.25% efficient POLO-IBC cell (blue circles). For
comparison, (b) shows the m-V characteristic of a 4 cm2 RISE-IBC cell with
an efficiency 23.7% (red circles) and of a 1 cm2 POLO-IBC bottom cell with a
floating n+ POLO front contact (grey circles) as discussed in section 8.
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spectrum, the JSC is determined from a reference cell, which has to be calibrated to a similar
cell as the measured one. In the case of the measurement in figure 7.8a, no calibrated
measurement of a POLO-IBC cell was available and the reference cell was calibrated to the
RISE-IBC cell published in reference [389], which has distinctly different properties compared
to the POLO-IBC cell. Therefore, the JSC of the POLO-IBC cell is strongly overestimated.
The correct JSC of the cell of 41.57 mA/cm2 is by about 0.3 mA/cm2 lower than the simulated
one, which results from the overestimation of the photogeneration profile in the simulation by
neglecting the parasitic front side absorption of approximately 0.3 mA/cm2. The simulated
VOC of 733 mV, the pseudo fill factor pFF of 83.5% and the pseudo efficiency pη of 25.6% are
in accordance with the measured VOC of 730 mV, pFF of 83.3% and pη of 25.7%. The ideality
factor of the simulated (red solid line) cell follows that of the measured cell (blue circles) in
figure 7.8b. This reflects the good agreement of JSC-VOC characteristics and validates the
model.
If the external recombination diode is turned off, then the simulated JSC-VOC characteristic
deviates significantly from the experimental one, the ideality factor (green solid line in figure
7.8a) decreases from 1.3 to 1.1 at maximum power point voltage Vmpp and the simulation
predicts a gain in VOC and pFF of 6 mV and 1.4%abs, respectively. The corresponding pη of
26.3% can be considered as a projection for a POLO-IBC cell, where the recombination with
higher ideality can be suppressed.
The origin of the non-ideal recombination of the external diode is hard to pinpoint because
several sources can be responsible for it. The small cell size of 4 cm2 and the cleaved edge
can act as a resistance-limited recombination mechanism and induce the poor recombination
behavior [90, 390, 391]. A 4 cm2 RISE-IBC cell without poly-Si junctions [389] (red circles)
and a 1 cm2 POLO-IBC cell with a n+ POLO front surface field (grey circles) should show
similar non-ideal recombination behavior as the 4 cm2 POLO-IBC cell, if edge recombination
is important. However, the idealities of the 4 cm2 RISE-IBC and 1 cm2 POLO-IBC cell follow
that of the simulated cell without the external diode. This suggests that edge recombination
is not the dominating recombination mechanism at voltages around 600 mV and above. In
the case of the 4 cm2 POLO-IBC cell, an incompletely removed parasitic poly-Si pn-junction
could also be the origin of the different behavior. With a significant areal fraction, e.g.
several percent of the initial areal density, the parasitic junction would increase the ideality
factor and reduce the performance. Indeed, the reverse dark J-V characteristic of a cell
processed on the same wafer indicates a breakdown around 5.5 V, but the current density
is limited by a high resistance. From the reverse characteristic, an areal density of up to
5 × 10−6 or 2% of the initial areal density of the parasitic junction can be estimated, which is
sufficient to significantly reduce the pFF. Lastly, the surface passivation at the front side,
which is in high level injection around 600 mV, can provide a pathway for the non-ideal
recombination behavior. Since the SiO2 for the anti-reflection coating was sputtered onto
the front surface passivation and the observed detrimental damage of the passivation was
cured during an annealing at 360 ◦C, the front surface passivation is a good candidate for
the non-ideal recombination behavior. Indeed, a degradation of the pFF and subsequent
regeneration upon moderate annealing of the final cell was observed and can be an indication
for the degradation and re-passivation of such a surface.
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Finally, it is concluded that the external diode recombination originates from a non-optimized
cell process, which is hard to pinpoint. An improved ideality for the 1 cm2 POLO-IBC cell,
which is close to the ideality of the simulated cell without external diode recombination, is
demonstrated in figure 7.8b. This cell has an n+ POLO passivating contact on the front side
instead of a dielectric passivation layer stack and the trench width is slightly increase to
ensure a complete removal of the parasitic junction.

7.4.2. Series resistance
The total series resistance of the cell RS is composed of contributions from the transport
within the metal grid RS,met., from the lateral current flow within the poly-Si layers RS,poly,
the current flow within the base RS,base, from the POLO junction RS,poly/c-Si at the poly-
Si/c-Si interface and the Al/poly-Si contact RS, Al/poly-Si. The series resistance is analytically
described as the sum of these contributions.
Since the POLO junction resistivity cannot be taken into account directly in Quokka 210, the
POLO junctions are represented by their recombination current densities at an imaginary
poly-Si/c-Si interface and by a combined contact resistivity ρc within the contacted area.
The combined junction resistivity is defined as the area weighted superposition of the contact
resistivity at the Al/poly-Si interface and the junction resistivity at the poly-Si/c-Si interface,
which is attributed to the Al/poly-Si interface.

ρc = ρc,Al/poly-Si + AAl/poly-Si

Apoly-Si/c-Si
· ρc,poly-Si/c-Si (7.3)

ρc represents the combined junction resistivity, ρc, Al/poly-Si the contact resistivity of the
Al/poly-Si contact, ρc, poly-Si/c-Si the junction resistivity of the poly-Si/c-Si junction and
AAl/poly-Si and Apoly-Si/c-Si the respective contact areas of both junctions.
For the definition of the combined junction resistivity, an infinite conductivity of the poly-Si
layer is assumed, so that the area Apoly-Si/c-Si is independent of any transfer length and no
current crowding effects occur beneath the Al/poly-Si contact. This assumption can be
relaxed by introducing a transfer area AT,poly-Si/c-Si into 7.3, similar to the transfer length
of TLM measurements. Equation 7.3 is therefore a lower limit for the combined junction
resistivity. In contrast to that, if the lateral conductivity of the poly-Si layer tends to zero,
then no lateral current flows through the poly-Si layer and Apoly-Si/c-Si = AAl/poly-Si in equation
7.3. The sum of ρc, Al/poly-Si and ρc, poly-Si/c-Si is the upper limit for the junction resistivity.
Both limits are used for the Quokka simulations.
This simplification enables one to include the contact resistivity of the Al/poly-Si interface
and the junction resistivity of the poly-Si/c-Si interface into the Quokka model, which already
considers the other series resistance terms RS,poly and RS,base. The series resistance from the
metal grid RS,met is calculated analytically [392] to about 20 mΩcm2 for the 20 mm×20 mm
cell with an aluminum thickness of 10 µm and is taken into account as an external series

10In Quokka 2, a single contact interface is defined via a conductive boundary with a saturation current
density, a contact resistivity and sheet resistance. For the POLO-IBC cell, one needs two interfaces, the
poly-Si/c-Si and the Al/poly-Si interface, for an exact representation.
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resistance in the simulation.
The series resistance is simulated as double level light series resistance [393] as implemented
in a Quokka series resistance curve simulation and the J-V data is extracted from illuminated
J-V simulations.
To calculate the combined junction resistivity for the p+ POLO contact, the median values of
the measured resistivities in section 6.3 of ρc, Al/poly-Si=0.9 mΩcm2 and ρc,poly-Si/c-Si=0.4 mΩcm2

for the 60 min annealing process and the area fraction of the laser contact opening AAl/poly-Si
Apoly-Si/c-Si

of 2.5% are used. The resulting lower and upper limit according to equation 7.3 for the
p+ POLO contact amounts to 0.91 mΩcm2 and 1.3 mΩcm2 and is set to 1 mΩcm2 in the
simulation. For the n+ POLO contact, only measurements for the junction formation anneal
with 30 min and 80 min were performed and it can be assumed that the value for junction
resistivity of the poly-Si/c-Si contact for an anneal with a duration of 60 min is between
the mean values of 1.3 mΩcm2 and 8 mΩcm2 for the process with a duration of 80 min and
30 min, respectively. The lower and upper limits for the combined junction resistivity of the
n+ POLO contact amount to 0.04 mΩcm2 and 8 mΩcm2.
When the combined junction resistivity for the n+ POLO contact is varied between the lower
and upper boundary in the RS-curve simulation, then the simulated POLO-IBC cell exhibits
a series resistance between 0.26 Ωcm2 and 1.26 Ωcm2. For a combined junction resistivity
of 1.2 mΩcm2 for the n+ POLO contact, the simulated series resistance coincides with the
experimental series resistance of 0.4 Ωcm2 and confirms the low junction resistivity of POLO
junctions on cell level. The corresponding simulated light J-V characteristic matches the
LOANA-measured characteristic (figure 7.9a), except that the JSC from LOANA measurement
is overestimated. Since the VOC and the fill factor FF of the cell are functions of the logarithm
of the illumination level [91], the slightly higher JSC leaves VOC and FF mostly unaffected.
As already observed for the JSC-VOC charateristic in figure 7.8a, VOC and FF of the simulated
cell are by about 5 mV and 0.3% higher than in the measurement. This indicates that the
recombination behavior in the model does not perfectly reflect the experimental situation.
However, the simulated cell is still a good approximation of the experimental cell within the
typical measurement error and provides an insight into the loss mechanisms in the cell.

7.4.3. Practical efficiency limit of POLO-IBC cells – a free energy loss
analysis

The developed Quokka model provides access to the breakdown of loss channels within the
24.25%-efficient POLO-IBC cell by means of the free energy loss analysis [394]. The loss
analysis of the simulated POLO-IBC cell in figure 7.9b reveals that the cell is limited by the
resistance loss in the wafer and poly-Si layers, followed by bulk recombination, recombination

11The in-house measured illuminated J-V , which is used here for comparison with simulations, is ac-
companied by the full set of J-V characteristics: dark J-V , JSC-VOC, series resistance from double level
light method [393]. This set of J-V characteristics was used throughout this chapter to obtain the input
parameters for the simulations. Therefore, it makes sense to compare the simulation with the in-house
measurement. However, for an absolute performance comparison, the certified J-V measurement with an
efficiency of 24.25% should be referred to.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.9.: (a) Simulated (blue solid line) and LOANA-measured11(red circles) illuminated
current-voltage characteristic of the certified 24.25% efficient POLO-IBC cell. (b)
Free energy loss analysis of the simulated POLO-IBC cell. Grey bars represent
resistive losses and red bars recombination losses.

in the external diode, resistance loss at the contact interface and front surface recombination.
The transport resistance in the bulk and poly-Si layer can be eliminated by using smaller
features (e.g. smaller pitches or point contacts) and/or less resistive wafer material. Bulk
recombination can be suppressed by increasing the minority carrier diffusion length with
high lifetime float-zone (p-type) material. The external diode recombination is avoided by
careful process optimization, e.g. by using a front surface field or low resistive wafers to
ensure low-level injection conditions at the front side of the cell. The large contribution of
the contact resistance is probably due to the small contacting fraction of the Al/poly-Si
interface and a non-optimized laser opening process of the dielectric layers, which might lead
to contact resistivities of the Al/poly-Si contact of around 1 mΩcm2.
If the four electrical loss channels are addressed and reduced to almost zero, the potential
of the POLO-IBC cell is far above 26% [381]. By further improving the optics, it can be
speculated that the practical efficiency limit of this cell is above 27% [395]. In fact, the
subsequent development of the presented POLO-IBC cell to a photolithography-patterned
POLO-IBC cell on a thick 1 Ωcm FZ p-type wafer has lead to efficiencies as high as 26.1%
[156] and to pseudo efficiencies of cell precursors around 27% [156, 395].

7.5. Chapter summary
In this chapter, a photolithography-free fabrication process flow for an interdigitated back-
contact cell with POLO junction for both polarities was presented, the challenges of integrating
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polysilicon-based contact on the rear side and the properties of the resulting POLO-IBC cell
were discussed.
First, when implementing p+ and n+ doped poly-Si on the rear side of the cell, the touching
n+ and p+ regions form a parasitic p+n+ graded junction within the poly-Si reduces the
performance of the POLO-IBC cell significantly. To understand the influence of the parasitic
junction on the performance of the cell, the parasitic junction was studied isolated from
the cell on test samples. It was found that the J-V characteristic of the isolated parasitic
junction reproduces the expected behavior, when strong depletion region recombination takes
place. The estimated carrier lifetime responsible for the strong recombination is in the order
of several picoseconds.
In a second step, the parasitic junction was removed during the cell fabrication process and
the dark and light J-V characteristic of the final cell were determined. The characteristic
of the cell with removed parasitic junction was superposed with the characteristic of the
isolated parasitic junction and excellent agreement was observed between this superposed
characteristic and the characteristic of a cell comprising a physical parasitic junction. Thus,
it was concluded that it is essential to remove the parasitic p+n+ poly-Si junction almost
completely.
The photolithography-free cell process with the implemented trench separation of the n+ and
p+ doped poly-Si regions of a POLO-IBC cell yielded a POLO-IBC cell with a certified power
conversion efficiency of 24.25%. A detailed analysis of the optics and the recombination
behavior of the cell is presented. A pronounced non-ideal recombination path is observed,
which leads to a high local ideality factor at maximum power point and significantly reduces the
pFF. Next, the certified POLO-IBC cell was simulated by using Quokka and the determined
input parameters. In order to correctly reproduce the non-ideal recombination behavior
of the measured cell, an external diode with an ideality factor of 1.7 and a saturation
current density of 0.4 fA/cm2 has to be included. In that case, the JSC-VOC and the m-V
characteristic of simulated and measured cell show a good agreement. The determined
contact resistances are included to calculated the illuminated J-V characteristic and a good
agreement is achieved, which highlights that the excellent properties of POLO junctions from
chapter 6 are maintained in the final device. Finally, a free energy loss analysis is performed
to identify main loss channels and a practical efficiency limit for the POLO-IBC cell above
27% is anticipated.
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8. Three-terminal interdigitated
back-contact bottom cell

Parts of this chapter are based on references [288–291, 294], which are the result of
a fruitful collaboration between the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Denver,
Colorado and the author of this thesis. The collaboration on the topic of three-terminal
tandem solar cells was initiated back in 2015 by A. Tamboli, S. Essig, P. Stradins and R.
Peibst.
E. L. Warren, W. E. McMahon, M. Rienäcker, K. VanSant, R. C. Whitehead, R. Peibst
and A. C. Tamboli developed the taxonomy, nomenclature and loading topology for 3T
tandems.
All three-terminal devices were designed by the author and fabricated mostly by H.
Kohlenberg and the author. The author measured all devices, analysed the data and
modeled the devices by means of equivalent circuit modeling. E. L. Warren, M. Schnabel
and R. Peibst contributed to the discussion of the working principles of unijunction devices.
E. L. Warren performed Sentaurus simulations, which supported the understanding.
P. Stradins and the author derived the Ebers-Moll model under illumination and discussed
the working principles of the bipolar junction bottom cells. They came up with the
simplified picture of a diffusion resistance for the minority carrier transport through the
cell [291].
The author developed the laser contact opening process for the high efficiency unijunction
bottom cell. He invented and developed the simplified PERC-like bipolar junction bottom
cell based on the idea from R. Peibst for the PERC-like single-junction POLO-IBC cell.

In previous sections, an interdigitated back-contact cell with passivating and carrier-selective
POLO contacts was developed, which on one hand maximizes the photo-generating current
through the back-contact configuration and on the other hand maximizes the open-circuit
voltage by using passivating and carrier-selective contacts. Solar cells of this type have already
achieved an efficiency of 26.7% with a-Si/c-Si heterojunction contacts on n-type wafers [396]
and an efficiency of 26.1% with POLO contacts on p-type wafers [156]. As a result, the
potential of single-junction silicon solar cells with a theoretical limiting efficiency of 29.5%
[28, 29] is nearly exploited1. To further improve the efficiency significantly, the inherent hot

1This statement is the personal opinion of the author. Of course, about 3% is still a significant difference.
Considering the complexity of the record Si cells, it seems to the author that it is easier to achieve higher
efficiencies with a tandem solar cell.
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carrier thermalization loss has to be addressed e.g. by splitting the solar spectrum through
multiple junctions stacked optically in series [37].
In the simplest version of a tandem solar cell comprising a POLO-IBC cell, a separately
fabricated wide band gap top solar cell is mechanically stacked on a POLO-IBC cell from the
previous section. Top and bottom solar cells share the solar spectrum, but operate electrically
independent from each other in a four-terminal (4T) tandem configuration. Theoretically, a
4T dual-junction solar cell with a Si bottom cell is capable of achieving an efficiency well above
40% for a wide range of top cell band gaps [44, 397]. Practically, such a 4T-GaInP//POLO-
IBC and a 4T-GaAs//POLO-IBC dual-junction solar cell with a conversion efficiency of
31.5% [398] and 32.6% [399, 400], respectively, were demonstrated with bottom cells similar
to that presented in section 7. Furthermore, a 4T-GaInP/GaAs//POLO-IBC triple-junction
solar cells with a conversion efficiency of 35.4% [398] was fabricated. This highlights the
efficiency potential of a tandem cell over the single-junction POLO-IBC cell and establishes
a benchmark for Si-based tandem solar cells.
An alternative to mechanically stacking the sub-cells, where the top solar cell is monolithically
integrated on a POLO-IBC cell, simplifies the fabrication of the tandem and facilitates the
in-coupling of light into the bottom cell. Monolithic integration of a top solar cell on an
interdigitated back-contact cell requires the bottom cell to have a third front contact, such
that the rear contact of the top cell can be series-connected to the bottom cell. A required
three-terminal IBC bottom cell and a top solar cell form the three-terminal (3T) tandem
solar cell.
As describe in chapter 4, three-terminal tandem solar cells with the third terminal in-between
of both sub-cell – a middle electrode – were demonstrated since the 1980s. Nagashima et
al. [316, 321] proposed to use an interdigitated back-contact cell as the bottom cell for this
purpose around the millennium. In the year 2015, the team at NREL initiated a fruitful and
still ongoing collaboration with the author of this thesis on the topic of 3T tandem solar
cells. The 3T IBC bottom cell for tandem applications was by that time unexplored in the
literature (except for Nagashima’s work). Through the pioneering contributions of the NREL
team in collaboration with the author of this thesis in the last few years, the 3T tandem
solar cell has nowadays become popular and is currently studied by many research groups.
In the following chapters, this novel2 three-terminal bottom cell architecture is studied in
detail. First, all possible permutations of a three-terminal tandem solar cell comprising a
three-terminal bottom cell are summarized and a nomenclature for 3T tandem and bottom
cells is established3. Two different types of bottom cells - the unijunction and the bipolar
junction bottom cell - are required to implement all permutations. The operation of both
types of bottom cells is studied by means of experiments and analytic models. Design rules
are deduced for each cell type from the models and finally two attractive versions of a
bottom cell are demonstrated - a high performance, lab-type bottom cell and a low-cost,
industrially-feasible bottom cell.

2It was novel to the tandem community – especially to the perovskite/silicon tandem commmunity – in
2016 and is now being adapted by an ever growing community.

3The taxonomy and nomenclature was developed by E. L. Warren in close collaboration with W. E.
McMahon and the author of this thesis.
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Figure 8.1.: Taxonomy and nomenclature of 3T tandem solar cells comprising 3T-IBC cells.
Light red and light green colors indicate electron-dominated (n-type) and hole-
dominated (p-type) absorber materials, respectively. Grey absorbers can be
intinsic or either p- or n-type. Red (green) contact layers represent electron
(hole) selective contacts.

8.1. Taxonomy and nomenclature4

There are many potential ways to construct a tandem solar cell with three terminals from
two different absorber materials. Different bottom cell architectures, absorber materials for
top and bottom cells and different interconnection schemes between top and bottom cell can
be permuted. Figure 8.1 summarizes all possible types of 3T tandem solar cells comprising
an interdigitated back-contact bottom cell with three terminals.

8.1.1. Bottom solar cell

A 3T-IBC bottom cell needs an absorber (e.g. silicon) and three carrier-selective contacts.
The carrier concentration for holes and electrons in the absorber at equilibrium can be of the
same order of magnitude, then the absorber is intrinsic. But often the absorber in equilibrium
is either conductive for electrons or for holes, because the majority carrier concentration

4The following section is based on a peer-review paper published in [294].
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exceeds the minority carrier concentration significantly5. If the absorber is conductive for
electrons, then the bottom cell is denoted to n-type IBC cell (red absorber in figure 8.1). If
it is conductive for holes, it is referred to as p-type IBC cell (red absorber in figure 8.1). An
iIBC bottom cell refers to a cell with an intrinsic absorber (not shown in figure 8.1).
The carrier-selective contact to the absorber at the front side of the bottom cell is an electron-
or hole-selective contact and the rear side of the bottom cell accommodates one electron-
selective contact and one hole-selective contact. One of the rear contacts (contact at node
Z in figure 8.1) has the same polarity as the front contact and the other rear contact has
the opposite polarity (contact at node R in figure 8.1). To construct a two-terminal both
side-contacted bottom cell, one needs only the front contact with a particular polarity and
the rear contact with the opposite polarity. The front contact is denoted as contact F for
front and the rear contact with the opposite polarity is contact R for “root”. The rear contact
with the same polarity as the front contact is superfluous for the operation of a two-terminal
bottom cell. It is added to obtain a three-terminal bottom cell and therefore is denoted as
the additional contact Z, where Z stands for the German word “zusätzlich” for additional.
Finally, one has to define the majority carrier type of the absorber and of the front contact
to obtain a unique defintion of the bottom cell. If the majority carrier type (polarity) of the
front contact and the absorber is the same, then the front contact and the Z rear contact
are selective for the majority carriers of the absorber and the root contact is selective for
minority carriers of the absorber. In other words, contact F and Z are “majority carrier
contacts” and contact R is a “minority carrier contact”6. A 3T-IBC cell, which exhibits two
majority carrier contacts and a single minority carrier contact, is similar to a unijunction
transistor. It is referred to as “unijunction bottom cell”. If the polarity of the front contact is
opposite to that of the absorber, then contacts F and Z are minority carrier contacts and the
root contact is the majority carrier contact. The 3T-IBC cell resembles a bipolar junction
transistor architecture because of its single majority carrier contact and two minority carrier
contacts, and is referred to as a “bipolar junction bottom cell”.
A unique and compact notation for the different bottom cell architectures facilitates the
usage of a clear language. The proposed notation [p or n][u or b]IBC in Warren et al. [294]
contains two properties of the bottom cell:

1. The type of the majority carrier in the absorber, where p identifies the holes and n the
electrons as the majority carrier.

2. The number of minority carrier contacts, where u stands for unijunction with a single
minority carrier contact and b is for bipolar junction with two minority carrier contacts.

Permuting the two properties, leads to four different bottom cell: puIBC, nuIBC, pbIBC and
nbIBC. A 3T-IBC bottom cell with a p-type absorber and a single minority carrier (electron
selective) contact for example, as shown in the first column of figure 8.1, is then referred

5This classification according to absorber conductivity is useful for silicon, but not necessary for the
physical understanding of 3T bottom cell.

6Note that the terms “majority” and “minority” carrier refer to the equilibrium carrier concentrations of
the absorber.
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to as puIBC bottom cell. The bottom cell from the last column of figure 8.1 with a n-type
absorber and two minority carrier (hole selective) contacts, is referred to as nbIBC bottom
cell.
If the absorber is intrinsic, no majority carriers exist and the notation needs an extension to
uniquely describe the bottom cell. In this case, the polarity of the root contact R is added.
A bottom cell with an intrinsic absorber and an electron-selective root contact R is denoted
as (nR)iIBC.

8.1.2. Top solar cell
The top solar cell consist of an absorber material with a wide band gap enclosed by one
electron-selective and one hole-selective contact7. In the compact notation, the top solar cell
has a single descriptor like the placeholder “top” in figure 8.1 or the absorber material e.g.
“perovskite” or “GaAs”.

8.1.3. Three-terminal tandem solar cell
As for any tandem solar cell, the bottom and top solar cell are optically connected in series
to obtain a spectrum-splitting device, but the electrical interconnection of both sub-cells in a
three-terminal tandem solar cell offers an additional possibility – the reverse connection –
compared with an electrically series-connected two-terminal tandem solar cell. Figure 8.1
shows tandem solar cells with series-connected and reverse-connected sub-cells.
In a series-connected tandem solar cell, the hole-selective (electron-selective) rear contact of
the top solar cell meets the electron-selective (hole-selective) front contact of the bottom cell
at the midpoint (or focal point) F of the tandem. To provide an efficient carrier transport
across this focal point, fast inter-band-recombination of electrons and holes has to be ensured
by a tunnel or recombination junction [401–404].
If the top solar cell polarity is reversed, i.e. the cell is turned around, compared to the
series-connected configuration, then an electron-selective (hole-selective) rear contact of the
top cell meets another electron-selective (hole-selective) front contact of the bottom cell and
efficient carrier transport across the focal point F is ensured, when the both electron-selective
contacts form a low-resistive ohmic contact.
Finally, the full notation for a 3T tandem solar cell contains the descriptor for the top and the
bottom solar cell and for the interconnection scheme, where “s” stands for series-connected
and “r” for reverse-connected. For example, a 3T tandem cell comprising a GaInP top solar
cell interconnected in series with a nuIBC bottom cell is referred to as GaInP/s/nuIBC.

8.1.4. Loading topology
The definition of the three different terminal nodes F, Z and R of a bottom cell and T, Z and
R of the tandem cell facilitates the definition of voltages and currents of a three terminal

7Hypothetically, the top solar cell can have three terminals, but such top solar cells are not discussed
herein.
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Figure 8.2.: Nomenclature of currents and voltages and the loading topology of a 3T bottom
cell. Common Z (CZ), common R (CR) and common F (CF) denote loading
topologies, where the contact Z, R or F is the common contact in the circuit.

device. As depicted in Figure 8.2 for a 3T bottom cell, the current density flowing in or
out of each terminal F, R and Z is termed JF, JR and JZ and the voltage between a pair of
terminals F-Z, R-F and R-Z is VFZ, VRF and VRZ.
For 3T devices, two of three terminal pairs are loaded. This is indicated by thick lines
connecting the terminals of the bottom cell in figure 8.2. The resulting topology exhibit one
common terminal between the loads. Figure 8.2 (smaller current wheels) shows the three
possible topologies: common Z (CZ), common R (CR) and common F (CF)8. For example,
the bottom cell in the following section is probed between terminals R and Z, and between R
and F simultaneously. The common terminal of this topology is the root terminal R and this
measurement configuration refers to CR.

8.2. Fabrication and characterization of 3T bottom cells

8.2.1. Cell fabrication process of the 3T unijunction bottom cell
Figure 8.3 shows the ion-implanted and inkjet-patterned interdigitated back contacted solar
cells with POLO junctions for both polarities with an active cell area of 7.6 mm × 15.5 mm,
which is prepared following the cell process described in section 7 and reference [155] and
[157]. The p+ POLO contact (R) and the n+ POLO contact (Z) are separated by a 100 µm
wide textured trench region and form an interdigitated pattern with a pitch of 952 µm on

8The notation follows that of bipolar junction transistors, where the topologies are common emitter,
common base and common collector.
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Figure 8.3.: Schematic cross-section of the unijunction three-terminal interdigitated back
contact bottom cell (nuIBC) and measurement setup in common rear (CR)
configuration

the rear side of a saw-damage etched 156 mm × 156 mm n-type Czochralski silicon wafer
with a base resistivity of 4 Ωcm and a final thickness of 155 µm. The applied p+ POLO
and n+ POLO junctions exhibit low contact resistivity of around 1 mΩcm2, while featuring
excellent passivation qualities, resulting in a saturation current density JC,poly of 4 fA/cm2

and 2 fA/cm2 per side, respectively [157]. In order to permit a 3T operation of the bottom
cell, a passivating and carrier-selective n+ POLO majority carrier contact is applied to the
front side of the cell. For measurement purposes, the n+ POLO front contact receives an
aluminum front side grid with a finger distance of 1778 µm and a finger width of 240 µm
through a silicon shadow mask [405]. The rear side is finished according to section 7 and
reference [157].

8.2.2. Cell fabrication process of the 3T bipolar junction bottom cell
A bipolar junction POLO-IBC Si bottom cells with an active cell area of 7.6 mm×15.5 mm is
fabricated using a 300 µm-thick, p-type FZ-Si wafer with a nominal base resistivity of 200 Ωcm
and a bulk lifetime close to the intrinsic limit of approximately 100 ms after POLO junction
formation [266]. Figure 8.4 shows the schematic cross-section of the cell. The processing of
the ion-implanted and inkjet-patterned bottom cell mostly follows that of subsection 8.2.1 or
reference [157], except that a p-type wafer is used instead of n-type one and the n+ POLO
contact at the front side is patterned. The full-area passivating n+ POLO contact F at the
front side and the n+ counterdoped POLO contact Z at the rear side are now minority-carrier
contacts and exhibit J0,C values of 13 fA/cm2 and 5 fA/cm2, respectively. The p+ POLO
contact R on the rear side is the majority-carrier contact with a J0,C of 4 fA/cm2. The n+

POLO contact (Z) and p+ POLO contact (R) form an interdigitated pattern with a pitch of
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Figure 8.4.: Schematic cross-section of the bipolar junction three-terminal interdigitated back
contact bottom cell (pbIBC) and measurement setup in CR configuration.

952 µm. The area fraction of the n+ POLO contact Z amounts to about 50% and of the p+

POLO contact R to 24%. A trench with a width of 120 µm separates both contact polarities.
In order to avoid parasitic effects at the front contact, the n+ POLO contact is patterned by
inkjet-printing a hotmelt mask on the front side and wet-chemical etching during the trench
pattering step. To passivate the region, where the n+ POLO contact has been removed, a
layer stack of Al2O3 and SiNy is deposited on the full area of the front side. The dielectric
layer stack on the n+ POLO front contact is ablated locally to provide electrical contact
with an area fraction of 10% to the evaporated aluminum layer. A SiOx layer, which is
sputtered on the front side, is patterned via laser ablation to yield a line pattern with a pitch
of 300 µm and a line width of 100 µm. The remaining SiOx protects the aluminum during
the subsequent aluminum etch, which is required for the RISE contact separation on the rear
side and produces a metal grid pattern on the front side.

8.2.3. Characterization
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 also show a schematic of the measurement setup. In order to exclude
voltage drops across the setup, four-point probe measurements are conducted using a Süss
PA 200 probe station and a Keithley 4200 parameter analyzer. The p+ POLO root contact
(R) is grounded, and currents and voltages are measured at each n+ POLO contact (F or Z)
using source measurement units with a measurement and source accuracy better than 0.05%.
The illumination is applied by a halogen lamp through the texturized trench regions at the
rear side for the unijunction bottom cell and to the front side for bipolar junction bottom cell.
Without careful control and monitoring, the temperature of the cell can increases steadily
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from 25 ◦C during a single J-V measurement due to radiative heating and insufficient heat
sinking. A gaseous nitrogen stream acts as the heat sink for the cell and the measurement
chuck. A thermocouple, which is in contact with the interdigitated rear side of the cell,
measures the cells temperature. It is ensured that the temperature difference during data
acquisition as well as within a set of J-V measurements at the same illumination level is
smaller than 2 K.
The circuit between contact node R and contact node Z is defined as the RZ circuit, for which
VRZ is varied and JZ is measured. The circuit between contact nodes F and R is defined as
the FR circuit. The 2T current-voltage characteristic of the RZ (FR) circuit, thus between
the contact R and the respective n+ POLO contact Z (F) of the bottom cell, is measured as
follows. While one circuit is swept, the current density in the other circuit is held constant.
Thus, if the RZ circuit is probed, the current density JF flowing into the front contact F is
forced to a constant value, which emulates a series-connected top cell. Different values of
JF mimic different top cell materials with different band gaps, thicknesses, or variations in
the irradiation spectrum. The illumination level is characterized by using the short-circuit
current density JZ,SC for the unijunction cell and JF,SC for the bipolar junction cell, while the
non-probe circuit was open (JF=0 for the unijunction and JZ=0 for the bipolar junction).
The short-circuit current density JZ,SC or JF,SC is set to a value of 10 mA/cm2 by adjusting
the distance between lamp and cell. This photocurrent density mimics the current density in
a GaInP/GaAs//Si tandem [398, 400, 406]. For other top cell materials with different band
gaps, other photocurrent densities in the bottom cell might apply. However, for simplicity
and without loss of generality all measurements in the following are conducted at the same
illumination level.
The total power P3T,total is obtained as the sum of the powers extracted at the FR circuit
P3T,FR and at the RZ circuit P3T,RZ, thus by the sum of the products of the voltages VRF and
VRZ and the corresponding current densities JF and JZ of the FR circuit and the RZ circuit.
The maximum power point (MPP) is determined from the total 3T power in equation 8.1
rather than individually for each of the sub-circuits.

P3T,total = JF · VRF + JZ · VRZ = P3T,FR + P3T,RZ (8.1)

8.3. Operating principle of 3T bottom cells

The operation principles of unijunction and bipolar junction bottom cells are investigated
experimentally in detail below. Even if both cell types appear differently and (in detail) have
to be physically modeled differently, they still have a common operation principle in a 3T
tandem solar cells.
Therefore, the first part of this section deals with the unijunction bottom cell and discussed
the operation in detail. The second part presents the operation of a bipolar junction bottom
cell, but in a less detailed discussion. It rather confirms that bipolar junction bottom cells
operate in a similar manner as unijunction bottom cell in a 3T tandem.
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Figure 8.5.: Measured two-terminal JZ-VRZ (red line) and JF-VRF characteristic (blue line)
at an illumination level corresponding to JZ,SC = 10 mA/cm2. Red and blue
triangles indicate the maximum power point of the RZ circuit and the FR circuit,
respectively. Orange diamonds illustrate the operation points for a current-
limited bottom cell (RZ circuit) with a current point (CP) at JF of 2.5 mA/cm2

(CP2.5) and 5 mA/cm2 (CP5)

8.3.1. Unijunction bottom cell
The 3T IBC bottom cell for tandem application has been a rather unfamiliar type of solar
cell and its J-V characteristic along with the modes of operation differ significantly from
commonly used 2T cells for single-junction and tandem applications [318]. Therefore, the
2T operation of a 3T IBC cell is explored first by using solely one of the majority carrier
contacts and it is reviewed how the 2T-operated 3T IBC cell would operate in a 4T and 2T
tandem to establish a benchmark for the subsequently introduced 3T operation.

Two-terminal operation

The 2T J-V characteristic of the FR circuit and the RZ circuit is measured. The respective
current density of the non-probed circuit is set to 0 mA/cm2. Figure 8.5 shows the matching
2T J-V characteristic of the FR (blue line) and the RZ circuit (red line) with equal JZ,SC and
JF,SC of 10 mA/cm2, equal open circuit voltages VRZ,OC and VRF,OC of 651 mV and equal fill
factors FFRZ and FFRF of 74.8%. The maximum electrical power density P2T,FR,mpp extracted
from the FR circuit amounts to 4.87 mW/cm2 (VRF,mpp = 530 mV, JF,mpp = 9.2 mA/cm2),
which is in accordance with the maximum electrical power density P2T,RZ,mpp of 4.88 mW/cm2

(VRZ,mpp = 534 mV, JZ,mpp = 9.2 mA/cm2) extracted from the RZ circuit. In contrast to
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simulated cells with diffused full-area metal contacts [317], the high performance9 of the
investigated 3T IBC cell originates from the high contact selectivity of the POLO junctions
[120, 127, 157] and facilitates the study of a nearly ideal 3T IBC cell with little parasitic
effects. From the model that will be introduced in subsection 8.4.1, it follows that a suitable
grid geometry and the use of low resistance POLO contacts (compared to simulations in
Warren et al. [318]) result in comparable series resistances for the FR and RZ circuit and the
matching J-V characteristic of the FR and RZ circuit. The scenario of measuring the FR
circuit with a floating Z contact is similar to a 2T back-junction double-side contacted Si
bottom cell and the scenario of measuring the RZ circuit with floating F contact resembles a
2T IBC Si bottom cell with a front surface field. Both bottom cell architectures were recently
used in high efficiency 4T tandem cells [398, 406], where the bottom cell would extract the
maximum power density P2T,FR or P2T,RZ at its own MPP independent of the top cell.
In a 2T tandem with series-connected sub-cells, where the n+ POLO front contact (F) of
the bottom cell is facing towards the top cell, the hole current density collected at the rear
contact of the top cell has to correspond to the electron current density supplied at the front
contact of the bottom cell and vice versa. The bottom cell operation complies with the
familiar 2T operation modes of a tandem cell under current-matched and current-mismatched
conditions [407]. Ideally, the current density from the top cell corresponds to JF,2T,mpp of an
independently working bottom cell at MPP (blue triangle in figure 8.5) and the Si bottom
cell delivers the same power density P2T,FR,mpp as in the independently working 4T tandem.
This ideal situation of current-matching is only achievable with perfectly current-matched
top cells for a particular solar spectrum, and excludes relevant cases such as GaInP, GaAs
and methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) perovskites and varying solar spectra. In the
current-mismatched case of large and narrow top cell band gaps, the top cell or the bottom
cell limits the current density of the tandem, respectively, and the power density of the 2T
tandem cell is reduced. As an example of current-mismatched operation and as benchmark for
the following description of 3T operation, two special operation points for a current-limited
2T bottom cell at a current point (CP) of JF of 5 mA/cm2 (CP5) and 2.5 mA/cm2 (CP2.5)
are shown in figure 8.5. These current points represent operating states of the bottom cell in
a tandem, with a large band gap top cell and thus the low top cells current density limits the
bottom cells performance. The bottom cell delivers less power compared to the operation at
its overall maximum power point. Up to this point, the 3T IBC cell using solely two terminals
and the resulting 4T and 2T tandems have been described using state-of-the-art solar cell
models [60, 407, 408]. As soon as a third terminal (a second majority carrier contact) is
added to a 2T Si cell, the cell and the operation of such a cell changes significantly [289, 311,
318].

Three-terminal operation

In order to study the 3T IBC cell under operation conditions similar to a tandem cell, a
given operation point of the top cell (such as its maximum power point) is emulated by a

9Note that the illumination intensity of the cell is rather low and corresponds to the situation in a
GaAs/Si tandem.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.6.: (a) Measured JZ-VRZ characteristics (red) for different JF values at an illumination
level corresponding to JZ,SC = 10 mA/cm2 in two-terminal (2T) operation. Grey
dotted line is a guide for the eye and indicates the maximum power point
(MPP) voltage for the 2T operation (JF = 0 mA/cm2). (b) Corresponding power
densities at 3T-MPP for JF value between -20 mA/cm2 and 20 mA/cm2: The
total three-terminal (3T) power density P3T,mpp,total (green squares) and the
corresponding fraction of P3T,mpp,total contributed by the FR circuit P3T,mpp,FR
(blue circles) and the RZ circuit P3T,mpp,RZ (brown triangles). The yellow star
represents the maximum power point for 2T operation of the cell in either FR or
RZ circuit.

constant current source. Since the FR circuit of the bottom cell would be series-connected to
the top cell circuit in a 3T tandem, JF in the FR circuit has to correspond to the current
density of the top cell and thus JF is forced to a certain constant current density. The Z
contact is now used to inject or to extract majority carriers via the RZ circuit into or out
of the bottom cell, which implies the CR loading configuration. The J-V characteristic of
the RZ circuit is measured at different, but fixed JF values. As in case of the two-terminal
operation, a photocurrent density is generated, which corresponds to a JZ,SC of 10 mA/cm2

in the 2T-operated 3T cell. The resulting J-V curves for different JF values are shown in
figure 8.6a.
If JF = 0 mA/cm2, the JZ-VRZ characteristics follows the JZ-VRZ of the 2T-operated 3T-IBC
cell from figure 8.5. Positive JF shift the J-V characteristic of the RZ circuit to lower
current densities and negative ones shift it up to higher current densities. The sum of the
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current densities JZ,SC and JF at short-circuit conditions is constant, which is consistent with
Kirchhoff's current law. The 3T-MPP voltage of the RZ circuit for different applied JF is
nearly constant (grey dotted guide to the eye line in figure 8.6a).
The voltage of the RZ circuit (VRZ) at 3T-MPP is similar, but not identical, to the voltage
VRF of the FR circuit for the investigated current densities JF. This means that the n+ doped
rear root contact is nearly in equilibrium with the n+ doped front contact via the n-type
base. The electron quasi Fermi levels of both contacts are at almost the same position. A
detailed discussion of an equivalent circuit model, the J-V characteristic and the origin of
the voltage drop VRF − VRZ is provided in section 8.4.1. Figure 8.6b shows the maximum
electrical power density extracted from the RZ circuit (P3T,mpp,RZ) and from the FR circuit
(P3T,mpp,FR), as well as the resulting total electrical power density P3T,mpp,total as a function
of the current density JF. All power densities for the 3T measurements were determined at
the maximum of the total power density P3T,total.
Depending on the magnitude and sign of JF, four different operation modes of the bottom cell
are possible. Figure 8.7 illustrates the current flows of electrons and holes in the investigated
bottom cell and a hypothetical top cell, which is emulated by the constant current source.
Three modes of operation for the series-connected subcells (JF > 0) and a single one for
reverse-connected ones (JF < 0) are discussed in the following.

Current-matched operation of series-connected tandem For the current-matched scenario
of the bottom cell in figure 8.7, JF matches the photo-generated electron current density
JF,2T,mpp in the bottom cell of 9.2 mA/cm2 and the whole photo-generated electron and
hole current in the bottom cell is collected at the front and root contact of the bottom
cell, respectively. The bottom cell operates like it would be the case for a rear-junction
double-side contacted Si bottom cell in a current-matched 2T tandem (grey dotted line in
figure 8.6b). Since no surplus photo-generated electron current is left or missing in the bottom
cell, no electrical power is left for the RZ circuit (P3T,mpp,RZ=0 mW/cm2) and the additional
contact Z is not required. The FR circuit of the cell extracts the entire power density
P3T,mpp,FR = P3T,mpp,total (blue circles in figure 8.6b) and the total power density extracted
by the 3T bottom cell P3T,mpp,total (green squares in figure 8.6b) equals the maximum power
density extracted by the current-matched 2T bottom cell P2T,FR,mpp (yellow star in figure
8.6b).

Operation in series-connected tandem with current-limiting top cell If the applied
current density at the front contact JF is smaller than JF,2T,mpp, the scenario of a current-
limiting top cell is emulated. The current density of the FR circuit is smaller than the
photo-generated current density in the bottom cell and surplus electrons and holes remain
in the bottom cell, if only the FR circuit is used. In a 3T bottom cell, the additional
majority carrier contact Z enables the collection of the excess majority carriers (electrons)
and the root contact now collects the surplus hole current density. As a consequence, the
RZ circuit can extract the excess power density from the bottom cell, unlike the 2T case,
where the excess power density dissipates within the cell. The power density of the FR circuit
P3T,mpp,FR decreases with decreasing JF > 0, but the power density extracted by the RZ
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Figure 8.7.: Different operation regimes of a three-terminal interdigitated back contact (3T-
IBC) bottom cell in a series-connected tandem cell (top/s/nuIBC) with current-
matched subcells, with current-limiting top cell and with current-limiting bottom
cell or in a reverse-connected tandem cell (top/r/nuIBC). Yellow arrows represent
hole current flow and blue arrows electron current flow. Red and blue watt
meters represent the calculation of the powers at the 3T-MPP from the J-V
measurements in figure 8.6a for the RZ and FR circuit.
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circuit P3T,mpp,RZ (brown triangle in figure 8.6b) increases to almost the same extent. Finally,
if a minor resistive effect is neglected, the net power density P3T,mpp,total is constant and equal
to the current-matched case. The resistive effect will be discussed in more detail using an
analytical model in subsection 8.4.1.

Operation in series-connected tandem with current-limiting bottom cell On the right
hand side of the current matching line in figure 8.6b, JF is larger than JF,2T,mpp and thus
a current limiting bottom cell is emulated (limiting bottom cell in figure 8.7). In contrast
to the 2T tandem case, where the top cells current density and power extraction would be
limited by the low electron current density of the bottom cell, no such loss occurs in the 3T
case. The rear majority carrier contact Z in the 3T bottom cell enables efficient majority
carrier (electron) injection into the bottom cell. The injected majority carrier current density
at contact Z re-balances the electron current density at the front contact of the bottom cell
to match the hole current density at the rear contact of the top cell. Now, the rear and front
contact of the top cell would collect the entire photo-generated electron and hole current
densities in the top cell. The top cell would operate at its maximum power point similar to a
top cell in a 4T tandem. The injection of electrons at the contact Z appears as a negative
extracted power density P3T,mpp,RZ in figure 8.6b, which is synonymous to power injection
into the bottom cell by the RZ circuit. The power density extracted at the FR circuit
P3T,mpp,FR increases with increasing JF and is larger than the power density P2T,mpp,FR in the
current-matched 2T case. Nevertheless, the net 3T bottom cell power density P3T,mpp,total
remains approximately constant for all values of JF investigated.
To enable this type of operation, the excess electron current density injected at contact Z has
to be provided from the front contact T of the top cell or externally e.g. from the module
string.

Operation in reverse-connected tandem If the current density JF at the front majority
carrier contact of the bottom cell is negative, then the reverse-connected tandem cell is
emulated. The top cell is turned around in the reverse-connected tandem, which features a
hole collecting contact T at the front side of the top cell, a hole collecting contact R on the rear
side of the bottom cell and a common electron-collecting contact between top and bottom cell
(reverse-connected in figure 8.7), instead of a coupling layer as in a series-connected tandem.
A pn-n-np bipolar junction transistor-like structure forms by introducing the additional rear
majority carrier contact Z [311, 316, 321]. The reverse-connected tandem cell is therefore
unique for 3T tandem cells and does not have a working 2T equivalent. The front contact of
the top cell collects the photo-generated holes and the rear contact of the top cell collects the
electrons within the top cell. The collected electron current density by the rear contact of
the top cell is then injected into the front majority carrier contact of the bottom cell and
induces a negative extracted electron current density JF. The rear majority carrier contact
Z of the bottom cell collects the injected and photo-generated electrons and the rear root
contact R collects the photo-generated holes in the bottom cell. In order to separate the
holes of each cell and to provide efficient electron flow from the top into the bottom cell,
hole-blocking and simultaneously electron-transparent layers is necessary at the common
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.8.: (a) Measured two-terminal JZ-VRZ (red line) and JF-VRF characteristic (blue line)
at an illumination level corresponding to JF,SC = 10 mA/cm2. Red and blue
triangles indicate the maximum power point. (b) Local ideality factor of dark
two-terminal JZ-VRZ (red line) and JF-VRF (blue line) characteristic.

contact at the center (focus F) of the tandem cell. Figure 8.6b shows the power densities
of each sub-circuit in the bottom cell. Since the rear additional contact Z of the bottom
cell collects the photo-generated electrons from the bottom cell and the injected electrons
from the top cell, the extracted power density in the RZ circuit P3T,mpp,RZ exceeds the power
density of the current-matched case P2T,mpp,FR. The injected power at the front contact F
appears as a negative extracted power density P3T,mpp,FR and the net power density of the 3T
bottom cell has approximately a constant and maximum power output P3T,mpp,total. However,
due to large current densities JZ, the resistive effect is more pronounced compared to the
series-connected operations and reduces the net power density slightly.
In summary, it was demonstrated that, if resistive effects are neglected, the 3T bottom
cell can be operated at a similar maximum power point independent of the magnitude and
direction of the applied current density JF at the front contact of the 3T bottom cell.

8.3.2. Bipolar junction bottom cell
Two-terminal operation

The 2T J-V characteristic of the FR and RZ circuit is measured, while the respective current
density of the non-probed circuit is set to 0 mA/cm2. The measurement of the RZ circuit
is similar to a front floating emitter IBC cell [409] and that of the FR circuit similar to a
floating rear emitter cell [410, 411]. Figure 8.8a reveals that for the device under investiga-
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tion, the RZ circuit provides a similar maximum power density of P2T,RZ,mpp=3.55 mW/cm2

(VRZ,2T,mpp=437 mV, JZ,2T,mpp=8.1 mA/cm2) as for the FR circuit of P2T,FR,mpp=3.6 mW/cm2

(VRF,2T,mpp=437 mV, JF,2T,mpp=8.2 mA/cm2) and both J-V characteristics match well.
The moderate performance of the device is probably caused by resistance-limited recombina-
tion10 as suggested in figure 8.8b by the local ideality factor of the dark J-V characteristics
[90]. At voltages below 300 mV, the dark characteristic is dominated by a finite ohmic
shunt resistance of 5 kΩcm2 and 11 kΩcm2 for the dark FR and RZ circuit characteristic,
respectively, and a hump shows up in the local ideality. At moderate voltages between
300 mV and 550 mV, a second hump is observed, which originates from resistance-limited
recombination [90]. The origin of this second hump is most likely due to the following:
The laser contact opening of the dielectric layer on top of the POLO junctions leads to an
irregular poly-Si layer within the contact opening with a thickness down to less than 50 nm
[156]. On the irregular poly-Si layer, a small amount of aluminum was observed to penetrate
through the POLO junction with scanning electron microscopy imaging. The penetrated
aluminum forms localized Schottky contacts to the lowly-doped p-type wafer and acts as
resistance-limited recombination center. Furthermore, the penetration of aluminum through
the floating n+ POLO contact can cause floating junction shunting. Since the passivation of
a floating junction relies on the band bending, i.e. a built-in voltage between the base and
the floating junction, a shunted floating junction leads to a poor passivation of that junction
and diminishes the fill factor and open-circuit voltage [90].
For voltages beyond 550 mV, the series resistance of 1 Ωcm2 and 1.1 Ωcm2 for the dark FR
and RZ circuit characteristic, respectively, leads to an expected increase of the local ideality
factor. A large series resistance of around 1 Ωcm2 is expected from lateral majority-carrier
(holes) transport in the highly resistive wafer base at low injection conditions and it can be
concluded that only a small part of the series resistance stems from electron transport at the
POLO junction or the metal grids. Due to the m-V characteristic, the 2T J-V can not be
described by a two-diode model accurately.
The absolute performance of the examined cell is sufficient to demonstrate the working
principle of a 3T bipolar junction bottom cell and to identify its limitations.

Three-terminal operation

As will become evident, the 3T operation is almost the same as for the unijunction bottom
cell. Therefore, it is summarized only briefly.
Figure 8.9a depicts the measured JZ-VRZ characteristics for different JF between -20 mA/cm2

and 20 mA/cm2.
If JF = 0 mA/cm2, the JZ-VRZ characteristics follows the JZ-VRZ of the 2T-operated 3T IBC
cell. Positive JF shift the J-V characteristic of the RZ circuit to more negative current
densities and negative ones shift it up to more positive current densities. The 3T-MPP
voltage of the RZ circuit has a minimum around 440 mV for a JF of 5 mA/cm2 and increases
to about 490 mV for a JF of ± 20 mA/cm2. The voltage of the RZ circuit (VRZ) is similar, but

10Resistance-limited recombination was discussed in the context of the parasitic poly-Si pn junction in
figure 7.4.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.9.: (a) Measured JZ-VRZ characteristics (red) for different JF values at an illumination
level corresponding to JZ,SC = 10 mA/cm2 in two-terminal (2T) operation. Grey
dotted line is a guide for the eye and indicates the maximum power point
(MPP) voltage for the 2T operation (JF = 0 mA/cm2). (b) Power densities
for JZ values between -25 mA/cm2 and 22.5 mA/cm2:The total three-terminal
(3T) power density P3T,mpp,total (green squares) and the corresponding fraction of
P3T,mpp,total contributed by the FR circuit P3T,mpp,FR (blue circles) and the RZ
circuit P3T,mpp,RZ (brown triangles). The yellow star represents the maximum
power point for 2T operation of the FR circuit of the cell. Operation modes A,
B, C, D correspond to figure (a), (b), (c), (d) in figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10.: Different operation regimes of a three-terminal interdigitated back contact
(3T-IBC) bottom cell in a series-connected tandem cell (top/s/pbIBC) with
current-matched subcells (a), with current-limiting top cell (b) and with current-
limiting bottom cell (c) or in a reverse-connected tandem cell (top/r/pbIBC).
Yellow arrows represent hole current flow and blue arrows electron current
flow. Red and blue watt meters represent the calculation of the powers at the
3T-MPP from the J-V measurements in figure 8.9a for the RZ and FR circuit.

not identical, to the voltage VRF of the FR circuit for the investigated current densities JF.
The origin of the voltage drop VRF − VRZ is discussed within the framework of an equivalent
circuit model in subsection 8.4.2. Figure 8.9b shows the maximum electrical power density
extracted from the RZ circuit (P3T,mpp,RZ) and from the FR circuit (P3T,mpp,FR), as well as
the resulting total electrical power density P3T,mpp,total as a function of the current density
JF. All power densities for the 3T measurements were determined at the maximum of the
total power density P3T,total.
Depending on the magnitude and sign of JF, four different operation modes of the bottom
cell are possible as already discussed for the unijunction bottom cell. Figure 8.7 illustrates
the current flows of electrons and holes in the investigated bottom cell and a hypothetical
top cell, which is emulated by the constant current source.

Current-matched operation of series-connected tandem If JF matches the current density
JF,2T,mpp = 8.2 mA/cm2 of the 2T-operated bottom cell at maximum power point, then the
complete photo-generated electron current density is collected at the minority carrier contact
F at the front side and no electrons are left for the rear minority carrier contact Z of the
bottom cell (figure 8.10a). No electrical power is extracted from the RZ circuit, but the whole
power is extracted from the FR circuit and equals that of the 2T reference case P2T,FR,mpp.
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Operation in series-connected tandem with current-limiting top cell If JF is smaller
than JF,2T,mpp, the scenario of a current-limiting top cell (figure 8.10b) is emulated.
The additional rear minority carrier contact Z enables the collection of the excess minority
carriers (electrons), which are not collected by contact F. The power density of the FR circuit
P3T,mpp,FR (blue circles) decreases and that of the RZ circuit P3T,mpp,RZ (brown triangles)
increases to almost the same extent with decreasing JF. First, the total power density
increases slightly to a maximum power density at a JF of 7.5 mA/cm2. Then the total power
density P3T,mpp,total decreases again for decreasing JF.

Operation in series-connected tandem with current-limiting bottom cell If JF is larger
than JF,2T,mpp, a current-limiting bottom cell is emulated (figure 8.10c). The additional rear
minority carrier contact Z in the 3T bottom cell enables efficient minority carrier (electron)
injection into the bottom cell and the injected minority carrier current density re-balances the
electron current density at the front contact F of the bottom cell in such a way that the hole
current density of the top cell is “matched”. The injection of electrons at the rear minority
carrier contact appears as a negative extracted power density P3T,mpp,RZ in figure 8.9b, which
is synonymous to power injection into the bottom cell by the RZ circuit. The power density
extracted at the FR circuit P3T,mpp,FR increases with increasing JF and is larger than the
power density P2T,FR,mpp in the current-matched 2T case. The net 3T bottom cell power
density P3T,mpp,total decreases slightly.

Operation in reverse-connected tandem For negative JF, the operation of a reverse-
connected tandem cell is emulated (figure 8.10d). The front contact of the top cell collects
the photo-generated holes and the rear contact of the top cell collects the electrons within
the top cell. The electron current density collected by the rear contact of the top cell is then
injected via the minority carrier contact F at the front side into the bottom cell. The minority
carrier contact Z at the rear side of the bottom cell collects the injected and photo-generated
electrons and the majority carrier contact R collects the photo-generated holes in the bottom
cell. The extracted power density in the RZ circuit P3T,mpp,RZ exceeds the power density
P2T,FR,mpp of the current-matched case. The injected power density at contact F appears as
a negative extracted power density P3T,mpp,FR. The attainable total power density from the
3T bipolar junction bottom cell is lowered.

8.3.3. Summary of the common principles of operation
In the previous subsection, the similar operation principles for unijunction and bipolar
junction bottom cell were discussed. Both bottom cells showed that they maintain their
power output approximately constant independent of the current density applied from the
top cell to the front contact. This is enabled by the fact that efficient transfer of charge
carriers between the front contact F and contact Z is ensured. However, for the unijunction
bottom cell majority carriers and for the bipolar junction bottom cell minority carriers are
exchanged. Thus, the transport of charge carriers between the F and Z contact determines
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how efficient the 3T operation is performed11. In the following, detailed models for both cell
architectures are presented and the transport between the front contact F and contact Z will
be discussed.

8.4. Equivalent circuit model
The qualitative picture of a 3T-IBC cell, as presented in the previous section, is sufficient to
describe the operation and the physics of a 3T-IBC cell in a simple and clear manner. The
J-V characteristics were presented. The occurrence of a voltage difference between contact F
and Z, and a power density loss was observed. This observation will now be discussed and
explained in detail below.

8.4.1. Model of a unijunction bottom cell
In order to quantitatively model the J-V characteristic of a 3T bottom cell at each terminal,
the 3T bottom cell is described by extending a simple and well-established two-diode solar cell
model [412] to the 3T model shown in figure 8.11a. Using this extended model, the observed
voltage difference VZF = VRZ − VRF between the rear majority carrier contact Z and front
majority carrier contact F together with the power density loss ∆P3T,mpp,total, which causes a
parabolic shape of P3T,mpp,total, is explained. The inner part of the circuit model (between
nodes 1 and 2) is the two-terminal two-diode model. The two-diode model is composed of
a current source providing a photo-generated current density JPh, diodes with an ideality
factor of one and two with the corresponding diode current densities JD1 and JD2, a series
resistance RS and shunt resistance RSH. This part of the full model is characterized by the
cells current density JR at the root contact R and the cell voltage VC. The cell voltage equals
the diode voltage VD reduced by a voltage drop across the series resistance RS

12. Equation
8.2 describes the relationship between the current density JR and voltage VC of the inner
part of the model, the 2T cell, and is still valid for inner part of 3T cells.

JR(VC) = JPh − JD1 − JD2 − JSH

= JPh − J0,D1 ·
(

exp q(VC + JR · RS)
kBT

− 1
)

− J0,D2 ·
(

exp q(VC + JR · RS)
2kBT

− 1
)

− VC + JR · RS

RSH

(8.2)

J0,D1 and J0,D2 are the corresponding saturation current densities of diode 1 and 2. q is the
elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The two-terminal
model is extended to a three-terminal model by introducing an additional majority carrier
contact, the third terminal. The current path at node 1 in figure 8.11a is divided in two
current paths, which connect the rear majority carrier contact Z and the front majority
carrier contact F. Kirchhoffs point rule is applied to node 1 and the cells current density JR

11This fact becomes evident in the following modelling section.
12Note that the full series resistance of the 2T cell is RS + Ri with i = F, Z.
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Figure 8.11.: (a) Detailed equivalent circuit model of a unijunction three-terminal (3T) bottom
cell with two majority carrier contacts and a single minority carrier contact.
The circuit model between nodes 1 and 2 is a 2T double diode model. (b,c)
Model of a 3T tandem solar cell comprising a simplified equivalent circuit model
of the 3T bottom cell series-connected (b) or reverse-connected (c) with a top
solar cell.

decomposes into the sum of the current densities at the front majority carrier contact JF and
rear majority carrier contact JZ as described in equation 8.3.

JR = JF + JZ (8.3)

The model introduced so far (with RZ = 0 and RF = 0) in figure 8.11a is intuitive and
therefore commonly used for mid-contacted 3T tandem solar cells [93, 295, 298, 304, 306] as
shown in figure 8.11b and 8.11c (with RZ = 0 and RF = 0). However, several authors [297,
300, 305, 413, 414] reported effects resulting from resistive coupling of top and bottom cell in
a mid-contacted 3T cell architecture (as shown in figure 8.11b and 8.11c). This is consistent
with the observation from the previous subsection for a 3T nuIBC bottom cell that a voltage
difference VZF = VRZ − VRF arises between the two majority carrier contacts accompanied
by a power density loss ∆P3T,mpp,total. Thus, additional resistances are introduced, which
induce a voltage drop proportional to the corresponding current densities: RZ at the rear
majority carrier contact Z and RF at the front majority carrier contact F. In this case, the
terminal voltage Vi is given by equation 8.4 as the cell voltage less the voltage drop across
the terminal resistance Ri, where i is either F or Z and indicates the probed terminal.

Vi = VC − Ji · Ri (8.4)

The unijunction 3T bottom cell's equivalent circuit model is now fully described by figure
8.11a and equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4.
In order to validate the equivalent circuit model, all model parameters are determine in
the appendix A.4. Analytic equations are used to explain the arising voltage difference VZF
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Figure 8.12.: Comparison of measured (red circles) and calculated (solid lines) JF-VRF char-
acteristic for different JZ.

and the parabolic power loss ∆P3T,mpp,total. Both result from Joule heating due to a current
density flowing through the introduced resistances RZ and RF. The JF value, where power
density is maximized (∆P3T,mpp,total=0), can be calculated as follows:

JF,3TPmax = RZ

RZ + RF
· JR,mpp = JF,EP (8.5)

Equation 8.5, which describes the operation point, where power is maximized, is identical to
equation A.17, which determines the equipotential between the two majority carrier contacts
Z and F. Consequently, the power output is maximized for the equipotential case. This can
be illustrated as follows. Since VZF,mpp = 0 mV for the equipotential case, RZ and RF are
in parallel and the majority carrier current divides across the two resistors according to the
current divider rule. The current flows along the path of least resistance and minimizes the
resistive power loss. For the introduced resistances RZ and RF approximately the same value
of 160 mΩcm2 is found. Figure 8.12 compares the calculated and measured J-V characteristic
using the determined resistances and shows a good agreement.
It is now interesting to discuss the origin and physical meaning of RZ and RF. Naturally,
majority carrier transport resistances, which are distributed within the bottom cell, are
considered as the origin. The lumped resistance value for the majority carrier transport is
found by solving Poissons equation for the given geometries and sheet conductivities of the
bottom cell by means of a finite element analysis in the appendix A.4. It is found that the
lateral transport resistance within the poly-Si layer at the front side has about the same value
as RF and the lateral resistance within the wafer, which reflects the rear side geometry, has
approximately the same value as RZ. Therefore, RF correlates with the sum of all resistances
at the front side and RZ to those at the rear side. For the ideal case, RZ = RF = 0 and
requires at least an infinitely large conductivity within the wafer. This is not achievable for
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a real device and the voltage difference VZF,mpp between the two majority carrier contacts
accompanied by the parabolic shape of P3T,mpp,total is an inherent property of unijunction
3T-IBC cells. However, for several scenarios e.g. small grid dimensions13 and large base
conductivity14, the ideal case is approached.

Design guidelines for a unijunction bottom cell

From the equivalent circuit models of a 3T unijunction bottom cell and the detailed discussion
of the introduced resistors RF at the front and RZ at the rear base contact, design guidelines
can be deduced for the bottom cell of efficient 3T tandem cells.
For measurement purposes, the experimental 3T unijunction bottom cells discussed in previous
subsections were fabricated with a front side metal grid. However, in a monolithic tandem
cell, the front side metal grid will be replaced by a transparent full-area contact, between
the top and bottom cell. The transparent full-area contact between top and bottom cell
can be a tunnel junction for the series-connected tandem cell and at least a common Ohmic
carrier-selective contact15 for the reverse-connected tandem cell. Replacing the grid by a
full-area contact will eliminate lateral current flow at the front side of the bottom cell and
thus the front side lateral resistance, which was the largest contributor to RF. The full-area
contact between top and bottom cell might add another resistive component to RF, but it is
anticipated that RF is small in a well-designed 3T tandem solar cell.

Reverse-connected tandem solar cells

In a reverse-connected 3T tandem (figure 8.11c), current is injected from the top cell into the
bottom cell through the front contact F of the bottom cell and the injected current density
accompanied by the photo-generated current density in the bottom cell has to be collected at
the rear contact Z of the bottom cell. Thus, JZ is approximately constant with varying top
cell band gaps and equal to the photo-generated current density in the Si bottom cell without
a top cell (≈44 mA/cm2) [415, 416]. For wide top cell band gaps, JF at the front contact
of the bottom cell is small and the power dissipation at RF is minor. The photo-generated
current density in the bottom cell is large and the resistive power loss is governed by RZ. For
narrow top cell band gaps, JF becomes larger and a significant amount of power is dissipated
at the RF resistor. The current density and the power loss at the rear contact Z remain
almost constant. Due to the constant and large JZ of approximately 44 mA/cm2 (compared
to lower JFR), the power loss of a reversed-connected 3T bottom cell with a wide band gap
cell (>1.7eV) is similar to a conventional IBC cell and the RZ has to be minimized for highly

13E.g. if the pitch approaches the wafer thickness.
14If grid dimensions are small, then the current flow becomes approximately single dimensional and

the resistance can be approximately calculated by multiplying the wafer thickness with the specific wafer
resistance. For a 150 µm-thick wafer with a specific resistance of 1 Ωcm, the resistance is 15 mΩcm2 and
induces a voltage difference below 1 mV for a maximum current densities of 40 mA/cm2.

15This common Ohmic carrier-selective contact can be a single “layer” or any barrier in the energy band
for the carriers to be blocked. The common contact prevents the exchange of one sort of carriers between
both sub-cells. Two adjacent carrier selective contacts, e.g. n+ POLO and the electron transport layer of a
perovskite cell, would fulfil this function.
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efficient 3T tandems. The RF should be kept low for narrow band gap top cells.
In summary, bottom cells for highly efficient reverse-connected tandem cells should be
designed similar to high efficiency IBC single junction solar cells with low RZ values [156,
157, 396, 417]. Large-scale industrial-type IBC cells with a total series resistance of 0.4 Ωcm2

and an efficiency of 25.2% as reported by Smith et al. [189] are an excellent choice for
industrialization of reverse-connected tandem cells.

Series-connected tandem solar cell

A 3T unijunction bottom cell with a small RF =0.1 Ωcm2 and a large RZ =1 Ωcm2 in a
series-connected tandem cell with a top cell around 1.7 eV (as shown in figure 8.11b) dissipates
only a small amount of electrical power into heat power across the two resistors, since the
current density at the front contact of the bottom cell is matched to the top cell current
density (≈ 22 mA/cm2) [44, 416] and no surplus carriers have to be collected or injected at
the highly resistive rear base contact. For wider band gap top cells, the photo-generated
current density of the bottom cell exceeds that of the top cell. The power dissipation at
the front contact of the bottom cell reduces while the rear base contact has to collect the
excess current density in the bottom cell and the resistive gain at front side is compensated
by the loss at the rear contact. For very high band gaps (>>2 eV) the resistive loss is mostly
governed by the rear contact, while the loss at front contact vanishes. This situation is
comparable to that in a single junction IBC cell.
For top cells with a narrow band gap, the top cell current density exceeds the photo-generated
bottom cell current density. The rear contact Z of the bottom cell injects the missing majority
carriers to rebalance the current density mismatch at the front contact F of the bottom cell.
Thus, the current density and the power dissipation increase at the RF and RZ resistors with
decreasing top cell band gap. However, the current density at the front contact of the bottom
cell is always larger than at the rear contact Z by the photo-generated current density. RF is
therefore more important than RZ. As a consequence, it is necessary to minimize RF and to
ensure sufficiently low RZ values of 3T bottom cells in a series-connected tandem solar cells
with top cells with narrow band gaps (<<1.7 eV). For tandem cells with a top cell band gap
between 1.6 eV and 1.8 eV, a high RZ of up to 10 Ωcm2 is tolerable to keep the loss below
0.5%. For wide top cell band gaps the RZ has to be low and RF becomes less important.
To conclude, a bottom cell as designed for reverse-connected tandem cells would perform
well in a series-connected tandem cell, but the design is not optimal in terms of fabrication
complexity and performance. Bottom cells for series-connected tandem cells follow slightly
different design rules. The bottom cell has to minimize the RF resistance as for the reverse-
connected case, but allows larger RZ values. This relaxes the requirements for the design of
the IBC grid and offers the potential to reduce the complexity and costs of cell production
while maintaining acceptable RZ values. One possible approach to optimize the design of a
bottom cell for a series-connected 3T tandem is to start from the sample IBC cell in figure
8.3 and to reduce the contact fraction of the majority carrier contact contact Z, which would
result in an increased contact and lateral resistance component of the RZ. This simultaneously
maximizes the emitter fraction and therefore avoids electrical shading effects. Additionally,
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.13.: (a) Schematic of the cross-section of a bipolar junction three-terminal bottom
cell overlaid with the modified Ebers-Moll transport model. The asterisks
in F*, R* and Z* indicates the “inner” terminal node in figure 8.13b. (b)
Detailed equivalent circuit model of a bipolar junction three-terminal bottom
cell including shunt and series resistances.

the performance of the bottom cell might benefit from choosing a higher wafer resistivity due
to lower defect and Auger recombination and lower free carrier absorption.
Given the fact that low contact fractions for the majority carrier contact Z are acceptable for
series-connected 3T tandem cells, another approach would be to use a simple double-side
contacted cell concepts similar to Peibst et al. [35], which may be extended to a 3T cell by
inserting a small fraction (0.1-1%) of (non-passivating) majority carrier-type point contacts at
the rear side of the cell with a millimeter scale distance between the contacts. Such contacts
can be realized by laser-fired and bonding contacts [31, 418] in a two-level metallization
scheme [419] and would provide a low-cost, but high efficiency approach for series-connected
3T tandem cells. The use of laser-fired and bonding contacts in a two-level metallization
scheme would furthermore facilitate the interconnection into 2T modules.

8.4.2. Model of a bipolar junction bottom cell
In the previous section, the possible operation modes of a bipolar junction bottom cell were
presented based on experimental observations. The voltage difference between both minority
carrier contacts and the power dissipation observed in figure 8.9b (P3T,mpp,total) is less intuitive
compared to the unijunction bottom cell. In order to understand the physics behind the
operation modes and the mechanisms associated with the power dissipation, an equivalent
circuit model for a bipolar junction bottom cell is presented in the following.
Figure 8.13a shows the cross-section of a bipolar junction bottom cell (pbIBC), which is
overlaid with the equivalent circuit model of a bipolar junction bottom cell. The detailed
derivation of the circuit model from drift-diffusion model is presented in appendix A.5.1.
Figure 8.13b extends this equivalent circuit model by incorporating a shunt resistance RSH,i
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and a series resistance Ri at each minority carrier contact i = Z,F and a lumped series
resistance RS at the majority carrier contact R. If the shunt resistances are neglected, then
the inner circuit model between the nodes Z*, F* and R* simplifies to that in figure 8.13a.
Figure 8.13a is used to motivate the equivalent circuit model and figure 8.13b contains the
labels of each circuit element.
The bipolar junction bottom cell consists of a p-type absorber material, a majority carrier
(hole) contact and two minority carrier (electron) contacts. The majority carrier (hole)
contact is assumed to be a perfectly hole-selective ohmic contact and therefore a loss-free wire
connects contact R* in the circuit model. Each minority carrier contact forms a rectifying
junction with the absorber and diodes DZ at contact Z* and DF at contact F* account
for this fact in the equivalent circuit model. The voltage VDZ or VDF across the diode
controls the minority carrier concentration in the absorber at the contact’s boundary and
thus the current density JDZ or JDF through the diode. Furthermore, a voltage difference
VD,ZF = VDF − VDZ between the contacts F* and Z* results in a spatial gradient of minority
carrier concentrations in the absorber from the contact with the higher potential to that with
the lower potential. The resulting gradient of the chemical potential drives a diffusive transfer
current density JCT of minority carriers between both minority carrier contacts. This is
represented with a voltage-controlled current source16. The obtained equivalent circuit model
without illumination (JPh,Z = JPh,F = 0) is the well-known Ebers-Moll transport model for
bipolar junction transistors [99].
To arrive at the final bipolar junction bottom cell model with illumination in figure 8.13a,
constant current sources for the photo-generation in the absorber are superposed with the
Ebers-Moll transport model. Superposition principle applies in this case because the obtained
differential equations of the drift-diffusion model are linear (see appendix A.5.1) [408]. The
corresponding model equations for the bipolar junction bottom cell in the simplest version
(without shunt and series resistances) are as follows.

JCT = JS · [exp( qVDF
kBT

) − exp( qVDZ
kBT

)]

JZ = JPh,Z − JDZ + JCT = (1 − Γ) · JPh − J0,DZ · [exp( qVDZ
kBT

) − 1] + JCT

JF = JPh,F − JDF − JCT = Γ · JPh − J0,DF · [exp( qVDF
kBT

) − 1] − JCT

JR = JZ + JF = JPh − (JDZ + JDF)

(8.6)

JS is denoted as the base transport coefficient17. J0,DZ and J0,DF are the saturation current
densities of the diodes DZ and DF, respectively. JPh,Z and JPh,F are the photo-generated
current densities at diodes DZ and DF, respectively. The total photo-generated current
density JPh is the sum of JPh,Z and JPh,F. The normalized photo-current density at the front
terminal of the bottom cell Γ = JPh,F

JPh
is a number between 0 and 1, and describes the fraction

16rectangular current source symbol
17In the context of bipolar junction transistor models, JS is often called (transport) saturation current

density or intercept current density [99, 420–423]
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of the total photo-generation, which contributes to the photo-generated current density at
diode DF. Appendix A.5.2 provides a detailed discussion of Γ and concludes that Γ reflects
the spatial distribution of photo-generated carriers through the generation profile. Γ can be
calculated explicitly by numerical integration of tabulated data or analytic expressions of the
generation profile18.
Note that the model in equation 8.6 is derived for low-level injection condition. However,
Gummel’s charge control relation [420, 421] and it’s extension [424] represent the most general
relation for the transfer current density JCT and provide an equivalent circuit model for
high-level injection conditions (see appendix A.5.1). The obtained circuit model is almost
the same as in figure 8.13b, but JS is now voltage-dependent.
The model equations 8.6 can now be used to calculate the total power density P3T,total
extracted from a 3T bipolar junction bottom cell by summing up the powers extracted at
each minority carrier terminal.

P3T,total = JZ · VDZ + JF · VDF = PPh − PD − PCT

PPh = (1 − Γ)JPh · (VDZ + Γ
1−Γ · VDF )

PD = JDZ · VDZ + JDF · VDF

PCT = JCT · (VDF − VDZ)

(8.7)

Similar to a unijunction junction solar cell, the total power density includes a photo-generating
term PPh and the diode recombination term PD for the diodes DZ and DF. Additionally in a
bipolar junction bottom cell, the transfer process of minority carriers19 between contact F*
and contact Z* dissipates a power density PCT. Conclusively, the P3T,mpp,total curve in figure
8.9b is expected to exhibit a point of operation at a current density JF,EP, where P3T,mpp,total
is maximum. This point of operation relies on minimizing the power dissipation and hence
requires that contact Z* and F* are at the same potential to ensure that the transfer current
density (JCT = 0) and dissipative power density (PCT = 0) vanish. For the latter conclusion,
it is assumed that J0,DZ and J0,DF are similar.

Equipotential operation – VZF,mpp = 0

The fact that the power density P3T,mpp,total is maximized at equipotential operation (VDZ,EP =
VDF,EP) was also found for the 3T unijunction bottom cell (equation A.20) and therefore
applies as a general rule of thumb to 3T bottom cells. For example, if RZ and RF in figure
8.13b are taken into account, then another dissipative power density PRes(JCT) has to be
added in equation 8.7. Now, PRes + PCT is minimized20 and JCT is not necessarily zero.

18P. Stradins pointed out in a private communication that this statement is only true for a single dimensional
cell. For a 2- and 3-dimensional model Γ will be modified by lateral transport.

19Note that this loss is not caused by recombination in the absorber, since the model equation were derived
under the assumptions of an infinite minority carrier lifetime in the absorber.

20Again, it is assumed that PD does not change significantly with JCT in the range of interest.
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However, the equipotential operation (VRZ,EP = VRF,EP) still reflects the operation point,
where P3T,mpp,total is maximized.
Since the 3T bipolar junction bottom cell in this section is designed such that RZ and
RF are negligibly small, the effect of PRes is neglected in the following and JCT = 0 in
case of equipotential operation. Under that conditions, the maximum power point voltage
VDZ,EP,mpp = VDF,EP,mpp for the equipotential case can be calculated from equations 8.6 by
using a Taylor approximation as follows21.

VDF,EP,mpp = VDZ,EP,mpp = VEP,mpp = kBT

q
[A1 · ln

(
JPh

J0,DZ + J0,DF

)
− A2] (8.8)

If the Taylor approximation is performed around a voltage of 514 mV (corresponds to
qVEP,mpp

kBT
= 20), A1 and A2 are about 0.955 and 2, respectively. The Taylor approximation is

also accurate for values between 440 mV and 720 mV within a relative error margin of 2.5%.
For decent solar cells, diode saturation current densities J0,DF and J0,DZ between 20 fA/cm2

and 50 fA/cm2 for each of the DF and DZ diodes are typical. For a photo-current density
of about 10 mA/cm2, a voltage VEP,mpp between 575 mV and 600 mV for the equipotential
case is expected. In contrast to this prediction, the experimental cell in figure 8.9a exhibits a
voltage VEP,mpp of about 445 mV only. However, equation 8.8 does not include parasitic effects
like non-ideal diode recombination, shunt or series resistance and the voltage value above
575 mV can be considered as an upper estimate. The current density JF,EP,mpp extracted
from contact F* under equipotential operation is determined by a photo-generation current
density and a diode recombination current density.

JF,EP,mpp = ΓJPh − J0,DF ·
(

exp qVEP,mpp

kBT
− 1

)
(8.9)

The exponential diode recombination defines the current density at the maximum power
point as it would do for all type of solar cells (see section 2.3). The exponential recombination
current density is typically small compared to the photo-generation current density and does
not change considerably upon a deviation of the voltage from the equipotential operation.
Therefore, in the case of equation 8.9, ΓJPh determines the current density JF,EP,mpp, where
equipotential operation of the cell leads to a maximum in P3T,mpp,total. Since Γ depends on the
photo-generation profile within the cell, the optics of the cell and especially the illumination
spectrum are important factors. If the front side of a Si bipolar junction bottom cell is
illuminated with AM1.5G spectrum, most of the carriers are generated close to the front side
and Γ is close to unity. For monochromatic illumination of a Si cell with a wavelength close
to the absorption band-edge, an almost equal amount of carriers is generated at the front
and rear side of the cell and Γ approaches 1

2 for the case of homogeneous generation. Both
cases are illustrated in figure A.14.
The investigated cell in figure 8.9b is illuminated from the front side with a tungsten-halogen
lamp with a spectrum, which can be approximated with black-body radiation with a body
temperature of about 3000 K [425]. A ray tracing simulation of the bipolar junction bottom

21The derivation of this equation can be found in the appendix A.5.3.
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cell similar to that in appendix A.2.1 with the black-body spectrum yields the generation
profile of the investigated cell and Γ is calculated to be about 0.84 by numerical evaluation
of the integral in equation A.62. Conclusively, most of the photo-generated carriers are
generated close to the front contact and JF,EP,mpp in figure 8.9b is close to the current density
of the current-matched case, in which all photo-generated current is collected at the front
junction.

Voltage VZF,mpp in non-equipotential operation

For any operation state outside of the equipotential one, a minority-carrier transfer current
density JCT 6= 0 is required to flow between both diodes. The diode voltages are not equal
anymore and a power density PCT,mpp is dissipated.
Figure 8.14a shows the evolving voltage difference VZF,mpp as function of JF,mpp. For the
current density JF,EP,mpp of about 6.6 mA/cm2, the voltage VZF,mpp is zero and JF,EP,mpp can
be used to calculate the transfer current density (blue x-axis at the top of figure 8.14) as22

JF,EP,mpp − JF,mpp = JCT + J0,DF ·
(

exp qVDF,mpp

kBT
− exp qVEP,mpp

kBT

)
≈ JCT . (8.10)

For small magnitudes of JCT,mpp close to equipotential operation in figure 8.14, VZF,mpp
appears to be a linear function of JCT,mpp, but saturates logarithmically for larger magnitudes
of JCT,mpp.
In the framework of the equivalent circuit model, the following explicit equation for VZF,mpp
as function of JCT,mpp is obtained by rearranging the relationship between JCT,mpp and the
diode voltages VDZ,mpp and VDF,mpp in equation 8.6.

VZF,mpp = VDF,mpp − VDZ,mpp = 2kBT

q
· arcsinh

[
JCT,mpp

2 · JS · exp q(VDZ,mpp+VDF,mpp)
2kBT

]
(8.11)

The voltage VFZ,mpp depends on JCT,mpp through the inverse hyperbolic sine function, which
is qualitatively in agreement (at least for small JCT,mpp) with the experimental observation
in figure 8.14a. The denominator of the argument of the inverse hyperbolic sine consists of
JS multiplied by an exponential function, whose exponent contains the average of the diode
voltages VDZ,mpp and VDF,mpp. As pointed out in appendix A.5.4, the average of the diode
voltages approximately equals the equipotential voltage VEP,mpp as long as qVZF,mpp << kBT .
In that case, the average voltage represents the quasi-Fermi level splitting in the absorber
and therefore the exponential function is a measure for the minority carrier concentration.
Furthermore, equation 8.11 approximates to the following linear transport law for qVZF,mpp <<
2kBT .

VZF,mpp ≈ kBT

q
· JCT,mpp

JS · exp qVEP,mpp
kBT

= Rdiff · JCT,mpp (8.12)

22The approximation is quite accurate as long as JS >> J0,DF and JS >> J0,DZ in equation 8.6, which
is required for a useful 3T bipolar junction cell. In this case the red part of equation 8.10 can be safely
neglected.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.14.: (a) Measured and calculated voltage difference VZF,mpp = VRF,mpp − VRZ,mpp
between rear minority carrier contact Z and front contact F at the maximum
total power point. (b) Comparison of experimentally determined and calculated
power density loss PCT,mpp as a function of the transfer current density JCT,mpp.

In this linear operation regime, a voltage difference between both minority carrier contacts
drives a transfer current density proportional to a transport resistance Rdiff(VEP,mpp). This
diffusion resistance Rdiff is then defined as the resistance, which minority carrier experience,
when they flow through a semiconductor [64].

Rdiff =
kBT

q

JS · exp qVEP,mpp
kBT

(8.13)

JS for a p-type base with a thickness WB, a minority carrier diffusion coefficient Dn,B, an
equilibrium minority carrier concentration nB,0 and with a sufficiently large minority carrier
diffusion length calculates as follows (see also appendix A.5.1).

JS = qDn,B

WB
nB,0 (8.14)

Using the definition of JS and the Einstein relation between Dn,B and minority carrier mobility
µn,B in equation 8.13 yields a familiar form for the diffusion resistance.

Rdiff = WB

q · µn,B · nB,0 · exp qVEP,mpp
kBT

= WB

q · µn,B · nB
(8.15)

The denominator of Rdiff turns into the conductivity of the base for minority carriers, which
is the product of the elementary charge q, minority carrier mobility µn,B and the minority
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carrier density nB.
The derived equation 8.11, 8.12 and 8.15 allow to calculate the voltage VZF,mpp as a function
of the transfer current density JCT,mpp from material properties and the equipotential voltage
of the cell. For the cell in figure 8.14 with a wafer resistivity of 200 Ωcm, thus a dopant
concentration of 6.7 · 1013 cm-3, the minority carrier concentration nB amounts to 4.2 · 1013

cm-3 at an equipotential voltage of 445 mV and a temperature of 28 ◦C. The diffusion
resistance Rdiff calculates to 3.25 Ωcm2 from equation 8.15 with an electron mobility of 1378
cm2V-1s-1 and a wafer thickness of 300 µm.
The calculated voltage VZF,mpp from equation 8.11 with the same input parameters and an
assumed constant average voltage of 445 mV follows the linear relationship in equation 8.12
for qVZF,mpp << 1

2kBT . The calculation matches the experimental data in this linear regime
well, which underlines the usefulness of the diffusive resistance picture.
The diffusion resistance is an intuitive representation of the “minority” carrier transport
through the base and provides a simple way of understanding the operation principle of
3T bottom solar cells. In fact, equations 8.12 and 8.15 are not only valid for the low-level
injection case, where the designation “minority carrier” has its justification, but can also be
derived by using the (generalized) Gummel’s charge control relation [420, 424]23. Since the
charge control relation is also valid for high-level injection, it follows that the picture of a
resistor from equations 8.12 and 8.15 also holds if the concentration of electrons and holes is
similar.
For qVZF,mpp > 2kBT , the calculation predicts a more than twice as high magnitude for
VZF,mpp as compared to the the experimentally determined one. The deviation results from
the assumption that the average voltage 1

2(VDZ,mpp + VDF,mpp) ≈445 mV is constant for
JCT > 0. This assumption approximately holds for small values of VZF,mpp, but breaks down
for larger values. When the full model from equations 8.6 and 8.7 with JPh =10 mA/cm2,
Γ = 0.69, J0,DZ = J0,DF =11 pA/cm2 and JS =320 pA/cm2 is used to calculated the maximum
power point, it turns out that the average voltage almost equals the equipotential voltage for
VZF,mpp ≤ ±10 mV. Beyond ±10 mV, the model with constant average voltage overestimates
VZF,mpp, while the resulting VZF,mpp from the full model as function of JCT,mpp agrees well
with the experimental data in figure 8.14a.

Power density loss PCT,mpp in non-equipotential operation

The voltage VZF,mpp drives a transport of minority carriers through the absorber and causes
a power density loss PCT,mpp. The power density loss PCT,mpp is calculated from the total
power density P3T,mpp,total (figure 8.9b) by subtracting the absolute maximum of the total
power density P3T,mpp,total(JCT,mpp = 0) from P3T,mpp,total. This implies the assumption that
the complete loss results from the current transfer, such that the transfer current density
JCT,mpp has to vanish in order to maximize the P3T,mpp,total. The power density loss PCT,mpp
is shown in figure 8.14b. For small |JCT,mpp| values around equipotential operation, the loss

23In the case of Gummel’s charge control relation, JCT still follows equation 8.6, but now JS depends on
the diode voltages VDZ and VDF, which control the base charge. In the equipotential case, JS reaches some
value JS,EP and as long as VZF << VEP and qVZF << kBT , the contribution of biasing the junctions to the
total base charge is neglible and JS stays approximately constant.
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grows quadratically with |JCT,mpp|, which is consistent with irreversible thermodynamics for
linear transport laws (as in equation 8.12) [45, chapter 16] and was discussed in the context of
semiconductors by several authors [64, 69, 70, 394]. In this linear regime, the power density
loss PCT,mpp can be calculated by multiplying the transfer current density JCT,mpp with the
voltage VZF,mpp from the linear transport law in equation 8.12.

PCT,mpp = JCT,mpp · VZF,mpp ≈ Rdiff · J2
CT,mpp (8.16)

For the general case, equation 8.11 can be used to calculate VZF,mpp as the input parameter
for equation 8.12. Figure 8.14b (red solid line) depicts such a calculation for the same set of
parameters, especially a constant average voltage VEP,mpp of 445 mV, as for the calculation
of VZF,mpp in figure 8.14a. As discussed for the calculation of VZF,mpp, the assumption of a
constant average voltage VEP,mpp = 1

2(VDF,mpp + VDZ,mpp) is useful for the linear regime, but
breaks down beyond this approximation. For this reason, the calculated PCT,mpp matches the
experimental data close to the equipotential operation (small |JCT,mpp|), but overestimates
the loss for larger |JCT,mpp| values. In the latter case, the full model calculation, where
VDF,mpp and VDZ,mpp are calculated numerically, yields a better agreement and demonstrates
that the loss is inherently due to the operation of the bipolar junction bottom cell.
For well-designed bipolar junction bottom cells, it is necessary to keep the power density
loss PCT,mpp small and therefore a well-designed bottom cell should operate close to the
equipotential operation state, which renders the linear approximations from equations 8.12,
8.15 and 8.16 extremely valuable.
However, the experimental data shown in figure 8.14(b) refers to a bottom cell, which is
far from being ideal and thus one expects the loss to be much smaller for better solar cells
with higher VEP,mpp. Figure 8.14(b) shows two examples with an average voltage VEP,mpp
of 500 mV and 550 mV, which corresponds to cells with J0,DF = J0,DZ of 870 fA/cm2 and
110 fA/cm2 according to equation 8.8, respectively. As expected the loss is strongly reduced
and the diffusion resistance is around 0.397 Ωcm2 and 0.055 Ωcm2 for 500 mV and 550 mV,
respectively. For the latter, the low resistance would hardly affect the performance of a
bipolar junction bottom cell with relevant transfer current densities up to approximately
40 mA/cm2.

Design guidelines

The investigation of the previous subsections show that the transfer of minority carriers
through the wafer in a bipolar junction bottom cell can represent an important loss mechanism.
In the framework of equations 8.15 and 8.16, the loss can be controlled by the diffusion
resistance, which in turn depends on the properties of the wafer and the injection level at
maximum power point. If the approximation in equation 8.8 and the relationship between
the specific wafer resistivity ρB,0, majority carrier mobility µp,B and doping density is used,
the following equation can be derived24.

PCT,mpp ≈ exp (A2)
q2 · µn,B · µp,B · n2

i
· (J0,DZ + J0,DF)A1

RSheet,B
·

J2
CT,mpp

(Jph,bottom)A1
(8.17)

24The derivation can be found in the appendix A.5.5.
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For the Taylor approximation in equation 8.8 at qVEP,mpp
kBT

= 20, A1 = 0.955 and A2 = 2.
Equation 8.17 contains a product of three factors: The red factor is a constant, if constant
carrier mobilities and a constant intrinsic carrier concentration are assumed25, and has
a value A3 of 4.33 · 1012 Ω2cm2. The blue factor contains solar cell specific parameters –
the saturation current densities of the two diodes and the sheet resistance of the wafer
RSheet,B = ρB,0

WB
under dark conditions. The last factor (black) contains information about the

illumination conditions for the bottom and top solar cell. To relate the loss within the bottom
cell to a particular top cell, one has to define how JCT is related to the generation current
density Jph,top and Jph,bottom in the top and bottom cell, respectively. As the simplest guess,
the transfer current density can be expressed as the mismatch between the photo-generated
current density of the top cell and the photo-generated current density at the front contact of
the bottom cell JCT,mpp ≈ |JPh,F ± Jph,top| = |Γ · Jph,bottom ± Jph,top|, where the “−” and “+”
refer to the series-connected and reverse-connected tandem cell configuration, respectively.
For a silicon bottom cell with a perfectly transparent top cell (e.g. a top cell with a band gap
of 4 eV), which is illuminated with AM1.5G spectrum, the total photo-generation current
density for the bottom cell amounts to about Jmax =44 mA/cm2 [415]. If the band gap
of the top cell decreases, the absorber of the top cell begins to absorb one part of the
spectrum, which is lost for the bottom cell. For simplicity, it can be assumed that the photo-
generation current densities add up to Jmax = Jph,bottom + Jph,top. With that assumptions,
JCT,mpp = Jmax · |Γ − (Γ ∓ 1) · Jph,top

Jmax
| and Jph,bottom = Jmax − Jph,top

By substituting JCT,mpp and Jph,bottom in equation 8.17, it reads

PCT,mpp ≈ A3 · (J0,DZ + J0,DF)A1

RSheet,B
· J (2−A1)

max ·
(Γ − (Γ∓1) · Jph,top

Jmax
)2

(1 − Jph,top
Jmax

)A1
(8.18)

The “+” and “−” signs of the “∓” signs refer to the series-connected and reverse-connected
tandem cell configurations, respectively. Equation 8.18 contains a product of four factors,
where only three factors influence the design of bipolar 3T bottom cells. The first factor A3
is approximately constant for a given temperature, the second factor (blue) contains the solar
cell specific parameters and the third (black) one (J (2−A1)

max ) contains the information on the
illumination intensity. The last factor (orange) is denoted to as the current-mismatch loss
factor

χ =
(Γ − (Γ∓1) · Jph,top

Jmax
)2

(1 − Jph,top
Jmax

)A1
, (8.19)

which describes the relative loss enhancement due to the current transfer through the bottom
cell implied by the current-mismatch of the photo-generations.
Figure 8.15a shows the current-mismatch loss factor χ for a series- and reverse-connected
tandem cell with different top cell band gaps26. For simplicity, it is assumed that Γ = 1 applies
to all tandem cells independent of the top cell band gap, which means that the photogeneration

25This assumption is approximately valid for moderate doping and injection levels up to approximately
1 · 1015cm-3. But even at carrier concentrations of 1 · 1016cm-3 the electron mobility maintains approximately
84% and the intrinsic carrier concentration 92% of its initial value.

26Details on the calculation procedure is found in the appendix A.5.6
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.15.: (a) Current-mismatch loss factor as function of the top cell band gap for a
Si bottom cell under AM1.5G spectrum. (b) Limiting efficiency for a reverse-
connected 3T tandem cell comprising a top cell with a band gap of 1.8 eV
(χ = 1.75) and a bipolar junction IBC bottom cell with J0,DZ + J0,DF between
10 fA/cm2 and 200 fA/cm2 and with a pitch of 2 mm. Solid and dotted lines
represent the calculations with and without losses from lateral majority carrier
transport.
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exclusively takes place at the surface of front side of the bottom cell. While this is quite
accurate for wide-band gap top cells, the assumption becomes inaccurate for narrow-band gap
top cells and underestimates χ for the series-connected tandem and overestimates it for the
reverse-connected tandem. For top cell band gaps exceeding 3.5 eV, χ equals Γ2 = 1 in series-
and reverse-connection, because the top cell is mostly transparent to AM1.5G spectrum and
Jph,top vanishes. This case is equal to a 2T IBC cell under full-spectrum illumination, where
the minority and majority carriers of the entire photo-generation current have to flow from
the front side of the cell to the back.
If the band gap of the top cell decreases in a reverse-connected tandem cell, the transfer
current density remains the same27 as for 3.5 eV, but the photo-generation current density
and hence the injection level in the bottom cell decreases. This leads to a larger resistance for
minority carriers and a larger loss factor χ. In a series-connected tandem cell the injection
level in the bottom cell decrease with decreasing band gap too, but now one part of the
photo-generated current density is collected at the front side of the bottom cell to match the
top cell’s current density and the transfer current density is decreased. The loss factor χ is
reduced until a band gap of 1.7 eV is reached, where top and bottom cell’s current densities
match and the transfer current density vanishes. For top cell band gaps below 1.7 eV, the
photo-generation in the bottom cell decreases further and that of the top cell increases, such
that the bottom cell would limit the current density of the tandem and a transfer current
has to flow from the rear contact Z to the front contact. As the injection level decreases and
the transfer current density increases simultaneously with narrower band gap, the loss factor
rises steeply. From the loss factor, it can be expected that reverse-connected tandem cells,
especially with a narrow band gap, exhibit a larger loss than the series-connected tandem
cells. However, the power loss in equation 8.18 reveals that the loss can be minimized by
choosing an appropriate base sheet resistance for given saturation current densities.

Reverse-connected tandem cell

Figure 8.15b shows the limiting efficiency for a reverse-connected tandem cell28 comprising
a Shockley-Queisser-limited top cell with a band gap of 1.8 eV [415]. The band gap is
comparable to that of the GaInP top cell with an efficiency of 20% as used for the record 4T
GaInP/Si tandem cell with an efficiency of 32.5% [406]. If lateral transport of majority carriers
is neglected (dotted lines), the limiting efficiency for a bottom cell with (J0,DZ + J0,DF) of
10 fA/cm2 saturates at 42.2% for a sheet resistance of several hundreds Ω/�. For bottom cells
with a sheet resistance far below 200 Ω/� the efficiency is reduced due to dissipative minority
carrier transport through the wafer. This same trend towards high base sheet resistances is
also found for higher saturation current densities. If the lateral majority carrier transport
for an IBC pitch of 2 mm is taken into account, a broad maximum efficiency of 41.9% is
found for (J0,DZ + J0,DF) of 10 fA/cm2 and a sheet resistance of between about 50 Ω/� and
100 Ω/� (red solid line). For higher saturation current densities the maximum efficiency

27This is due to the definition JCT = Jmax · |Γ − (Γ − 1) · Jph,top
Jmax

| for the reverse-connected tandem cell.
If Γ = 1, then JCT = Jmax independent of the band gap down to the bottom cell band gap.

28Details on the procedure for the calculation is found in the appendix A.5.7.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.16.: Limiting efficiency for a series-connected 3T tandem cell comprising a top cell
with a band gap of 1.55 eV (a) or 1.8 eV (b) and an IBC bottom cell with
J0,DZ + J0,DF between 10 fA/cm2 and 200 fA/cm2 and with a pitch of 2 mm.

decreases and the optimum sheet resistance is increased. The efficiency gap between the
efficiency without considering transport losses29 and the maximum efficiencies with transport
loss can be used as a measure for the total loss and thus forms the basis to evaluate the
potential for 3T bipolar junction tandem cells. For the example with an IBC grid with a
pitch of 2 mm, the efficiency loss amounts to 0.3%abs. for the bottom cell with the smallest
saturation current density of 10 fA/cm2 and 1.3%abs. for the bottom cell with the largest
saturation current density of 200 fA/cm2. In conclusion, a well-designed reverse-connected
tandem cell with a limiting top cell can operate with a small transport loss and therefore
is an attractive architecture, especially if module integration [94, 95] and cell fabrication
complexity (see 8.6) is considered.

Series-connected tandem cell

Figure 8.16a shows the limiting efficiency for a bottom cell-limited series-connected tandem
cell comprising a top cell with a band gap of 1.55 eV30, as it is used for the record lead halide
perovskite solar cell with an efficiency of 25.2% [426, 427]. If lateral transport of majority
carriers is neglected (dotted lines), the limiting efficiency for a tandem comprising a bottom
cell with (J0,DZ + J0,DF) of 10 fA/cm2 amounts to about 41.4% nearly independent of the
sheet resistance, because the loss due to minority carrier transport is negligible. For bottom

29This is simply the value from the calculation in the appendix A.5.7 without losses.
30Details on the procedure for the calculation is found in the appendix A.5.7.
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cells with a saturation current densities of 200 fA/cm2, the efficiency saturates at a value of
40.1% for sheet resistances above several hundred Ω/� and decreases slighly for lower sheet
resistances. If the lateral majority carrier transport for an IBC pitch of 2 mm is taken into
account, a maximum efficiency of 41.3% is found for (J0,DZ + J0,DF) of 10 fA/cm2 and a sheet
resistance between 20 Ω/� and 35 Ω/� (red solid line). For a saturation current density
of 200 fA/cm2, the maximum efficiency decreases to a value of 39.9% for an optimum sheet
resistance between 60 Ω/� and 230 Ω/� (brown solid line).
The efficiency gap of the tandem cell with and without considering majority carrier transport
amounts to 0.1%abs. and 0.25%abs. for low and high saturation current density, respectively.
Finally, figure 8.16a shows the limiting efficiency of the third opportunity – the top cell-limited
series-connected tandem cell comprising a top cell with a band gap of 1.8 eV. As expected
from the current-mismatch loss factor χ of 0.022, the minority carrier transport loss in this
configuration is the lowest, such that the efficiency for most of the investigated saturation
current densities is almost constant with sheet resistance, when majority carrier transport
is neglected (dotted lines). If majority carrier transport is included, then the maximum
efficiency of 42.3% and a negligible efficiency loss is attained for the lowest sheet resistance and
lowest saturation current density. For the highest saturation current density of 200 fA/cm2,
an efficiency of 40.3% with an efficiency loss of 0.1% is predicted.
To summarizes, equation 8.18 provides a simple and quick estimate of the power loss due
to minority carrier transport in a 3T bipolar junction bottom cell for series- and reverse-
connected tandem cells. The minority carrier transport loss is minimized for high sheet
resistances. However, this would lead to a considerable majority carrier transport loss for
finite IBC grid geometries. If the majority carrier transport is taken in to account, an
optimum sheet resistance is found for each cell architecture, top cell band gap and saturation
current density for given grid dimensions. This simple design guideline can serve as a the first
rough estimate for the optimum sheet resistance and a maximum efficiency. Combining this
approach with a Shockley-Queisser-limited top cell efficiencies demonstrates that a series-
and reverse-connected 3T tandem cell featuring a well-designed bipolar junction bottom cell
is able to achieve efficiencies close to 42% for relevant top cell band gaps.

8.5. High performance unijunction bottom cell
The 3T unijunction bottom cell with a planar n+ POLO front contact from section 8.2.1
is the simplest implementation of a 3T unijunction bottom cell and requires only small
modification to the POLO-IBC cell process developed in chapter 7. Although the solar cell is
good enough to investigate the physics and to demonstrate a prototype of a 3T tandem, it is
hardly possible to achieve highest efficiencies. In the following, several shortcomings of the
bottom cell are addressed and a high performance 3T unijunction bottom cell is developed.

8.5.1. Cell fabrication process
The high performance 3T bottom cells are fabricated on 6-inch n-type FZ wafers with a
resistivity of 1.7 Ωcm and a thickness of 250 µm following the process flow of section 8.2.1
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.17.: (a) Schematic cross-section of a high performance 3T unijunction bottom cell.
(b) Saturation current density of the n+ POLO junction on a textured surface
for variing phosphorus implantation doses and the corresponding bulk lifetime
of the sample after junction formation.

exactly, except that a textured n+ POLO front side and an improved dielectric stack at the
rear side are implemented. The latter enables an improved and damage-free laser contact
opening process of PECVD-deposited 200 nm-thick SiOx layers, which greatly enhances the
infrared response of the solar cells. A schematic cross-section of the finished 3T bottom cell
is shown in figure 8.17a.

Implementation of a textured n+ POLO front side

In order to implement a textured n+ POLO contact on the front side, the front side of
the wafer is textured, while the rear side is protected by a SiNx layer. After removing the
SiNx layer and RCA cleaning, a 2.2 nm-thick31 interfacial silicon oxide grows in an oxidation
furnace, which is capped by intrinsic a-Si in a LPCVD furnace. The rear side is doped by
masked ion implantation as described in section 7.
Since the textured n+ POLO contact on the front side is used for the first time in a POLO-IBC
cell process, the implantation parameters are optimized on Cz n-type samples. A phosphorus
implantation dose between 2 · 1015 cm-2 and 9 · 1015 cm-2 is implanted into a 225 nm-thick
a-Si layer on both side textured samples. After oxidation and junction formation in a tube
furnace, photo-conductance decay measurements are performed and the saturation current
density and bulk lifetime are extracted according to Kane and Swanson [101]. Figure 8.17b
shows an increase of bulk lifetime32 (grey circles) from approximately 2 ms for the lowest
implantation dose to above 20 ms for the higher doses, which is consistent with the gettering
effect observed among others by Wong et al. [428] and Krügener et al. [266]. The saturation

31The oxide thickness was measure on a polished reference wafer by using ellipsometry.
32Bulk lifetime was determined from the intercept of the Kane&Swanson analysis.
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current density for the POLO junction after formation (red triangles) decreases with increasing
implantation dose until a minimum of about 18 fA/cm2 is reached for implantation doses
between between 6 · 1015 cm-2 and 8 · 1015 cm-2. The saturation current density is further
decreased significantly to a minimum of 6 fA/cm2 after hydrogenation with a hydrogen-rich
SiNx layer. The implantation dose of 7 · 1015 cm-2 for the cell is chosen, which yields the
highest bulk lifetime and a low saturation current density after hydrogenation.
The POLO junctions are formed and the trench separation is performed following chapter 7.

Improved laser contact opening process

As a next step in the process flow in chapter 7, the trench region on rear side is passivated
by an AlOx layer, which is covered by a protective SiNy layer. In a subsequent laser ablation
process, this dielectric stack has to be removed locally on the POLO junctions to enable
electrical contact to subsequently deposited aluminium layer. During the laser ablation
process a part of the poly-Si is “evaporated” to mechanically remove the UV-transparent
dielectric layers above by the pressure built up. Thus, this type of ablation process restricts
the layer thickness and type of the used dielectric layers on the rear side and always reduces
the poly-Si layer thickness [156], which can lead to a reduced passivation of the POLO
junction and local shunting (e.g. compare with subsection 8.3.2). In order to achieve the
highest performance, it is essential to avoid any degradation of the POLO junction and to
maximize the infrared response of the solar cell through the use of thick dielectric layers [429,
430].
For this purpose, a slightly different laser process is developed in this thesis, which uses a
20 nm-thick AlOx passivation layer with a thin lift-off-mediating SiNy layer and an infrared-
response-enhancing thick SiOz layer. The optical properties of this dielectric layer stack
are chosen such that the infrared response is optimized and a damage-free laser ablation
is possible. According to simple raytracing simulations around a wavelength of 355 nm, a
30 nm-thin SiNy layer with a refractive index of 2.4 covered by a 200 nm-thick SiOz layer
leads to an absorption of more than 50% of the UV intensity in the thin lift-off-mediating
SiNy layer and less than about 30% in the poly-Si layer33. In contrast to the laser ablation
processes used previously, the SiNy layer is consumed during the ablation process instead of
the poly-Si layer, which enables one to lift-off a thick SiOz layer and simultaneously leave
the POLO junction unaffected by the incident laser beam. Figure 8.18a shows a tilted top
view SEM image of the LCO before evaporation of aluminium and figure 8.18b depicts the
SEM image of the cross-section of the LCO after evaporation of aluminium. A sharp tear-off
edge of the thick SiOz layer (red box in figure 8.18b) marks the edge of the contact opening
and indicates that the SiOz is indirectly ablated by a mechanical lift-off process. Due to
the Gaussian distribution of fluence and the direct ablation of the SiNy layer, the contact
opening accommodates three regions:

• In the inner circle of the contact opening (blue box in figure 8.18b), the laser fluence
is sufficient to remove the SiNy layer completely and leaves a smooth poly-Si surface,

33The author is aware that a raytracing simulation is not able to simulate a laser process accurately.
However, it is used here as rough guess to adjust the layer thicknesses.
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Figure 8.18.: (a) Tilted top view SEM image of a laser contact opening before evaporating
aluminium. (b) SEM image of the cross-section of the laser contact opening
after evaporating aluminium. Red and blue boxes detail the edge and the center
of the LCO, respectively.

which is probably still covered with the AlOx layer. The possibly remaining AlOx
layer is removed by a short single-side etching in a 1% HF solution, which is anyhow
performed before evaporating the aluminium.

• In the outer circle, however, the fluence is not sufficient to completely remove the SiNy
layer and therefore leaves a thinned SiNy layer with nanometer roughness in this region.

• Between these two regions there is a transition region where the SiNy layer is no longer
closed and is probably lifted off during the short HF etching.

From the SEM cross-section in figure 8.18b, one would expect that the POLO junction is not
affected by the laser ablation process and that a reasonable electrical contact forms between
poly-Si and aluminium. Indeed, lifetime data from infrared lifetime mapping [431] supports
this conclusion, which shows identical lifetimes before and after laser ablation (not shown
here). The contact resistance is not measured separately, but can be estimated from the
series resistance in figure 8.19a of the obtained solar cell. If the series resistances of the solar
cells with approximately the same geometry, but a variing contact opening area fraction, is
plotted versus the inverse of the area fraction, then the slope of the resulting line corresponds
to the contact resistance. The slope of the fitted line to blue diamonds is 1.075±0.38 mΩcm2

and that fitted to the red cicles is 0.38±0.66 mΩcm2. This simple estimate suggests that the
contact resistance is of the order of or below 1 mΩcm2.
The developed laser contact opening process is applied to the precursors of the high perfor-
mance 3T unijunction bottom cells and the cells are finished according to chapter 6. During
the passivation of the rear side, the front side received a 20 nm-thick AlOx layer to improved
the POLO junction properties by hydrogenation. The AlOx layer is removed after finishing
the cell process.
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Figure 8.19.: (a) Series resistance of 15 cells with a pitch of 730 µm (red circles) and 11 cells
with a pitch of 950 µm (blue circles) with a variation of the contact opening
area fraction. Red and blue lines represent linear fits to the red and blue data
points. (b) Two-terminal J-V characteristic of the best 4 cm2 high performance
3T unijunction bottom cells of 27 cells on a single wafer.

8.5.2. Cell performance

The 2T J-V characteristic of the finished solar cells is recorded using LOANA solar cell
analysis system from pv-tools under one-sun illumination, but with the calibration to the cell
from chapter 7 due to the lack of a calibrated 3T unijunction bottom cell with a textured
front side. The JZ-VRZ characteristic of the best solar cell obtained from 27 solar cell on
a single wafer is shown in figure 8.19b. The solar cell exhibits a JZ,SC of 35.8 mA/cm2, a
VRZ,OC of 703 mV, a fill factor of 80.6% and a resulting efficiency of 20.3%. Since the solar
cell accommodates a thick parasitically absorbing poly-Si layer instead of an anti-reflection
coating on the front side, it is expected that the JZ,SC is strongly reduced under one-sun
condition. Under the operation in a tandem solar cell, however, the front side optics of the
bottom cell will improve significantly and the parasitic absorption of the approx. 100 nm-thick
poly-Si layer is then mainly restricted to free-carrier absorption.
The open-circuit voltage is limited by the saturation current density JZ,01 of approximately
40 fA/cm2 from recombination with an ideality factor of unity. The saturation current
density is composed of the following contributions: 5 fA/cm2 from band-to-band and Auger
recombination in the wafer, between 15-20 fA/cm2 from bulk SRH recombination and the
remaining 15-20 fA/cm2 are due to the POLO junctions on the front and rear side and the
trench passivation. The pseudo fill factor of 82.9% as extracted from JZ,SC-VRZ,OC indicates a
neat recombination behavior around the maximum power point with a local ideality factor
of about 1.2 at 600 mV. However, the JZ-VRZ characteristic under illumination exhibits a
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strongly enhanced parasitic recombination compared to the JZ,SC-VRZ,OC characteristic, such
that a local ideality factor above 1.6 at 600 mV is observed. This parasitic recombination
together with a series resistance of 0.38 Ωcm2 reduces the fill factor to a value of 80.6%.
The reason for the degradation of the recombination behavior is unclear and needs further
investigation.
To better classify the results, a 2T double-diode model is fitted to the J-V data and the
efficiency of the cell is simulated with a short circuit current density of 41.5 mA/cm2 as in
the POLO-IBC cell in chapter 7 and with a short-circuit current denisty of 24.2 mA/cm2

as in the bottom solar cell of the GaInP//Si tandem solar cell reported in reference [398].
For the former scenario, an efficiency of 24.1% is predicted, which is comparable with the
efficiency of the POLO-IBC cell of 24.25% from chapter 7. For the scenario in a GaInP//Si
tandem cell, a bottom cell efficiency of 13.8% is predicted, which is 1.3%abs. better than that
reported in reference [398] and would enable a GaInP/Si tandem cell with an efficiency of
32.9%, which is better than the current world record of 32.8% for a mechanically stacked
GaAs//Si dual-junction cell [406]. Actually, POLO-IBC bottom cells with a similar rear side
processing as the high performance 3T bottom cell, but an AlOx/SiNy front side passivation,
have been integrated in 4T GaAs//Si tandem cells with an efficiency of 32.6%, which is close
to the current world record [399, 400]. To conclude, the developed high performance 3T
unijunction bottom cell is a promising basis for a 3T tandem solar cell with an efficiency
close to or even beyond 33%.

8.6. Simplified PERC-like three-terminal bipolar junction
bottom cells

The fabrication process of the high performance unijunction IBC bottom cells with POLO
junctions from the previous subsection is much more complex than that of a Passivated
Rear and Emitter cell (PERC) and might compromise the competitiveness of 3T tandem
cells [432]. Fortunately, for the bipolar junction bottom cell architecture, an elegant and
simplified PERC-like 3T bottom cell process, which features local Al back surface field (BSF)
contacts similar to the recently proposed two-terminal (2T) bottom cell [376] and IBC single
junction cell [349, 433], can be constructed. The lean cell fabrication process is introduced
and demonstrated in the following subsection.

8.6.1. Cell fabrication process
As discussed in section 8.1, two different tandems are possible with a p-type bottom
cell – a series-connected tandem “top/s/pbIBC tandem” and a reverse-connected tandem
“top/r/pIBC”. The former requires a tunnel recombination junction on the front side of the
bottom cell and the latter does not. As a consequence, two slightly different process flows –
one with a tunnel junction (figure 8.20, denoted as top/s/pbIBC cell), and another without a
p+/n+ poly-Si tunnel junction (figure 8.21, denoted as top/r/pbIBC cell) – are demonstrated
in the following.
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Figure 8.20.: Fabrication process for a series-connected 3T tandem featuring a PERC-like
bipolar junction bottom cell (top/r/bpIBC) with a p+/n+ poly-Si tunnel junc-
tion.

top/s/pbIBC cell process

Bipolar junction bottom cells with an active cell area of 4 cm2 are fabricated on 156 mm×156 mm
pseudo-square, boron-doped p-type Czochralski (Cz) wafers with a resistivity of 20 Ωcm and
an as-cut thickness of 180 µm by using tools and processes common for industrial PERC cells.
The wafers are pre-cleaned (pseudo-SC1), saw damage etched and both-side textured in
RENA’s down-sized industrial cleaning tool “Batchlab” [434]. After a subsequent RCA
cleaning, an approximately 1.6 nm-thick interfacial silicon oxide is grown in de-ionized water
with diluted ozone in the Batchlab tool. In-situ phosphorus-doped amorphous Si is deposited
on top of the interfacial silicon oxide on both sides of the wafer in a LPCVD furnace (E2000)
from Centrotherm. A layer thickness of 200 nm is chosen here to ensure compatibility with
the fire-through metallization process developed elsewhere [433]. Since the screen-printed
metallization of POLO contacts is rapidly evolving [433, 435–440], it can be speculated that
also thinner poly-Si layers can be contacted with fire-through pastes in the future.
After LPCVD deposition, the POLO junction forms during a high-temperature furnace
annealing34 at 880 ◦C in a dry N2 atmosphere. The LPCVD deposition and furnace annealing
replace the POCl3 diffusion process for the emitter formation of PERC cells [442].
The silicon oxide, which has parasitically grown during junction formation, is removed with
hydrofluoric acid directly before a second 35 nm-thin highly boron-doped poly-Si layer is
deposited on the n+ poly-Si layer using LPCVD. The p+ poly-Si layer serves as an Esaki-like
interband tunnel junction (TJ) with the n+ poly-Si [376, 443] on the front and rear side of
the cell35.
The poly-Si layers on the rear side are locally laser ablated to define the majority-carrier
contact region with a hyper rapid 50 laser from Coherent with a pulse length of 10 ps and
a wavelength of 532 nm. Since the lab-type 4 cm2 cells are cleaved at the end of the cell

34The prolong furnace annealing can potentially be replace by a fast firing step [244, 255, 441].
35The p+/n+ poly-Si TJ on the rear side of the cell does not affect the device operation [444].
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processing, it is necessary to remove the n+ POLO junction from the front side outside of
the active cell area by laser ablation. The induced laser damage on both sides is removed in
a KOH-based etching solution, where the highly boron-doped poly-Si layer of the TJ acts as
a protective etching barrier for the POLO contact. The base contact region and the front
side is then passivated using an aluminum oxide/silicon nitride dielectric stack. This layer
stack is removed locally from the n+ POLO junction in the active cell area on the front side
using an inkjet printed mask and HF etching36. An aluminum oxide is deposited on the front
side again to act as hydrogenation source during the co-firing step. To enable the formation
of a local aluminium back-surface field (Al-BSF) contact as the majority-carrier contact to
the base, the dielectric layers on the rear side are opened locally by laser ablation with the
hyper rapid 50 laser from coherent with a wavelength of 532 nm. Silver and aluminum pastes
are screen-printed on the POLO contact and the base region, respectively, and co-fired in
an industrial conveyor-belt firing furnace from Centrotherm. During the firing step, the Ag
paste penetrates through the aluminum oxide/silicon nitride dielectric stack and enables the
contact formation of the Ag paste to the poly-Si layer. Simultaneously, Al alloys with Si
within the contact opening and forms a local Al-doped region below the contact (Al-BSF)
[445–448].
The top cell (e.g. based on perovskites or III-V semiconductors) is then intended to be
deposited on top of the poly-Si layer on the front side of the bottom cell.

top/r/pbIBC cell process

The process sequence for the bottom cells without a poly-Si TJ is shown in figure 8.20 and
follows that of the bottom cells with poly-Si TJ from figure 8.21, except that the p+ poly-Si
LPCVD deposition step and the prior oxide removal with HF is omitted. In order to provide
an alternative for the omitted p+ poly-Si layer, which acts as a protective etch barrier against
the laser damage removal, the n+ POLO junction forms during a pyrogenic oxidation at
860 ◦C. This yields a silicon dioxide layer with a thickness of approximately 70 nm, which
is sufficient to protect the n+ POLO junction for several minutes during the KOH-based
damage etch removal. The remaining protective SiO2 layer is removed with HF afterwards.
The cells are finished following the remaining sequence of bottom cell with TJ after damage
etch removal.

Novel process steps

Both process flows for a simplified PERC-like 3T bipolar junction bottom cell contain several
novel process steps compared to the PERC cell technology.

1. A n+ POLO junction is fabricated on a textured wafer surface instead of a homojunction
emitter. As pointed out in section 4.2, the fabrication of such junctions with several
different techniques was developed by many research groups and the process used
herein was reported elsewhere [36, 433]. A dark saturation current-density per side

36This is only necessary due to the small size of the cell to avoid enhanced minority carrier transport from
the active cell area to the defective cell edges.
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Figure 8.21.: Fabrication process for a reverse connected 3T tandem featuring a PERC-like
bipolar junction bottom cell (top/r/bpIBC).

of between 20 fA/cm2 and 50 fA/cm2 is achieved on 5 Ωcm n-type CZ reference wafers
after the corresponding dry formation annealing at 880 ◦C and pyrogenic oxidation
at 860 ◦C by using the slope methode according to Kane and Swanson [101]. This is
significantly higher than the value of 10 fA/cm2 after forming gas anneal (2.4 fA/cm2

after hydrogenation) reported by Peibst et al. [36] for a similar POLO junction with
1.7 nm-thick interfacial silicon oxide and a 20 nm-thick in-situ doped n+ poly-Si formed
on a textured wafer at 900 ◦C. However, it is expected that the saturation current
density of the junctions reported here is significantly improved after the co-firing step
with the hydrogen-containing AlOx/SiNy passivation layers.

2. For a low-resistive Esaki-like p+/n+ poly-Si TJ an abrupt pn-junctions with degenerated
p-type and n-type layers is vital. Peibst et al. have reported on Sentaurus Device
simulations of similar tunnel junctions as reported herein with measured doping profiles
and a minority carrier lifetime of 50 ps as input parameter. The simulated TJ yielded
a resistivity of only about 3 mΩcm2.
In this thesis, the p+ poly-Si is deposited at 640 ◦C as a polycrystalline film with an
active boron concentration above 2 · 1020 cm-3. The active phosphorous concentration
of the n+ poly-Si layer exceeds 2 · 1020 cm-3. Thus, it is expected that the TJ exhibits
low resistivity. Indeed, the experimentally determined current-voltage characteristics
are linear for small voltages, but the resistivity of the aimed LPCVD-fabricated tunnel
junction amounts to about 450 mΩcm2. It can be speculated that the pn poly-Si
junction is slightly graded due to a delayed incorporation of boron into the layer, which
can be prevented by optimizing the deposition process37.
Recently, Luderer et al. have demonstrated similar tunnel junctions with resistivity
below 10 mΩcm2 by using PECVD [443].

3. The process step for the base contact definition and the subsequent damage etch removal
37At the time of submitting this thesis to the referees in May 2021, the team lead by the author (project

27Plus6) has achieved resistivities of the order of 10 mΩcm2 after optimizing the LPCVD process at ISFH.
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is outlined in the next subsection.

4. The used screen printing and co-firing process was developed by Haase et al. [433].

8.6.2. Base contact definition
After the n+ POLO junction is formed in figure 8.20 and the p+/n+ TJ is created in figure
8.21, the cell precursor features two full-area minority carrier-selective electron contacts and
a majority carrier-selective contact has to be created to the c-Si wafer for a proper operation
of the solar cell. In both process flows, the poly-Si layers are removed locally on the rear side
and an Al-BSF serves as the majority carrier-selective contact. Several potentially industrial
feasible techniques like screen/ inkjet printing of Si etchants or laser ablation can be used
[367, 449–451].
In the following, laser patterning was performed with a hyper rapid 50 ps-laser from coherent.
Two laser wavelengths – 532 nm (denoted as “green laser”) and 355 nm (denoted as “UV
laser”) – are compared for the ablation process. A pattern of lines with a laser spot distance
of 5 µm within a line and a distance of 20 µm between the lines is used to ablate the poly-Si
from the wafer.
The ablation process is applied to one side of a symmetric sample as obtained after p+ poly-Si
deposition38 in figure 8.21. In order to blind out effects related to bulk defects of p-type Cz
wafers, n-type Cz wafers with a resistivity of 5 Ωcm are used. The lifetime of the samples
before laser ablation of about 1.4 ms at an excess carrier density of 1 · 1015cm-3 is limited by
the POLO junction with a saturation current density of 30 fA/cm2.

Protective p+ poly-Si etch barrier in KOH

If the laser ablation is applied to a textured surface, the laser irradiation interferes with the
scattered laser light and leads to a spatially non-uniform distribution of the laser fluence.
Knorz et al. [452] have found that increased ablation occurs at the baseline between pyramids
and at the tip and at the edges of the pyramid. The side facets of the pyramids are mostly
unaffected by laser irradiation [452]. Thus, the laser ablation process on a textured surface
inherently causes severe damage to the pyramids and diminishes the surface passivation [452,
453]. For this reason, the laser damage has to be removed from the c-Si wafer and the surface
has to be re-passivated by an AlOx/SiNy layer stack. During the damage etch removal in
KOH, the p+ poly-Si should act as a protective etch barrier layer for the n+ POLO junction.
In order to study the stability of the p+ poly-Si layer in KOH, the same symmetric samples
as for the single-side laser ablation were etched in KOH with different concentrations. Figure
8.22a summarizes the lifetimes of the samples before etching and after etching for 30 s, 1 min
and 2 min. The lifetime at ∆n = 1 · 1015cm-3 before etching exceeds 1 ms for all samples.
If ISFH’s standard protocol for damage etch removal with a KOH concentration of 50% at
90 ◦C and a resulting etch rate for c-Si of about 1.5 µm/ min per side is applied, a strong

38Ablation experiments for the samples without TJ as in figure 8.20 were performed too and yielded
qualitatively the same results as for the samples with TJ. Therefore, only the results of the samples with TJ
are described.
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Figure 8.22.: (a) Stability of the 35 nm-thick p+ poly-Si layer as etch barrier in KOH with
different concentrations. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the p+/n+ poly-
Si/c-Si sample after etching for 2 min in KOH with a concentration of 10%.

decrease of the lifetime after 30 s is observed. Scanning electron microscopy imaging reveals
that the p+ poly-Si layer is removed completely and the thickness of the n+ poly-Si layer
is reduced significantly, such that the n+ POLO junction does not cover the whole surface
of the wafer and leaves parts of the wafer surface unpassivated. Given the initial thickness
of the p+ poly-Si layer of 35 nm, an upper bound for the etch rate of 70 nm/ min and a rate
selectivity of approximately 20 is estimated. For a damage etch removal with a reduced KOH
concentration of 25% at 75 ◦C and a resulting etch rate for c-Si of about 1.4 µm/ min per
side, the lifetime is maintained after 30 s, but decreases strongly for an etch duration of 1 min
and 2 min. The estimate for the etch rate and rate selectivity amounts to 35 nm/ min and 40,
respectively. Finally, for a KOH concentration of 20% and 10% at 75 ◦C and a resulting etch
rate for c-Si of between 1 µm/ min and 1.5 µm/ min, the lifetime is maintained up to 2 min,
which indicates that the 35 nm-thick p+ poly-Si layer successfully protects the n+ POLO
junction underneath. Indeed, figure 8.22b confirms this fact for the sample after etching
in 10% KOH solution for 2 min, where the p+ poly-Si layer thickness remains at around
30 nm and leads to the conclusion that for each nanometer of p+ poly-Si, several hundreds of
nanometers of c-Si can be removed. The p+ poly-Si layer acts as an etch stop in 10% KOH
solution and can be used as protective barrier layer for laser damage etch removal.
The dependence of the rate selectivity of lowly boron-doped c-Si versus highly boron-doped
c-Si on KOH concentration was studied by Seidel et al. [454] and is in good agreement with
the findings for the rate selectivity of lowly boron-doped c-Si versus highly boron-doped
poly-Si in this thesis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.23.: (a) Minority carrier lifetime of laser ablated samples after damage etch removal
in 10% KOH and passivation with AlOx. Circles and triangles correspond to the
laser ablation process with the UV and green laser, respectively. (b) Scanning
electron micrograph of a bottom cell precursor with TJ after laser ablation of
the base contact region and damage etch removal.

Laser ablation and damage etch removal

The poly-Si layers on one side of the lifetime samples are ablated by using either a UV or
green laser beam with three different pulse energies – 30%, 35% and 45% of the maximum
pulse energy of 16 µJ for the UV beam and 26 µJ for the green beam. After laser ablation,
the lifetime of the samples drops from more than 1 ms to a small value39 for all investigated
laser parameters due to a severe damage of the surface. Next, the samples are etched in 10%
KOH solution for 1 min or 2 min and are subsequently passivated with AlOx. Figure 8.23a
depicts the lifetimes of the samples after damage etch removal and passivation. It is evident
that the 1 min-damage etch removal is not sufficient to remove the damage and to recover the
lifetime for any set of laser parameters. On the other hand, the 2 min-damage etch recovers
the lifetime up to nearly 4 ms, which exceeds the initial lifetime of about 1.4 ms. This results
from an improved passivation of the laser ablated and AlOx-passivated surface compared
to the previously n+ POLO passivated surface and suggest that the laser ablated surface is
almost damage-free after a 2 min-damage etch removal for all laser parameters, except the
UV laser ablation process with the lowest pulse energy. The pulse energy of the latter is too
low to remove the p+ poly-Si completely, which locally prevents the damage etch removal
and yields a poorer surface passivation.
In summary, the ablation process with the UV laser with a pulse energy of 5.7 µJ (UV2 in

39The sample was not measured directly after laser ablation. However, the lifetime after 1 min KOH
damage etch and passivation with AlOx is below 50 µs. Therefore, it can be concluded that the lifetime of
the sample without damage etch removal and passivation is even lower than that.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.24.: Scanning electron micrograph of the rear side of a finished bottom cell without
TJ. (a) Interdigitated screen printed Ag and Al contacts. (b) Al-BSF contact
with an Al-doped BSF. Red lines indicate the border between c-Si wafer and
the Al-doped BSF region.

figure 8.23a) and with the green laser with a pulse energy of 9.1 µJ (Gr2 in figure 8.23a)
completely remove the p+ poly-Si etch barrier and a subsequent 2 min-damage etch removal
in 10% KOH solution recovers the lifetime of the ablated region, while the p+ poly-Si layer in
the non-ablated region acts as a protective etch barrier and conserves the n+ POLO junction
passivation. The scanning electron micrograph in figure 8.23b illustrates the two regions
of the bottom cell with TJ – the p+/n+ POLO junction region and the laser ablated and
damage etched base contact region. While the p+/n+ POLO junction region maintains the
textured morphology, the base contact region is planarized by the laser ablation and damage
etch removal, which is beneficial for the passivation and Al-BSF formation.
For the processing of the cells in the following subsection as shown figure 8.25a, the ablation
process with the green laser in combination with a 2 min-damage etch removal is used. In
principle, even a nanosecond laser is acceptable, because it has been experimentally found to
yield similar results as for the picosecond laser40. Furthermore, the etch duration of 2 min
can be decreased by a factor of three by increasing the temperature of the KOH solution
from 75 ◦C to 95 ◦C. The selectivity of the etch process should be maintained as long as the
KOH concentration is low as found by Seidel et al. [454]. The temperature of 75 ◦C was
chosen here to have a sufficiently long etch duration for a better control of the etch process
in the lab.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.25.: (a) Two-terminal current-voltage JZ,i-VRZ,i characteristic of the screen printed
3T bipolar junction bottom cell with (i=s, blue dash-dotted line) and without
(i=r, red solid line) TJ as measured between the rear contacts R and Z under
one-sun illumination. The front contact is floating. (b) The corresponding
m-V characteristic from the dark JZ,i-VRZ,i (soild lines) and JZ,i,SC-VRZ,i,OC
characteristics (diamonds and triangles).

Al-BSF formation

After ablation and damage etch removal, the bottom cell’s rear side is passivated with an
AlOx/SiNy layer stack. A dashed line is ablated locally in the passivation on the base contact
region to enable the formation of a local Al-BSF formation. The area fraction of the local
contact opening amounts to 0.9% for a pitch of 1 mm. Silver is screen printed on the n+ POLO
contact and Al on the base region. Finally, the cells are co-fired at a set peak temperature of
790 ◦C. Figure 8.24a shows a cross-section scanning electron mircograph of the rear side of
the bottom cell and figure 8.24b details the Al-BSF contact after co-firing. An Al-doped BSF
region with a thickness between below 1 µm and 3 µm around the contact (light grey region
around the bright Al-Si alloyed region) is clearly visible in figure 8.24b, which is slightly
shallower than the Al-BSF contacts of PERC+ cells [447, 455] due to a narrower contact line
width of 30 µm [456, 457] and should yield a slightly higher saturation current density.
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8.6.3. Cell performance
The final solar cells are characterized directly after co-firing41 using the LOANA solar cell
analysis system from pv-tools. Figure 8.25a shows the 2T JZ,i-VRZ,i characteristic of a bottom
cell with and without TJ with a floating front contact.
The bottom cell without a TJ (red solid line in figure 8.25a) exhibits a short-circuit current
density of 33 mA/cm2, an open circuit voltage of 653.6 mV, a fill factor of 66.6% and an
efficiency of 14.4%. The reduced JZ,r,SC compared to single junction solar cells (section 7)
results from high front side reflection and parasitic absorption of the thick n+ poly-Si layers of
the bottom cell without an anti-reflection coating. The open-circuit voltage is lower by more
than 30 mV compare to a Quokka simulation with an assumed saturation current density
of 500 fA/cm2 [447] for the Al-BSF contact. The slightly shallower BSF and spiking of Al
through the AlOx/SiNy passivation could be two sources for the reduced open-circuit voltage.
The high wafer resistivity of 20 Ωcm paired with a cell pitch of 1 mm causes a considerable
lateral transport resistance for majority carriers, thus a high series resistance of more than
3 Ωcm2, and results in a loss of more than 10%abs. of the fill factor compared to the pseudo
fill factor of 79.3%. The series resistance of approximately 3.3 Ωcm2 is consistent with the
Quokka simulation, where contact resistances are assumed to be neglible. However, further
investigation are required to confirm a low contact resistance.
Furthermore, the pseudo fill factor is approximately 4%abs. lower than the maximum pseudo
fill factor of 83.9% as calculated according to Green et al. [91] with an ideality factor
of unity and the measured open-circuit voltage. This difference attributes to a non-ideal
recombination behavior and thus a local ideality factor larger than unity. The local ideality
factor of the dark characteristic in figure 8.25b rise at around 380 mV, peaks at 430 mV and
decreases again beyond 430 mV. This hump is also present in the m-V characteristic from
JZ,r,SC-VRZ,r,OC characteristic and is responsible for an ideality factor larger than unity at the
the maximum power point voltage. Such a hump can have different origins, but the most
likely sources are resistance-limited recombination or recombination rate saturation [115,
458–460]. Moreover, a shunted floating junction on the front side of the bottom cell can
cause similar non-idealities, but it is unlikely that this junction is shunted e.g. through metal
spiking, because the junction is not contacted by a metal grid at this stage. Anyway, the
clarification of the source for the non-ideality needs more work and should be addressed in
the future.
The bottom cells with a TJ show a similar current-voltage characteristic as the bottom cells
without it. Since the former cells have an extra p+ poly-Si layer and a thicker n+ poly-Si
layer, which parasitically absorbs a part of the illumination, the JZ,s,SC is reduced further
compared to the latter cells. The open-circuit voltage of 642.8 mV is also smaller by more
than 10 mV. As evident from figure 8.25b, the ideality of the cells with TJ is slighly increased
compare to the cells without a TJ, which results in a diminished pFF of 74.6%. The FF is
further reduced by a series resistance of 3.7 Ωcm2 and leads to an efficiency of 12.4%. The

40The experimental result for the nanosecond laser were performed in a separated study and they are not
included in this thesis.

41Since boron-doped CZ wafer are used, a permanent deactivation of the boron-oxygen defect might be
beneficial for the cell performance. However, all measurements were performed without deactivation.
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performance difference between both bottom cell types is assumed to be due to variations of
the non-optimized cell processes rather than due to a fundamental reason.
Conclusivly, the obtained cell results (VRZ,i,OC ≈650 mV, pFFRZ,i up to 79.3%) of the very
first batch of such solar cells demonstrate that the proposed cell processes in figure 8.21 and
8.20 works on a reasonable level. A detailed discussion of the 3T operation is found in the
appendix A.5.8.

8.7. Chapter summary
In this chapter, the 3T-IBC bottom cell was examined in detail. First, a taxonomy of 3T
tandem solar cells and the associated nomenclature and loading topology was introduced.
A distinction was made between series-connected and reverse-connected tandem solar cells.
Furthermore, two IBC bottom cell architectures are distinguished. A uni-junction bottom
solar cell contains a single (uni) minority carrier contact and two majority carrier contacts.
A bipolar junction bottom solar cell has two minority carrier contacts and a single majority
carrier contact.
Both 3T bottom cell architectures were fabricated base on a modified POLO-IBC fabrication
process from section 7 and the working principle was investigated by means of J-V mea-
surements of illuminated devices and analytical modelling. The experiments reveal that the
third contact of a 3T unijunction and bipolar junction bottom cell enables the collection or
injection of additional minority-carriers from or into the bottom cell, and therefore additional
carriers from the bottom cell or top cell can be collected compare to a 2T tandem cell. In the
ideal case, the power output of such a 3T bottom cell is almost independent of the current
density applied from the top cell and no current-matching is needed.
To enable a deeper understanding of the operation of a 3T IBC cell and to ascertain the origin
of a minor power loss and a voltage drop between the contact of the same carrier-type of the
bottom cell, a simple analytical equivalent circuit model is proposed for each architecture,
the unijunction and bipolar junction bottom cell. The proposed analytical models were
compared with the experimental data and predict the experimental findings. Design rules are
derived from the verified models for both bottom cell types in different operation modes and
it is calculated that a well-design series- and reverse-connected 3T tandem cell comprising
a unijunction or bipolar junction bottom cell with a total saturation current density of
10 fA/cm42 and a current-mismatched Shockley-Queisser-limited top cell with a band gap of
1.55 eV (e.g. lead halide perovskite) or 1.8 eV (e.g. GaInP) is able to attain an efficiency
close to 42% and beyond43.
Next, a high performance 3T unijunction cell with a textured n+ POLO front contact and

42This corresponds to a single-junction IBC cell with an efficiency of approximately 27%, which is
considerably lower than for a detailed-balance-limited or Auger-limited cell with an efficiency of more than
32% [415] and 29.6% [28], respectively.

43In fact, the tandem efficiency close to 42% was calculated for a tandem comprising a bipolar junction
bottom cell. However, it was shown that the unijunction bottom cell operates almost loss-free compared to
the bipolar junction bottom cell and therefore it can be concluded that a tandem with a unijunction bottom
cell is as efficient as with a bipolar junction bottom cell.
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an improved laser contact opening process is developed, which allows to implement thick
dielectric layers on the rear side of a POLO-IBC cell for an enhanced IR-response of the cell.
The resulting 3T unijunction bottom cell exhibits an efficiency of 20.3% under full-spectrum
illumination. When using such a bottom cell in a 3T tandem cell with a GaInP, GaAs [398,
399, 406] or a record lead halide perovskite [426, 427] top cell, it is expected that a 3T tandem
efficiency between 32-33% is within reach.
Finally, a simplified screen printed PERC-like 3T bipolar junction bottom cell is proposed for
a cost-effective and potentially high performance 3T tandem cell. The corresponding elegant
fabrication process and novel process steps are developed and the feasibility to fabricate such
a bottom cell with industrially relevant tools is demonstrated. In a first non-optimzed cell
batch, an one-sun efficiency of already 12.4% and 14.4% is achieve for a bottom cell with and
without an integrated p+/n+ poly-Si tunnel junction, respectively. It can be projected that
the optimization of single process steps and by following the derived design guidelines will
yield a low-cost PERC-like 3T bottom cell with an efficiency approaching that of the high
performance 3T unijunction bottom cell. This path is a promising and attractive way to
reuse the installed production capacity of the dominating PERC-technology in a cost-effective
tandem solar cell with maximum energy yield production.
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9. Three-terminal GaInP//Si tandem cell
demonstrator

The following chapter is based on a peer-review paper published in Schnabel et al. [293],
which was for the first time presented at the 2018 Material Research Society Spring
Meeting and Exhibit in Phoenix, Arizona, USA [292].
M. Schnabel and H. Schulte-Huxel developed the cell fabrication process of the GaInP
top cell on top of the bottom cell and fabricated the tandem cell at NREL. The author
designed and partly fabricated the bottom cells at ISFH.

After studying the carrier-selectivity of a contact and the properties of such a carrier-selective
POLO junction, the POLO-IBC cell was developed. A modified POLO-IBC cell with a third
POLO front contact enabled an in-depth investigation of 3T-POLO-IBC bottom cells in
chapter 8 with the focus on the integration in 3T tandem solar cells. It was found that a
3T POLO-IBC bottom cell allows to make a 3T tandem solar cell from current-mismatched
sub-cells, which is as efficient as an independently operating 4T tandem solar cell.
Finally, as the title of this thesis “Three-terminal tandem solar cells enabled by back-contacted
bottom cells featuring polysilicon based junctions” suggests, all ingredients of the previous
chapters are brought together to demonstrate a 3T GaInP//Si tandem solar cell, which is
enabled by the development of the back-contacted bottom solar cell with passivating and
carrier-selective polysilicon-based contacts. The reported GaInP//Si POLO-IBC tandem
solar cell demonstrator by Schnabel et al. [280, 292, 293] is the first published 3T tandem
solar cell featuring an IBC bottom solar cell and proofs the findings of chapter 8 in a full
tandem device.

9.1. Fabrication of the demonstrator
The 3T tandem demonstrator device is fabricated by bonding a separately prepared GaInP cell
precursor to a finished 3T unijuntion POLO-IBC cell by means of a transparent conductive
adhesive (TCA) [461]. Subsequently, the top cell processing is completed on top of the
POLO-IBC cells. The a schematic cross-section of the final 3T GaInP//Si POLO-IBC cell is
shown in figure 9.1a.
The rear-heterojunction GaInP cell [462] precursor was epitaxially grown inverted on a GaAs
subtrate by metal organic chemical vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) following reference [406,
463, 464]. The fabrication of the used 3T unijunction POLO-IBC cell follows the process
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(a) (b)

Figure 9.1.: (a) Schematic cross-section of the TCA-bonded 3T GaInP//Si POLO-IBC cell.
(b) Total power density Ptot represented as a heat map of the two terminal
voltages VTR and VRZ. [Adapted from Schnabel et al. [293] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.]

sequence described in section 8.2.1, but without implementing a metal grid on the planar n+

POLO front side contact. Since the top cell processing is completed after bonding top and
bottom cell, the rear side of the bottom cell has to be protected against the aggressive wet
chemistry with two layers of Fujifilm SC-900 photoresist, which is removed with toluene after
completing the cell processing.
Before bonding top and bottom cell, the bonding interfaces – the bottom of the GaInP top
cell and the n+ POLO front side of the bottom cell – are coated with a 95 nm-thick indium
tin oxide (ITO) layer [293] to ensure a low-resistive contact to the TCA composite layer. The
TCA is composed of silver-coated poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) spheres embeded in
epoxy. In order to bond top and bottom cell, the TCA is applied to the ITO-coated surfaces
of the top and bottom cell and the GaInP/TCA/POLO-IBC stack is laminated.
After bonding, the GaAs substrate is etched off from the top cell and a photo-lithographically
defined Ni/Au grid is plated on the front n-GaAs contact layer of the GaInP top cell and
the cell area is defined by a mesa etch. The GaAs contact layer is removed between the grid
fingers and a MgF2/ZnS antireflection coating is deposited on the front side of the GaInP
top cell.

9.2. Performance of the demonstrator
The illuminated current-voltage characteristic of the 3T GaInP//Si tandem cell was recorded
on a class A adjustable solar simulator with calibrated reference cells. The illumination
intensity in each sub-cell was adjusted to AM1.5G conditions by means of an LED array and
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a Xenon lamp. A detailed discussion of the measurement procedure is found in Schnabel et
al. [293] and a detailed study on the measurement procedure of 3T tandem cell is found in
Geisz et al. [336].
The 3T tandem cell is measured in two different arrangements. The 2T JT-VTR is acquired
between the front contact of the top cell and the p+ POLO contact of the bottom cell, while
the n+ POLO contact Z on the rear side of the bottom cell was floating (JZ = 0). The 2T
measurement yields an open circuit voltage VTR,OC of 2053±30 mV, a short-circuit current
density JT,SC of 14.9±0.5 mA/cm2, a fill factor FFTR of 86.3±0.5% and an efficiency ηTR of
26.4±1.0%.
For the 3T measurement, the JT-VTR of the TR circuit dependents on the state of the
circuit between the IBC contacts. The characteristic of both circuits has to be acquired
simultaneously for an accurate measurement. However, the mpp voltages of the top and
bottom cell during 3T operation can be estimated. If the JT-VTZ characteristic between
contact T and Z is measured, while the RZ circuit is open (JR = 0), one can measure the
“top cell” through the bottom cell. Bauer [414] pointed out, that if the RZ circuit is shorted,
an artifact can lead to an error. If the JR-VRZ characteristic of the RZ circuit is measured,
while the TR circuit is held at the determined maximum power point voltage VTZ,mpp, the
“bottom cell” is measured in a similar situation as in the 3T tandem. Both mpp voltages
should be close to the mpp voltages of the maximum power point of the total 3T power [414].
However, for an accurate measurement the voltages should be scanned around the estimated
voltages. Therefore, for the 3T measurement, a pair of voltages VTR and VRZ is applied by
using two sourcemeters and the respective current densities JT and JZ are measured. By
multiplying the current densities and voltages, the respective power densities extracted from
each circuit can be determined. The power densities of both circuits add up to the total
3T power density Ptot. Figure 9.1b shows the Ptot-VTR-VRZ characteristic of the 3T tandem
device plotted as a power density heat map. From the heat map, the operation point of
the 3T tandem cell with maximum power output can be found at VTR,mpp of 1785±30 mV
and VRZ,mpp of 490±10 mV, where the TR circuit contributes 25.4±0.9% and the RZ circuit
1.9±0.1% to the total 3T efficiency of 27.3±1.0%.
The net efficiency gain for the 3T operation is 0.9±0.2%abs. compared to the top cell limiting
2T operation and confirms the findings of chapter 8, that a 3T tandem cell comprising a
3T IBC cell can be operated more efficiently than a current-mismatch 2T tandem cell. The
efficiency gain of only 0.9%abs. is expected, because the current-mismatch of the POLO-IBC
cell with a planar n+ POLO front contact and the GaInP top cell is small. However, for 3T
tandem cells with a stronger mismatch (e.g. with GaAs top cell), a much higher efficiency
gain of about 10%abs. was observed [324].
Although an efficiency of 27.3% for a simple demonstrator device is already impressive, it is
far below the record efficiency of 32.5% for a 4T GaInP//Si tandem cell [406]. This is partly
due to the non-optimized bottom cell [280], which was improve in section 8.5 to obtain a high
performance 3T unijunction bottom cell. This raises optimism that a more than 33%-efficient
3T tandem solar cell will be achieved in the future.
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The aim of the present thesis was to investigate three-terminal interdigitated back-contact
bottom cells with passivating and carrier-selective POLO junctions, which allow the realiza-
tion of 3T tandem solar cells. For this purpose, the three building blocks of a 3T-POLO-IBC
cell, which are based on each other, were examined: the passivating and carrier-selective
POLO junction, the integration of POLO junctions on the rear side of an IBC cell and the
physics of a three-terminal IBC cell. Finally, the first 3T tandem solar cell comprising a
back-contacted solar cell is demonstrated.
As the POLO junction is a passivating and carrier-selective contact, the process of carrier
extraction at such a contact to an absorber is studied from theoretical point of view. The
selectivity of a contact is defined on the basis of (reaction) kinetic considerations at the
contact in terms of the rate ratio of desired processes to undesired processes. The extraction
efficiency of charge carriers at the contact is derived as the ratio of the external voltage
versus the internal voltage from a thermodynamic point of view. To emphasize the unifying
nature of the definitions in this thesis, the existing literature definitions are calculated from
the definitions in this thesis. The selectivity and extraction efficiency are correlated and the
efficiency of a solar cell with given contact selectivity is calculated accordingly.
After the detailed theoretical investigation of selectivity, the properties of n+ and p+ POLO
junctions are studied and low saturation current densities between 2 fA/cm2 and 18 fA/cm2

and simultaneously junction resistivity between 0.4 mΩcm2 and 10 mΩcm2 are observed. The
resulting logarithmic selectivity according to Brendel and Peibst [120] of POLO junctions
exhibits values larger than 15.
For the next building block, a photolithography-free fabrication process flow for an interdigi-
tated back-contact cell with POLO junction for both polarities was presented, the challenges
of integrating polysilicon-based contacts on the rear side and the properties of the resulting
POLO-IBC cell were discussed. The implementation of p+ and n+ doped poly-Si on the rear
side of the cell, results in a parasitic p+n+ graded junction within the poly-Si and reduces
the performance of the POLO-IBC cell significantly. Therefore, the parasitic junction was
removed during the cell fabrication process by implementing a trench separation of the n+ and
p+ doped poly-Si regions, which yielded a POLO-IBC cell with a certified power conversion
efficiency of 24.25%. A detailed analysis of the optics and the recombination behavior of the
cell along with Quokka simulations were presented. When the determined contact resistances
are used for the simulation a good agreement with experimental device characteristic is
achieved. This supports the findings that POLO junctions offer excellent recombination and
majority carrier transport properties and it is anticipated that the practical efficiency limit
for POLO-IBC cell is above 27%.
For the final building block, a third POLO contact was added to the POLO-IBC cell and the
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3T-IBC bottom cell was examined in detail. A taxonomy of 3T tandem solar cells and the
associated nomenclature was presented and two different 3T-IBC bottom cell architectures
are distinguished. A unijunction bottom solar cell contains a single (uni) minority carrier
contact and two majority carrier contacts. A bipolar junction bottom solar cell has two
minority carrier contacts and a single majority carrier contact.
Both 3T bottom cell architectures were fabricated base on a modified POLO-IBC fabrication
process. The working principle and loss mechanisms were investigated by means of J-V
measurements of illuminated devices and analytical modelling. The experiments reveal that
the third contact of a 3T unijunction and bipolar junction bottom cell enables the collection
or injection of additional minority or majority carriers from or into the bottom cell. In the
ideal case, the power output of such a 3T bottom cell is almost independent of the current
density applied from the top cell and no current-matching is required.
For a deeper understanding of the operation of a 3T IBC cell, simple analytical equivalent
circuit models are proposed and evaluated for the unijunction and bipolar junction bottom
cells. Design rules are derived from the verified models and it is predicted that a well-design
series- and reverse-connected 3T tandem cell comprising a unijunction or bipolar junction
bottom cell and a current-mismatched top cell with a band gap of 1.55 eV (e.g. lead halide
perovskite) or 1.8 eV (e.g. GaInP) is able to attain an efficiency close to 42%. Finally, a high
performance 3T unijunction cell with a textured n+ POLO front contact with an efficiency of
20.3% and a simplified screen printed PERC-like 3T bipolar junction bottom cell with 14.4%
under full-spectrum illumination is developed. It can be projected that the optimization
of single process steps and by following the derived design guidelines will yield a low-cost
PERC-like 3T bottom cell with an efficiency approaching that of the high performance 3T
unijunction bottom cell. This path is a promising and attractive way to reuse the installed
production capacity of the dominating PERC-technology in a cost-effective tandem solar cell
with maximum energy yield production.
Finally, the first 3T GaInP//POLO-IBC tandem cell demonstrator with an efficiency of
27.3% is fabricated and a net efficiency gain of 0.9% is demonstrated with respect to the 2T
operation of the 3T tandem cell.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Supplementary material for the section on lateral
poly-Si pn junctions

A.1.1. Diffusion profile
It is assumed that the lateral phosphorous interdiffusion can be appropriately estimated
by diffusion from an infinite phosphorous source with a plateau concentration of 1 · 1020

active phosphorus dopants/cm2 into the homogeneously doped boron region with a plateau
concentration of 3 · 1019 active boron dopants/cm2. The diffusivity of 3.2 × 10−10 cm2/s
of phosphorus for the diffusion process at 1050 ◦C is estimated from Spit and Bakker [465,
equation 3] with a prefactor of 60 cm2/s and an activation energy of 2.96 eV. The values for the
parameters are at the boundary of the error margins in Spit and Bakker [465, equation 3] and
are chosen such that a diffusivity of 2.4 · 10−10 cm2/s for 1035 ◦C is replicated. This value was
found by Hollemann et al. for the phosphorus diffusion in similar POLO junction fabrication
processes [377]. Figure 7.2b shows the estimated dopant concentration of phosphorus and
boron at the junction.

A.1.2. Calculation of J-V characteristic by mean of PC1D
In order to calculate the J-V characteristic and to find the recombination lifetime τr within
the poly-Si pn-junction, a more sophisticated device simulation is performed compared to
the simple single diode analysis from subsection 7.2.1. For this purpose, the PC1D v. 5.9
model [466, 467] from figure A.1 serves as the model of the interdiffused pn-junction with
the estimated dopant profile from subsection A.1.1. Since the carrier mobility is strongly
dependent on morphology of the poly-Si layer and the doping concentration [468], its value is
uncertain for the presented poly-Si layers, especially within the graded junction. However, the
mobility should be in the range between approximately 1 cm2/Vs and 50 cm2/Vs [468]. With
the upper boundary for the mobility of 50 cm2/Vs and e.g. a lifetime of 200 ps, one obtains a
diffusion length of about 160 nm, which is of the same order of magnitude as the depletion
region width of 130 nm for the linearly grade junction from subsection 7.2.1. Therefore, at
least for small forward biasing, almost all charge carriers recombine within the depletion
region rather than in the field-free regions. Thus, the mobility has almost no effect on the J-V
characteristic below about 400 mV, but the lifetime τr changes the characteristic significantly.
Figure A.2a compares the measured and simulated J-V characteristic for lifetimes between
50 ps and 200 ps and a mobility of 15 cm2/Vs. The simulation with 150 ps matches the
experimentally determined characteristic in the low to moderate voltage regime, which agrees
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Figure A.1.: Screenshot of the PC1D v.5.9 model for the lateral poly-Si pn-junction showing
the input parameter for the model calculations in figure A.2b. For the bulk
recombination, a trap at a trap energy ET of 20 meV is assumed.

with 40 ps from the simple single diode analysis. Moreover, by adjusting the mobility to a
value of 7 cm2/Vs the PC1D simulation in figure A.2b resembles the J-V measurements over
the entire voltage range. The excellent fit of the local ideality factors underlines the good
agreement of the model with the experiment. At voltages below 200 mV, the good agreement
of local idealities is only achieved, if a trap is assumed, which is 20 meV away from the center
of the band gap rather than being in the center. Dutoit and Sollberger reported three trap
centers with 5 meV, 10 meV and 25 meV with respect to the center of the band gap [375].

A.1.3. Reverse-bias characteristic of the poly-Si pn-junction

Figure A.3 shows the reverse-bias breakdown characteristic of the poly-Si pn-junction. The
breakdown voltage is approximately 5.5 V.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.2.: (a) Comparison of measured (red circles) and simulated (dash-dotted lines) J-V
characteristic for carrier lifetimes between 50 ps and 200 ps. The assumed carrier
mobility is 15 cm2/Vs. (b) Comparison of measured (red and green circles) and
simulated (dash-dotted and dashed lines) J-V and m-V characteristic for a
carrier lifetime of 150 ps and a carrier mobility of 7 cm2/Vs.

Figure A.3.: J-V characteristic of poly-Si pn-junction with a reverse breakdown at 5.5 V.
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Table A.1.: Input parameter for Sunrays simulations of the n+ and p+ POLO regions of the
POLO-IBC cell from section 7.3

Layer Layer
thickness [nm] Data

Anti-reflection
coating on

upright pyramids

SiO2 120 Palik [471]
SiNy, n=1.9 55 Duttagupta [472]
SiNy, n=2.4 12 Duttagupta [472]

Absorber c-Si 150 · 103 Schinke [473, 474]

Planar rear side

p+ poly-Si, 5 · 1015 cm-2

(n+ poly-Si, 7.5 · 1015 cm-2)
150

(110) Reiter [470]

AlOx 20 Palik [471]
SiNy, n=1.9 120 Duttagupta [472]

Al 1000 Palik [471]

A.2. Supplementary material for the section on the
performance of POLO-IBC cell

A.2.1. Sunrays simulations
In order to study the optical properties of the POLO-IBC cell in section 7.3, a raytracing
simulation is performed by means of the Sunrays software version 3.0.5 [469]. The POLO-IBC
cell has at least three optically different regions: 60% of n+ POLO contact region, 20% of
p+ POLO contact region and 20% of trench region. The input parameter for the simulation
of the p+ and n+ POLO regions is summarized in table A.1. For the trench region the
anti-reflection coating and the absorber layers are the same as for the POLO contact region
in table A.1, but the rear side exhibits upright pyramids covered only by a 20 nm-thick AlOx
layer and a 75 nm-thick SiNx layer with a refractive index n = 1.9.
Figure A.4a shows the obtained reflectance data from ray-tracing simulations for the three
different regions and reflectance data measured on 2 × 2 cm2 reference samples representing
the p+ and n+ POLO contact regions. The sample were fabricated on the cell wafer and
therefore are optically almost identical to the cell regions. The simulated reflectance matches
the measured one in the wavelength range between 350 nm and 1000 nm within 1%abs.. Below
and above this wavelength range, the maximum deviation between simulated and measured
reflectances is 10%abs.. However, the AM1.5G spectrum contains about only 11% of the total
incident power density in this range. For wavelengths above 1000 nm, the used set of data
for the poly-Si has a large impact on the parasitic absorption within the poly-Si and causes
the deviation. For this reason, different sets of data from Reiter et al. [470] were tested and
the best possible agreement was found with the data set used for figure A.4a.
In order to find the parasitic absorption of the front anti-reflection coating Apara,sim, the
parasitic absoption of the ARC for the three regions were extracted from the same ray-tracing
simulations as in figure A.4a. Figure A.4b shows the simulated parasitic absoption of the
three regions and the area-weighted parasitic absorption Apara,sim, which is used in section
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(a) (b)

Figure A.4.: (a) Comparison of measured (circles) and simulated (solid lines) reflectance
of the POLO-IBC cell regions with p+ (green) and n+ (red) poly-Si layers.
Furthermore, the simulation of the trench region (blue solid line) is shown. (b)
Sum of parasitic absorption and transmission of the simulated regions in (a) and
the area-weighted sum, which represents the situation in the POLO-IBC cell.

7.3 to calculate the internal quantum efficiency.
Beside the parasitic absoption, the Sunrays simulations provide a breakdown of the loss
channels for the POLO2-IBC cell, which can be found in table A.2. Furthermore, table A.2
contains a simulation with a perfect planar rear side and another with perfect textured rear
side. To obtain a perfect rear side, the rear side is assumed to have a reflectivity of 1. The
planar case represents the best possible scenario for the POLO2-IBC cell with a planar rear
side and that of the textured case is the optimum with a textured rear side.
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Table A.2.: Breakdown of optical loss channels in a POLO2-IBC cell by means of raytracing
simulations of the three region and calculating area-weighted values. Note that
front side reflection is part of the total reflection.

Current density [mA/cm2]

Structure of rear side area-weighted n+

poly-Si
p+

poly-Si trench perfect,
planar

perfect,
textured

Incident from AM1.5G 46.3 46.3

Total reflection 2.48 2.70 2.89 1.43 3.76 2.99
Front side reflection 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
Parasit. absorp. in ARC 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.24

Parasit. absorp. in poly-Si 0.96 1.30 0.89 0.00 0 0
Parasit. absorp. in Al 0.43 0.52 0.59 0.00 0 0
Transmission 0.63 0.00 0.00 3.13 0 0

Photogeneration 41.57 41.55 41.70 41.51 42.31 43.08

A.3. Supplementary material for chapter on selectivity and
extraction efficiency

A.3.1. Electron transfer reaction
The following treatment is simplified presentation. For an accurate calculation, energy
distribution of states, occupation and rate constants should be considered. The interested
reader is referred to Gerischer [136] and Shockley [72] for example.
For the conduction band reaction, an occupied electron state e−

C in the conduction band and
an unoccupied electron state Ve−

M
in the contact1 yield an occupied electron state e−

M in the
contact and an unocuppied electron state Ve−

C
in the conduction band.

e−
C + Ve−

M

kC
−−⇀↽−− e−

M + Ve−
C

{1}

The net transfer rate of electrons at the surface exchanged between the conduction band and
the contact dns

dt
= rC is the difference of the rates of electrons injected from the conduction

band into the contact rC
f with the forward rate constant kC

f and vise verse rate rC
r with the

reverse rate constant kC
r .

−dnS

dt
= rC = rC

f − rC
r = kC

f · nS · [Ve−
M

] − kC
r · [e−

M ] · [Ve−
C

] (A.1)

1The contact is indicated as M in order to highlight, that this region has a single Fermi-level as it is the
case for metals.
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The quantities in square-brackets represent the concentration of each reaction species and
nS = [e−

C ] is the electron concentration in the conduction band close to the contact surface.
The number of unoccupied electron states in the conduction band is typically much larger
than that of occupied states and therefore it can be assumed that the concentration [Ve−

C
] stays

approximately constant at its equilibrium value [Ve−
C
]0. The single equilibrium Fermi-level

in the contact region requires an instant equilibration of occupied and unoccupied electron
states and therefore [Ve−

M
] and [e−

M ] are constant and equal to their equilibrium values [Ve−
M

]0
and [e−

M ]0.
Furthermore, at detailed balance equilibrium between conduction band and contact region,
the net rate has to vanish, which implies that the following (law mass action) relation between
forward and reverse reaction holds:

kC
f · nS0 · [Ve−

M
]0 = rC

f = rC
r = kC

r · [e−
M ]0 · [Ve−

C
]0 (A.2)

With relation A.2 and the assumption of kC := kC
f , the net transfer rate is

−dnS

dt
= rC = kC · [Ve−

M
]0 · (nS − nS0) = kC · [Ve−

M
]0 · nS0 ·

(
nS

nS0
− 1

)
(A.3)

The pseudo-first order reaction rate constant νC = kC · [Ve−
M

]0 is frequently referred to as
the effective surface recombination velocity [105, 475]. Fonash [110] used the effective surface
recombination velocity to define a perfect Ohmic carrier-selective contact and Wagenpfahl et
al. model S-shaped current-voltage characteristics [476]. The current density of electrons
flowing from the contact into the conduction band is defined as

jn = −q · dnS

dt
= j0n ·

(
nS

nS0
− 1

)
(A.4)

The constant pre-factor, called equilibrium exchange current density, j0n = q · kC · [Ve−
M

]0 · nS0
describes the exchange current density of electrons at detailed balance equilibrium.
For the valence band reaction, an occupied hole state h+

V in the valence band and an unoc-
cupied hole state Vh+

M
in the contact yield an occupied hole state h+

M in the contact and an
unoccupied hole state Vh+

V
in the valence band.

h+
V + Vh+

M

kV
−−⇀↽−− h+

M + Vh+
V

{2}
A similar derivation for the valence band reaction as for the conduction band reveals a net
transfer rate of holes at the surface:

−dpS

dt
= rV = kV · [Vh+

M
]0 · pS0 ·

(
pS

pS0
− 1

)
(A.5)

The corresponding hole current density flowing into the contact with equilibrium exchange
current density j0p = q · kV · [Vh+

M
]0 · pS0. reads:

jp = −q · dpS

dt
= q · rV = j0p ·

(
pS

pS0
− 1

)
(A.6)
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A.3.2. Selectivity calculated from the generalized charge control relation
In the literature of the bipolar junction transistors, a generalized form of Gummel’s charge
control model [420, 421, 424] features a solution of the drift-diffusion model under general
assumptions and provides a way to calculate a formula for selectivity of a general contact. In
contrast to the “exponential law approach”of section 5.3, the majority carrier quasi-Fermi level
is allowed to be non-flat and consequently the membrane is not necessarily field-free. Following
Borrego et al., the minority carrier (electron) current density Jn(0) at the absorber/membrane
interface at position x = 0 of a hole-selective contact reads [424, Equation 13]

Jn(0) = Jp(w)µn · Qn(w)
µp · Qp(w) − q2Dn

Qp(w) · [pn|0 − pn|w] (A.7)

Jp(w) corresponds to the majority carrier (hole) current density at the membrane/electrode
interface at position x = w. Qn(w) =

∫ w
0 qn dx and Qp(w) =

∫ w
0 qp dx are the minority

(electron) and majority (hole) charges within the membrane. Dividing the charges Qn(w)
and Qp(w) by the contact’s width w and the elementary charge q yields the average carrier
densities n̄ = Qn(w)

qw
and p̄ = Qp(w)

qw
. µn and µp are the respective carrier mobilities of

electrons and holes and Dp is the hole diffusivity2. The difference in the pn-products at the
absorber/membrane boundary pn|0 and at the membrane/electrode boundary pn|w drives
the electron current densities.
By rearranging equation A.7, the ratio of hole to electron current density yields a formula for
the selectivity, which contains a product of two factors.

Sp = Jp(w)
Jn(0) = µp · p̄

µn · n̄
· (1 +

qDn
wp̄

· [pn|0 − pn|w]
Jn(0) ) (A.8)

The first factor (blue) reflects the ratio σ̄p
σ̄n

of the average conductivities σ̄p = qµpp̄ for holes
and σ̄n = qµnn̄ for electron. The ratio of conductivities depends on the state of operation
of the solar cell via the carrier densities. The second factor (red) contains a ratio of the
difference of the pn products versus the minority carrier current density Jn(w), where of
the ratio of the numerator and denominator goes to a value of −1 if the ratio of average
conductivities σ̄p

σ̄n
goes to infinity. The second factor vanishes in this case, which ensures that

equation 5.11 is fulfilled at OC.
The generalized charge control model provides an advantage over several different approaches
because also uniform recombination in the membrane can be included easily. The original
derivation of Borrego et al. includes this aspect, which modifies the red part of equation A.8
such that an additional term is added.

A.3.3. Equivalent circuit model for a contact selectivity-limited solar cell
Comment to the following investigations: The following investigation on the equivalent
circuit models is motivated by fact that model A yielded unexpected results (at least for the

2Mobilities and diffusivities are assumed to be position-independent in reference [424], thus constants.
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author of this thesis), when used to calculate the desired parameters at maximum power point
and open-circuit conditions. The model A is used by several authors [124, 153] and is brought
into question herein. However, it shouldn’t be concluded that model A is wrong and model B is
correct. To make a proper decision, it needs more investigations. In a private communication
with A. L. Onno for example, Onno pointed out that the definition and calculation of iVOC
could be the reason for the surprising results. The author spend a lot of time to play around
with and to think about both models and any alternative model. Finally, the author came to
the conclusion that it is beyond the scope of this thesis and might be a topic of future research.
Next, I thought about to removed the content completely from the thesis, but decided to keep
it in the appendix for two reasons. First, the content motivates to think about the validity of
the models and provides a starting point for further investigations. Second, I was surprised
by the good agreement of model B with my expectations and Brendel’s maximum efficiency
calculation and don’t want to hide this fact. Therefore, all investigation using the equivalent
circuits moved into the appendix.
Anyway, the reader who prefers model A should not feel offended in any way, but rather invited
to revisit the models. Therefore, I offer to collaborate on this particular subject in order
to find an adequate answer to the questions raised, to which I have not found satisfactory
answers on my own. An electrical equivalent circuit model represents a simplification to

the complex physical behavior of a solar cell and allows to calculate the current-voltage
characteristic of the solar cell. The single diode model, which assumes ideal contacts, is
the simplest representation and contains a Shockley recombination diode in parallel with a
photo-generating current source. If non-ideal contacts are involved, like it is frequently the
case for thin-film (organic, perovskite, CdTe, CIGS etc.) solar cells or Si solar cells featuring
passivating contacts, then the J-V characteristic under illumination exhibits a characteristic
S-shape deformation and the simple single diode model fails to describe the solar cell’s J-V
[477].
In the context of recent literature on the definition of selectivity, Onno et al. provided an
intuitive equivalent circuit model based on a partial resistance framework [124] (see section
4.1.1) and Rau and Kirchartz [153] proposed a similar model with partial diodes instead of
partial resistances based on the selectivity definition of Weber et al. [119] and Roe et al. [123].
Figure A.5a depicts the equivalent circuit model (A) with an ideal electron-selective contact
and a non-ideal hole-selective contact added to the single diode model, as proposed by Rau
and Kirchartz [153]. In this model, a bulk diode with a saturation current density J0,B is
connected in parallel to the current source with a photo-generation current density JPh and
the diodes with equilibrium exchange current density J0,m and J0,M represent the minority
and majority carrier transfer processes at the hole contact, respectively. If the band diagram
of the solar cell is overlayed with model A, as it is done by Onno et al. [124], then it suggest
to be an intuitive description of a solar cell with selectivity-limited contacts3. However, the
validity of model A is brought into question in the following and the alternative model B in
figure A.6b is investigated as the simplest representation for a selectivity-limited solar cell,

3This was the motivation to use model A first.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.5.: Equivalent circuit model of a solar cell with an ideal electron-selective contact
and a non-ideal hole-selective contact as proposed (a) in reference [153] and (b)
in this thesis and Mazhari [478]

which corresponds to Mazhari’s model4 for organic solar cells [478–480]. In contrast to model
A, the bulk diode and the minority carrier diode are interchanged in model B, which is a
significant change of the model and of the underlying physics with regard to the selectivity
discussion. Moreover, if the hole- and electron-selective contacts become non-ideal, model A
and model B deviate considerably. Since the purpose of the equivalent circuit model is to
properly approximate the experimental behavior of a solar cell, the coincidence of the model
prediction with the experiment judges about the validity of the model. However, also the
interpretation of the physic of the model are essential. The Si solar cell with passivating a-Si/c-
Si heterojunction contacts is a well documented examples of a selectivity-limited solar cell [126,
348, 481] and the behavior of three unique experiments can be predicted by a dc equivalent
circuit model [481, 482]: the S-shape deformed light J-V characteristic, the dark J-V and
the Suns-VOC characteristic. Especially, the latter provides an appropriate benchmark for an
equivalent circuit model of a contact selectivity-limited solar cell. The Suns-VOC characteristic
for a solar cell with a J0,B =2.23 · 10−15 A/cm2 for the bulk recombination and a contact
with an almost perfect passivation with J0,m =2.23 · 10−25 A/cm2 is calculated with model
A and model B for different equilibrium selectivity values log10(S0) = log10(

J0,M
J0,m

) between 9
and 15 by using LTspice XVII5 [483]. At one sun condition a Jph of 44 mA/cm2 is assumed.

4In fact, Mazhari’s model does not correlate the two diodes with recombination at the contacts and in the
bulk. Mazhari denotes one of the diodes to the dark diode and the other diode to the recombination diode.

5Suns-(i)VOC simulations are performed at a global temperature of 40 ◦C and the saturation current
densities of the diodes are defined at a local temperate of 25 ◦C. Since the discussion of Suns-(i)VOC data is
of qualitative manner, the conclusions made about model A and B maintain their validity independent of the
simulation temperature.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.6.: (a) Comparison of calculated Suns-VOC characteristics of model A and B for
log10(S0) between 9 and 15. (b) Influence of the minority carrier equilibrium
exchange current density on the calculated Suns-VOC characteristic of model B.

The Suns-iVOC characteristic is calculated by replacing the majority carrier diode by a wire
in the model, which implies that model A is equivalent to model B and that the S0 value is
infinite. Figure A.6a compares the calculated characteristics of model A and model B. As
expected, the Suns-iVOC characteristics (black dotted line) of both models coincide. The
Suns-VOC curve of model A (blue dotted line) at low illuminations intensities shifts parallel
away from the Suns-iVOC curve towards higher illumination intensities with decreasing S0,
which reflects a higher effective saturation current density and indicates that a degraded
majority carrier transport at the contact enhances recombination in the cell6.
The predicted Suns-VOC characteristics of model B (red solid line) on the other hand matches
the Suns-iVOC at low intensities for all S0 values and deviates from it at higher intensities.
The lower the selectivity is, the lower is the onset voltage, where iVOC and VOC start to
deviate from each other and the voltage loss ∆VOC = iVOC − VOC increases with increasing
intensity.
From experiments in the literature, it is expected that the Suns-VOC matches the Suns-iVOC
at low illumination intensities, as observed for model B, and that a voltage difference evolves
at high illumination intensities due to an insufficient selectivity of the contact [122, 346–348].
In this regard, Model A as used herein and the with the used input parameters does not
meet the expectations from the experimental behavior qualitatively. In contrast to that,
the predictions of model B are qualitatively in good agreement with the expectations from
experimental observation [348, Figure 6.1 and 6.2] and suggests that model B describes a

6It was found that this is due to the fact that J0,m =2.23 · 10−25 A/cm2 and J0,M < J0,B for log10(S0) = 9
for example. The effect becomes smaller for larger J0,m.
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contact selectivity-limited solar cells in good approximation7. Figure A.6b provides further
insights on the influence of the minority carrier exchange current density J0,m on the Suns-VOC
characteristic. An increasing J0,m represents an enhanced minority carrier recombination
at the contact, which adds to the total effective saturation current density of the cell, and
shifts the Suns-iVOC characteristic upwards. At low illumination conditions, the Suns-VOC
follows the Suns-iVOC again and the VOC is dominated by the recombination, rather than
the selectivity. This part of the characteristic identifies the recombination-dominated or
iVOC-limited regime for the given selectivity values. At high intensities, Suns-VOC deviate
from Suns-iVOC and the selectivity-limited regimes shows up, where the Suns-VOC curves with
the same S0 values converge independently from the recombination parameters chosen here.

A.3.4. Relationship between power conversion efficiency and selectivity
Finally, the good qualitative agreement with the expectations encourages to use model B
for the calculation of the extraction efficiency and the power conversion efficiency from the
S-shape deformed light J-V characteristics. For this purpose, a solar cell on a 2 Ωcm n-type
doped 110 µm-thick wafer with Lambertian light trapping with a photo-current density of
43.47 mA/cm2 [28] is assumed, which is similar to that used by Brendel et al. [127]. In the case
of perfect contacts, the J-V characteristic is governed by radiative recombination and Auger-
recombination within the wafer bulk. The J-V characteristic of such a solar cell is determined
following Schäfer and Brendel [28] and was kindly provided by S. Schäfer. In the framework
of an equivalent circuit model, two parallel diodes with an ideality factor of unity for the
radiative recombination and 2/3 for Auger-recombination represent the intrinsic recombination
within the bulk and the recombination pre-factors (saturation current densities) of the diodes
are determined to 1.33 · 10−15 A/cm2 for radiative recombination and 3.27 · 10−21 A/cm2

for Auger-recombination by calibrating the diode model with the J-V characteristic provided
by S. Schäfer.
In order to keep the model simple for the first part of the discussion, Auger-recombination
is turned off to allow the solar cell’s characteristic to follow an ideality of unity over the
entire voltage range. Figure A.7a depicts the light J-V characteristic and highlights the
MPP and OC operation points for a radiative recombination-limited and perfectly passivated
solar cell, which was calculated by means of model B with J0,B of 1.33 · 10−15 A/cm2, J0,m
of 5 · 10−25 A/cm2 and log10(S0) between 1 and 17. As long as log10(S0) is larger than 14,
the J-V characteristics are almost identical to that of a solar cell with a perfectly selective
contact and the solar cell is not limited by selectivity in this case. The resulting implied
J-V characteristic reveals an iVOC = VOC(S0 → ∞) of 799.6 mV, iVMPP = VMPP(S0 → ∞)
of 713.2 mV, iJMPP = JMPP(S0 → ∞) of 41.97 mA/cm2 and a power conversion efficiency
iη = η(S0 → ∞) of 29.9%. For lower selectivity values, VOC(S0), VMPP(S0) and η(S0) decrease
rapidly, while the decrease in JMPP(S0) is moderate down to a log10(S0) value of about 5.

7It should be noted that model B is also inaccurate, if the solar cell is biased beyond OC conditions
or the illumination is turned off. In this case, the only path for the current is through the bulk diode and
the recombination at the contact becomes invisible. For model A, the bulk diode becomes invisible and the
current has to flow through the minority carrier diode.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.7.: (a) Current-voltage characteristic calculated from model B for log10(S0) values
between 1 and 17. Red circles and blue squares indicate the point of operation at
MPP and OC. (b) Carrier extraction efficiency ηextract.,OC at OC and ηextract.,MPP
at MPP, and the normalized power conversion efficiency is obtained from J-V
data in fugure A.7a.

Furthermore, the J-V curves become s-shape deformed for log10(S0) values below 12 (purple
J-V curve in A.7a).
To find the relationship between the extraction efficiency at MPP and OC, the extraction
efficiency at MPP and OC is calculated for each J-V characteristic with a particular selectivity
by normalizing the voltage VMPP(S0) at MPP and VOC(S0) at OC by the implied voltage
iVMPP and iVOC, respectively, of a solar cell with a perfectly selective contact. Figure A.7b
quantifies the observed behavior of VOC(S0) and VMPP(S0) from figure A.7a in terms of the
extraction efficiency at MPP and OC. For log10(S0) above 14, the extraction efficiency at
MPP and OC approaches unity, shows a linear decrease with decreasing log10(S0) values
below 12 and finally reaches ηextract.,MPP ≈ 0 and ηextract.,OC ≈ 0.5 for S0 = 1. Since the
extraction efficiency at MPP and OC as function of log10(S0) represents lines running from
unity to zero and from unity and 0.5, respectively, the relation has to obey the following
simple linear law:

ηextract.,MPP ≈ 2 · ηextract.,OC − 1 (A.9)

Indeed, figure A.8a confirms this relationship for a perfectly passivating contact (J0,m =
5 · 10−25 A/cm2). However, if J0,m > J0,B, then the contact dominates the total recombination
current density and limits the internal voltage iVOC below the bulk-limited iVOC,bulk. The
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ratio of the internal voltages defines the passivation efficiency of the contact

ηpass. = iVOC

iVOC,bulk
=

ln( JSC
J0,B+J0,m

+ 1)
ln( JSC

J0,B
+ 1)

. (A.10)

For the case of ηpass. < 1, the relationship between the extraction efficiency at OC and MPP
becomes non-linear for high and low values, but shows a linear regime in-between. The lines
(purple diamonds, blue triangles, green squares) in figure A.8a exhibit the same slope of
approximately 2 as for the perfectly passivating contact, but shift towards the left upper
corner. The linear law reads as

ηextract.,MPP ≈ 2 · ηextract.,OC − 1
ηpass.

. (A.11)

In addition to the equivalent circuit model calculation in figure A.7b, the extraction efficiency
at OC is calculated by means of the (exact) analytic relationship between selectivity and
extraction efficiency, as derived in section 5.4 from equation 5.15 and 5.8, and the iVOC
from the circuit model simulation8. The point-by-point deviation of the extraction efficiency
between the analytic and equivalent circuit model prediction is below 0.5%rel.. This excellent
agreement on the one hand underlines the validity of model B and on the other hand promotes
to use the analytic solution and its approximations (equation 5.30 and 5.31) to calculate the
extraction efficiency.
The impact of the extraction efficiency and selectivity on the performance of the solar cell
is investigated by comparing the extraction efficiency and the relative power conversion
efficiency (PCE), which is determined by normalizing the PCE η(S0) by the implied PCE
iη. The normalized PCE in A.7b follows the extraction efficiency at MPP over the entire
selectivity range, because the voltage loss at MPP dictates the loss in PCE. This fact is
also highlighted by equation A.12, where the normalized PCE calculates by multiplying the
passivation efficiency9 with the extraction efficiency at MPP and with the normalized current
density JMPP(S0)

iJMPP
. Since the current density at MPP decreases much slower than the voltage

with decreasing selectivity, the normalized current density exhibits values between 0.90 and
unity down to log10(S0) values of 4. The normalized PCE is therefore approximately equal to
the extraction efficiency ηextract.,MPP multiplied with the selectivity-independent passivation
efficiency, which is unity for a perfectly passivating contact.

η(S0)
iη = VMPP(S0) · JMPP(S0)

iVMPP,bulk · iJMPP
= ηpass. · ηextract.,MPP · JMPP(S0)

iJMPP
≈ ηpass. · ηextract.,MPP

(A.12)
Equation A.12 provides an important link between the extraction efficiency at MPP and the
contact-limited PCE η(S0). The analytic relationships from section 5.4 together with equation

8Instead of the iVOC from the simulation, one can also calculate iVOC according to Shockley’s diode theory.
Then, the iVOC = kBT

q ln( JSC
J0,B+J0,m

+ 1) and results in an almost identical value for the iVOC of 799.5 mV.
9Note that it is assumed that the passivation efficiency at OC is equal to that at MPP. In fact, the values

at MPP and OC deviate less than 4% for the investigate J0,m value up to 5 · 10−11 A/cm2 or a passivation
efficiency of about 0.66
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(a) (b)

Figure A.8.: (a) Relationship between carrier extraction efficiency at OC and at MPP for
minority carrier exchange current densities J0,m between 5 · 10−25 A/cm2 and
5 · 10−12 A/cm2. (b) Contact-limited PCE η(S0) for J0,m of 5 · 10−25, 5 · 10−14

and 5 · 10−12 A/cm2 calculated from model B and analytic equations.

A.9/A.11 allow to calculate the extraction efficiency at OC and MPP for any selectivity value
and to study the contact-limited PCE η(S0).
Figure A.8b shows the power conversion efficiency as a function of the selectivity for pas-
sivation efficiencies (J0,m values) between about 0.7 (J0,m =5 · 10−12 A/cm2) and unity
(J0,m =5 · 10−25 A/cm2). A solar cell with a passivation efficiency of unity (grey circles)
approaches an extraction efficiency of unity for log10(S0) above 14. In this case, the solar
cell is neither limited by the contact’s passivation nor by carrier extraction and yields the
bulk-limited efficiency iη of 29.9%. This type of contact refers to a perfectly passivating and
carrier-selective contact and yields the maximum PCE for a given absorber material. If J0,m
increases above J0,B and the extraction efficiency remains close to unity (log10(S0) > 14),
then the passivation efficiency drops below unity and the PCE is limited to iη · ηpass. by the
contact’s recombination (green squares and purple diamonds). In addition to the limitation
from the passivation, a decreasing selectivity leads to a decrease of the carrier extraction
efficiency below unity and reduces the PCE of the solar cell. The η(S0) curves for different
passivation efficiencies in figure A.8b even converge to a single one for log10(S0) < 9 for
the chosen examples. The limitation from the extraction efficiency starts to outweigh the
passivation efficiency and thus the selectivity confines the PCE independent of the passivation
efficiency.
Beside the evaluation by means of the equivalent circuit model, it is also possible to calculate
η(S0) analytically from equations A.12, A.10, A.9, 5.15, 5.8 and with iη and iVOC,bulk from
Shockley’s diode theory [408, equation 20] and Green’s approximation for the fill factor [91,
equation 4]. By using the approximation in equation 5.31 for the linear selectivity-limited
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regime, one obtains an explicit formula10 to calculate ηlinear(S0) as follows.

ηlinear(S0) = iη
iVOC,bulk

· kBT

q
· ln S0 = iη

iVOC,bulk
· kBT

q
· ln(10) · log10(S0) (A.13)

For the passivation-limited regime the efficiency saturates to

ηsat. = iη · ηpass.. (A.14)

The superposition of both approximations yields an explicit equation for η(S0) for the whole
range of selectivities and passivation efficiencies as follows11.

η(S0) =
(

( 1
ηlinear(S0)

)v + ( 1
ηsat.

)v
)1/v

(A.15)

The exponent v controls how sudden the transition between both approximations occurs and
a value of roughly 20 is found to give a reasonable agreement with model B for the transition
region. The analytically calculated η(S0) from equation A.15 (red solid lines) reproduce
the values of model B to a good degree of accuracy. The deviation of η(S0) values is below
4%rel. for the passivation-limited part and below 10%rel. for the selectivity-limited part. The
deviation is identified to be due to the approximations made in equation A.12 regarding the
currents and in A.9 regarding the slope and intercept values.

A.3.5. Maximum power conversion efficiency for a contact-limited solar
cell

Finally, the question regarding the interrelation between the maximum possible efficiency and
the selectivity is addressed. Figure A.8b and equation A.12/A.15 suggest, that one straight
forward approach to obtain the maximum PCE for each selectivity value is to maximize the
passivation efficiency to unity. For this case, it is concluded from equation A.12 that the
maximum PCE is directly proportional to the extraction efficiency at MPP. For normalized
PCEs η(S0)

iη
below unity, also a combination of passivation efficiency below unity and extraction

efficiency below unity can be found.
For a quantitative comparison with Brendel et al. [120, 127], the maximum PCE in figure A.9a
is extracted from model B with a passivation efficiency of unity and with Auger-recombination
turned on. Furthermore, the maximum PCE for a contact-limited solar cells for an absorber
material with a band gap similar to methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) perovskite is
calculated. The analytic solutions for the Si and MAPI solar cells result from equation A.15
with iVOC,bulk and iη from model B. Figure A.9a depicts the maximum PCE for contact-limited
Si and MAPI solar cells. The assumed Si and MAPI solar cells approach the Auger-limited

10Passivation efficiency is assumed to be unity for this approximation. However, the formula also predicts
η(S0), if passivation efficiency is not unity, since for the selectivity-limited regime η(S0) for the non-perfectly
passivated contacts yields the same η(S0) as with a passivation efficiency of unity.

11A similar approach was used in Brendel et al. [127]. Note that it is also possible to calculate η(S0)
without this approximation, but without it no explicit formula is accessible.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.9.: (a) The maximum PCE of a contact-limited solar cell with a Si absorber
(grey circles) and an absorber with a band gap Eg of 1.6 eV (blue diamonds).
Comparison of the maximum PCE of a Si solar cell from model B (grey circles),
analytical calculations (red solid line) and Brendel et al. [127, equation 16]
(black solid line). (b) Equivalent circuit model C as used by Brendel et al. to
calculate the maximum PCE.

efficiency of 29% and the Shockley-Queisser-limiting efficiency12 of 30.2%, respectively, for
a perfectly selective and passivating contact. This is nearly the case for a log10(S0) value
of 13-14 for Si and 22-23 for MAPI. As pointed out in section 5.4, the selectivity has to be
larger for MAPI compared to Si to achieve a carrier extraction efficiency close to unity due to
the higher implied open-circuit voltage of 1.31 V for MAPI compared to 0.755 V for Si. The
equilibrium exchange current density for the minority carriers J0,m has to decrease to allow
an increase of the internal voltage, but the equilibrium exchange current density for majority
carriers J0,M has to stay the same to support the extraction of photo-generated carriers. This
makes contacting of wide band gap absorbers more challenging and often leads to non-ohmic
majority carrier transport and S-shape deformation of the J-V characteristic. The comparison
of the maximum PCE for the Si solar cell according to Brendel’s calculation, model B and
the analytic solution reveals a good agreement. In contrast to model B, Brendel et al. utilize
equivalent circuit model C in figure A.9b, where minority carrier transport is represented
by a diode recombination pre-factor J0,m = J0,C · fC and the majority carrier transport by
a series resistance ρM = ρC/fC. The areal fraction of the selective contact fc scales the local
contact properties J0,C and ρC and manipulates the global solar cell characteristic, but the
selectivity remains constant for a given set of J0,C and ρC . Brendel et al. optimized the areal
fraction and found a maximum efficiency for each selectivity value (figure A.9a). Down to a

12It is assumed that the recombination in the cell exhibits an ideality of unity, which is typically not the
case for methylammonium lead iodide perovskites.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.10.: (a) Comparison of measured JF-VRF (blue dash-dotted line) characteristic
for different JZ and JZ-VRZ (red solid line) characteristic for different JF.
(b) Comparison of measured (red circles) and calculated (solid lines) JF-VRF
characteristic for different JZ.

log10(S0) value of about 14, ρM <200 mΩcm2 and J0,m is below the saturation current density
of the bulk. The contact hardly affects the efficiency and the efficiency is limited by the
bulk. For log10(S0) values below 14, the optimized ρM increases with decreasing selectivity
and saturates at about 670 mΩcm2 below log10(S0) of 11-12. The recombination pre-factor
J0,m decreases with decreasing selectivity down to log10(S0) of 11-12 and then decreases even
stronger to compensate the saturation of ρM.

A.4. Supplementary for the section on unijuntion bottom
cells

A.4.1. Model parameters for 2T-operated 3T cell
In figure 8.5, it was shown that the JF-VRF (with JZ =0 mA/cm2) and JZ-VRZ (with
JZ =0 mA/cm2) characteristics of the 2T-operated unijunction 3T IBC cell match each
other almost perfectly. This was attributed to similar series resistances RS + Ri of the RZ
and FR circuit due to similar RZ and RF values. According to the model in figure 8.11a
with the assumption that RZ ≈ RF, JF-VRF and JZ-VRZ characteristics should also match for
other current density pairs JZ and JF. The JF-VRF and JZ-VRZ characteristics shown in figure
A.10a exactly match each other and confirm this prediction. It is thus not important for a
unijunction 3T-IBC bottom cell at which terminal the current density is fixed and at which
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Table A.3.: J-V data and the corresponding 2T diode fit parameter for a 4 cm2 2T-IBC
reference cell measured with the LOANA system at standard test conditions and
for a 2T-operated 1 cm2 3T-IBC bottom cell measured at the Süss probe station
at non-standard test conditions.

parameter 2T-IBC reference cell 3T cell light
JSC [mA/cm2] 30 10
VOC [mV] 710 651
FF [%] 81.5 74.3
P [mW/cm2] 17.36 4.84
JPh [mA/cm2] 30 10
J0,D1 [fA/cm2] 26 20.8
J0,D2 [nA/cm2] 2.6 25
RSH [kΩcm2] 300 24
RS + Ri [mΩcm2] 560 580

one it is swept. Therefore, the RZ and the FR circuit can be used equivalently to calibrate
the inner part of the equivalent circuit model in figure 8.11 (between node 1 and 2).
The JF-VRF characteristic with JZ =0 mA/cm2 calibrates the inner diode model by fitting
the characteristic with a two-terminal two-diode model. The series resistance is assumed to
be the sum of RS and RF, and can only be distinguished by using the 3T model. Table A.3
summarizes the J-V data and the extracted diode parameters for the 3T bottom cell under
illumination and for a 4 cm2 2T-IBC reference cell, which was measured under standard
test conditions. The agreement of diode parameters of the reference cell and the 3T-IBC
cell proves the extracted parameters to be physically meaningful and comparable to STC
measurements. The reduced VOC and FF of the 3T bottom cell compared with the reference
cell result from the lower illumination level and a higher J0,D2 value. The higher J0,D2-type
recombination is caused by a higher local ideality factor most likely due to an incomplete
removal of the parasitic poly-Si pn junction (see section 7.2).
By using the diode parameters and the 3T diode model, the JF-VRF characteristic for
JZ =0 mA/cm2 is calculated (figure A.10b). The calculation matches the experimental data
well (normalized root mean square deviation is 0.6%), since the data was used to determine
the fit parameters. The resistance Ri is equal to RF in the lumped series resistance RS + Ri.
Since JZ =0 mA/cm2, RZ has no effect on the characteristic and is neglected.

Model parameters for 3T-operated 3T cell

If JZ is non-zero, the 3T model requires proper values for RF and RZ in order to match the
measured characteristic. In the following RF and RZ are determined from the the observed
voltage difference VZF = VRZ − VRF and the parabolic-shaped P3T,mpp,total.
The measured JF-VRF characteristic (as shown in figure A.10b) for JZ between -40 mA/cm2

and 20 mA/cm2 is used to calculate the maximum power point from the total 3T power
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(a) (b)

Figure A.11.: (a) Measured and simulated voltage difference between rear majority carrier
contact Z and front majority carrier contact F at the maximum total power
point. (b) The measured and simulated maximum total power density extracted
from the unijunction 3T-IBC bottom cell as a function of JZ for the illuminated
(blue) and dark (red) 3T-IBC bottom cell.

density according to equation 1. The voltage between the rear and front base contact differs
by VZF,mpp = VRZ,mpp − VRF,mpp at maximum power point. The measured voltage difference
VZF,mpp and the corresponding power density P3T,mpp,total at the 3T maximum power point is
shown in figure A.11.
The voltage difference VZF,mpp depends linearly on the current density JZ. In the framework of
the 3T equivalent circuit model, VZF can be represented as the difference of the voltage drops
across the resistances RF and RZ, which is caused by the current flow of the corresponding
current densities JF and JZ through the resistor:

VZF = RZ · JZ − RF · JF = (RZ + RF) · JZ − RF · JR (A.16)

When expressed in terms of JZ and JR only, VZF(JZ) is a linear function. The sum of the
resistances RZ and RF determines the slope and the intercept with the vertical axis is the
voltage drop across RF, which is caused by the flow of JR through the resistor.
At maximum power point operation, JR,mpp is approximately independent13 of JZ in the inves-
tigated regime and equals the current density of the 2T-operated bottom cell of 9.2 mA/cm2

for the light J-V data set. A linear regression analysis of VZF,mpp(JZ) from light J-V re-
veals a positive slope of 322.5±4.6 mΩcm2 and an intercept point with the vertical axis

13In fact, the current density JR,mpp depends weakly on JZ through the dependence of the cell voltage VC
on JZ in equation 8.2 and 8.4.
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of VZF,mpp(JZ = 0) =−1.52 ± 0.09 mV. The resistance values for RF and RZ amount to
165±1 mΩcm2 and 157±5.6 mΩcm2, respectively.
For the equipotential case of the two majority carrier contacts Z and F, the current densities
JZ,EP and JF,EP are such that the voltage drops across RZ and RF compensate each other,
which implies VZF,mpp(JZ,EP) =0 mV. Equation A.16 can be rearranged to yield equation
A.17, which predicts a current density JZ,EP of 4.71 ± 0.35 mA/cm2.

JZ,EP = RF

RF + RZ
· JR,mpp (A.17)

Figure A.11a also shows data derived from dark J-V characteristics. Since no power is
generated in dark, the maximum power point manifests as the point of minimum power loss
and occurs at JR,mpp ≈0 mA/cm2. All the data points for the dark case in figure A.11a are
derived under this condition. The data reveals a slope of 363±1.6 mΩcm2 and the straight
line passes through the origin.
Since JR,mpp ≈0 mA/cm2, equation A.16 and A.17 cannot be used to distinguish between RZ
and RF in a dark measurement. However, using the dark J-V curves of the 2T-operated
3T IBC cell from figure A.10a at high voltages and the method described in reference
[484], RS + RF is determined to 422±2.0 mΩcm2 and RS + RZ to 415±2.4 mΩcm2. With the
condition RF + RZ = 363±1.6 mΩcm2, the system of linear equations is solved to obtain RF
of 185±8.0 mΩcm2 and RZ of 178±8.3 mΩcm2.
The resistances RZ and RF do not only induce a voltage difference between contacts, but also
dissipate electrical power into heat according to the Joule-Lenz law. The total 3T maximum
power, which includes the power dissipation at the resistances, is calculated using equation
8.1, 8.3, 8.4 to be

P3T,mpp,total = JR,mpp · VD,mpp − RS · J2
R,mpp − RZ · J2

Z,mpp − RF · J2
F,mpp (A.18)

Rearranging equation A.18 and representing as function of JZ = JZ,mpp and JR,mpp only,
leaves us with a second order polynomial of JZ.

P3T,mpp,total = −(RF + RZ) · J2
Z + 2RZ · JR,mpp · JZ + JR,mpp · VD,mpp − (RS + RF) · J2

R,mpp
(A.19)

Figure A.11b shows the resulting P3T,mpp,total for the light and dark measurement. The
parabolic behavior of the measured data is consistent with equation A.19. The curvature of
the parabola is specified by the coefficient of the quadratic term of JZ, namely the sum of
the resistances RZ and RF. Equation A.19 enables us to calculate RZ and RF in a second
independent manner. Independent from the previous discussion of the voltage difference
VZF,mpp, the resistances RZ and RF are determined by using a second order polynomial fit
to the measured data of P3T,mpp,total. The sum of RZ and RF amounts to 340±16 mΩcm2

and 364±0.8 mΩcm2 for the light and the dark measurement, respectively. This is in good
agreement with the values obtained from the analysis of the voltage difference VZF,mpp within
the error margin of the fits. The good agreement underlines that the observed the voltage
difference VZF,mpp and the power loss originate from the resistors and validates the 3T model.
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The JZ value of the vertex point of the parabola, where power density is maximized, can be
calculated from the vertex form equation of A.19 by using the coefficients of the quadratic
and linear terms of JZ in equation A.19.

JZ,3TPmax = −1
2 · 2RF · JR,mpp

−(RF + RZ) = RF

RF + RZ
· JR,mpp = JZ,EP (A.20)

Equation A.20, which describes the operation point, where power is maximized, is identical to
equation A.17, which determines the equipotential between the two majority carrier contacts
Z and F. Consequently, the power output is maximized for the equipotential case. Since
VZF,mpp = 0 mV for the equipotential case, RZ and RF are in parallel and the majority carrier
current divides across the two resistors according to the current divider rule. The current
flows along the path of least resistance and minimizes the resistive power loss.
Warren et al. previously used TCAD simulations of a 3T bottom cell to show that the power
is maximized for the equipotential case and that excess current flow between the two majority
carrier contacts through the absorber can lead to power dissipation within the cell [318]. The
3T circuit model presented in this thesis refines this understanding to show that the current
flow through resistors is responsible for the voltage drop and power loss.
An accurate determination of the current density JZ,3TPmax = JZ,EP from the light measure-
ment data in figure A.11b is difficult, since the positive branch in figure A.11b provides
limited data points with scattering around the vertex point. However, JZ,3TPmax amounts
to 1.8 ± 0.75 mA/cm2, which is lower than 4.71 ± 0.35 mA/cm2 as predicted from the anal-
ysis of VZF,mpp. If the same analysis of VZF,mpp and P3T,mpp,total is applied to the light
JZ-VRZ measurement data in figure 8.6a, a good agreement between both analysis proce-
dures is obtained: RZ + RZ =335±1.7 mΩcm2 and JF,EP =4.33 ± 0.1 mA/cm2 from VZF,mpp
and RZ + RZ =359±30 mΩcm2 and JF,EP =4.29 ± 1.2 mA/cm2 from P3T,mpp,total. Since the
equipotential operation point for RZ and FR operation is the same, the sum of the current
densities JF,EP + JZ,EP has to be equal to JR,mpp =9.2 mA/cm2, which is in good agreement
to the determined sum of 9.04 ± 0.45 mA/cm2 from the analysis of VZF,mpp of both data sets.
All resistance values along with the equipotential current densities are summarized in table
A.4. Finally, the determined values for the resistances RZ and RF and the diode parameters
from table A.3 are used to calculate the JF-VRF characteristic, the voltage difference VZF,mpp
and the power density P3T,mpp,total for JF between -40 mA/cm2 and 40 mA/cm2. Since the
determined RZ and RF are nearly equal within the error margin for the light measurement,
RZ = RF = 160 mΩcm2 is chosen for the calculation under illumination. For the calculation
of the dark scenario, RZ + RF = 363 mΩcm2 and a finite JPh =10−9 mA/cm2 is used. The
calculated and experimentally determined JF-VRF characteristics in figure A.10b are in good
agreement and thus the model can predict the power density P3T,mpp,total (figure A.11b) and
voltage difference between the front and rear majority carrier contacts VZF,mpp (figure A.11a)
for the illuminated and dark bottom cell scenario.

A.4.2. Distributed series resistance in a unijunction 3T bottom cell
It is now interesting to discuss the origin and physical meaning of RZ and RF. Naturally,
majority carrier transport resistances, which are distributed within the bottom cell, are
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Table A.4.: Summary of the determined resistance values for RZ and RF for the dark and light
measurements and the equipotential current density for the light measurement
with JR,mpp =9.2 mA/cm2. Values are determined analyzing either VZF,mpp or
P3T,mpp,total. JZ,EP and the corresponding RZ and RF designated by an asterisk
are uncertain values due to limited data points.

FR RZ
analyzed quantity VZF,mpp P3T,mpp,total VZF,mpp P3T,mpp,total

dark
RZ [mΩcm2] 178±8.3 178±7.5 - -
RF [mΩcm2] 185±8.0 186±7.2 - -

RZ + RZ [mΩcm2] 363±1.6 364±0.8 - -

light

RZ [mΩcm2] 157±5.6 273±42.5* 158±3.1 167±42.2
RF [mΩcm2] 165±1.0 66±26.2* 177±4.8 192±72.2

RZ + RZ [mΩcm2] 322.5±4.6 340±16.3 335±1.7 359±30.4
JZ,EP [mA/cm2] 4.71±0.35 (1.8±0.75)* - -
JF,EP [mA/cm2] - - 4.33±0.1 4.29±1.3

considered as the origin.
The lumped resistance value for the majority carrier transport is found by solving Poissons
equation for the given geometries and sheet conductivities of the bottom cell by means of a
finite element analysis implemented in the software QuickField [485]. Figure A.12 shows the
cross-section of the sample and the corresponding simulated current density vector field for
a bottom without photo-generation in the wafer and the n+ poly-Si layer at the front side.
The majority carriers (electrons in this case) are injected at the rear n+ contact Z in to the
n-type base. They flow from the metal grid at the rear side, through the metal/poly-Si and
the poly-Si/c-Si wafer interface into the wafer. In the wafer, the electron current spreads
horizontally (laterally) into the wafer and flows vertically towards the poly-Si layer at the
front side. The lateral redistribution of electrons leads to a laterally roughly homogeneous
current density vector field at the poly-Si/c-Si wafer interface at the front side. Electrons
pass the poly-Si/c-Si wafer interface and flow mostly horizontal through the thin and highly
conductive poly-Si layer towards the metal contact, where they have to cross the poly-Si/metal
interface to be collected in the metal grid at the front side.
The majority carriers suffer a transport resistance on their way from the rear contact to the
front contact at each interface (metal/poly-Si or poly-Si/c-Si), in the metal grids and lateral
and vertical transport resistance in the wafer and poly-Si layer. The QuickField simulation in
figure A.12 calculates the lateral and vertical transport, but excludes any contact resistances
or metal grid resistances. The latter is estimated by using analytic approximations for the
metal grid [486, equation 24], the contact resistances [486, equation 20] and the contact
resistivity values from section 6.3. The sum of grid and contact resistances amounts to about
15 mΩcm2. The QuickField simulation predicts a lumped resistance of 355 mΩcm2 due to
lateral and vertical majority carrier transport within the wafer and poly-Si layer on the front
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Figure A.12.: Schematic cross-section of the unijunction 3T bottom cell under investigation
with the corresponding current-density vector field for majority carriers within
the base and the poly-Si front contact. The poly-Si layer is artificially thickened,
while the sheet resistance is kept constant, in the DC conduction calculation in
QuickField [485] for visualization purposes.

side. The good agreement of the simulated series resistance (including grid and contact
resistance) of 370 mΩcm2 with the determined sum of RZ and RF values of about 360 mΩcm2,
suggests that RZ and RF originate from the distributed series resistance.
The form of the current vector field in the n+ poly-Si layer at the front side is similar to that
of an emitter in a both-side contacted cell and the lateral transport resistance is governed
by the geometry of the front side grid. According to Wyeth [378, equation 21], the sheet
resistance component of the resistance can be estimated to 191 mΩcm2. The form of the
vector field in the n-type base can be roughly represented by means of the superposition
of a lateral and vertical current flow. The lateral resistance in the base is mainly due to
the geomerty of the rear side grid and amounts to 165 mΩcm2. In conclusion, the lateral
resistance within the poly-Si layer at the front side, which is determined by the front side
geometry, has about the same value as RF and the lateral resistance within the wafer, which
reflects the rear side geometry, has approximately the same value as RZ. Therefore, RF
correlates with the sum of all resistances at the front side and RZ to those at the rear side.
From this considerations, one can specify design rules for a unijunction 3T bottom cells
in different operation modes. For the ideal case, RZ = RF = 0 and requires at least an
infinitely large conductivity within the wafer. This is not achievable for a real device and
the voltage difference VZF,mpp between the two majority carrier contacts accompanied by the
parabolic shape of P3T,mpp,total is an inherent property of unijunction 3T-IBC cells. However,
for several scenarios e.g. small grid dimensions14 and large base conductivity15, the ideal case
is approached.

14E.g. if the pitch approaches the wafer thickness.
15If grid dimensions are small, then the current flow becomes approximately single dimensional and

the resistance can be approximately calculated by multiplying the wafer thickness with the specific wafer
resistance. For a 150 µm-thick wafer with a specific resistance of 1 Ωcm, the resistance is 15 mΩcm2 and
induces a voltage difference below 1 mV for a maximum current densities of 40 mA/cm2.
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A.5. Supplementary for the section on bipolar junction
bottom cells

A.5.1. Derivation of Ebers-Moll model with photo-generation

Figure A.13.: Drift-diffusion model for BJT cell

Start from drift-diffusion model:

1. Poisson equation in depletion approximation:

d2φ

dx2 = −q

ε
(N+

D − N−
A ) (A.21)

2. Transport equations:
Jn = qµnnE + qDn

dn

dx
(A.22)

and
Jp = qµppE − qDp

dp

dx
(A.23)

3. Continuity equations under steady state conditions:
dn

dt
= 0 = 1

q

dJn

dx
− (R − G) (A.24)

and
dp

dt
= 0 = −1

q

dJp

dx
− (R − G) (A.25)
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Figure A.13 shows a one-dimensional model of a npn BJT architecture, which divides in
quasi-neutral regions (QNR1, QNR2, QNR3) and depletion regions (B1, B2, B3, B4). QNR1
represents the emitter, QNR2 the base-type absorber and QNR3 the collector. The cross-
sectional area of QNR1 and QNR3 is equal, thus the area of B2 and B3 is equal and current
densities can be used in the drift-diffusion model. Since design rules for interdigitated back
contact solar cells dictate that the rear minority carrier contact covers nearly the full area
and there is no reason why the front minority carrier contact should cover only a part of the
front surface area, the assumption is approximately true for IBC cells.
The drift-diffusion model is solved in each quasi-neutral region, while well-established solutions
for the depletion regions are used as boundary conditions for the QNR. For the QNR, which
is field free, the following equations have to be solved:

d2∆n

dx2 = (R − G)
Dn

= (R − G) τn

L2
n

(A.26)

and
d2∆p

dx2 = (R − G)
Dp

= (R − G) τp

L2
p

(A.27)
.
The following assumptions are made for the QNR1 and QNR3:

1. QNR1/QNR3: recombination rate is much larger than generation rate, thus generation
is neglected (G = 0). This assumption is true for optically thin and highly doped
emitter and collector layers. Furthermore low-level injection conditions are assumed
and the recombination rate R = ∆p

τp

2. QNR2: for simplicity, recombination rate is assumed to be much smaller than generation
rate, thus recombination is neglected. Furthermore, generation is assumed to be
homogeneous (G = const). The case of non-homogeneous generation (e.g. exponentially
decaying generation) is discussed in section A.5.2.

For the boundaries B, following assumption are applied:

1. B1/B4: surface recombination at this boundary is blinded out by assuming that the
boundary is far away and all excess carriers recombine before reaching it, so that

∆pE(xE → ∞) = 0 (A.28)

and
∆pC(xC → ∞) = 0 (A.29)

.

2. B2/B3: the well-known solution for the a pn-junction under low-level injection and
without recombination or generation [60] is applied here, so that

∆pE(xE = 0) = pE,0

[
exp

(
qVEB

kbT

)
− 1

]
(A.30)
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,

∆nB(xB = 0) = nB,0

[
exp

(
qVEB

kbT

)
− 1

]
(A.31)

,

∆nB(xB = WB) = nB,0

[
exp

(
qVCB

kbT

)
− 1

]
(A.32)

,

∆pC(xC = 0) = pC,0

[
exp

(
qVCB

kbT

)
− 1

]
(A.33)

Solving
d2∆p

dx2 = ∆p

L2
p

(A.34)

for QNR1 and QNR3 with boundary conditions from equation A.28 and A.30 for QNR1 and
from A.33 and A.29 for QNR3, give:

∆pE(xE) = pE,0

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
− xE

Lp,E

)
(A.35)

and

∆pC(xC) = pC,0

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
− xC

Lp,C

)
(A.36)

For QNR2 following equation has to be solved with the boundary conditions from equation
A.31 and A.32:

d2∆n

dx2 = −Gτn,B

L2
n,B

(A.37)

The excess carrier density in QNR2 is:

∆nB(xB) = −Gτn,B

2L2
n,B

(x2
B−WBxB)+nB,0

xB

WB

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
+
(

1 − xB

WB

) [
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
(A.38)

The minority carrier current density Jn in the base, is obtained from the excess carrier
distribution by applying transport equation.

Jn(xB) = qDn,B
d∆nB

dxB

= −qG
(

xB − WB

2

)
+ qDn,BnB,0

WB

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)]
(A.39)
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To calculate the minority carrier current density in the emitter or collector region, a change of
variables needs to be performed to express the carrier densities in terms of xB. The variables
xE and xC are related to xB as follows:

xE = −xB − WEB (A.40)

xC = xB − WB − WCB (A.41)

From change of variable the following conclusion is made:

Jp,E(xE) = −qDp,E
d∆pC(xE)

dxE

= qDp,E
d∆pC(−xB − WEB)

dxB

= −Jp,E(xB) (A.42)

The current density in the emitter region is:

Jp,E(xB) = −qDp,E

Lp,E

pE,0

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
xB + WEB

Lp,E

)
(A.43)

The current density in the collector region is:

Jp,C(xB) = − q

Dp,C

d∆pC(xC)
dxC

= − q

Dp,C

d∆pC(xB − WB − WBC)
dxB

= qDp,C

Lp,C

pC,0

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
−xB − WB − WCB

Lp,C

) (A.44)

The total current density is the sum of hole and electron currents at the corresponding edges
of the depletion region. It is assumed that no generation or recombination takes place in the
depletion region. Thus, for the emitter it reads:

Jtotal,E = Jp,E(xB = −WEB) + Jn(xB = 0)

= −qDp,E

Lp,E

pE,0

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
+ qG

WB

2 + qDn,B

WB

nB,0

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)]
(A.45)

Using the definition nB,0 = n2
i

NB
and nE,0 = n2

i

NE
and rearranging yields:

Jtotal,E = qGWB

2 + qDn,Bn2
i

WBNB

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
−
(

qDn,B

WBNB

+ qDp,E

Lp,ENE

)
· n2

i ·
[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]

= Jph

2 + αRJCS ·
[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
− JES ·

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
(A.46)
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Using the definition nC,0 = n2
i

NC
, the total collector current is:

Jtotal,C = Jp,C(xB = WB + WCB) + Jn(xB = WB)

= −qGWB

2 +
(

qDn,B

WBNB

+ qDp,C

Lp,CNC

)
n2

i

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
−
(

qDn,B

WBNB

)
n2

i

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]

= −Jph

2 + JCS

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
− αF JES

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
(A.47)

Note that the introduced forward and reverse current gains αF and αR and the emitter
and collector saturation current densities JES and JCS are related via reciprocity relation
JS := αR · JCS = αF · JES and JS is the base transport coefficient.
By definition, the base current is:

JB = Jtotal,E − Jtotal,C

= (αR − 1)JCS

[
exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)
− 1

]
+ (αF − 1)JES

[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− 1

]
+ Jph

(A.48)

The resulting set of equations for JE, JC and JB completely describes a bipolar junction solar
cell and is similar to the Ebers-Moll model, but with additional photo-current generators.
The result that the photocurrent can simply be added to the model without illumination
is not surprising, since the superposition principle (as demonstrated for pn-junction solar
cells elsewhere [408]) applies because the differential equations A.34 and A.37 are linear. If
the assumption concerning homogeneous generation is relaxed, the superposition principle
is still valid, but the prefactor of Jph, which describes how symmetric the photocurrent is
distributed across emitter and collector junction and which is governed by the inhomogeneous
part of the drift-diffusion model (generation profile and recombination rate), would be Γ and
1 − Γ instead of 1

2 . A detailed discussion is provided in A.5.2.
Similar to Ebers-Moll model, a forward current JF = JES · [exp ( qVEB

kBT
)−1] and reverse current

JR = JCS · [exp ( qVCB

kBT
) − 1] can be defined and result in the following set of equations16.

JE = αR · JR − JF + Γ · Jph

JC = JR − αF · JF − (1 − Γ) · Jph

JB = (αR − 1) · JR + (αF − 1) · JF + Jph

(A.49)

It is known from literature that the general form of the established Ebers-Moll model, even
if derived under simplified assumptions, is able to describe experimental data quite well.

16Note that the signs are such that without illumination, JE is negative in forward active mode and JC

is negative in reverse active mode. This is due to the fact that the model equations are derived for a npn
architecture. To obtain the model equations for the pnp architecture each equation needs to be multiplied by
−1 on the right hand side of the equation.
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However, the saturation current densities and current gains are describe by a more complex
expression. Since those parameters are usually determined as fit parameters to the experiment,
the Ebers-Moll model covers most of the physics of a bipolar junction transistor and thus
does the same for a bipolar junction solar cell.
The model equations A.49 are often reformulated as a transport model. For the transport
model the following definitions are used:

1. The current density resulting from electron injected from the emitter into the base is

JEC := αF · JF (A.50)

2. The current density resulting from electron injected from the collector into the base is

JCE := αR · JR (A.51)

3. The transfer current density, which represents the net current flow between emitter
and collector, is defined by using the reciprocity relation and definition of JS as:

JCT = JEC −JCE = αF · JF −αR · JR = JS ·
[
exp

(
qVEB

kBT

)
− exp

(
qVCB

kBT

)]
(A.52)

4. The common emitter forward current gain βF and common collector reverse current
gain βR are related to the common base forward and reverse current gain αF and αR

as follows:
βF = αF

1−αF

βR = αR

1−αR

(A.53)

Using the definitions, the Ebers-Moll model can be rewritten and yields the Ebers-Moll
transport model.

JCT = JEC − JCE = JS · [exp( qVEB

kBT
) − exp( qVCB

kBT
)]

JE = −(JEC

βF
+ JCT − Γ · Jph)

JC = JCE

βR
− JCT − (1 − Γ) · Jph

JB = −(JEC

βF
+ JCE

βR
) + Jph

(A.54)

In order to include secondary, but important, effects like high-level injection and depletion
region recombination, the transport model is extended towards the Gummel-Poon model
[421]. The Gummel-Poon model for bipolar junction transistors was derived using Gummel’s
charge control relation [420], which links the charge distribution in the base with the junction
currents and voltages and has only minor restrictions for its validity. The steady-state
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Gummel-Poon model is very similar to the transport model, but the prefactor JS,Ebers−Moll

in the transfer current density is now a voltage dependent prefactor JS

qB(VEB ,VCB) . The voltage
dependent prefactor incorporates high-level injection effect into the model and cause the
current gains to be current dependent, which can qualitatively be understood through the
reciprocity relation17.

JCT = JEC − JCE = JS

qB(VEB ,VCB) · [exp( qVEB

kBT
) − exp( qVCB

kBT
)]

JE = −(JEC

βF
+ JCT − Γ · Jph + JEB,SCR)

JC = JCE

βR
− JCT − (1 − Γ) · Jph + JCB,SCR

JB = −(JEC

βF
+ JCE

βR
+ JEB,SCR + JCB,SCR) + Jph

(A.55)

A.5.2. Calculation of Γ
In the previous sections A.5.1 and 8.4.2, an equivalent circuit model for a bipolar junction
bottom cell was derived from the drift-diffusion model. The model contains two diodes and
each of the diodes is paralleled by constant current sources, which represent photo-generation
within the absorber. However, the current density JPh,Z and JPh,F in equation 8.6 of each
current source depends on the assumptions made for the generation profile and recombination
properties of the absorber. For the simplest case, where recombination in the quasi-neutral
absorber region (QNR2) is turned off and a homogeneous generation profile is assumed, JPh,Z
becomes equal to JPh,F (equation A.47). Thus, the total photo-generated current density JPh
distributes equally across the two diodes.
Typically, the total photo-generated current density JPh is used in the context of solar cell and
therefore it is advantageous to use JPh in combination with the normalized photo-generation
current density at the sunny-side of the solar cell Γ = JPh,F

JPh
instead of JPh,F and JPh,Z. Γ can

take values between zero and unity. For the simplest case of homogeneous photo-generation,
Γ has a value of 0.5.
However, homogeneous photo-generation is rarely achieved for typical operation conditions
of solar cells. Therefore, it is interesting to study Γ for different photo-generation conditions.
For this purpose, JPh,F and JPh have to be calculated for different photo-generation profiles
from the drift-diffusion model.
For the following calculations, the same assumptions are made for the drift-diffusion model
as in section A.5.1, but the photo-generation in equation A.37 is now an arbitrary function
of x.

d2∆n

dx2 = − g(x)
Dn,B

(A.56)

g(x) is the generation profile. Furthermore, homogeneous boundary conditions (∆n(xB =
0) = 0 and ∆n(xB = W ) = 0) are applied instead of equations A.31 and A.32. This reflects

17The reciprocity relation is still valid in high-level injection under certain conditions [487]
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short-circuit conditions for both diodes (VDZ = 0 and VDF = 0) and simplifies the algebra
significantly. The homogeneous solution of equation A.56 with g(x) = 0 and homogeneous
boundary conditions is ∆nh = 0. Since the differential equations of the drift-diffusion
model are linear and obey superposition principle, the solution ∆n with g(x) 6= 0 is the
superposition of the homogenous and inhomogenous solutions ∆n = ∆nh + ∆ninh. Since
∆nh = 0, the general solution ∆n = ∆ninh represents the inhomogeneous solution. Thus, the
photo-generation current densities can be calculated under that conditions from transport
equation as follows.

JPh,F = Jn(x = 0) = qDn
d∆ninh

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

(A.57)

The total photo-generation current density is obtained by integrating the generation profile
g(x) over the total thickness W of the absorber.

JPh = q
∫ W

0
g(x)dx (A.58)

For a homogeneous (constant) generation profile g(x) = a with a constant generation rate a,
JPh,F = qaW

2 , JPh = qaW and Γ = 1
2 .

Table A.5.: Calculated Γ for different generation profiles g(x). a and b are constant coefficients.

generation profile
g(x)

Γ

a 1/2

a (W −x)
W

2/3

a exp(−bx) 1
1−exp(−bW ) − 1

bW

arbitrary g(x) 1 − 1
W

·
∫W

0 x · g(x)dx∫W

0 g(x)dx

Table A.5 summarizes two additional special examples – linearly and exponentially decaying
photo-generation profiles – and an explicit formula for the calculation of Γ for arbitrary
generation profiles. The latter is obtained by finding an appropriate Green’s function G(x, y),
which solves equation A.56 for arbitrary generation profiles as follows.

∆ninh = − 1
Dn

∫ W

0
G(x, y) · g(y)dy (A.59)
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The Green’s function for the operator in equation A.56 with homogeneous boundary conditions
is found to be the following piece-wise function.

G(x, y) =


y−W

W
· x if 0 ≤ x < y

x−W
W

· y if y < x ≤ W

(A.60)

If JPh,F is evaluated with equation A.57 by using equations A.59 and A.60, then JPh,F reads
as follows.

JPh,F = qDn
d∆ninh

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= −q
∫W

0
d

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

G(x, y) · g(y)dy

= −q
∫W

0
d

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

[ y−W
W

· x · g(y)] = q
∫W

0 g(y)dy − q
∫W

0
y

W
· g(y)dy

(A.61)

From equation A.61 and A.58, the following explicit formula for Γ can be given.

Γ = 1 − 1
W

∫W
0 x · g(x)dx∫W

0 g(x)dx
= 1 − xc

W
(A.62)

Equation A.62 provides an interesting interpretation of the Γ factor. The second part of the
equation is a well-known expression to calculate the “x-coordinate” of the centroid or center
of mass xc of a function. The center of mass for the generation profile is (1 − Γ)W and (1 − Γ)
defines the thickness-normalized center of mass of the generation profile. This interpretation
is consistent with table A.5, where the center of mass of a homogeneous generation profile
(g(x) = a) is at the center and that of a triangular generation profile (g(x) = ax) at 1/3 of
the thickness away from the sunny side. Furthermore, equation A.62 enables one to calculate
Γ from tabulated data numerically by integration.
Finally, figure A.14 illustrates the generation profiles of the the three special cases from
table A.5 together with the x-coordinate of the centroid xc of each generation profile. It is
evident that xc is 1/2 for homogeneous generation and shifts towards xc = 0 the more the
photo-generation is localized at x = 0.

A.5.3. Calculation of the maximum power point for equipotential
operation of a bipolar junction bottom cell

For equipotential operation of a bipolar junction bottom cell, it is assumed that VDF =
VDZ = VEP and JCT = 0. Replacing the voltages VDF = VDZ = VEP in equation 8.7 yields

P3T,total,EP = PPh,EP − PD,EP

PPh,EP = JPh · VEP

PD,EP = VEP · (JDZ,EP + JDF,EP )

PCT = 0

(A.63)
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Figure A.14.: Normalized generation rate g(x) as function of a normalized depth x for
homogeneous (green dotted line), linearly decaying (blue dashed line) and
exponentially decaying generation (red solid lines). For the exponentially
decaying generation function g(x) = exp(−bx), bW is varied between 0.15 and
150. Black circles with black dotted lines indicate the x-coordinate of the
centroid.

Inserting the current densities JDZ,EP and JDF,EP , then P3T,total,EP becomes:

P3T,total,EP = VEP ·
(

JPh − (J0,DZ + J0,DF) · exp
(

qVEP

kBT

))
(A.64)

Note that the −1 in the diode current densities was safely neglected because it is assumed
that VEP is much larger than the thermal voltage kBT

q
.

Next, P3T,total,EP is differentiated with respect to VEP and the following equation is found
after some algebra.

JPh

J0,DZ + J0,DF
= exp

(
qVEP,mpp

kBT

)
·
(

1 + qVEP,mpp

kBT

)
(A.65)

Applying the natural logarithm on both side, the equation becomes:

ln
[

JPh

J0,DZ + J0,DF

]
= ln

[
1 + qVEP,mpp

kBT

]
+
(

qVEP,mpp

kBT

)
(A.66)

The right hand side is approximated by a 1st order Taylor series at qVEP,mpp

kBT
= 20 to obtain

ln
[

JPh

J0,DZ + J0,DF

]
≈ A2 + A1 ·

(
qVEP,mpp

kBT

)
(A.67)

The coefficients are A1 = 0.955 and A2 = 2.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.15.: (a) The schematic band diagram of a npn structure as electron charge carriers
find in an illuminated 3T bipolar junction bottom cell with VDF =445 mV
and VZF =100 mV, when they flow from the electron injecting front contact
through a p-type absorber to the electron collecting rear contact. (b) Electron
quasi-Fermi level of device in (a) under different VZF bias conditions.

A.5.4. PC1D simulation of bipolar junction bottom cell
Figure A.15a shows schematically the band diagram of an npn structure as found in a 3T
bipolar junction bottom cell under illumination and at VDF =445 mV. All band diagrams
were calculated using PC1D [466, 467] with similar input parameters as the cell in 8.2.2.
If a voltage VZF is applied between F and Z terminal, then the electrons concentration
in the absorber at the Z terminal decreased and that at the F terminal increases. This
leads to a gradient in the electron quasi-Fermi level and an electron current flows from
terminal F towards Z. The hole quasi-Fermi level remains flat. Figure A.15b shows how
the electron quasi-Fermi level evolves upon biasing between contact Z and F. For VZF = 0,
VDF = VDZ = VEP and the device is in equipotential operation. If VZF is increased, then the
EF n is approximately linear at first up to a VZF of approximately kBT

q
and then becomes

non-linear. For the linear case 1
2(VDF + VDZ) ≈ VEP .

A.5.5. Derivation equation 8.17 for the design guideline of bipolar
junction bottom cells

In order to derive equation 8.17, equation 8.15 is used in the following form:

Rdiff = WB

q · µn,B · nB,0 · exp qVEP,mpp
kBT

(A.68)

The equilibrium minority carrier concentration nB,0 is replace by nB,0 = n2
i

NA
. NA can be

further represented by the specific resistance ρB of the wafer, such that NA = 1
qµp,BρB

with the
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(majority carrier) hole mobility µp,B in the wafer base. Inserting into equation A.68 yields

Rdiff = 1
q2 · µn,B · µp,B · n2

i
· WB

ρB
· 1

exp qVEP,mpp
kBT

(A.69)

The ratio of the ρB
WB

is the sheet resistance RSheet,B of the wafer.
Next, VEP,mpp is replaced by equation 8.8, which is reproduced here for convenience:

VDF,EP,mpp = VDZ,EP,mpp = VEP,mpp = kBT

q
[A1 · ln

(
JPh

J0,DZ + J0,DF

)
− A2] (A.70)

The diffusion resistance becomes

Rdiff = 1
q2 · µn,B · µp,B · n2

i
· 1

RSheet,B
· exp (A2)(

JPh
J0,DZ+J0,DF

)A1
(A.71)

By rearranging the quantities in the equation, one obtains:

Rdiff = exp (A2)
q2 · µn,B · µp,B · n2

i
· (J0,DZ + J0,DF)A1

RSheet,B
· 1

(JPh)A1
(A.72)

Since JPh corresponds to the photogeneration current density in the bottom cell, this quantity
is referred to as JPh,bottom in the following. Inserting the form of the diffusion resistance from
equation A.72 into equation 8.16 yields equation 8.17 as follows.

PCT,mpp ≈ Rdiff · J2
CT,mpp = exp (A2)

q2 · µn,B · µp,B · n2
i

· (J0,DZ + J0,DF)A1

RSheet,B
·

J2
CT,mpp

(JPh,bottom)A1

(A.73)

A.5.6. Calculation of the current-mismatch loss factor χ

In order to obtain the current-mismatch loss factor χ, the following equation has to be
calculated, where Γ = 1 is assumed for simplicity, A1 = 0.955.

χ =
(Γ − (Γ∓1) · Jph,top

Jmax
)2

(1 − Jph,top
Jmax

)A1
(A.74)

For the photogeneration current density Jph,top of the top cell as a function of the band gap
the tabulated values for a Shockley-Queisser-limited single junction from reference [415] are
used. For Jmax the value of 44.23 mA/cm2 for a band gap of 1.1 eV is used and the Si bottom
cell is assumed to have this band gap of 1.1 eV for simplicity.
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A.5.7. Calculation of the tandem efficiencies for a 3T tandem with a
bipolar junction bottom cell

In section 8.4.2 the design guidelines for 3T tandem cell comprising bipolar junction bottom
cell is discussed. For this purpose the efficiency of such a tandem cell is estimated for different
design parameters. In the following the detailed calculation procedure is outlined for the
estimation. It is intended to keep the calculation as simple as possible and to reduce the
effort. Therefore, the following procedure provides a rough estimate rather than an accurate
value, but it allows to discuss the general trends and provides the right order of magnitude
for the efficiency. The tandem efficiency η is calculated as the sum of top cell efficiency ηtop
and the bottom cell efficiency ηbottom.

η = ηtop + ηbottom (A.75)

Fortunately, Rühle [415] provides the tabulated values for Shockley-Queisser-limited single
junction cell, which enables the author to perform a simple spreadsheet calculation to
evaluated the tandem efficiency.
The top cell efficiency and the photogenerated current density Jph,top for a particular top
cell band gap are taken from Rühle [415]. For a band gap of 1.8 eV, ηtop and Jph,top amount
to 26.86% and 19.65 mA/cm2, respectively. The ηtop and Jph,top for a band gap of 1.55 are
spline interpolated and amount to 30.9% and 27.1 mA/cm2, respectively. This is close to the
values of 31% and 27.3 mA/cm2 calculated in reference [416].
The efficiency of the bottom cell is estimated in two steps. First an efficiency without
considering the transport losses due to minority and majority carrier transport is calculated
and in a second step the losses are subtracted from the calculated efficiency. The bottom cell
efficiency without transport losses is calculated as the product of the photogeneration current
density Jph,bottom, the open-circuit voltage VOC,bottom and the fill factor FFbottom, divided by
the incident power density of 1000 W/m2.

ηbottom,noloss = Jph,bottom · VOC,bottom · FFbottom

Pin
(A.76)

In the following it is assumed that all photon with an energy larger than the assumed optical
band gap of 1.1 eV for the bottom cell are either absorber by the top or the bottom cell, such
that Jph,bottom + Jph,top = Jmax. Therefore, the photogenerated current density is calculated
as Jph,bottom = Jmax − Jph,top. This implies that the optical coupling between top and bottom
cell is perfect. Furthermore, parasitic absorption or reflection are absent and luminescence
coupling effects are neglected. A single-junction cell with a band gap of 1.1 eV generates
a photo-generation current density of 44.23 mA/cm2 [415] and is used for Jmax. For the
bottom cell with a top cell of 1.55 eV and 1.8 eV, Jph,bottom amounts to 17.1 mA/cm2 and
24.6 mA/cm2, respectively.
Next, the open-circuit voltage VOC,bottom is estimated from a single-diode model with an
ideality of unity according to equation 2.29. The sum of the diode saturation current densities
J0,DZ + J0,DF and Jph,bottom are used as input parameter for equation 2.29. The reader might
ask why equation 2.29 is useful for bipolar junction bottom cells. It can be shown from
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equation 8.6 for JZ = JF = 0 that VDZ,OC ≈ VDF,OC if JS >> J0,DZ and JS >> J0,DF. In this
case equation 2.29 can be applied to calculate VDZ,OC ≈ VDF,OC. The last quantity – the
fillfactor – is obtained according to Green [91]. The validity of the latter for bipolar junction
bottom cells is not clear. At least, if one of the junctions is floating e.g. the rear junction,
then the bipolar junction bottom cells is a solar cell, to which Green’s formula applies and
should serve as estimate for the FF here.
If Jph,bottom = Jmax and J0,DZ + J0,DF is 2.6 · 10−16 A/cm2 then a VOC,bottom, a FFbottom
and ηbottom,noloss of 842 mV, 86.6% and 32.27%, respectively, is calculated, which is in good
agreement with the tabulated values [415]. For the same J0,DZ + J0,DF and a top cell with a
band gap of 1.8 eV, one obtains a VOC,bottom, a FFbottom and ηbottom,noloss of 827 mV, 86.5%
and 17.6%, respectively. Adding ηtop of 26.86% to ηbottom,noloss results in a tandem efficiency
of 44.4%, which is in fair agreement with the calculated maximum efficiency of 45.3% for
a tandem cell with a silicon bottom cell with a band gap of 1.12 eV and a top cell with a
band gap of 1.8 eV in reference [416]. A tandem with a top cell with a band gap of 1.55
eV instead of 1.8 eV yields a calculated efficiency of 42.9% with the spreadsheet calculation
compared to 43.7% from reference [416]. In summary, the agreement between the simple
spreadsheet calculation and the detailed calculation in reference [416] is good enough for the
discussion of design guidelines for bipolar junction bottom cells. For the design consideration
from below, ηbottom,noloss is calculated for each particular J0,DZ + J0,DF, which is assumed to
be independent from RSheet,B for simplicity.
The next step is to calculate the losses associated with the transport of minority and majority
charge carriers. To calculate the minority carrier transport loss, equation 8.18 with the
current densities from above, but with variable J0,DZ + J0,DF and RSheet,B, is used. Note that
equation 8.18 was derived for a single-dimensional transport from the front minority carrier
contact to the rear minority carrier contact. This is approximately accurate from IBC cells
with a large area fraction from the minority carrier contact.
To include majority carrier transport in the considerations, again a single dimensional
transport is assumed. In contrast to the minority carrier transport, majority carrier transport
occurs parallel to the wafer surface from the point of generation to the majority carrier
selective contact. Moreover, it is assumed that the majority carrier contact is represented
by a line without spatial extent in transport direction and a line spacing of 2 mm. The
latter corresponds to a typical pitch for IBC cells, which can be fabricated with industrial
equipment. The transport from the front side of the wafer to the rear side is neglected. This
approximation applies to IBC cells with a pitch much larger than the wafer thickness and
the lateral transport losses Plateral can be described as a function of RSheet,B, the pitch p and
the photogeneration current density Jph,bottom according to Wyeth [378].

Plateral = RSheet,B

12 · p2 · J2
ph,bottom (A.77)

The total loss in power conversion efficiency ∆ηtrasp is calculated as follows.

∆ηtransp = PCT,mpp + Plateral

Pin
(A.78)
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Finally, ∆ηtransp is subtracted from ηbottom,noloss to obtain ηbottom and the respective tandem
efficiency.

A.5.8. 3T operation of the simplified PERC-like 3T bipolar junction cell
The 3T operating modes are examined below using the bottom cell without TJ, but in the
ideal case of a well-functioning TJ, no difference is expected for a bottom cell with TJ.
For this investigation, the 4 cm2 cells are cleaved from the 156 mm-pseudo square wafers
and an aluminum contact grid with a finger distance of 2 mm is deposited on the front side.
The 2T current-voltage characteristic JF-VRF and JZ-VRZ of the FR and RZ circuits after
cleaving and deposition of the front side grid in figure A.16a is recorded by using LOANA
solar cell analysis system. The current-voltage characteristic of the FR circuit matches that
of the RZ circuit, but the fill factor for the RZ circuit is slighly lower by 1.1%abs. due to a
larger series resistance of 3.88 Ωcm2 for the RZ circuit compared to 3.61 Ωcm2 for the FR
circuit. If one assumes that the contribution of the majority carrier transport is comparable
for both measurements, it can be concluded that the minority carriers at the rear side have a
more resistive path from the cell into the contact. Under the assumption that the n+ POLO
junction as well as the metal grids contribute only a negligible part to the total resistance,
either the metal/n+ POLO contact resistance or lateral transport through the n+ POLO
layer is responsible for the contribution to the total resistance of the FR and RZ circuits.
The contact resistance of the Al/n+ POLO contact at the front side was found to be below
1 mΩcm2 in section 6 and can be neglected here. The lateral transport resistance for electrons
at the front side is estimated according to Wyeth [378, equation 21] with a poly-Si sheet
resistance of 50 Ω/� to about 0.2 Ωcm2. The lateral transport resistance for electrons at the
rear side can be neglected due to narrow-spaced Ag contacts. Form this considerations, it
can be concluded that the Ag/n+ POLO contact at the rear side contributes approximately
0.5 Ωcm2 to the total series resistance and the contact resistance is of the order of 30 mΩcm2

for a contact area fraction of about 6%.
In the following, the full operation space of the 3T bottom cell is examined in the same way
as described in subsection 8.2.3, but the illumination is applied to the bifacial rear side of
the cell by a halogen lamp, such that a JZ,SC of 15.1 mA/cm2 is reached. The JZ-VRZ and
JF-VRF characteristic are recorded for fixed JF values between -10 mA/cm2 and 22.5 mA/cm2

and the maximum of the total 3T power is calculated for each JF value. Figure A.16b
summarizes the resulting total 3T power at the maximum power point of the 3T bottom cell
and the corresponding powers extracted from the FR and RZ circuit for each JF. Figure
A.16b resembles figure 8.9b with four different modes of operation and the same qualitative
discussion applies here as for figure A.16b.
The total 3T power curve P3T,mpp,toal shows a maximum at an equipotential current density
JF,EP,mpp of about 5.6 mA/cm2, which is approximately located in the middle between the
current-matched current density (grey dotted line) and JF,mpp = 0. The equipotential current
density JF,EP,mpp results from minimizing the power dissipation from current transfer through
the base PCT,mpp and dissipation from resistances Pres,mpp. For simplicity, two simplified cases
are considered, where either PCT,mpp or Pres,mpp is neglected. Considering the dissipation due
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(a) (b)

Figure A.16.: (a) Two-terminal JZ-VRZ and JF-VRF characteristic of the RZ and FR circuit of
the screen printed 3T bipolar junction bottom cell with TJ as measured under
one-sun illumination. (b) Power densities for JF values between -10 mA/cm2

and 22.5 mA/cm2:The total three-terminal (3T) power density P3T,mpp,total
(green squares) and the corresponding fraction of P3T,mpp,total contributed by
the FR circuit P3T,mpp,FR (blue circles) and the RZ circuit P3T,mpp,RZ (brown
triangles). Operation modes A, B, C, D correspond to figure (a), (b), (c), (d)
in figure 8.10
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to the transfer current density JCT,mpp only, one would expect that the equipotential current
density is governed by the Γ factor. Since the bottom cell is illuminated from the rear side, it
is expected that Γ ≈ 0.2 and the maximum of the 3T power curve should appear close to the
equipotential current density JF,EP,mpp ≈2.5 mA/cm2.
In the context of the unijunction cell in section 8.4.1, where carrier transport in the base
is efficient and thus dissipation due to current transfer is neglected, it was found that the
equipotential current density is defined by the current divider rule (equation A.20) for finite
“external” resistances. Because the series resistance for electrons on the front side is smaller
(RF ≈0.2 Ωcm2) compared to that on the rear side (RZ ≈0.5 Ωcm2) of the bottom cell in
figure A.16a, the current divider rule predicts an equipotential current density JF,EP,mpp of
about 9.1 mA/cm2.
In summary, minimizing the dissipation due to current transfer through the base shifts
JF,EP,mpp towards JF,mpp = 0 and minimizing dissipation due to “external” resistances shifts
JF,EP,mpp towards the current-matched case, where JZ,mpp = 0. When the total power loss
is minimized, both shifts compensate each other in this particular case and the JF,EP,mpp is
approximately in the middle between JF,mpp = 0 and JF,mpp = JF,2T,mpp (current-matched
case).
For JF,mpp 6= JF,EP,mpp, the power density decreases proportional to (JF,mpp − JF,EP,mpp)2.
The factor of proportionality – the curvature of the parabola – is 3.78 Ωcm2. As discussed in
subsection 8.4.2, the curvature can be estimated from equation 8.15 under the assumption
that the “external” resistances can be neglected. By using the measured wafer resistivity
of 20 Ωcm (equivalent to a doping density of 6.8 · 1014cm-3), a wafer thickness of 150 µm,
an electron mobility of 755 cm2/(Vs), a temperature of 28 ◦C and an equipotential voltage
of 474 mV in equation 8.15, a diffusion resistance of 9.8 Ωcm2 is calculated. The calculated
diffusion resistance of 9.8 Ωcm2 overestimates the measured value of 3.78 Ωcm2 by more than
a factor of two. A probable reason for the difference is that the equipotential voltage of
474 mV, which is recorded at the external contacts, underestimates the internal voltage and
thus the injection level within the wafer. If an equipotential voltage of 499 mV is assumed,
the diffusion resistance reduces to a value of 3.77 Ωcm2. Indeed, if a resistance-free two-diode
model is fitted to the JZ,SC-VRZ,OC characteristic of the 2T-LOANA measurement and a
photo-generation current density of 15 mA/cm2 is assumed, the model indicates that the
internal voltage at a calculated maximum power point exceeds 500 mV and supports the
speculation that the equipotential voltage is underestimated.
Finally, the diffusion resistance of 3.78 Ωcm2 is relatively high due to a moderate performance
(moderate equipotential voltage) of the very first batch of cells and can cause a high loss if
the bottom cell is operated with large transfer current densities as it is expected for operation
mode C and D. The opposite conclusion can be made for operation mode B, where the top
cell is current-limiting and the transfer current densities are relatively small.
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B. List of symbols
TH temperature of hot reservoir

TC temperature of hot reservoir

∆S entropy difference transfer from the hot to the cold reservoir

W work

ηC Carnot efficiency

P power output

tc time of to complete one thermodynamic cycle

t time coordinate

F , Fi thermodynamic force for transport i

J , Ji flux density for transport i

L, Li linear transport coefficient for transport i

∂s
∂t

entropy production rate

T temperature
∂qirr
∂t

heat flux density due to irreversible transport

ηmpp efficiency at maximum power output

K heat conductance

TiH internal temperature at the hot side of reversible heat engine

q elementary charge

σn electron conductivity

σp hole conductivity

σ total conductivity

µn electron mobility
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Dn electron diffusivity

µp hole mobility

Dp hole diffusivity

n electron concentration

n0 equilibrium electron concentration

nn0 equilibrium electron concentration on the n-type side of the depletion region

nn(xn) non-equilibrium electron concentration on the n-type side of the edge of the depletion
region

np(−xp) non-equilibrium electron concentration on the p-type side of at the edge of the
depletion region

np0 equilibrium electron concentration on the p-type side of the depletion region

∆n excess electron concentration

p hole concentration

p0 equilibrium hole concentration

∆p excess hole concentration

ni intrinsic carrier concentration

x spatial coordinate

xn position of the edge of the depletion region in the n-type region

−xp position of the edge of the depletion region in the p-type region

ρ(x) charge density

EC conduction band energy

NC effective density of state in the conduction band

EV valence band energy

NV effective density of state in the valence band

EG band gap energy

E energy coordinate

f(E) Fermi distribution function
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EF Fermi energy

EA
FM Fermi energy at the electrode A

EB
FM Fermi energy at the electrode B

EFn quasi-Fermi level energy of electrons

EFp quasi-Fermi level energy of holes

∆µ = EFn − EFp quasi-Fermi level splitting

kB Boltzmann constant

Evac vacuum energy level

Φn work function potential of electrons

Φp work function potential of holes

ΦBi built-in potential

ΦBi,EB built-in potential between emitter and base region

ΦBi,BC built-in potential between collector and base region

φ(x) electrostatic potential

E(x) electric field

ε permittivity

WB width of the base or absorber

V voltage

Jn electron current density

Jp hole current density

J total current density

JPh photo-generation current density

R,R(x) total recombination rate

Ri,LLi recombination rate of recombination path i at low-level injection conditions

Ri,LLi,0 recombination rate pre-factor of recombination path i at low-level injection conditions

Ri,HLi recombination rate of recombination path i at high-level injection conditions
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Ri,HLi,0 recombination rate pre-factor of recombination path i at high-level injection conditions

m, mi ideality factor of diode or recombination path i

J0m recombination pre-factor with ideality factor m

J01 recombination pre-factor of diode 1 with ideality factor m1

J02 recombination pre-factor of diode 2 with ideality factor m2

G,G(x) total generation rate

RS series resistance

RSH shunt resistance

Pin incident power density

Vmpp voltage at maximum power point operation

VOC voltage at open-circuit operation

Jmpp current density at maximum power point operation

JSC current density at short-circuit operation

FF fill factor

pFF pseudo fill factor

η power converion efficiency

ηabs absorption efficiency

ηthermalization thermalization efficiency

ηthermodynamic thermodynamic efficiency

ηextract,OC carrier extraction efficiency at open-circuit conditions

m(V ) local ideality factor at voltage V

mOC local ideality factor at open-circuit conditions

FF fill factor

VEB voltage between emitter and base contact of a transistor

VBC voltage between collector and base contact of a transistor

VEB voltage between emitter and collector contact of a transistor
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JE emitter current density of a transistor

JC collector current density of a transistor

JB base current density of a transistor

βF forward common-emitter current gain

βR reverse common-emitter current gain

αF forward common-base current gain

αR reverse common-base current gain

αT base transport factor

γE emitter injection efficiency

JF forward current density

JR reverse current density

W sample thickness

∆σ excess conductivity

∆n0 initial excess carrier density

Reff effective recombination rate

τeff effective carrier lifetime

τAuger+rad intrinsic carrier lifetime due to Auger- and radiative recombination

τbulk carrier lifetime due to bulk SRH recombination

τsurf carrier lifetime due to surface recombination

Jrec recombination current density

Jrec,surf surface recombination current density

J0s surface saturation current density

ns electron concentration at the surface of the semiconductor

ps hole concentration at the surface of the semiconductor

ni,s intrinsic carrier concentration at the surface of the semiconductor

ρc contact resistivity
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RT total resistance in TLM measurements

Rc contact resistance in TLM measurements

Rbulk bulk transport resistance in TLM measurements

RSheet sheet resistance

d,d1,d2,... distance between TLM metal pads

LT transfer length in TLM measurements

L contact width in TLM measurements

Z contact length in TLM measurements

iVOC internal voltage at open-circuit conditions

VOC external voltage at open-circuit conditions

Jm minority carrier current density at a contact

JM majority carrier current density at a contact

Jc recombination pre-factor at a contact

VT thermal voltage

ρm minority carrier resistance at a contact

ρM majority carrier resistance at a contact

ρn electron resistance at a contact

ρp hole resistance at a contact

jn electron carrier current density at a contact

j0n equilibrium electron exchange current density at a contact

jp hole carrier current density at a contact

j0n equilibrium hole exchange current density at a contact

jtotal net current density at a contact

SBrendel selectivity metric according to Brendel and Peibst

ηASU selectivity metric according to Koswatta and Onno et al.

Sn,Weber selectivity metric for electrons according to Tan et al., Weber et al. and Roe et al.
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Skin selectivity as defined in this thesis

S selectivity without recombination-generation processes in the membrane

S0 selectivity coefficient of a selective contact

Σ(FM , Fm) operation state dependent part of selectivity of a selective contact

S∗ selectivity with recombination-generation processes in the membrane

rD rate of desired process at a contact

rU rate of undesired process at a contact

JM current density of the desired process at a contact

Jm current density of the undesired processes at a contact

Jrg current density of the recombination-generation processes at a contact

wM thickness of the selective membrane

EFE,n chemical potential of electrons in the chemical engine of the electron contact

EFE,p chemical potential of holes in the chemical engine of the electron contact

EFH,n chemical potential of electrons in the chemical engine of the hole contact

EFH,p chemical potential of hole in the chemical engine of the hole contact

EFE electrode potential at the electron contact

EFH electrode potential at the hole contact

JE,n partial electron current density at the electron contact

JE,p partial hole current density at the electron contact

JH,n partial electron current density at the hole contact

JH,p partial hole current density at the hole contact

Jtot,E net current density at the electron contact

Jtot,H net current density at the hole contact

PE electrical energy flux density at the electron contact

PH electrical energy flux density at the hole contact

Pout total power density of solar energy converter
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List of symbols

Vext external voltage

ηextract carrier extraction efficiency

ηextract,mpp carrier extraction efficiency at maximum power point operation

ρ0p resistivity for majority carriers through the selective membrane

ρelectrode resistivity for majority carriers through the electrode

∆Velectrode voltage drop due to a current flow through the electrode

Vterm terminal voltage at the electrode

∆VOC,max maximum possible voltage loss at a contact

iη implied efficiency for a solar cell with perfectly selective contacts

iJMPP implied current density at MPP for a solar cell with perfectly selective contacts

iVMPP implied voltage at MPP for a solar cell with perfectly selective contacts

η(S0) efficiency for a solar cell with a contact selectivity coefficient S0

JMPP(S0) current density at MPP for a solar cell with a contact selectivity coefficient S0

VMPP(S0) implied voltage at MPP for a solar cell with a contact selectivity coefficient S0

JC,poly recombination pre-factor for a POLO junction

ρC,poly contact resistivity for a POLO junction

S10 logarithmic selectivity coefficient according to Brendel and Peibst

ND donor concentration

NA acceptor concentration

xj spatial distance from the junction

a impurity gradient of a graded junction

W0 space-charge width at zero-bias conditions

τr carrier lifetime with the depletion region

JPi current density of diode i of the parasitic junction

JP,0i saturation current density of diode i of the parasitic junction

RS,para series resistance within the parasitic junction
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ξPD areal fraction of parasitic junction with respect to the cell area

APD area of the parasitic junction

LPD meander length of the parasitic junction

dPD height of the parasitic junction

Acell cell area

Apara,sim simulated parasitic absorption in the anti-reflection coating

mrec ideality factor of non-ideal recombination diode

J0,rec saturation current density of non-ideal recombination diode

J0,i recombination pre-factor of the surface i

J0S,total recombination pre-factor of all surfaces

ρc,Al/poly-Si contact resistivity of the Al/poly-Si contact

ρc,poly-Si/c-Si junction resistivity of the poly-Si/c-Si junction

AAl/poly-Si area of the Al/poly-Si contact

Apoly-Si/c-Si area of the poly-Si/c-Si junction

JF current density of contact terminal F

JR current density of contact terminal R

JZ current density of contact terminal Z

VFZ voltage between contact terminal F and Z

VRF voltage between contact terminal R and F

VRZ voltage between contact terminal R and Z

P3T,total total power density of 3T bottom cell

P3T,FR power density of the FR circuit of the 3T bottom cell

P3T,RZ power density of the RZ circuit of the 3T bottom cell

P2T,FR power density of the FR circuit of the 3T bottom cell operated with RZ circuit opened

P2T,RZ power density of the RZ circuit of the 3T bottom cell operated with FR circuit opened

∆P3T,mpp,total power density loss in a 3T bottom cell operated at MPP due to transport of
charge carriers
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RF resistance corresponding to terminal F

RZ resistance corresponding to terminal Z

JF,3TPmax current density at terminal F, for which the 3T power output is maximized

JF,EP equipotential current density at terminal F, for which VZF = 0

JCT transfer current density

JS base transport coefficient

VDF voltage of diode at terminal F

VDZ voltage of diode at terminal Z

JPh,Z photo-generation current density at terminal Z

JPh,F photo-generation current density at terminal F

JDZ diode current density at terminal Z

JDF diode current density at terminal F

J0,DZ saturation current density of diode at terminal Z

J0,DF saturation current density of diode at terminal F

Γ normalized photo-current density with respect to the sunny side of the solar cell

PPh photo-generated power density

PD power density dissipated as diode recombination

PCT power density dissipated due to transfer of carrier between terminal F and Z

VDF,EP,mpp equipotential voltage at diode DF at MPP

VDZ,EP,mpp equipotential voltage at diode DZ at MPP

VEP,mpp equipotential voltage at MPP

A1, A2 coefficients for Taylor approximation to calculate equipotential voltage at MPP

Rdiff diffusion resistance of a bipolar junction bottom cell

Jph,bottom photo-generated current density in a bipolar junction bottom cell

Jph,top photo-generated current density in a top cell

Jmax maximum photo-generated current density in the bottom cell with transparent top cell
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RSheet,B sheet resistance of the wafer base of the bipolar junction bottom cell

ξ current-mismatch factor

JT current density at the front contact of the top cell T

VTR voltage between the front contact of the top cell T and the root contact of the bottom
cell
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